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1.

accusation of wasting; time upon the road could be

brought

aj^ainst

nor of sparing myself.

ine,

If

halts

was because of my animals. At
I)em Zebir, having given my poor donkeys a short rest,
was, by May 4th, (juite ready to start again with my
caravan and the faithful Somali.
During the three days I stayed at Dem Zcbii T
greatly enjoyed the company of Bimbashi Percival, a
fully-awake and able othcer, who knew his work well.
I experienced two terrific tornadoes while at that post,
and one evening, while dining with the Bimbashi, wc
actually had to eat in our mackintoshes inside the
were made anywhere

it

I

house, with servants holding umbrellas over

and over the

dishes.

Rain came down

through the roof, and at one

moment

(jur

in

heads

torrents

the howling wind

broke through a barricaded window, blowing tablecloth

and most things off the table. As it was, our food
was floating or sunken in water according to its specific
weight.

The frontier between the Bahr-el-Ghazal province
and the High-Ubanghi in the French Congo had not
VOL.

II.

I

a
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The watershed between the
Valley and the Ubanghi should, of course, be the

been properly defined.
Nile

natural boundary

line,

in the elevation that

but there

is

so little difference

an accurate survey

will

be necessary

before the exact geographical limit of the two countries

and before it can be settled which tribes
are actually under British protection and which under

is

established,

French.

To
comes

Dem

Zebir the country at once be-

hilly,

and a few marches are

the west of
slightly

more

sufficient

to take us to streams flowing towards the south or the

south-west instead of northwards into the Nile basin.
I

obtained a few Banda and Kresh carriers,

were to help at the beginning of the journey.

who

One Banda,

—

was a valuable addition to the party
stout little fellow with a big paunch and a comical face,
as flat as if somebody had sat on it
he was the first
black native I had met in Africa who had really a hearty
True enough, he always laughed about nothing
laugh.
but at any rate he did laugh. Central Africa has a
depressing effect. One never sees nor hears anybody
enjoy life thoroughly. All moan, sulk, and look or feel
nasty about everything. So the jolly merriment of this
fellow was a great moral boon to me.

particularly,

;

;

When we

started,

as

is

generally the case

with

made him carry the
As he struggled to lift the package upon
his head and discovered the heavy weight, he roared
loudly at the trick that had been played upon him,
and kept on roaring while they deposited the load upon
him, nearly smothering him under it. His already
short neck was almost telescoped under the load, his
body was bent in two, and he just managed to keep up
jocular people,

heaviest load.

his

companions

THROUGH
by

TIIK

DENSE FOREST

3

sup[x»rting himself with his haiuls u[H>n

When

he stopped

laughiiii^,

knoes

liis

he inarched along

all right.

Every now and then, however, he burst out again into
uproarious hilarity and collapsed with the load on the

We

top of him.

all

laughed at

the

comical scene.

was glad to move on once more, although
that we had hard times to face.
I felt
I well knew
that we had before us a troublesome journey down to the
Mbomu river in the French Congo, as no trail existed,
and we should have to cross the dense forest as best we
Personally

I

could.

from Dem Zebir by making a detour
and then down to the Babodo River
as far as Rafay.
That trail was beaten a good deal by
natives carrying rubber and ivory into the French

There was a

trail

as far as Kossinga,

Congo, but from

Dem

Zebir direct

— the way

I

travelled-

no communication existed with the French. Therefore,
even the trail that was supposed to have been there at
the time of Zebir Pasha was now smothered in vegetation
and could not be traced.
We were travelling over undulating country, inostly
descending

through

scantily-wooded

regions,

with

a

great deal of shrub and comparatively young trees with

Only an hour after leaving
Zebir we had descended by a depression of volcanic

a good space between them.

Dem

iron rock to 240 feet lower than

We

Dem

Zebir (1,750

feet).

due west, then made a great detour
towards the west-south-west. One or two abandoned
villages were passed, and we follow^ed a channel made by
the water on the slope of a hill, where boulders of ironstone were sometimes exposed. Towards noon we had
first

travelled

and at 1.35 p.m. we stopped
an open space, where we found two or three

risen again to 2,150 feet,

higher up in

VOL.

II.

I*
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large pools of stagnant water in the flat volcanic rock

(2,290 feet).

Although this place was fairly high, the air was
heavy and saturated with miasma. It gave me, there
and then, a severe attack of fever, although this was in
the middle of the day and no mosquitoes were about—
the mosquitoes of Central Africa being most obliging
and never putting in an appearance before sunset.

Negakombu

delightful spot,

this

of

Zebir.

One

could ascertain, the

name

some eleven miles from

Dem

was, as far as

of the characteristics of malarial fever is

rapidity with which

the

strength

I

away from you.

it

can take every atom of

When you

by

are attacked

you become in a few minutes as hmp as a rag
In my exand hardly have the strength to stand.
perience it is always fatal on these occasions to give in.

it

I

found that a powerful dose of castor

once almost invariably effected a cure.

on

my men

oil

taken at

It certainly

and myself, where quinine, which

I

did

had

on other occasions, made my men irritable, almost
drove them to lunacy, and whilst temporarily suspendtried

ing the fever would not drive

it

away

altogether like a

good purge.

On May
lot of

5th we continued rising gently

among

a

stunted trees and some magnificent cudjera trees

immense size. The endayii of the Kresh, or layiik,
as it was called in the impure Arabic spoken at Dem
Zebir, was also to be found here, a gum tree, which
when cut into small pieces and placed in cold water
of

overnight turned the whole into a glutinous substance.

The hoggu cactus was

also

found here.

Three hours after starting from camp we found a khor
which flowed at that point towards the south-west,

Two

wild lUf^s and a Krcsh Sultan.

ROLLINT,
but which eventuall\'

By noon we hud

arrivod at

we have already

iii

seen,

5

iim tliwaids into

tuiiu-il

also flowing south-west

as

COUNTRY
tlir

Hiri rivor (,i,()io leet),

but rxcntiially,

this portion,

llowing northwards into the

Chcl and thence into the Bahr-el-(ihazal.
quantities

of

volcanic

Bin.

tlu>

rock

patches

in

\\\'

as

fouiul

wi-

wiiit

along.

My

Somali and

I

had a good deal

donkeys, as we had to look after
the Kresh nor the

troiibK-

ol'

Handa showing anv

In such rough

country the animals would often collide with

I

loads were

had were not

laden.
1

constantly

tinnbling

suflicient to take the

neither

inclination to go

within a reasonable distance of them.
the

with our

all tlu- aiiimals,

otf.

trees,

and

The carriers

animals

ahmg

un-

In fact, with the e.xtra provisions of grain which

had purchased

at

Dem

Zebir,

all

the beasts were heavily

laden.

The next day we went over

rolling country,

sometimes

with open grassy patches with merely a few trees upon

We

two or three small khors and the
usual tlat tables of volcanic rock.
We saw many
also some wild
elephants that day and several buck
dogs, with large upstanding ears and short hair. They
were not unlike a cross between a dog and a hyena
they were fierce and had long, pointed teeth.
Stunted vegetation was again on each side, with
them.

crossed

;

;

big cudjera trees similar to those of the previous day.

We

arrived at

and one

the Hibi river, about

foot deep.

We

had done

four yards wide

fairly

good marching

at the rate of about three miles an hour, the highest

on our way having been 2,1 y)
elevation of the Bibi river itself was 2,140

elevation

flowed north.

feet.

feet,

The
and it
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This was most unhealthy country and

bad attack

of

fever,

I

got another

which made marching painful

unpack the loads. The heat was intense,
and I think fever was brought on again by the great
exertion of loading the animals some forty or fifty
until I could

times a day.

Each

load, weighing fifty to sixty pounds,

in addition
up to the pack-saddle
we had the tiring work of chasing the animals about
in the high grass, among shrubs and over broken
ground, which was indeed trying. The thermometer

had

to be lifted

registered as
1 1 1^°

much

;

as 42° to 44° Centigrade (1071° to

Fahrenheit), and this extra exertion was

more than

most Europeans could stand.
At times I marched ahead so as to get the donkeys
The animals had a way of always following
to follow.
me, as I generally gave them barley when we arrived
Unfortunately that day, while I was half
in camp.
stupefied by the intense fever, some of my animals
behind were lost, and when I arrived at a place suitable
to make a camp at six in the evening, I had to start
back with my SomaU in order to try and find the missing
as we had already
animals.
I became so exhausted

—

marched from seven o'clock in the morning, nearly
eleven hours that I had to entrust the Somali with the
job of finding the animals again, while I remained on
the way lying on a few vines and some grass, making
an improvised bed. Myriads of flies and mosquitoes,
ants and beetles, moths and insects of all kinds buzzed
round, and bit me and stung me all over.
Far from believing that mosquitoes give fever, I

—

always noticed that mosquitoes rather took away fever
from you. In fact, when I was in good health, although

many mosquitoes buzzed round me, few

of

them

actually

A LOVELY FORKST
stung, whereas

moment

the

7

was attacked by fever

I

hundreds of them would settle on me antl sting me for
all they were worth.
Tornadoes having been frequent of late, the lower
vegetation was beginning to putrefy and the air in this

On May

region was most noxious.

7th

I

had another

strong attack of fever, as during the night the air was
so pestilential that

My

me.
that

I

I

felt

all

the time

strength had given

was unable

to

make

way

was poisoning

it

to

such an extent

a start until late in the alter-

noon.

We

gradually rose to 2,350

through

fairly

feet,

forcing

dense vegetation with no

way

our

trail

except that here and there we found elephant

at

all,

trails

some hundreds of yards
when they proceeded in the direction we wanted. We
came across an extensive dome of volcanic and surface iron-red rock, and we crossed two small khors
about one hour's distance apart. When we came to
which hel|)ed us sometimes

for

the third khor (2,110 feet) an hour later

south

—

I

had

that day.

On

the

I

— this one llowing

to halt, having marched only eight miles
was too exhausted to go on.

next morning.

May

8th,

we passed

three

small streamlets, with red-barked, yellow-leaved congo
trees.

More domes

hours after leaving

of granite were encountered.

camp we reached

the

summit

Three
(2,620

group of three hillocks of volcanic ironstone,
after which we found ourselves on a big Hat table-land
feet; of a

quite open and grassy for several hundred yards.

We

began to descend on the west side inio a lovely
These
forest of immense trees with innumerable vines.
trees were much of the same kind as those we had seen
so far, only of greater age

and healthier

in condition,

—
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instead of being stunted in growth, owing to constant
fires, like

those

we had

so far seen.

Every now and then

there were big patches of grass in the forest, the trees

having evidently been cleared by

fire.

At noon we crossed a little crystal-like rivulet llowing
southward, and at 12.35 we reached the edge of the
plateau (2,800 feet) by a steep ascent on rock which
gave us no end of trouble in pushing donkeys and loads
This was the highest point on our route
to the summit.
between Dem Zebir and the Mbomu River. When we
reached the summit I observed nothing higher or as high
to the south-west or south.

I

think that this

is

the

and possibly the point
where the frontier line should be. On a iine clear day
one should obtain a beautiful panorama from this point,
highest point of the watershed,

but, unfortunately, at the time of

my

the stifling

visit

moisture was such that there was a thick mist hanging
over the earth's surface, and one could only see things
that projected above this layer of mist.

This portion was extremely rocky, and large

Fortunately

of volcanic rock were again encountered.
for

my animals, we came

across open stretches of country

We

with excellent grazing.

came

one khor^ and soon

to

after, at 1.45, to another, the latter flowing

east at an elevation of 2,500 feet.

camped, as

I

was

still

j:)atches

On

south-south-

this

one we en-

weak from the attack

of fever

the previous day.

On May
we had

9th we

before us

left

flat,

at

fairly

and
open country, upon which

7.25 in

the morning,

grew a few lulu trees, with their long oval leaves
very prominently ribbed of a deep green and slightly

—

fluted.

When

There were

cut, these emit a white

fairly tall

milky substance.

kavva and some small andje trees,

A FIN'F r.lRAFFF.
witli large two-pointeil loaves.

1

trees

were

jadjcra.

The

luii hu^arii

plentiful, with their greyish leaves

;

aiul

a rustic-looking plant with small lea\'es of a tleep

mii/ii,

waxy

green,

and

the

here, as wt-U as

leaves radiating in a

producing

doniio,

ami a

spherical fruit, one

grew

9

granulatetl

half inches in thanu'ter, also

which jmssessed elongated

tlu* (/.//<*,

bunch from the end

was beautiful country

It

a

all

of eai h hiaiu

along on this side

1».

ol

the watershed, quite different from that of the eastern

\Vc

side.

now had

dotted with

stretches of verdant tountry,

healthv trees of innnense

line

and there the usual patches

We

rose or desceniled

water only twice that day
the other on arrival in

ttil\

I'lt

In re

si/e, aiul

of red xolcanic rock.

nearly
:

all

the

once early

camp about

limlmg

time,
in

the march,

seven hours

l.itt i.

Uncertain as to whether we should tind mon- watei

at

a reasonable distance, we encam|K*d at this place, not

withstanding that the water was bad, of a dark

^ret ni^h

and mudtlv.
Wild game was plentiful in this region, and we saw
some large buck, two wart-hogs (the phacocharus)
and several giraffes. In fact, I was nearly knocked down
by a giraffe in flight as I was trying to photograj^h it
only five or six yards away. One of my mk n had gone
with an old matchlock in order to kill it, and the giraffe

colour, stagnant

came towards me unexpectedly.
the

stupidity

of

my

Somali,

Had

it

not been for

who, seeing

the giraffe

coming, dropjK'd the camera as he was handing
I

it

to

me,

could have taken a beautiful picture of the animal.

Giraffes were as

Sobat

my

— in

tame here as those we had seen on the

always endeavoured to stoj)
men from going after them, but sometimes they got
fact,

out of hand.

tamer.

I
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We
night,

heard the trumpeting of elephants during the

and we saw some

through the

forest.

in the

afternoon crashing a passage

They were frightened

and were stampeding. I
seen such an impressive sight.

do not

brutes forced their

know

A

way through

of something

that

I

have ever

dozen or so of these
the forest.

The

dis-

turbance they made, bellowing and smashing everything

They passed only a

along their passage, was deafening.
short distance from us.

At

this

camp

we found

(2,450 feet)

a refreshing

little

wild fruit, quite sweet, with a thin yellow skin, called

by the natives the yago.
The Kresh and Banda people were wonderful
provising small

wood, so

of

domed huts

strongly built

strongest gale of wind
torrential rain.

They

at im-

of grass thatch over a frame

and

no water

let in

them

call

they stood

that
"

in

in the

the

most

mommo."

We

found on our next day's march more immense
smooth white-barked dje?'a, a kind of acacia, and while
going over a beautiful grassy valley we saw dafa trees,
with elongated leaves somewhat resembling those of
the lulu and growing in tufts radiating from a longish

stem.

The country was really
came to another open plain
we were crossing now was

beautiful in this part.

We

— in fact, most of the country
open and neatand strong,
Hardly a decayed

fairly well

looking, the stems of the trees being clean

with healthy, deep-coloured fohage.

was to be seen anywhere, or a yellow or a
brown leaf.
Everything was of the richest green—
the richest, indeed, that vegetation of any kind could
tree

supply.

Creepers and parasitic plants were not so

common

OV VOl.WGV.

1>.\KK llAl I.KRIKS
this particular

in

near

noticed

\\\vn vines wt re only to be

forest.

where

khors,

ii

the

was over-

xei^etation

crowded, unduly luxuriant and diabolically entangled.
In fact,

when

the

was moist near these

soil

kliors

it

was

quite dark under these galleries through the forest, no

through the dense foliage even

light ever penetrating

in

the middle of the day.
After
trying to

we had
the

my

marching

— these

man

were
Somali and myself, owing to the trouble

four

hours'

hes

upon our tlonkeys' backs and
which we had to indulge every

to keep the loatls

exertion in

territic

day -we came to a small khor of stagnant
water, which gave us endless trouble to cross owing
to the soft, sticky nuul in which the fust donkeys of
my caravan, which we had driven in, not only gradually
minute

of the

sank but absolutely disappeared.
trouble in getting

them out again

we sank into the mud tcx).
So nmch time was wasted

We

hail the greatest

witli

their h^ads, as

in fording this

little

k/ior

(2,150 feet), flowing towards the north-west, that, late
in the afternoon, we were still {)ulling things across

by means

of ropes.

Men and

beasts got to the other

side in the fdthiest condition, smothered

all

over with

black mud.

Animals,

I

am

>uir,

sense of the ridiculous.

even donkeys, possess a keen

When we

got to the other side

could not help laughing in observing one of

my

I

donkeys,

animal called " Chuk-Chuk," owing to
his inveterate habit of trotting all the time and shaking
With eyes full of
off his load every few minutes.
humour he was examining all the other donkeys so
a splendid

little

black with

mud

it

was

in

difhcult to

huge lumps all over their bodies that
then he
tell what animals they were
;

ACROSS WIDEST AFRICA
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looked

at us,

also

unrecognizable.

uncontrollable hilarity,

Seized

by

he brayed and brayed

a

fit

to

of
his

and each time he turned round to
look at us, again and again fell into other fits of brayCertainly the comical sight amused him more
ing.
heart's

content,

than

did us.

it

CHAPTKK

11

As we were crossing an
saw
open patch of grassy lanti somewhat on a slope,
in the highest part under some trees two enormous
elephants, a male and a female, tlie male with nuignificcnt tusks.
My Somali happened to be (juite close to
me. As I never carried weaj)ons upon me, I snatched
his rirte, a small .303 carbine, and asked him fin two
I

HAD

narrow escape.

quilt* a

1

which he at once handed me.

cartridges,

Creej>ing along in the rather short grass,

I

^talkld

and got quite close. One of my Krcsli,
who had a useless matchlock of his own, followed nic
My Somali had carried the cartridges in his pocket.
They were in a filthy condition, so that when I came to
insert one in the rifle I had to force it in, and only with
the elephants

difficulty could
I

who was
huge

like

I

close the bolt,

got up to within ten yards of the male elephant,
first

lifting

up one ear and then

and looking

The

quite close,

aim,

my way

sight of elephants

eyes to
I

other

fans, in order better to hear the aj)proaching

danger, stretching out his trunk as
us,

tlu?

I

is

if

he were scenting

with his short-sighted eyes.
generally poor.

Having got

stood up before him, as he squeezed his

perceive

what

pulled the trigger.

I

was.

Having taken

careful

ACROSS WIDEST AFRICA
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The

cartridge never

went

but unfortunately

off,

my

on the effectiveness of my weapon,
We were
fired the same moment with his matchlock.
such a short distance from the animal that he actually

who

Kresh,

relied

him in the head. I never shall forget my surprise
when the elephant lifted his trunk skyward, and in his
fury roared like thunder. Then encircling with his
proboscis a good-sized tree near by, he snapped it in two
My Kresh
as easily as I should break a lucifer match.
gave a piercing yell and bolted, his face, as I caught sight
hit

of him, quite disfigured with terror.

was endeavouring
hopelessly jammed.

top of his voice, he dashed past
to

open the bolt of

A moment
dashed after

my

rifle,

me

Shrieking at the

as

I

later the elephant with his

us, I, too,

with

my

useless

trunk extended

rifle in

having by that time acquired a high speed

and making sharp angles

in

my hand
my flight,

in order to gain time.

tunately the elephant ran after the Kresh

could hear owing to the piercing

first,

For-

whom

he

But the Kresh
haste for some bushes.
yells.

was too smart, and made in
On getting near them the black man turned a sharp
angle and quickly hid himself in a heap in the black
shadow of some shrubs. The elephant lost him, and,
having bellowed like thunder for a moment or two
in his angry despair, caught sight of me, all dressed up
in white that da}'
for a change
and soon caught me
up with his gigantic strides. The ground on which I
was running was, as I have said, sloping, and I was going
down hill, making for some high grass at the bottom,

—

where

I

Had

—

intended to hide.
I

am sure I
to me how

been running a race for the world's record I
should have won the prize. It was amazing
fast I could run, as I confess

my

blood turned

A
perfectly cold

when

I'DK

lv.\n«:

I

could

tVt'l

LIKK
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the hoarse blowing trunk

of the elephant only a tew yanls behiml nio,

pected every minute to be crushed into a
strength in

my

legs

seemed

fold in the desperate effort

When

I

and

jelly.

I

ex-

The

have increased a huiKhidto get away.
to

got to the bottom of the slope, the reason the

grass was higher there was, of course, because of the

moisture which
In

that

is

particular

generally fcnmd in these depressions.
part of the country

plains were extraordinarily sticky

moment

and

marshy

these

slushy, so the

dashed into the grass, at the record-breaking
speed at which I was travelling, my feet stuck in thi'
soft and slushy mud, and 1 was precipitatetl wilh my
I

and hands flat into the slush, my ritle sinking deep.
I said good-bye
This was a moment of apprehension.
No one could
to the world ami ima;^ined myself dead.
have been more surj)nsed than I was when, a reasonable
time to be killed in having elapsed, I got up again and
face

perceived the elephant a few yards
in the opposite direction.

He had come

off

cantering

away

His back view was a great

two or three yards
of where I had fallen, and, having himself sunk in the
soft mud, had turned round and struggled away, leaving
big circular footmarks— regular holes four or five feet
deep in the mud. Klephants arc very diflident, in fac t,
quite frightened, of these swampy places, where they

rehef to me.

to within

—

experience great difficulty in getting

out again

if

once

they begin to sink deep.

For

my

part,

I

should not care to have the

another three hundred yards' race
beat for some time after
the slush with which

I

I

like that.

thrill of

My heart

got up, anrl tried to shake off

was covered.

been somewhat too great in such

The exertion had

terrific heat,

although

ACROSS WIDEST AFRICA
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believe that excitements like that are not unwhole-

some in malarial countries, as they stir up one's blood
and help to keep one in good condition.
Since leaving Dem Zebir we had experienced heavy
thunderstorms nearly every other night. We generally
had fine weather in the morning, and it invariably got
cloudy towards the east in the afternoon about
o'clock.

two

These tornadoes began with black clouds near

the horizon-line, and then got larger and larger, developing into huge white globular clouds higher

sky vault.

up

in the

Gradually these masses covered the entire

eastern portion of the sky, and
right across as far as the west.

by evening had extended
Storms invariably came

from the east. Towards the evening cloud effects
sometimes picturesque. Soft yellow, green, blue,
and violet tints in the sky were to be observed.
sun was always piercingly hot after heavy storms.

were
pink

The
Rain

came down in torrents in the heavy gale at the beginning of the tornado, and became generally intermittent
during the cooler hours of the night until 4 or 5 a.m.
It

was usually

clear again at sunrise.

On May nth we went
beautiful,

Two

and passed a

over hilly country charmingly
hill-range to the south of us.

hours after leaving the khor

we

skirted a

wooded

and red earth (2,350 feet), from
I got an extensive view with an almost absolutely
flat horizon-Hne towards the south and west, with no
interruptions of any kind, and only trees, trees, treeshill

of volcanic rock

which

uninterrupted forest as far as the eye could perceive.
From this point we descended into lovely country,

with open grassy spaces so beautifully clean that they
reminded one strongly of European meadows, particularly the unsurpassable ones of old England.

IIOXKV

17

we found tiuantitios of honey in hollowed
As the honey was generally at the summit of the
the way my men got it was by knocking down the

In the forest
trees.
tree,

and then smoking the bees out of their lodgings
with burning grass. The honey was then c[uickly
collected and brought triumphantly back to camp.
Near a Ar/»or, my donkeys had got swampi'd in the
deep elephants' holes in the iniid ot the stream, and
tree,

badly entangled
slush.

It

twisted roots of trees under the

in the

took us the best part of two hours to take

animals and baggage across, and we halted for some
hours

among

a lot of tine

iitlit

trees as the

heat was

unbearable that day.

My men as

usual went about for honey, and presently

they returned with quantities of

We

course.
fore

me and

were gaily enjoying
all

my men

it,

s<piatting

it,
1

in

the combs, of

with a

jjlateliil

round me,

be-

their teeth

Suddenly
chunks from the honeycombs.
an alarm was raised. The men jumped to their feet and
threw the combs away. A signihcant buzz was fast
approaching, and behold an army of bees had descended
quickly uj>on us and surrounded my camp, stinging the
My men held their hands upon
naked men all over.
their faces and stampeded in all directions— a most
biting off huge

do— each

fatal thing to

one with a large contingent of

bees after him.

My

Somali, who, being

poor

a strict

Mussulman,

touch anything that had been fingered
by unbelievers, was the only one in camp who had not
partaken of the honey. As, however, he had a perfect

never would

one to dash away when
The result was that he who had

horror of bees, he was the

he

first

heard them.

not touched the honey at
VOL.

II.

first

all

had the greatest number of
2
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At one time the whole army seemed to
have concentrated round him. Piercing were his yells
and high the leaps he made in the air. His legs, body
and head were simply riddled with stings.
Curiously enough, I, who had still the plate of honey
upon my knees, and remained motionless like a statue,
did not receive a single sting, although myriads of bees
kept buzzing around me in a most alarming manner.
All my men suffered agony for some hours, and the
poor Somali was so badly stung that I really feared he
might die.
His head became swollen in a dangerous
bees after him.

way.

His eyelids were simply covered with stings.

many

counted as

I

as eight stings on the upper eyelids

and eight big lumps, which caused him intense pain,
on the back of his head. Upon his body I quite gave
up counting the innumerable big lumps which had grown
on

it

since the invasion.

As soon

as the bees

the place where
first

thing

I

I

had gradually cleared away from

was, leaving

me

quite untouched, the

did was to collect a lot of dry grass and

light

up three

them

so as to

done

this, I called

or four big

make

as

fires,

piUng

much smoke

damp

grass on

Having
them that

as possible.

my

men, telling
come back safely, and eventually all of
them returned, quite unrecognizable, so much had they
again for

they could

suffered in the encounter.

The poor Somali was seized with
and fever at 104°. For an hour
delirious, the

pain being so intense.

Notwithstanding that
the afternoon

and go on

and shudders
or so he was quite

shivers

we deemed

all
it

were feeling bad,

wise to abandon that place

further, in case the bees

their heads to

late in

pay us another

visit.

might take

The

it

into

sick Somali

WlllFF.

was treated

to a tlonkey

AXTS
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aiul

wo kit a^ain over

undulating country, partly wooded with thick

and

patches here and there.

tine o[)en

By

eii^ht

forest

o'clock in the evening, owing to the dark

made it impossible tor us to see where
we were going, and unable to tind water, we had to
make camp, having travelled that day altogether some

clouds which

twenty-two miles, owing to the fair condition
\\<' wne then
country we were traversing.

oi

the

at

the

bottom of an extensive grassy basin, with only a few
small luiu and Jafa trees.
Myriads of mushroom-shaped
studded

anthills

landscape.

the

great nuisance, as they ate up

all

These

ants were a

our things when we

them upon the ground.
Care had to be taken to
raise all the loads upon stone supports or upon pieces
I
found
of wood, so as to lift them above the ground.
that sole-leather trunks, soaked in grease and varnished
over were not attacked so much as wooden })ackages.
laid

In

fact,

little

nearly

all

my

packages of leather suffered

from white ants, whereas wooden boxes

fell

to

pieces.

In one single night white ants could eat

bottom
all

of a box,

and

up the

entire

one night they actually ate up

in

the cloth, stutfing, and sewing of an English saddle

I

had with me. On another occasion, also in one night,
they devoured the greater part of a pair of serge trousers
which had dropped upon the ground. The destructiveness of this pest of Africa was really remarkable.
We left again at 7 a.m. on May 12th, over open,

We

descended to another swampy
khor, which fortunately was negotiated in an easier
way than we expected, as we were getting a deal of
undulating country.

experience
VOL.

in
II.

dealing

with

mud and swamps.
2*

The
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entire plain during the height of the rainy season

be a marsh extremely

many
all

elephants' trails

difficult

must

owing to the

to cross,

and footmarks leaving deep holes

over the ground, thousands of them.

From

this

paratively dry,

swampy
we

which was now

plain,

rose on a hill-range.

we came to a flat terrace
we obtained a pretty view

it

On

of volcanic rock,

com-

the side of

from which

of the deep valley below us,

and hills beyond forming a flat horizon-line. There
was no trail at all, as usual, and we travelled over
hard, difficult country, most troublesome for men and
animals.

On

descending from the

bamboo,

of

patches.

It

them, as
base,

fell

hill

we got among

tufts of

which there was an extensive growth in
was difficult to extricate ourselves from

many
down

of the

bamboo

canes,

when

rotted at the

and formed a regular matting, barring

We

had constantly to cut down these barriers,
The leaves
or else crawl under in order to get through.
of the bamboo were as sharp as razors, and we were
the way.

constantly getting cut.

In the open patches

caama, commonly called

we saw many

hartebeest,

large

antelope

and numerous smaller

antelopes of the madoqua and leucotis kinds.

was not

till 11.30 that we came to the stagnant
water of a khor^ where we halted for lunch, having found
no drinkable water since the day before, at 3 am.

It

The natives were wonderful at finding water in the
most unhkely places. As far as they were concerned,
quaUty mattered little. By the colour of fohage, or the
greenness of grass, as well as by the formation of the
land,

we could always

by digging

tell

where water could be obtained

a few feet in the ground.

TIIR XGAI
In the afternoon

2

we went over an open

plain.

1

Then

over roUing country, and after that, on the flat again,
we came across an extensive growth of bamboos of
inferior

quaHty and no great diameter.

The

hirgest

I

saw was about three inches in circumference.
We were now once more among short, stunted trees,
some of them tlwarf mimosas, but principally lecco, or
leocco^

with

fat,

greyish-green, wax-like

leaves,

about

four inches long, liaving hartlly distinguishable ribs on

the back of the

leaf.

The

face of the

lt\if

was quite

smooth and much darker in colour than the back.
.-ItrrA, or averla, was also plentiful, and produced a small
greeni>h-black berry quite good to eat. The leaf of this
plant had an indented edge, and a few ribs placed
alternately along the central ridge of the leaf, showing

The

grew in bunches
hanging from a long stem, and were shaped somewhat
like olives, with many dots upon them in the lower
portion, and an additional cap on the upper portion.

prominently at the back.

berries

They were only tit to eat when the lower section turned
black. They tasted something like the cassia bean. The
produced excellent hard wood.
A charming small-leaved tree of the mimosa type
was the kakkeri, with tiny hght green leaves, perfectly
oval in shape and deliciously soft under one's fingers,
tree

almost velvety in

feeling,

and with no spikes along the

stems.
In

all this

region

we were much troubled by

the ngai^

which had a great fondMiUions of
ness for dashing into one's eyes and ears.
them followed us everywhere and gave us quite sore
eyes, as it was impossible to open one's eyes even for a

an old

friend, the tiny httle fly

moment without

their finding their

way

in.

We

also

—
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had

to stop our ears with cotton so as to prevent

getting

in.

great heat
one's

body

kind which

This was an additional

trial,

because in the

we were experiencing one wished
as free as possible.
is

them

Horse-flies

to

have

—one

more

credited with being of the tze-tze family

were also abundant and troublesome here.

l

uLTgar^

23

c

We

iiArri:k in.

saw any number

Antelopes were

sport.

were met

elephants and

of

plentiful,

large numbers.

in

time that afternoon.

some

wild hogs, and

I

t(^o,

and wart-hogs

I

saw some one hundretl and fUty

forty or lifty of the larger wart-

creatures reached a height of about four

low bushes

I

i^ood

had quite an amusing

hogs enjoying the green grass of a meadow.
fangs of a most

luul

wc^

The

latter

and had

fiit

Creeping along behind

vicious curl.

got within thirty yards of these animals

peacefully grazing, and, while screened by a bush, shot
one.

the

All

others, hearing

the

report,

pricked

uj)

ami looked my way, two big brutes moving
tired a
towards me in a most determined manner.
second shot into them, and, to my amazement, instead
their ears

1

of seeing the lot stampede, they all charged at once.
I

only had two more cartridges

in

my

pocket, and by

had reloaded, the largest beasts were only a
on
the other side of the bush, all the others
few yards
behind them. They stopped in a long row like a regiment

the time

I

of soldiers.

For some minutes

to fire or await

my

men some hundred

luck.

was undecided whether
The cries from my anxious
I

yards behind attracted the attention

of the animals, and,

much

suddenly seized by a panic.

to

my

comfort, they were

Instead of seeing a row of
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pointed teeth displayed before

me

next

in a long line, I

perceived an equally long row of curly

according

tails,

to the truest rules of perspective, gradually diminishing

they drew further from me.
made camp at sunset that afternoon near a khor

in size as

We

(2,050 feet), but no water

was

to be obtained.

We

had

another good march that day of over twenty-one

made
miles.

On

May

we again traversed beautiful undulating country and more fine open grassy stretches.

We

12th

passed two troublesome khors where

my

donkeys

mud. We now found
nearly all the lower valleys marshy and swampy from
the drainage of the hills on either side. The numberwere simply swamped

less

in the soft

tangled roots of trees just below the surface

made

more troublesome, as the animals
caught their legs in them and got involved.
Four hours after wc had left camp we passed over a
high, flat plateau, between two hills some two hundred
yards apart, and about one hundred and fifty feet higher
We were marching mostly south
than the plateau.
and south-west, keeping a general direction of south-

these marshes

all

the

south-west.

There were high sJiishi trees, another kind of mimosa,
the verver
with tiny leaves and minute white flowers
;

and a small spherical berry
the baggarah and the kierela,

plant, with elongated leaves
of

light

green colour

producing a

fruit

like

;

a small light-green

ball within

a hard shell containing a yellowish soft substance, quite

good to

eat.

The hadjango was not unlike a diminutive

grape-vine, the shoots of which were of a reddish colour

and were edible.
thorny mimosa.

The mhishi was another kind

of small

SIMKS
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game were mot with

Quantities of

day

tluit

in-

:

numerable wild boars anti huge wart-ho^s playing in
a fine open valley and later some luuulreds grazing.
Shortly after we came upon a herd of red buck.
The country was undulating. At 5.10 in thr atternoon wc descended among a lot of creepers to the N'gawa
stream flowing south. On the west bank of tlii^^ stream
I

made

marched eighteen

camj), having

Water

in the

miles.

hypsometrical apparatus boilrd

point at a temjx'rature of 2o8-4^

this

at

The tcmperatun

the atmosphere was j$° Fahrenhtit, which gave an

1

1«

ol

va-

tion of 2,049 feet,

had a suspicion that we wcif bcm^ wati lud

I

fact,

I

found fiM)tmarks

next mornmg, and

ground

I

ipiitc

close

to

my camp

In

the

followmg these footmarks in the soft

discovered several

natives with

their

si)ears

They were upset and friglitt ix-d,
they had been sent by Sultan Dakako,

hiding behind bushes.

and confessed that
whose village was not very distant now, to wati h
movements. They had been spying us unsctn

oin
lor

several days.

advantage of (Jiie's
opportunities, and as I had got to a point where I did
not know exactly where I was, and had not of late
There

is

nothing

like

taking

been able to take accurate astronomical observations,
told (hern that
I gave these men a good shaking and
they must take us at once to the sultan's

Wc went

through

thick forest

with no

village.
trail

whatever,

with innumerable tuiuku, or rubber-vines, whirh seemed
extraordinarily plentiful in that region.

Two

hours after leaving

Daraui, and at ten

camp wc

we arrived

crossed the river

at the river

which stood Sultan Dakako's village (2,150

Hissi,
feet).

near
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The sultan himself was a

man

little

boy, while a power-

Mabu, acted as regent.
The
There was a commotion when we arrived.
sultan came to pay his respects, accompanied by Mabu,
and a fellow in ample crimson trousers, long coat, and
an Egyptian tarhouche. The latter was the commander
fully-built brute, a

of

called

Many

the sultan's soldiers.

good Gras

rifles,

of the

men

possessed

with stocks ornamented with brass

Syrian and Arab traders,

I

was

told,

had come

place a year before, smuggling small calibre

this

nails.

to

fire-

arms for the natives. One of them had eventually
been arrested some two hundred kilometres further
south by the French officer in charge of the military
post.

When

I

arrived these pcoj^le were not certain whether

was an Arab trader too.
They cross-examined me at
length and with a great deal of shrewdness, asking me
whether I would sell them rifles. I at once gave them
to understand that I was not a trader and would sell
nothing whatever to them, but I gave them presents of
cloth, beads, salt and brass wire
all
articles
they
I

—

valued

much — in

return for the gifts of dhuru, bread,

meat stew, chickens and eggs, which the sultan sent
me, on making sure that I was not a smuggler.
The sultan himself was a gentlemanly little fellow
with aplomb quite remarkable for a young savage in the
forest.
He was mystified when I asked him his age.
Neither he nor his prime minister, nor his general-inchief could, to save their lives, calculate the

number

of

years the child had lived.

Later in the day the sultan came back to

beaming

all

my camp

over with joy, his hair decorated with large

multi-coloured beads

I

had given him and with several

AND

KRESii
necklaces round

amied
rifles,

men,

his

neck.

some— about

the others
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liim

or

twrlvf

ten

many

cdinc

Hrhiiul

(iras

\sitli

armed with old muz/U^loatlers.

The jK>pulation of
Kresh and Liabu in two
with outer

walls,

r,-\nr

this

The huts had

lar^e zt'rtbas.

[K>sts

mostly of

consisted

villajje

nuiil

support in|; a conical roof, an

and the
The doors were low, quite backbreaking as you
wall.
stooped low to enter. The floor insidf the Imt had l)«<n
interstice of several inches being left

between

it

scooj>ed out several inches lower than the level of the

ground

'

I

was amazetl

at

the

coolnrss

and

perfect \t iiui.iiion of theso huts.

There were numer«)us uaua palms wiih their lnoad
leaves, and batm^ also a palm with long, narrow, sharp-

Both

edged leaves.

undergrowth

in

the

thes<^'

fori»st,

palms were comnu)n
particularly

in

the

dark galleries where trees were growing thickly

in

in

the

moist,

marshy

valle\*s.
I

set,

cnniinu'd

when

I

mv jourmy m

tin-

atltinoon until sun-

halted by a stream four yards wide, flowing

towards the south-west into the Hiri river (1,950 feet).
We had here high grass through which we had to force
our way, and during the afternoon

I

lost

five

of

my

donkeys with their loads, as it was im|)OSsibh' to see
more than a yard or so ahead. They had strayed somewhere and I only discovered that they were missing
when we arrived in camp.
Adem (the Somali;, who was really an ama/ing
tracker, started in the middle of the night while a terrific

thunderstorm was raging in order to find the animals,
and, in fact, towards two o'clock in the morning, he
returned to

camp having

On numerous

occasions

tracked and found

all

of them.

myself

of

Adem's

I

availed
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marvellous ability in tracking, and
quite an expert at that work.

ment for any one going
independent of local
our

way

to villages

likely places

;

It is

We

water could be obtained

;

find our

got to be

who

wishes to be

could

always trace

and discover people

we could

too,

a useful accomplish-

exploring

tribes.

I,

way

most unplaces where

in the

to

besides tracking animals, which,

The main points in
customs and ways of the people

of course, are very easy to track.

tracking are to

know

the

or animals one wishes to search for,

much

On

as possible one's gift of

and

to apply as

observation.

one or two occasions we evaded pits with spikes,

which had been placed where natives imagined we
should pass unawares, and into which we should have
certainly fallen had we not noticed suspicious signs
of disturbed vegetation before

we

got to them.

Some

had curious ways of hiding
in trees and dropping spears upon one's head as one
went by, or else had spears so balanced that when you
passed a string gave way and the spear dropped auto-

of the tribes in the forest

matically.

On May

14th young Sultan

Dakako with

his soldiers

had been so kind that he
would accompany me as far as Djema, the first large
settlement in the French Congo.
I left about 7.15 by
way of fairly open country, and after passing several
swampy kliors, in which my donkeys got absolutely
swamped and all the baggage soaked, we rose upon a
hill (2,170 feet), from which we got a beautiful view
of a hill-range in front of us to the west and fine open

joined me, professing that

I

country below us towards the south.

came

On

descending

to another stream flowing southwards.

a cactus

I

had not yet

ISkh < _i 4U

we

Here was

seen, the djendu, straight-stemmed

—
MISTAKKN FOR AN AR
and much

spikeil, five to six feet hij^h,

\R
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with soft uinbrolUi-

like lea\t's at the siiininit.

We

arrived at

tlie

Djeina

The

noon.

zi-riba at

chief

had got into trouble with the I'Vench authorities, as he
had purchased a .303 Lee-Met ford from a Syrian trader.
He had paid for it st^veral liuiulred pounds of ivory. He
was sunmioned Ixfore the I'renc h ollicer at Zemio.
Near thi- zcriba was a row of outer huts tor (lie

workmen
who had

of the

dii

Uban^^ln,

llaiit

here the most north-easterly /actor enc of tluir
In fact, a (juarter of an hour later

concession.
at

des Sultanate

Socit't*'

the society

:»

1

arrixcd

buildmgs, some large tlrying-sheds for

and warehouses

the rubber

for the ivory.
Here again 1
an Arab trader, as I drove
my caravan into the enclosure. Hostile expressions wtic
visible on the faces of the two hVenchmen in charge

was

at

first

mistaken

of the

place, but

known

a

luarty

the

for

moment my

identity

and most conlial

was made

recej)tion

awaited

me.

No Knglishman had
owing to

my

travtlktl

sunburnt face and

thi^i

my

and partly
town attire and
wa\',

straw hat, which are not usual with j)eople

was greatly amused to see how
Frenchmen were when I approached.

of Africa,

I

in

tlic Ik art

per])lcxe(i tlic

Monsieur Brachiel, chef de zone of the Socictc des
Sultamits, was suffering from fever.
He was very kind

and hospitable, and explained at great length how several
Greek and Syrian merchants came over to smuggle
modern rifles and ammunition to the chiefs. They carried
on a slave trade at a considerable proht. The French
Government, as well as the society, intended to j)ut a
stop to this irregular state of

amidst our mutual merriment

affairs.

— how

lie

He

told

me

was already about
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to despatch a message to

Zemio

in order to

have a trap

me, as the natives had been spying me
I had been suspected of being a slave
for several days.
merchant, the suspicion having arisen because I spoke
laid to capture

pohtely to the natives
being poUte to natives

I

met

!

That

is

what comes

of

!

no more unsatisfactory work in Central
Africa than surveying. Not only have villages a way of
changing their name every time a chief dies (the village
always going by the name of the chief), but also the
villages are constantly changing their positions, being
sometimes built on one river, sometimes on another,
sometimes upon a hill, and at other times in a low valley,
There

is

according to superstitions, agricultural necessities, the

needs of war, or the fear of neighbouring
I

found Djema

in a

tribes.

Thus

cHlkicnt j)lace altogether from where

was marked on
Marchand's nia]). Marchand himself had ncvrr been
to this place, his route being about one hundred and sixty
kilometres further south. The distance between the
Djema visited by me and the Djema on the maps was,
if I remember right, some fourteen or sixteen kilometres.
The latter position had been established by a member of
the Marchand expedition, who had deviated in that
direction for surveying and exploring purposes.
The place where I found it had been selected by the
Socicte des Sultanats as a more suitable locality for the
collection of rubber. It was discovered, nevertheless, that
the difficulty of transport of the goods from and to the
river was too great and the quarters were to be shifted
back once more to the site of the -old Djema.
A beautiful garden had been made at the quarters
of the society, with good vegetables and a rich growth
I

expected

it

to

be and

wlu-re

it

DJKMA
ICxptTiinonts

of iloNvtMs.

rubUr

of

from

as

ex}Hi't«-il,

bt*on

made on various kinds

Tlie matuhot ceara glazioti, imported

plants.

Hra^Jil,

had
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had not yiilded the satisfactory
it

was

brittle

ami delicate when youn^ ami

The

not suitcvl to the climate of Central Africa.

which we
B<rli;ian

shall

later

find

results

spread

ire,

over French and

all

Congo, was the quality most adapted tm

tin-

and gave excellent results. A lari^e nursery of
these plants was kept at the /udoreru.
When I was

locality

there thtse plants were gradually being transportetl to

new quarters

the

of

the soiiety at a spot

where the

Mabiso ^tream meets the (ioangua, the latter being
quite an im)>ortant river navigable at all times even for
large canoes.

On May

went over to old and now-revivtil
l))ema, where Monsieur Hrachit-l was busy constructing

new
I

i6th

I

(juarttT^
left

Djrma

bridges over the five

tmg country was

in

inundation during

by an undulating tiaii, with
The uiKliiia
khors met on the way.
some of the lower portions liable to
o.ju

at

rainy

the

familiar volcanic rock

season.

showed through,

Patches of the
|)arti(

ularly on

heights or hill-tops.

We

arrived at

new Djema

(the old

Djcina of

the

maps) at 2.J0 p.m., having been caught in a heavy
tornado which drenched us to the marrow of our hones
and soaked the loads once more.
All

kinds of antelopes were

to

be

found

in

this

country.
Buffaloes, hipjKjpotami, rhinoceri, the large
"
red
antilope cheval " of the French, and elephants of
great size were plentiful.

New Djema
than the old

certainly

seemed a better-situated place

factor erie as

far

as the transj)oil

of

the

32
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goods down the stream was concerned, but it seemed
an extraordinarily moist place, the damp saturating
everything at night. In the morning a dense fog enveloped everything, and although white instead of black
it quite paralleled in thickness our worst experiences of
the winter months in London.

The remains

of the kitchen

Marchand's days were

still

and

mud

prison house of

to be seen at the

new Djema.
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CHAIMKR

IV.

After leaving ncw-oKl Djcina (i,S8o feet) a
troubles came u|)on us.
My Somali had such
attack of fever that
die.

.\

it

looked to

me

as

if

series of

a violent

he would

hui;e dose of castor oil, however, whicii

wouKl

most men, cured him in a few hours.
The Kresh and Banda had alxuulontd me, and I
was now absolutely at the mercy of men 1 could pick
up on the road. The (|uestion of carriers in this re^^ion
was a serious one, si) ^»rave that the Sociitc dcs SultiDuits
had experienced conMd«rable dittuultv in obtaining
liave kdled

sufhcient
All

men

my

to

be loaded a^ain
thirty yards

Djema.

do the work.

poor animals, half dead with

We

forded the

wide and three

This river when

Goangua

feet deep,
in

fatij^ue,

had

to

river, alxjut

soon after leaving

flood rose several yards,

and inundated a considerable portion

of

the

neigh-

bouring country.

We

left

the (ioangua at 9.30 a.m. and

by

11. 10

we

passed Tickima village, with two half-abandoned zerihas

and a few scattered huts with

mud

walls

and low

thatched roofs.

The natives

the Hiri

-

sembled the neighbouring
VOL.

II.

were short, and, indeed,
Niam-Niani,

(o

whom
3

re-

they
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The women did
The
three separate tufts.

were closely
tresses in

allied.

their hair into little

chief here, too,

was

The Biri possessed
The women were well

a mere child, with expressive eyes.
a short nose and prominent

lips.

formed, short in stature, with finely- cut cicatrices of
the double-angle pattern, crosses, and an angular

pattern upon the chest.

waved

There were four large round

marks upon the fore-arm, and also lines and angles
combined reaching up to the shoulder.
From this village we first climbed, and then descended a good deal over undulating country, occasionally
finding flat stretches of volcanic iron rock and fine grassy
open spaces. We crossed two or three small but very deed
streamlets of good water, over which rickety bridges had
been constructed, that, however, were constantly being
devoured by white ants or rotted away by the intense
air, so that they needed constant renewing.
These bridges were merely intended for foot passengers,
and did not bear the weight of loaded animals, almost

moisture in the

unknown in this region. The result was that whenever
we went over these structures the animals sank through
and occasionally disappeared. The trouble my Somali
and I had
more than
of these

in
I

taking the animals across these places was

care to

bridges that

make them go

The donkeys became

tell.
it

so nervous

took no end of persuasion to

The patience of Job, of Bible fame,
compared to the good temper we had to

over.

was nothing as
exercise on these occasions.

It

took us sometimes a

couple of hours or longer of pushing and tugging to

persuade the donkeys to go
yards long.

We

reached the

the top of a

hill,

first

o\'er bridges

two or three

portion of Sanango village, on

at four o'clock in the afternoon,

having

THE WKLLA klVKR
Started at Q.30 in the

inorninj;,'

we had descended

later

lower

down on

being

the

and a

;

3S

cjuartcr of an hour

to tlie chiefs zenba (^i,8io teet)

I' alia

^or Wella) river,

which after

by the Goangua and other tributaries
Ouarra river, discharging its waters into

joined

became tlie
the Mboniu river at a place called Ah.
1 had obtained a few carriers from Djema, luit
by the
time I had reached Sanango half of them had ruu awav.
Taking our donkeys through the high grass was trying
for the Somali and myself.
The heat was suffocating,
and marching along through the high, wet grass we were
drenched all the time, antl our hands and faces constantly getting cut by the blades of grass, as sharp as
knives.

On

May

we crossed thr \\( 11a (1,780 feet),
south-west and twenty yards wide.
Chief

flowing

Sanango, to

i.sili

whom

us a good deal

in

hatl given

1

a present

helped

ol (loth,

crossing the swift stream, but

it

took

us more than an hour to take animals and loads to the

The

other side.

was then

trail

fairly

good, with

many

villages all along.

We

went among stunted vegetation, much stunted,
owing perhaps to the ferruginous rock which underlies
the

a

soil

little

below the surface.

Grassy inclines were

we obtained a

met with, and two hours

later

view of distant blue

on the horizon-line, with high

hills

beautiful

palm-trees in the immediate foreground of the scene.

Three hours and a

half's

where we received

village,

march took us

to

Amenago

lavish gifts of viinde,

a sort of

native bread; agghu, a puree of winged ants, was served
to us

also gaddiii,

;

pointed

My

leaf,

a

green

vegetable with a seven-

which, boiled, tastes like spinach.

Somali, who, owing to his strict religious notions,
VOL.

II.

3*
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never

touched

meat

prepared

mistook the puree of ants

by

non-Mussulmans,

and dipping
hands, saying it was

for a vegetable,

his fingers in the pot, licked his

the most delicious thing he had ever tasted.

him that he could take

I

told

and he proceeded to scoop
out handful after handful, when I asked him whether
he knew what he was eating. He said it was a mixture
When I informed him that he
of honey and vegetables.
was devouring squashed ants, and actually took out of
the pot some fine specimens of the termix voratrix and the
dophira-alata, he became so disgusted that he placed
his fingers down his throat and ejected all he had
it all,

eaten.

The natives themselves consider these ants a great
delicacy and eat them ravenously.
Amenago village (2,100 feet) was enclosed in a small
zeriba.

After a copious luncheon
trail,

we

left

by an undulating

obtaining extensive views from the highest points,

generally consisting of exposed patches of ferruginous

rock with the usual

swampy

We reached

kJwrs between.

a place called Basungo (1,670 feet) at sunset, a hamlet
of four huts

and a couple

of storehouses.

We

met with

a hearty reception and lavish offerings of food were

brought to

On May

us.

by nine o'clock, we had climbed up to
feet).
At the bottom of each valley we

19th,

Bilallih (1,700

invariably found dark galleries under stifling vegetation

along the khors and in the marshy drainages of surrounding

hills.

Creepers

were abundant,

cutting grass; the ground soft and

and long-bladed

swampy

underfoot.

In this particular region there were luxuriant groves of
palm-trees producing a red date, the nghiro, technically

BUDDIA
the parent
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perhaps of date

called

the phtrnix,

palms.

was tibrous ami had a larj»e stone
so that there was but little to eat, but it liad

inside,

The

sttx-k

fruit

quite a refrt^hintj, nourishini:, oily taste.

extracted

oil

from these

'V\w nativts

tlates.

We

went up and down over linely-gravelled count r\'
and across btwutiful meatlows, reminding one of Knj^'land.
On neanng Heduch or Huddia, we rose to i,8oo feet on a

and grassy, with gravelly soil.
Buddia (1,580 feet) was a large village of several
The jH*ople were particularly interesting for
ztribas.
the |>eculiar plaite<l hats of all sha|H»s which they thom'Ives manufactured, and for the cheap felt hats, and
plateau, green

tlat

lam v naval ca|>s with gold braiding im|)ortcd from
One of the
Frant e, which formed their chief pride.
principal |)oints about these naval caps was that they
always won* them with the price ticket attache
them, and great care was taken that it shoul<l

drop

I

to

not

off.

The

sub-chiefs riubbera and

Buddia, the chief of the
first

(

arrive<l

covering,

in

while

lambura were

village,

to

sent

receive mo.

garb of large blue check mattress-

a

Tambura walked under a much

coloured nautical cap several sizes too big for him.

were gazed at by a
roundefl

us.

by
The

lot of

These

0|x*n-moiithed

receptions

were

men who

dreary

in

dis-

We
sur-

the

extreme, as they lasted several hours, the natives and
their chiefs s^juatting

selves so seriously

all

down

like

idiots,

the time that

it

taking them-

was not possible

draw a grin from their uncomely countenances. This
was to kill time while presents of native polenta, various
soups, stews, concoctions of vegetables and srpjashed
to

winged ants were

in course of

preparation for us, which
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were eventually brought and placed before

me

black

in

pots neatly covered over with palm-leaves.

In the French Congo
to

bring

these

Personally,

conveyed

I

to

gifts

of

was the habit

it

food to a

of the natives

passing

stranger.

never touched any of the stuff that was

and

me,

the

people

who brought

it

was a nuisance, as each
time one had to reward them for their good intentions,
and it meant giving back a present of a roll of cloth
worth at least one hundred times more than value
generally ate

it

themselves.

It

received,

Buddia was the largest village we met between the
It was
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and the Mbomu river.
charmingly situated on a sloping plain, quite open, and
surrounded by distant hills to the west-north-west,
the Gangara,

a flattened plateau,

higher than other

hills.

considerably

rising

The inhabitants

of this village

had only arrived here lately from Zemio, and the village
therefore, had quite a new appearance.
Buddia, eldest son of the sultan of Zemio, was the
highest chief in the place.
He was laid up with a terrific
attack of the worst imaginable blood complaint, which
had eaten up his nose and palate, and various other
parts of his anatomy.
He and Tambura, his sub-chief,
were

unscrupulous

From my

scoundrels,

absolute

very arrival they began

degenerates.

me

pestering

whisky and brandy, or fire-water of any kind,
course, I could not supply.
They seemed
enough intoxicants of their own. They were
from drink all the time.
At eight o'clock
morning Tambura, who came to see me, was

for

which, of
to

have

incapable
the next
in

such a

drunken condition that two men had to hold him up on
his legs.
He was a depraved, fat, putrid-looking,

THE Z.WDFS
slippery devil,
I

who gave
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evasive answers to everything

asked him.

Chief Gubbera, the second son of the sultan of
Zemio, a youth of eii^hteen or twenty, who displaved two
large felt hats one above the other on his head, had
rather a pleasant although weak face.

The sultan of Zemio had ten sons, viz. Buddia,
Gubbera, Djema, Badunga, Dakako, Kakko, Kajima,
Zemio, Kirekirt' and Kphon.
Gubbera had been summoned up to Buddia as that
chief was too ill to live long.
He— (iubbera was the
chief of Tambura village, further east on the iMbomu
:

—

river.

The

was on the stream I)akkari,
which flowed southward into tlk- Mbomu. The population consisted of Golo, Biri, Kare and (iabu, although,
of course, the chief and the more im})ortant people were
These Zandes were a finer
of the ruling Zandes tribe.
fx'ople, taller and more intelligent-looking, than the
Their faces were frec^uently
tribes they had concjuered.
In many ways these Zandes reminded one
bearded.
village of Butldia

strongly of the Abyssinians.

They

were, in fact,

much

lighter in colour than either the Basiri, the Kare, tlic
Hiri or the (labu.

The women went about quite naked and had ugly
countenances.

Some wore

the usual tufts of verdure in

and behind. The breasts were extraordinarily
pendent. The hair was worn in a tuft upon the head,
front

or in a series of smaller tufts along the top of the skull.

The people of Buddia were mostly smooth-skinned
and of a dark chocolate colour; their eyes elongated, and
their

noses extraordinarily wide

flattened

tips.

at

the

nostrils,

with

The eyelids were so heavy that they
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were swollen-looking and prominent. In
ferior classes had many characteristics in

Niam-Niam,

the A-sandeh or

fact,

the in-

common

with

whom we

have already

Gabu,

these

met.

Whether

Kare,

Biri,

or

all

people

possessed short, under-developed legs and a long, curved

body, usually with a

The upper part

much

enlarged paunch.

of the profile

was concave, the lower

part highly convex, owing to the extremely prominent
hps.

Unlike

most

tribes,

who walk with

fectly straight, these peoj)lo kept

the feet per-

the feet turned out-

ward while walking.
They had no strength to speak of. Tlie strongest
of them was hardly able to carry a load of more than
40 or 50 lbs. for some twenty miles a day, whereas I
have had carriers in China and in Northern India who
could carry 80 and 100 lbs. easily for a longer distance
and not be any the worse for it.
The squeezing power of the fingers of these people
when measured with the dynamometer was shown to be
poor, some of them sending the register slightly higher
than 60 lbs., but the majority of them between 40 and
50 lbs. The Kresh and the Banda had slightly stronger
fingers, the strongest

among

sixteen specimens registering

76 lbs.; the average, about 60 lbs. The Banda were
weaker, between 58 and 60 lbs. being the average
whereas the strongest people I found in the region near
;

the boundary between English and French possessions

were the Yango, who sent the dynamometer up
78

to

lbs.

The palms

of the

hands and the

soles of the

of these people were light pink in colour.

feet

PROMISCUOUS MARRIAGKS
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sitting

down they
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kept their legs raised wide

The elbows rested on the knees, the arms were
folded, and the hands joined in front of the forehead.
None of these people had a religion to sjnwk of,

apart

but they believed

whom

in a deity called ibcri, to

they

sometimes made offerings of food placetl in conical
woollen baskets ornamented with leathers, and stuck
Ihis
upon stone cairns upon roads or at livcv fords.
devotion was a precaution takt 11 in the hope of esca]>ing
death when crossing the streams, or because of fear during
storms, the ibcri being more or less of an evil

spirit,

who

wlien not properly treated caused accidents anil troubk:

There was no benevolence about this deity.
In the High Ubanghi I again found the custom of
placing stones upon forked trees, but here it was done
to jK'ople.

more as a

" toss-up," in order to see

whether soiiuthing

one wished would turn out right or not.

If

the stone

remained on the tree until the man who placed it passed
if not,
the sjx)t a st^cond time the wish would be fulfilled
;

bad luck nnght be expectt^d.
As far as I could understand, there was no marriage
ceremony gone through among these j)cople, marriages
nor was the
taking place in a promiscuous fashion
;

custom

prevalent of giving gifts of cattle, etc.,

the people.

The

future husband.

girl

The

merely went
richer

to

people had

live

among

with her

two or three

The bigger chiefs recognized all their children
The sultan of Zemio, for instance,
as their own.
provided a living for them by giving them a village
All seemed exeach, of which they became chiefs.
tremely immoral, and conjugal faithfulness appeared
The umbilical cord of
almost unknown to them.
newly-born children was tied by the mother herself.
uives.
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had many interviews with Zandes chiefs and the
better people, and every time I was more and more
impressed with the strong resemblance between this
bearded class of warriors and conquerors and the darker
I

Not only

type of Abyssinians.

in their physical

ance, but also in their demeanour, in the

and walking,
In
exerted

all

etc.,

tribes

was the

likeness marked.

of

region

this

from

rather

way

moving

power was generally

towards

than

of

appear-

body,

the

as

in

Weights and burdens were
When pointing, they always

tightening ropes, straps, etc.

upon the head.
employed the extended arm and open hand, and not the
index finger as we do. They frequently used their foot
for holding ropes or sticks between the big toe and the
next.
Feet were also constantly employed for raising
They
light objects from the ground without stooping.
could use their toes almost as easily as we do our thumb
and first fmger in seizing objects and holding them firmly
between them. The big toe was quite supple, and they
carried

could raise

it

of the foot

;

well above, almost vertical to, the plane
or lower

it

equally well below

its

normal

extended position.

The mental
be Zandes,
type.

qualities of all these tribes,

Biri,

Kare or Gabu, were

Whether because

immorality, or
practically

for

of

the

lowest

of the climate, of unrestrained

other reasons,

non-existent.

whether they

Their

their

intellect

was

memory seemed only

keen in remembering names of trees and plants, for

which they had an extensive vocabulary, but they
seemed to possess no memory whatever for anything
else.

They had no idea of how to measure distances. When
you were told, by pointing at the sun, that you were only

ut
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an hour away from a place, you might easily march
on steadily for a day, or even two, and not an ivi' there.
Or when the sun was on the meridian and they pointed
half

towards the west to say that you would arrive there
when the sun touched the horizon some six hours'

—

march

— you

reached

often

place

the

than

less

in

a

So the information one got direct
was of little use, and one did better

quarter of an hour.

from the [)eople
Occasionally, of course,
without it.

in

distances, they intended to deceive, but

fre(iutiill\-

knew no

really

In rough

case

tlie

of

they

better.

map

drawing, at which some tribes of Asia

are marvellouslv clever, these people were absolutely no

good

but they were certainly wonderful

;

of guiding themselves

by the mere look

by remembering the appearance

of a

of certain trees in the

or certain rocks or patches of grass.

forest,

features of

and

power
country and

in their

in

to the

trees their

memory

is

For the

particularly amazing,

that solitary respect, perhaps, vastly superior

memory

of ICnglish peoj)le for the fares of indi-

viduals, for instance.
I

noticed this

particular (juality especially with the

Handa and the Kresh when we lost our wa\ in tlic
They went about in all directions until lliey
forest.
came to some particular tree they had seen some years

—

before—" two handsful, ten rainy seasons," ago and
remembered quite well. They then were all right again.
It was impossible to make these j)eople take an honest
interest, as Asiatics

them, no
astonished

inquisitiveness,

showed them.

instance do, in things

new

to

They seldom were
anything. They showed no intelligent
no matter what strange objects one

matter
at

for

how

wonderful.
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They had no sequence

of ideas,

and while conversing

they would, for no obvious reason, jump inconsistently

from one topic to another of quite a different kind.
Anything in connection with personal looks appealed
to

them a

own

little

more.

A

looking-glass, or, rather, their

reflection in the mirror,

would keep

their attention

for hours.

Suspicious to an incredible degree, deceitful beyond

words, their meekest question had some ulterior motive

;

what with their wilful lying and their national
idiocy, little was to be learnt from them in conversation.
They seemed to possess no affection, no courage, no
so that,

gratitude, no knowledge of

time, no art, no literature,

no will-power and no imagination. In their conversation, in their rough ornamentations upon the gourds and
pottery, and in their cicatrices the only way in which

—
—a

their artistic merit displays itself

of

most elementary ideas is
Their cooking-pots were

constant repetition

to be noticed.

of a black

unglazod clay,

either almost spherical, with a small rim at the aperture,

or else shaped like three-quarters of a sphere, with a cone

upside

down forming

the mouth, the smaller circle of

the cone meeting the spherical part.
roughl}^

ornamented with three

These pots were

circular horizontal lines

of consecutive angles near the top, the lower portion

being divided into square vertical sections
dots, separated

by other rows

filled

with

of angles, each of these

angles with an additional line on

its

right side.

The

bottom of these spherical pots was roughened by lines
and dots, so that the pot would stand up in any position
in which it was placed.
I saw one or two pots glazed with a black varnish,
but the majority were merely half-baked, and chipped
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one could cut deep grooves with one's

;

nails in

the com[)Osition which was easily powdered.

Curious spindle-wheels, of a piece of wood with a

heavy square of hide, were noticeable among these
people.
They used thcni for twisting thread antl rope
from a vegetable hbre. A long vine was considerably
used

in

the construction of their homes, both

the rafters together,

between the

pillars

tying

in

making a circular anuwoi k
that form the main support ol the
and

in

ti

wall in their huts.

They plaited a palm-leaf — it rcsemiiK'd the Spanish
palm — and made it into tarboHches and all kinds of
fancy

hats,

sometimes altogetlur

white with black

white,

lines.

Art, in the higher sense, did nut exist

people

;

occasionally

no representation

of

human

among

these

ligures or animals

or imitations of leaves were to be found, tluir only orna-

mentations consisting of combinations of triangles and
black and white s<piares or lozenges, which one saw
burnt black upon their gourd vessels or cooking-pots.
Their wine vessels were

made

of the greater portion of a

gourd, the neck of the gourd being ingeniously

handle
the

;

while a gourd split

longitudinal

section

of

in

two, and

the

in(

left

as a

hiding half

neck, was used as

a

drinking bowl for water.
These, like most other Central African races, seemed
quite beyond

exhausted.

They appeared

even

not only strong emotions, but any emotions

at

feeling,

all, if

form of

funk were excepted.

dumb

Even

showing, or

that took

more the

paralysis than of a hysterical display.

—

The language of these particular tribes with
tions
was dry and unmusical, with ugly sounds

—

No

variain

it.

poetic expressions could, of course, be expected from
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One never found anyone who knew his
own age, nor did I find among them a recognized tribal
system of recording time beyond days and moons, or
by the rainy and dry seasons.
Illusions played a great part in their daily life and
With their intensely suspicious nature, they
misery.
were always labouring under some illusion or other.
Thus a mere look or an unusual movement would cause
a whole crowd to bolt. The omen which they derived
from the song of a passing bird, or the scratching or some
other movement of some animal close by, was often
looked upon by them as a warning that something was
these people.

going to happen.
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I

HAD

endless trouble in this village, as Chief Huddia

actually kept

a zettba.

a prisoner for three or four davs within
to go out, the zcriba being

round by men with guns and spears.

all

He had
me, and

me

was not allowed

I

guarded

frightened
sus[K*cted

I

away
him

my plight, as
my loads with

the few porters
of

Critical

was

it

convey

all

tlu"

transjKirt

To

V.

I

poisoning

I

my

was impossible

had with
animals.
foi

nir to

nnich-reduced means of

then possessed.

get out of this

dilemma a ruse was necessary.

Only patience and a constant smile might get mc out
when- force woukl be* of little avail, jxrhaps disastrous.

Tambura endeavoured to drive even my Somali
away from me. When he did not succeed, various
methods were adopted to decoy Adem away, but I was
keeping a strict watch on events, and I baffled them on
every occasion. Had Adem left the zeriba I doubt
whether he would have ever returned, as these Buddia
people were unbounded blackguards.
I thought I would make the best of my cai)tivity by
pretending that I was extremely happy and was charmed
with the place.
In fact, I led them to believe that I
intended to remain there for the rest of my life, which
rather amazed my friend Buddia and his aide-de-camp,
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Tambura.
They then said I could not
must go.
My demands for carriers from the chief

me

to continue

far

been

left

my

journey to the

uncomplied with.

Mbomu

to enable

river

Tambura was

threatening in his drunken visits to me, and

but

stay,

I

had so
getting

fancied

that he was inclined to blackmail me, trying to extort

my

rifles,

he would

my
let

ammunition, and

me

go.

This

I

all

that

I

possessed before

gathered from conversations

which he had with my SomaU, by whom Tambura could
make himself understood in Arabic.
One day Tambura came with many soldiers. I

and asked him to
sit down on my folding-chair, as I said I wanted to have
a serious talk with him.
I said I must have thirty men
within two hours, and with my hand described an arc of
a circle in the sky to make him well understand that
when the sun had reached that particular point in its
declination the men must be in my camp.
We had experienced torrential rains all the time I
was in this village, so much so that the hut in the zcriba
collapsed altogether one day.
For three days my camp
bed was pitched in a lake of water a foot deep, which
flooded the entire zeriba.
I had to lie on my bed the
whole day under a thick mosquito net, the heat being
treated

him with unusual

politeness,

quite unbearable, or else be with

with swarms of

flies

making

life

my

feet in the

miserable.

water

When

the

water was gradually absorbed, heaps of filth emerged
around us in the enclosure. I was somewhat tired
of the situation.
I had another bad attack of fever
at this place, and the Somali also became very ill.
Evidently Buddia and Tambura were taking advantage
of this.
In fact, in the case of my boy I suspected that

A SUCCKSSFIL
poison hail boon placed

in

lIvK

K
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the footl whiv h Tainhina

had

brought over one day as a present.

Tambiira was impudent that

was

da\',

aiul

openly said

nuTcy and should not be allowed to
leave the place.
He would not supply me with imn.
Pretending not to bo upsot l)\- his words 1 repeatt il niy
demand, and asked him ni)t to make me angry, because
I had the power to do many things which might frighten
him antl his men. I had no intention of doing tluin harm,
I said, but just to show what I could do I would push
my loft eye right out of its socket I woukl j)ass it from
one hand to the other, put it in my pocket and then rethat

I

at thoir

;

place

it

On

without feeling the slightest inconvenience.

saying these words

I

forcetl

my

eye until

it

hulgrd out,

"

I

can see into your head and

read your ideas,"

I

exclaimed, pulling the oyc out alto-

they thought.
gether in

my

haml, and with outstretched arm

I

I

(.m

made

was holding instead of
my own descnbe circles around Tambura's head. Tambura fell off his chair with fright and his soldiers dashed
a glass du[)licato eye which

away
I

I

in confusion.

asked Tambura, sprawling on the ground, whether

he wished to have further exhibitions of what

would supply the men
Tambura swore by all he held most sacred tliat
do, or whether he

1

could

at

once.

tii*

men

should be forthcoming immediately.

On May 22nd, at 9.30 in the morning, lanibura,
who would not come too near me, brought with him
the number of men I required.
Most of them were old,
quite decrepit-looking or fever-stricken, and

1

foresaw

great trouble with them.

Notwithstanding the infamous way in whi( h these
people had treated me, I had given the chiff lavish
VOL.

II,

•
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presents of tobacco, handkerchiefs, rolls of cloth, salt,

some four or five pounds
sterling, as I did not wish to be under an obligation for
But no gratitude existed
the poisonous food sent me.
among these people. All was contemptible lying
their untruthfulness, their drunken habits, indeed every
"
possible bad quality that man can possess
if " men
these fellows can be called made it impossible to do
and brass wire

to the value of

;

—

—

anything with these rascals.

Arab demoralization and falseness had evidently
crept in, principally by means of slave-traders, through
Wadai and Darfur, but also from the neighbouring land
of Sinoussi.

The

Zandes seemed to have little faith
in the people under them, whom they ill-treated in a
most infamous manner, sometimes cutting the arms or
hands of men, women and children, or mutilating them
in

ruling class of

various ways.

Even when the chief sent a pot or two of food by
some of his slaves, they always had to be accompanied
by two or three soldiers armed with rifles, or else they
would escape.
Incredible greediness

The

was

their

chief characteristic.

better classes were simply rotten with disgusting

venereal diseases, their blood being in no

way improved

by feeding on any putrid animal they could
hands upon.
I was indeed glad when

I

made

lay their

a start from this

place.

My

favourite

and

faithful

poisoned during the night.

by

leeches, ants, centipedes

kinds.

I

left

donkey, Chuk-Chuk, was

His legs were half eaten up

and swarms

the poor animal dying, as

of
I

flies

of all

had not the
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The reproachful expnssiou in his
patted him for the last time and he saw the

courage to shoot him.
eyes as

I

caravan move out made

Where

my

heart quite sore.

the village stood,

tlie

ilamp was such that a

heavy mist hun^ all over the low and swampy \alley,
and many natives suffered from fever. The tlay 1
started I had another bad attaek.
All my ilonkeys had
been more or less p>oisoned in this deatlly place, and wrre
stru^'Ljling on in a pitiful manner.

From

stream (1,5^0

the

we descended

the zcriba of our captivity
feet\

some

water reaching up to our chests.

ten

yards wide,

We

to

with

had a miserabU'

march through swampy, damp, suffocating vegetation
extremely tangled and half-putrid.
There were

hood

many

large

lima trees

in the

neighbour-

and

also bavra,

of Buddia, with dark green foliage,

with metallic green bark overcrowded with spikes.
latter

were large

trees,

The

from each smaller bough of which

much-vlongated leaves radiated, as many as ten
boughs shi>oting out of the main stem, and producing an
overcrowding of foHage. The bavra seemed almost a
eight

huge trunk was crooked to
suddenly contracted into a small

botanical deformity, as

begin with, then

it

its

stem, from which sprang branches quite out of proportion with the size of the trunk.

A
the

number

great

damper

fact, there

of tighiro

places where

palms were

to be seen in

they seemed to flourish

were regular groves of them.

— in

Only now and

then we came to some open bits of country. Otherwise,
we found only stunted vegetation growing on volcanic

was

which

padded with surface
soil, or else innumerable creepers and musty foliage.
Occasionally, we saw a fine tree half smothered in

rock,

VOL.

II

here

slightly
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We

creepers.

dark violent
dates

oily

tip,

a

many

ate

dates of a brilliant red, with a

From

that grew on the nghiro.

buttery

substance

these

extracted by

is

the

natives.

Many

mysterious things happened.

A

soldier

from

accompanied us met another excited
soldier on the road, who was hidden by the trail, and
who on cross-examination professed to come from the
Undoubtedly,
sultan of Zemio in order to meet me.

who

Buddia

my

visit

was causing a sensation

in

that part of the

country.

We
carriers

cult for

had not gone many miles when five of my
escaped into the tall grass, making things difhme as my donkeys were half dead and unable

to carry even small loads.

A

violent storm broke, worse than the one

had the evening before leaving the flooded

We

Buddia.

we had

zeriba

at

got dreadfully chilled in the afternoon by

and partly owing, no
doubt, to the fever from which I was suffering. I do
not think I have ever felt the cold so much as I did
that day.
My teeth were chattering and I was
drenching rain and wind,

the

shivering
I

all

over.

marched on

foot until 6.30 p.m.,

when

I

had

to

make

hamlet called Bettini, or Badini (1,600 feet), a
place about half a mile off on the right of the trail.
Chief Rehan, taken by surprise, was as polite as he

for a

could be, but he had nothing to give in the
for

my

of food

men.

This was, indeed, a day of misfortunes.
going to sleep,
I

way

I

Just before

discovered that the most valuable box

possessed, with

all

my

note-books, sketches, photo-

graphic plates and a considerable

sum

of solid gold

had

been

A

FRENCH

lost or stolen

upon the

the

of

trail
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during the da\'

one

b\'

who luul \ani--hcd. Wlun unwell one
much more keenly than wluii iu good

carriers

things

feels

I'Kcn'KKU

To

health.

myself

fuul

Africa, with

all

iu

most

I

was a blow to me.
The rain came down

the most central

valued

gone,

point

very likely

ol
lor

ever,

that

I

such torrents during the night

in

could not send out a search i)arty

to look after the carriers,

and
I

tried

placed

several

all

the

besides,

I

had

who were most troublesome,

times to escape.

men

;

inside a hut,

In

and put

although

fait,

faithful

Atlem

on guard with a rifle at the door, the poor Somali was
The nun insidi; took
so ill and worn that he fell asleep.
advantage of the rumbling thunder going on all the
time and

made an aperture on

the other side of the hut.

Six more of them escajxjd.
**

Araign^e

le

French proverb
-

matin
for

malheur

et

chagrin,"

the superstitious.

For

utive mornings, on waking up, the very

tilings

spiders,

I

says a

two conlirst

living

had seen on opening my eyes were two huge
one close to my face upon my pillow, the other

warmth of the soft camel-hair blanket
over my body. The previous morning two spiders were

enjoying the

on

my

pillow.

Kehan played excruciating music the whole
night upon a one-stringed instrument, a rod to which
was attached a harmonic case made of a gourd, in
Chief

the lower portion of which an opening had been cut
At the
so as to allow the vibrating sound to escape.

end of the rod a string rested on three pieces of wood
which marked the notes on which the musician harped,
either alternately or repeating the single note endless

times with the second hnger of his right hand, while
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the instrument was being held horizontally in front of
his face.

From Badini the next day I could only march a short
distance to Yangah (i,6oo feet), loading the donkeys once
more

had not

as I

crossed two streams and travelled mostly over

Yangah

zeriha,

picturesque

grove

as far as the

extensive

We

sufficient carriers to get along.
flat

country

which was situated
of

nghiro

palms.

The

in

an

There

seemed
a pleasant old fellow, with a highly-strung temperament.
Superstitious people say that if you touch a humpback upon his hump good luck is sure to come. The
first human being I met at Yangah was a deformed
boy with a huge hump on his back and a smaller one in
front, not unlike Mr. Punch.
I
immediately tapi)ed
him hard, hrst on the back and then in front, so as to
make sure that my lost box would be recovered. The
poor fellow's legs were atroj)hied, and he was dragging
himself along the ground upon his knees, merely the skin
and bones of his legs remaining, the knee-joints enlarged
and stiffened. Curvature of the sjMne seemed to be his
were only a few huts inside the

complaint.

zeriha.

chief

His huge head was entirely shaved, barring

a tuft of small knots

left

on the top of his

skull.

The people of this \'illage, who were Zandes, were
bearded and possessed a fairly heavy moustache. They
had large lascivious lips, but the nose extraordinarily
small for negroes.

Most

of these people did not

the head, but tied the hair into

We
fires

shave

little tresses.

found here the primitive fashion of lighting
by friction of two pieces of wood. One piece of soft
still

wood

in which dents had been cut was set horizontally
and firmly upon the ground. After placing sand over

these dents, a vertical rod of hard

wood with

a pointed

end was made to revolve by ijuickly rotating it l)et\virii
both palms. Spitting copiously upon tlu' lualid luuuls
order to facilitate matters was imluij^iil

in

volunttH^rs

came

the vertical rod
It

gaily forth to take uj) tht

men

it

tlie

— grass,

rod until ignited by blowing

\\\n\i\

I'^rom this a llaiiie

This method of lighting a Ine was not

always required, as the natives never

ami

all

go out,

lires

let

they had to do was to go from one hut to the

other to get a piece of lighted

The

of Ihix,

was

as hard as their lungs permitted.

was obtained.

bit

as a rule

easily intlannnable stuff

then placed under

il.

smoke began

A

to rise, a couple of minutes or so after.

some

ixliaii^U

to revolve the lod

consi'cutively as hard as they could before

or

d

iDtatiun

when the preceding man was

generally took two or three

wliiK'

in,

who

chiefs,

wood when

necessary.

are great smokers, always had a

slave in attendance, or sometimes several, carrying pieces
of lighted wood.

Small caps of plaited grass with a tuft of feathers

them were worn jauntily on one

in

side of the head, gene-

rally the left side, in the style rendered familiar to us

by "

Tommy

In

nearly

middle of the
a big

Atkins."
all

villages

we found,

zeriba, or directly outside in

drum made

upper side was a rectangular
itself stood upon two wooden rests
vibration of sound waves.

slit,

in

in

the

an open space,

of a tree-trunk hollowed out.

its

full

generally

while the

U]jon

drum

order to allow the

These drums could pro-

duce a loud rumbling noise even when tapped gently
with a fmger.

By

giving

many

{)resents to the chief of

Yangah

got him to despatch a search party to look for

valuable missing baggage.

I

feared, even

if

I

the

the load
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had not been

would have flung it,
and in the high grass

stolen, the carrier

according to habit,

the

off

trail,

would be diificult to trace it.
To show how simple-minded the poor Somali was,
when I asked the chief to recover the box for me I was
not anxious to particularize the contents. I thought
it

that would be the surest

my

amazement,

I

way never

to find

it

To

again.

found that the Somali, who could

converse with this fellow in Arabic, in a

fit

of devotion,

had gone to the chief's hut and begged him to find the
box again for me, as it contained " handfuls of gold,
magnificent beads of all kinds, lovely silks and velvets,"
and all the most valuable things he could think of.
This, he believed, would encourage the natives to find
it.
I thought so, too
but to find it and to return it
were two different questions.

—

You can imagine
with

conversation

the

Adem was

chief.

men with

despatched with four

camp

when he repeated

m}' anger

strict

at

orders

his

once

not

to

box had been found again.
Two entire days elapsed, during which I began to
fear that not only had I lost the box for ever, but my

return to

until the

What

only faithful servant too.
notes,

which

I

had

a prospect

!

All

my

so carefully collected, gone, together

with lots of negatives, not to speak of other valuable
property.
cries

in

At sunset

of the second

the distance, and

I

bounded with

joy.

le

boite

They had discovered

it

hundred yards from the

heard peculiar

il

broken and genderless

a trouve

Some minutes

phantly returned with two

I

recognized Adem's voice

calling out with great glee, in his

French: ''Monsieur^

day

men

later

/

My heart
Adem trium''

carrying the heavy box.

by a mere miracle some two
trail,

where the escaping carrier

ON TIIK MA urn
hidden

!iad

been

it

opened.
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undtT soinc buslus.
Adiin,

with

abihty, had been able to tind

Vhc box had not
tracking

exceptional

his
it.

was unable to get fresh carriers at this place, and,
much as they seemed to have the inclination, I was
resolved that no more should escape.
It was L;tMU'rally
during the night they managed to get away, so, to make
sure of things, I tied each man by the lui k with a long
rojx», leaving, of course, plenty of room im limi In bic ithe
freely, but not enough to take his head out ot the noose.
would staud no
They greatly rebelled against this, but
nonsense.
Having tied endless knots, so thai lliey
should not undo them, I deposited the two ends of the
rope in faithful Adem's hands and made him sUep with
I

1

the entrance of the hut, having taken care

his ritle at

remove all knives, etc. Nobody escaped.
I was feeding the men well and j)aid them amjjjy in
cloth and beads, but I would not enilure any of tlit ir
to

tricks,

and, certainly, after

perienced,

I

was not going

the

all

to

trouble

abandon

my

I

had ex-

baggage

in

the heart of Africa.

On
end

the march,

of the string,

cession

holding

Adem walked
and

I

in

front,

walked at the

the other end.

The

li(jlding

tail of

carriers

the

one
j)ro-

(h(>j)j)r(l

their loads constantly, taking special delight in getting

me

to pick

them up and

j)ut

them back upon

tlirjr

heads, as they said that with a rope round the neck they

could not do so themselves.

The

first

time or two

I

was

and put the loads back gently ujjon their skulls
but, seeing they were taking advantage of my good
nature, next time a man dropped one of the heavy
wooden packages I did j>ut it back on his head, Init
patient,

with such a

;

bump

that the affair never occurred again.
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Humour

of this

kind

humour which appeals

the

is

to

blacks.

A

Egyptian riding donkey which

fine

I

possessed,

and which had so far kept in excellent health, dropped
dead that day after drinking water from a stream. He
seemed in terrific internal agony during the last minutes
of his

life.

What with
of late,

fever, the

moral shocks

my

was much attached,

had received

marshy condition

the fearful weather, the

the country, and the death of

I

of

favourite animals,

was almost beginMy poor Somali, too, was
ning to be depressed.
suffering, so that I feared he might break down at any
moment and pass away. I felt this all the more, as he
was brave right through everything, and I never heard
My strength was fast
a word of complaint from him.
vanishing I had practically none left, and I was dragging
to

which

I

I

;

on as best

I

could, hardly able to carry a

the carriers in order.

watch on the men
the

rope

to

my

Adcm was

Poor

at night,

and

I

had

rille

to

keep

unable to keep

to tie the ends of

bedstead to prevent

them escaping

unnoticed.

The

entire

march from Yangah was over undulating

open country with plenty of water this district could,
I think, be cultivated to advantage, except where the
;

patches of red ferruginous rock

were charming

occurred.

Round

us

hills.

Before reaching Tissoloh
crossing three streams,

my

we had

endless trouble in

surviving donkeys getting

swamped, and then we came to a fourth stream, extremely boggy, and we wasted an infinity of time in
getting the whole caravan over.

In the absence of the chief,

I

was received by an

TIIK
Arab, a

certai|i

who had found

KARK
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Moussa, evidently a former

way

his

these regions,

to

sla\ e-dealer,

and

gained the chiefs conhdence liad estabhshed

He was under

a sort of factotum.

hke

the

all

people

better

plenty to say for himself.

V\Km

extreme.
ferocity,

were

of

thi-

liaxini^

hinisell as

inlhience of drink,

He

region.

this

His eyes were shifty

luul

in

tlie

his face lines indicating cruelty, alin()>t

but

under an

half-disguised

assuiiucl

air of intoxicated bi^nevolence.

Nothing was harder upon

me

after long

aii<l

ti(tti])l(-

soine marches than to have to entertain these diimkt

One had

idiots for several uninterruj)ted hours.

patient with them.
in

my way
it

is

did not want to put more ob^tac

Its

None of these mt-n were
I had already.
humorous, like the natives of Asia, with

always a pleasure to converse.

|x>sely or naturally,

Kitlur

j)ur-

they were so intensely ignorant that

they could not disclose even the

stream

be

than

intelligent or

whom

I

to

ii

name

of the smallest

immediate neighbourhood, n<»r were tluy
able to tell you in which direction the stream eventually
flowed.
They knew, or pretended to know, absolutely
in the

nothing.

A

trifle

more honest than the .\rab was Samaka, a
The sultan had gone on a

Zandes, the second chief.
shooting expedition.

The inhabitants
like the Niam-Niam,

of

this

village

were Kare,

their neighbours

with deformed, elongated skulls,

flat,

;

i)eople

short in stature,

ugly countenances,

and a skin of a deep chocolate colour. The lower jaw
was abnormally long, the ears placed far back upon the
skull.
The bizygomatic breadth was exaggerated, the
cheek-bones abnormally prominent

;

in

fart,

they were

the most notable and projecting parts of the entire head.
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When

seen

face,

full

they gave the appearance to the

The
The chin tapered down

cheek-bones of swellings at the side of the face.
forehead was low and narrow.

almost to a point.

The distance from the lower

lip

to

the chin was extraordinarily short, the lips only fairly

prominent and tightly closed in a perfectly straight
line.
The lobes of their ears were attached. The Kare

had deep hollows below the cheek-bones, due,

much

to the

upper jaws.

elongated "

V

I

think,

" shape of their palates

The eyes were

far apart

and

close

and
under

the eyebrows, bloodshot in most instances, and sinister-

They possessed

looking.

a slight beard on the chin

and

a moustache.

Unlike

many

other tribes of this region,

the ground, the Kare squatted

very

much

people.

the

in

When

manner

of

down upon

who

sat

on

their heels,

Mongolian and Malay

sleeping, they doubled

up

their legs

and

and never extended themselves at full
length like the negroes of other tribes that I had encountered.
Even when lying on the back, the legs were
always folded and sticking up in the air.
The Kare went about naked. The men had curious
customs, especially with their genital organs, which
slept in a heap,

they pulled up in front as high as the waist, where they

were fastened with a string.
After three hours more of travelling along a

fairly

good trail my troubles had ended. With only five remaining donkeys out of my original caravan of some
thirty animals, and the row of carriers tied by the neck,
I arrived at Zemio, the French military post upon the

Mbomu

most delightful httle place, with planWelltations of bananas, mangoes and pineapples.
shaded avenues had been made round the drilling
river, a

A SMrr.GI Fk
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was received with open arm> b\ I.iiuUn.ml
Charlemagne, who, with a non-conimissioned otVicer
and six Senei^'alese soldiers, was in charge of the post.
The astonishment of this otVicei when I arrived was
intense, and his kindness to me during the two days I
stayed with him could not possibly have a parallel.
show the
Perhaps the
following
incident will
spread all my
incredible stupidity of the Karr
carriers in a row and asked what they prefern d l)\ wa\'
of paNTnent. They all said they wished for blue cloth.
asked them how much blue cloth, and they declared the
length of two arms well spread out was the measure the\'
reipiired.
So great was my delight at having conveyed
all my loads so far, that, instead of two arms'-lengths I
gave them double. Each received the gift with evident
e.xpressions of delight except one man, who, for no reason
whatever, and before the gift was handed to him, suddenly bolte<i away and disappeared in the forest, absoground.

I

1

1

lutely refusing to be paid.

Men were

sent to catch him,

but he would not return, nor would he take money,
cloth, beads salt or wire, all of which were sent out to
him.

one of the houses in the post,
I one night received a strange message from an Arab,
who came into my camp saying a British colonel was a

While

I

was staying

in

prisoner in this military post and wished
to get

away.

matter, as

it

I

sent

my

me

to hclj)

him

Somali to inquire into the
to

me

that a

and, in fact,

my

servant

seemed most astonishing

British colonel should be here

;

having ascertained that the British colonel
was a mere Syrian trader who did not know a single
word of English, a smuggler of hrearms of precision
returned,

for the

natives,

and who had been seized by a French
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officer in flagrante delicto,

having sold a Lee-Enfield

rifle

of the latest pattern to the sultan of

Djema.
I would have nothing to do with this man, and I
sent back a message that if he chose to smuggle firearms
into other people's countries he had better bear the consequences himself that French justice was as good as
English, and certainly quite as good as Syrian justice;
and as he had got himself into trouble he had better get
;

out of

as best he could.

it

One

by a strange coincidence
and unwittingly, nearly caused my death the day an
of these smugglers had,

Two

elephant chased me.
in halting at a place

into a sort of bed,

thing hard under
I

I

days before the occurrence,

where grass had been cut and made
had rested on it, and feeling some-

my

back,

came upon a quantity

I

proceeded to remove

it.

—

ammunition .303 carThese cartridges were in bad condition, as

tridges.

of

they had been there during the rainy weather, but my
Somali, who was of a saving disposition, took them, and
unfortunately got them mixed with my good cartridges

same cahbre. When I went after the elephants,
he handed me two of the bad ones, with the result which
I have already described in Chapter II. of this volume.
Zemio was perhaps the most central point of Africa,
as it was almost equidistant from the Cape of Good
Hope, from Cape Verde, from the Mediterranean and
the Red Sea. To me, after the trouble I had experienced
of the

in

conveying

my

whole caravan, practically with only

one man, the Somali,

when

I

arrived that

on earth

— my

I

idea of

it seemed
had dropped into a small heaven
Heaven being a modest one, you
all, delicious fruit and \'egetables

in safety to this place,

wiU notice. First of
upon Lieutenant Charlemagne's table

;

then

a

giant

ZKMIO
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machine scraping familiar airs on warped records,
and kept going from 9.30 that morning till 2.30 the
next morning, something like eighty-four records being
talking

enjoyed, with encores.
here paid duty upon and obtained licences to carry

I

my

a permission to shoot big game.

rifles, witli

rhe graveyard at this place, where French

who had succumbed
pathetic sight

Annamite

the

Mbomu

were buried, was a

to the climate

and a strange

;

prisoners,

officers

sight were the graves of

who

been sent

liad

np the

by the French (lovernment as an txperiment, when local native labour was not obtainable.
At a distant date, perhaps, not only will anthropologists be puzzled at finding Annamite skulls in this
river

region, but as these strangers intermarried with native

women and were most
characteristics

upon

their

prolific,

bound

are

descendants.

their

strong

racial

an

indelible

mark

leave

to

Many

children

can be seen

near Zemio with strong Annamite characteristics about

them, whicfi would certainly come as a great surprise to

any student

in

Central Africa

how they happ>ened
After two days

who

did not

know

I

proceeded by a most beautiful road

which had been cut from the military post
factoreric of

on the right

exactly

to be there.

to

the

du Haul Ubajii^hi
bank of the Mbcjmu river, two and a half

the

Socii'ti'

des Sultanats

hours distant and directly

in

front

where stands the residence and
Zemio, one of the great sultans

of

zeriba of

the Npiri

hill,

the sultan of

of Central Africa.

—
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formed the boundary between the

river

Congo Free State and the French Protectorate of the
High Ubanghi. Although most of the land of the
sultan of Zemio was on French territory, the sultan
preferred to maintain his residence in the Congo Free
State.

When

the question arose whether the

was

Mbomu

defme the
boundary between the Congo Free State and French
territory, the portion of the country which lies between
the two rivers now belonging to the Congo Free State
ought really to have been handed over to the French,
river or the river Welle, south of

as the

main

river

infinitely longer

the

is

and

it,

to

undoubtedly the Welle, which
carries a larger

body

is

of water than

Mbomu.

The sultan of Zemio sent me various presents
two beautiful bandoliers of leather, native shoes, a great
number of chickens, eggs and vegetables to take along

—

on

my

journey.

on him one day in the company of LiLUtcnant
Charlemagne. He sent mules to take us up the steep
I

hill

called

The sultan of Zemio,
Tikima, was unmistakably the most gentlemanly

on which stood

Ik Piri

his zcriha.

and best man all round of the three great sultans of
Central Africa^the sultans of Zemio, Rafay, and

ESPIONAGE
He
although much
Bongasso.

possessed

a

inagniliriiit

Emperor

ho.ul,

and

better-looking and finer built altogether,

he bore a striking resemblance
to
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in

Menelik of Abyssinia.

and manner
Zandes by birth,

his face

A

he had wonderful power o\er the country under him.

He seemed

a sensible ruler, strong-willed, business-like,

and at the same time generous enough for a black king.
The country of Zeniio was immensely rich in rubber
and ivory I should think, perhaps, the richest part of
Central Africa in those two products.
The sultan entertained us to native wine and
refreshing lemonade made from tiie small juicy lemons
found in the country. W'e had a long and pleasant talk
with him on the verandah of his large house, which
was of no great artistic beauty, but cpiite comfortableHis place was enclosed in a massive stockade,
looking.
none of these sultans, I
well guarded by armed men
It is dithcult to eradicate from
think, taist anybody.
their minds a certain suspicion that their j)ower will not

—

;

much

last

longer.

Perhaj)s they are right.

amazed when the sultan informed me of
the smallest incidents which had happened to me right
He
across the forest since I had entered his country.
told me how his men, unseen by us, had kept a watch all
the time I was in the forest, and messengers had been
sent continually to report on everything that had taken
Indeed, the natives had a perfect and astounding
place.
of
espionage and signalling.
system
I was impressed with the dignity of this j>articular
sultan, a dignity which I must say was not to be discovered in the other two sultans of Rafay and Bongasso.
The sultan of Zemio was on amicable terms with the
French authorities and with the officials of the Societc
I

was

(piite

VOL.

II.
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which had obtained a concession for
exploiting ivory and rubber in the three Sultanates
but, notwithstanding all this, he preferred to remain
on the other side of the river outside French territory.
The entire transport arrangements on the River
Mbomu were absolutely in the hands of the Societe des
Sultanats,

des

Owing
to the many dangerous rapids on the Mbomu and the
Ubanghi, constant transhipments were necessary, some
The goods were conveyed by canoe.

Sultanats.

of the rapids being quite impassable.

was much indebted, fust of all, to M. Pierre,
director of the company, and to Messieurs Brachiel and
De Villelume, the agents of the society at Zemio
where a fine fadorcric had been erected for their
kindness in arranging for canoes to take me downI

stream.

Having received charming hospitality from these
French gentlemen, I was able to depart down the

Mbomu

on June ist. On the Belgian side, soon after
leaving Zemio, I travelled between banks eighty to one

hundred

among

with innumerable monkeys playing

feet high,

the trees of the thick forest

French side the country was
about ten

was

feet

above the

;

whereas on the

and the banks only
the water.
The inchne

flat

level of

so insignificant in this part that the river, fifty yards

The water was

wide, was almost stagnant.

at that

time

just beginning to rise.

We

went

over

oarsmen, who did

all

two

small

rapids.

The

Yacoma

the navigating of the rivers for the

society,

were experts at the work and we had no

culty.

We

sped

along

at

a

good

travelled from six to seven hours,

small and limpid stream.

rate,

diffi-

and, having

we made camp by a

l.Lll'llANTS
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These camps along the stivaiu

among high

generally

fortable,

and

stifling,

were

there

ucii'

iho

grass,

swainis

of

uiuomair was

ratluT

mosquitoes.

I

possessed a mosquito net of thick cotton material, but
it

in

was so hot
I

it.

than

inside that

preferred

be

suttocated

I

had

window

to cut a large

be stung by moscpiitoes rather

to

was impossible to
ventilating hole had been made.

altogether.

breathe inside until this

It

During the night a chief came with presents of food.
In fact, down the river it was the practice of chiefs to
presents

bring

to

agents of the society
course,

was

it

also

white

— who

men — generally

officers,

or

happened to be passing. Of
the custom to gi\'e these chiefs a

present in return, generally half a

roll

or a roll of cloth,

Money was

according to the presents they had brought.
absolutely no use.
I

had been able

Sultanats

a

purchase from the Societe des

to

(piantity

of

salt,

beads and cloth, which

came in useful to me, as my stock had practically
become exhausted h\ the time I had arrived at the

Mbomu

river.

Early the next morning a messenger arrived in a
canoe, conveying a basketful of delicious lemons from
the sultan of Zemio.

On June 2nd we were between

thickly-wooded banks,

with magnificent trees spreading their branches over the

water

;

here and there groups of

manga

trees

grew right

out of the stream, and elephants roared close to the
water-side where they had

numbers
while

come

Sometimes

to drink.

of these lumbering creatures crossed the stream,

innumerable hippopotami snorted
the

proached.

Crocodiles lined the banks.

VOL.

II.

over

the

we

ap-

dipping their heads as

surface of

water,

all

It

was
5*

really
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an interesting spectacle of tropical nature almost unspoiled.

The Yacoma

my

in

of the trunk of a tree

long narrow canoe

out

—sang a gay chorus with a peculiar

They did not

rhythm.

— scooped

formed a

sing in unison, but

curious and not unpleasant combination of bass notes
in

accompaniment

to

shrill

abruptly in a loud cry,

men

another of the

;

time.

usually

made now by

this

by
The chorus was

followed

sounds,

the repetition

ending

by
cry, after a short pause, was
of a deep note held for some
one, then

occasionally interrupted to give

more frequently to indulge
in lively improvised songs always harping on one subject
love.
These caused more or less merriment,
place to woeful solos, but

—

according to the wit of the singer

— always

ready, but

While they sang, the Yacoma got
excited and paddled faster, and we went along at a good

more

or less coarse.

pace.

On

descending

among

passages

rapids

rocks,

or

through

going

difficult

two men stood on the prow of

the canoe, with long poles in order to avoid striking
rocks, six

men

paddling astern.

about two and a half
this length.

A

The paddles used were

feet long, the blade being half

good leverage was obtained, the paddle

being shoved almost vertically along the side of the
canoe.

From

the high

hill

river took a sharp turn,

the French

Two

bank

on the Belgian

we began

side,

where the

to see a few rocks

on

of the river.

streams were passed on the Belgian side, the

larger one south of
hill-range

was

Baiemba

village.

to the west of us.

A

thickly-wooded

Between Ossumo and

Baiemba, at Bentchi, were difhcult rapids to go over.
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The Yacoiiia got nervous wlieii strangers are in tin* boat,
and in endeavouring to take too nuicli care they
So all the baggage was landed ami
generally capsize.
for some five hundred yards or so conveyed o\i'rland.
The canoe thus lightened, and with only three or loin-

men

in

it,

shot

there were

down

safely through the rai)ids, although

many dangerous

rocks slightly

umler the

surface.

To

We

hill.

we had a high

the north of us from this placi'

reached the Houri river late

in

the afternoon,

west of which we encamped for the night.

Haiemba itself was ahont hall a mile
from the main stream and about hve hundi rd yards

The

village of

from the Bouri, a tributary, ten yards wide, on the
The chief of Haieml)a had
north side of the MbiJinu.
constructed an elab<jrate bridge on the small tributary
for the

overland

Severe

critics

trail

between Kafay and Zemio.

might

find that

many

of the villages

on Marchand's map are not marked exactly- where they
are now.
Baiemba is one of them bnt it nmst be
;

remembered, as I have already stated, that villages in
Central Africa have a way of constantly changing their
position.
The present village of Baiemba had only
just been put up, in a dilferent position altogether to

was some years ago when Marchand's expedition
passed through. Marchand's map is excellent as far
where

as

it

stationary

tributaries,

In the
zeribas.

points

are

concerned,

such

as

rivers,

mountains and rapids.

new

village,

the chief of

Baiemba had two

In one stood his dwelling, a mud-walled house,

with an outer colonnade supporting a conical thatched
roof.

This colonnade, which we have already noticed

in other parts;

was

to allow a ventilating space

between
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The furniture conand a mat or two.

the roof and the top of the wall.

wooden logs
In the other zeriba was a large shed, under which
two wooden drums of the usual hollowed trunks were
to be seen, and several small conical drums with tight
skins stretched upon them both on the top and bottom.
A couple of abandoned huts stood in this zcrtba, where

sisted of a bedstead of

the natives congregated at night to dance to the sound

Outside in an open space was a high

drums.

of their

and near it a troj)hy
a spot where festivals and

post,

We

feasts took place.

shall find these posts all

Bongasso's

territory.

are used for the

and are erected
dead, of

whom

in

the river, especially

These

same purpose

posts

— are

in

sultan

the

— sometimes

human

it

of

trees

called the basina,

a place dedicated to the spirits of the

these people are in mortal terror.

the interior

basina

down

west among the N'Sakkara,

further

in

Evidently this was

of skulls.

is

not

uncommon

Further

to find near these

skulls, as all these tribes

go

in for can-

The lower jaw of an elephant is frequently
placed round the bottom of the basina. Beads always
of a kind which has fallen into disuse and out of
nibalism.

—

fashion

— arc

thrown as offerings

to the spirits of

the

ancestors.

The

spirits are generally

rounded by

his

invoked

b}-

the chief, sur-

men, when the new moon appears.

At

the beginning of the hunting season offerings are placed
at the foot of the basina.

The natives

believe that the

dead are jealous of all enjoyments and
happiness of the living, and to propitiate their anger
spirits

of the

many

sacrifices

fore,

have to be endured.
abstain from food and drink

following the advice of sorcerers, of

The
for

living, there-

given periods,

whom

one or more

PREDICTIONS
are

near ouch

funnel

they have
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During

villai;t\

these sacrifices

interconrse with their wives.

n«)

Before starting upon an elephant hunt, good or evil
fortune

Small pieces of wood are

predicted this wa\'.

is

placed across cricket holes in the ground so as to close
the apertures.

These holes are watched by the sor-

If

number

of days, the

the hunters

;

but

if

answer

is

that good luck will await

the sticks have been disturbed

the cricket coming through

according to the position
bt*en disturbed, that the

them

to the surface,

it

men
is

will

be

killed in

to be expected.

ampu-

and fattened in the village.
another one undergoes the same operation,

tated,

and the animal

W'lien

it

and

fattened at the expense of the villagers in

is

have

the hunt,

a chief dies, certain parts of a goat are

dies,

by

means,

in wliiili tlie little sticks

or that a complete disaster

When

disturbed after a given

the sticks are not

cerers.

of the deceased chief.

is

fed

memory

The poorer people who cannot

afford a goat use a cock for this purpose.

At Baiemba I noticed again one of the baskets in
which otferings were placed for their deity, but the
contents of which the natives generally ate themselves
afterwards.

The chief of Baiemba, like all chiefs of these villages,
was a Zandes, and possessed, hke all other chiefs of his
race, a nervous, jerky

Zandes.

temperament, quite typical

His shifty eyes were never steady

moment and

for

never looked straight into one's face

he was spoken

of the

one

when

to.

The slaves and menials in this village were Kare,
who lived in conical sheds on wooden frames reaching
down to the ground. They possessed no furniture,
except a raised bed of wooden logs supported on four
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forked

Two

pillars.

square

mud

houses, copied evidently

from French buildings, were also built in this place,
and here, for the first time since leaving the east coast
at Djibuti, I saw attempts at art.
Figures drawn in a
fashion,

child-like

yet

much

caricatured and exaggerated,

some accurate observation,

showing

one a French

officer,

represented

with characteristic long

feet,

flat

and another a French bugler with a trumpet of gigantic
proportions.
Other military pictures showed soldiers
saluting and also a man on horseback, the impression of
the

movement

of the galloping horse being wonderfully

These were, of course, mere

rendered.

the crudest description, but

it

was

line

drawings of

interesting to see

how

the artist had grasped the salient points of his subjects,

which he had faithfully represented so
mentary knowledge of art allowed liim.

far as his rudi-

The Zandes had an extraordinary
everything

talent for mimicking
and everybody, not unlike monkeys and

parrots combined.

One

night

heard a fellow, quite

I

drunk, imitating the sounds of French military posts
a

manner that

at a short distance

was most amazing.
word of French, the

Although he did not know a single
sound of commands was perfectly imitated.

commands came

the bugle

quite accurately with his

calls,

mouth

;

in

After the

which he reproduced
then the clattering of

a galloping horse was equally well rendered.

Next came

the noise of the soldiers on foot keeping step, which he

imitated with such faithfulness that at a distance the
illusion

was

After

perfect.

my

experiences with

Niam, the Gabu, the
at best,

the

Kresh, the Niam-

and the Kare, a gloomy lot
the Yacoma who paddled my canoe seemed angels

by comparison.

Biri

They were

a

happy-go-lucky,

jolly

TllK

always

lot,

hui^hiiii^'

They worked

and

diiriiii;

jokinj;

banks of the stream.

tlie
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amonj;

themselves.

the da\', aiul wiTe anxious to

moment we made camp

help, the

along

well

YACOMA

at night

Above

all

somewliere
things,

matter what they did, tluy always had smiling

no

faces,

and wht-n one had not seen smiling faces lor live or six
There is nothing that I
months this was a great relief.
detest more to see around me than ugly ur dissatisfied
people.

Some

of

my

paddlers had the lohis of their ears so

extended by heavy rings and decorations forced through
them that one could easily j)ass one's thumb through the
ajH-Tture in the lobe, the skin hanging

down almost

as

far as the slioulder.

The moisture one absorbed in camping along the
river was incredible.
ICverything was reeking wet, so
heavy was the dew, and a dense mist rose in curious
pointed drifts over the tepid stream when the sun
appeared. As we went further down the mist became
thicker, and we could not see even the length of the
canoe, but after an hour or so the heat oi the sun cleared
it

away.
There were high

all

hills

on the Belgian side and vertical

banks of alluvial formation, twenty feet high, on the
French side. The scenery was occasionally beautiful,
with numerous imzera trees, which grew at the level or in
the water

itself, j)rojecting

their whitish brandies thirty

or forty feet over the water.
of this tree

One

of the characteristics

when upon the higher banks was that

it

grew

horizontally instead of vertically.

Numerous monkeys and occasional birds were to be
noticed.
Below Baiemba we had more ra])ids to get
over, and again it was necessary to convey the baggage
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overland, in order to avoid the risk of the canoe turning

One

over.

down

of the peculiarities of going

Mbomu

the

was that no matter where you found yourself
you saw before you a small range of hills. We passed
on our right the mouth of the Ouarra river, here about
twenty-live yards wide, which under the name of Wella
river

we had

crossed nearer

village of

The

Sanango

tributary, but
I

situated at the

jMoceeded

I

was met by a

May

our march across the

in

AH was

village of

source on

its

forest.

mouth

of this

further to Cari, where

still

a

capitally

tall

i8th, at the

sort

sub-chief,

of

a

Zandes, too, with hundreds of cuts upon his forehead.
As with most Zandes chiefs, these vertical incisions were

above the eyebrows and extended right over the
The operation was quite
forehead.
temples and

just

dangerous,

The

I

was

told, unless skilfully

Cari village stood

upon

performed.

a hillside cleared

from

the forest, and consisted merely of three or four miserable
huts.

The

sub-chief,

however,

produced

a

chicken,

twelve eggs, and a delicious bunch of bananas.

than these
hill,

gifts, I

More

enjoyed the view from the top of the

from which one obtained a wonderful bird's-eye

Mbomu

view of the
horseshoe,

as

it

river, here describing a well-defined

came from

the

north-north-east and

turned sharply to the south-east.

The Belgian

side

in the near distance

was quite
;

flat here,

but with

whereas on the French side the

country was mostly undulating, with well-rounded

from

fifty to

hills

hills,

eighty feet high.

There was a small Zandes village with conical huts,
In the interior was a
the roofs reaching to the ground.
shelf

over

the

fireplace

in

the

two

centre,

bedsteads, a pot or two, a couple of spears

;

bamboo

that was

all.

,

CARl VILLACK
The sheds under which

thesi-
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people spent must oi

tlieir

time

during the day were open

more

interesting than the huts in which the pioplc (»nly

slept.

round, and

Flat, polished granite stones were

natives, after they
for

all

compressing

it

had ground manioc

used b\

were
the

into tine lloui

into a paste with water.

By

the side

were shelters over broken conical nioumls, the L;ra\is of

some of their people.
The usual presents

of

mcrissa,

the

nati\c

hipioi,

munioc, stewed vegetables and puree of winged

were brought.

ants
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CHAPTER
I

WENT

on the Belgian side that

There were dozens of them about.

day.
idea

after several elephants

VII.

The popular

that elephants are clumsy, slow-moving beasts,

is

but such

is

come

close contact with

in

perienced

—could

not at

how
run.

fast

all

them.

an elephant

Here

who have
had already ex-

the impression of those

I

— not

I

to speak of myself

was amazed,

in

chasing

two

what ease they
could climb up the steepest gradients over the most
slippery clay soil
their facility was such as no other
elephants up the

hillside,

to see with

;

animal

—not

emulate.

I

in climbing

even the proverbial goat
myself,

who have

— could

possibly

considerable experience

could not manage to get up in the tracks

In fact, in one or two places the clay
was so sticky that neither my Somali nor I could extricate ourselves for some minutes.
On getting higher up on the hill I found large grottoes,
some forming an angle inside the mountain, which had
been bored by elephants with their tusks. With some
reluctance the Somali and I went in, as we did not wish
of these animals.

to find ourselves face to face with these brutes inside

such narrow dark caves. We lighted matches and
examined how the walls had been gradually worn down
by their powerful tusks. Some of these grottoes were
as much as fifteen yards deep.
Elephants, as you know,

ELEPHANTS' TUSKS
use the

tusk

riglit

— whicli

With

work-tool.

mountain

and frequently ehipped— as

they dig

it

the

for

siile

generally more rounded

is

at the point than the left,

a

-jy

these

protection of

tlieir

Also,

rest.

am

I

relish.

It

is

to be

is

young and

they dig these holes in

told,

the earth where saltpetre

the

in

day when they

to keep cool during the hot hours of the

go and

holes

found, which they

with the right tusk that they generally

break down trees and force tluir passage through the
forest
whereas the left tusk, more sharply pointed, is
;

used as a weapon of defence and offence.

At Cari during the whole night we heard numerous
elephants snorting near camp. The natixes kc^j^t fires
alight and beat drums for ])rotection.

On June

4th,

the morning,

having

Cari at seven o'clock in

left

we heard many elephants on both

sides of

the stream, and later fired at two on the steep
the Belgian side.

Again

I

was surprised

to see

hill

how

on

these

up the slippery slopes of the hill.
While going after them I came across many other caves
dug in the //</(/, some as much as thirty to forty feet
long and quite tortuous, and at an elevation of over
one hundred feet above the river.
Our next excitement that day was when we were
chased by a young hippopotamus, snorting angrily as
he approached quickly with his head half out of the
big brutes could climb

water.

We

put on as

much speed

animals occasionally think

your canoe and turn

it

it

over.

put a bullet into his head,

as

great

we
fun

could, as these
to get

under

To take no risks, I also
when he disappeared and

never came to the surface again.

Further down stream we came across another herd
of elephants.

By noon we came

to a tributary

on the
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bank

left

of

the

The natives had made a

Mbomu.

snare in the shape of a barrier in order to catch

fish,

Several tributary
which were plentiful in those waters.
By 3.30
streamlets were passed on the right bank.
in the afternoon we came to a long island, on either
side of which were quite exciting rapids to be got over.
We followed the larger arm of the river on the right.
My men had to jump into the water, direct the canoe
among the intricate rocks, and then let her slide gently
down the various chutes. The Yacoma were splendid

men

at their work,

and

that craft watching,

it

was wonderful, when

how they

could get her

I

sat in

down among

the rocks in such a swift current without getting a drop
of

we halted
zeriba.
The

water inside the boat.

Shortly before sunset

Kanzo, a small village enclosed in a
natives had just killed an elephant and were bringing
at

back

his fine tusks, as well as the flesh of the animal.

Kanzo

at sunrise on

June 5th, the river
hundred yards
across.
The average width of the river as we went
along was about 220 to 250 yards. At noon we passed
an elongated island. We took the left channel, which
was clear of rocks, whereas the right channel had rather
After leaving

was

getting, in places, as broad as three

troublesome rapids.

From

on the Belgian side, were myriads
of palm-trees growing in flat, open country.
On the
French side was thick forest coming right down to the
this point,

edge of the water.

We

kept near the bank under the

which often brushed over our heads, as the current
was generally stronger there. From one tree hung two

trees,

freshly-severed

by the
upon.

natives,

elephant's

ears,

placed

who used them, when

there

to

dried, to sit

dry

down

TRIBAL MARKS

We
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monkey

an exciting race alter a beautilul

!iad

my men

saw npon a tree. They stopped the
canoe and all climbed up until the monkey got into tlie
top branches, from which it gave a portentons leap
Nvliieh

into the river.

first

moment
monkey a

In a

canoe, giving the

the

men were back

hot chase.

in the

Monkeys can

swim at a great speed enormons distances under water.
The canoe on the surface followed on the track of the
I'-\'er\' time the monkey came to the surface my
animal.
men banged it on the head with their paddles. They
succeeded eventually in taking him on board, but he bit
a man's leg so badly that in trying to shake him off
the canoe was nearly turned over and got half full of

my

delight, escaped

mark

three concentric

water, and the inonkeN', nuich to
again.

The Yacoma had

as a tribal

arcs of a circle on the forehead.

1

hey cut their hair

short, except for a small tuft on the side of the

A

or else several tufts on the top of the skull.
is

head

feather

usually stuck in the hair and forms a much-admired

Yacoma men remove two upper

ornament.

front teeth

when quite young. The Xbongu, a tribe akin to them
and who speak the same language, have four dots, one
above the other, on the forehead, raised into high
hemispherical sweUings.

On

nearing Banegassi the river got

spot where a low

flat

sj)it

of land with

broader at a
twenty-three

palm-trees stood prominent against the background, just

Mpamo

where the

river

throws

Immediately before entering

down some

Mbomu.
went
we
streamlet

itself

this

into the

rapids, a regular barrier of rocks stretching

from side to side of the Mbomu
We had passed one large

river.

island,

and on reaching
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this barrier of rock \vc

passed yet another smaller one,

two streams on our left side and a number of smaller
In the afternoon we
ones, mere springs, on the right.
went down a series of bad rapids with an interval of
also

about

down

When we

between.

were

going

the last rapid there was a fierce storm raging,

with rain

were

hours

three

in torrents,

and

for a

moment

or

two things

The canoe came near turning over once

difficult.

we struck on rocks, but the Yacoma were
and in a moment all were overboard and, swim-

or twice as
skilful,

ming

was with
trouble that we eventually reached a sheltered place up
on the Mpamo river.
Some three-quarters of an hour later we saw two
men, spear in hand, rushing, or rather stumbling, towards the water. They were dead drunk, and had come
to greet us and help us to bring the baggage into a hut.
the canoe

along, righted

The Yacoma were,
cannibals by nature.

came

that

their

like all

again.

It

other people of this region,

They would

eat

any

way, whether human

or

fetid thing

My

not.

men, for instance, who were simply bursting with lavish
good food all the time, saw that day a big rodent, a
nduta, about as big as a cat in its normal condition,
but in this case, owing to its decomposed state, swollen
to the size of a small pig. They immediately swerved the
canoe

towards

it.

When

the

floating

alongside the stench was such that
ill.

I

I

was nearly choked.

was trying

hauled on board and, in

about

it,

it

knives into

made me

came
quite

Unable to speak or breathe,

my men

and
a moment the putrid beast was

to signal to

to get away, but in

it

animal

less

not to touch

time than

it

it

takes to write

was eaten. The odour when they dug their
it was enough to kill the strongest of men.

THE SANDU VILLAGES
When

recovered,

I

acliniration

iii\'

8i

the

for

digestive

powers of these people was intense. They were smacking their hps and they said the pulutii had provided most
excellent eating.

From
of the

mouth of
Mbomu became

the

the

Mpamo

river the navigation

impossible, as there were rapids

among a

over which no canoe could proceed,

From

with intricate channels.

lot of islets

a picturesque point of

view the panorama of the delta was lovely. Between
Baguessi and Kombu the rapids were bad. So, having

gone up the

httle tributary,

the lactortrie of

to

most

was

ch^f iU zone of

Mbonm

the

hospitably

river,

Kafay.

we walked from Baguessi

society

Kombu, where

at

by

received

Another

Monsieur

f actor eric

I

Picpict,

was on the

from which we had come the previous

evening.
I

left

Kombu

sultan of

in

the afternoon in

Kafay's place.

to

the

we

rose on an elevated plateau

onKr

to

proceed

Travelling overland

upon which

I

found an

They belonged
who bears that name. Although
the present sultan's name is actually Hetman, he still
continues to go by the name of Sultan of Rafay, his
father having rendered that name famous.
The Sandu villages were enclosed in a huge zeriba

extensive series of villages called Sandu.
to the sultan's uncle,

and reeds on wooden

some parts
was the wall made of high, thick matting. The ground
The houses
inside the zeribas was extraordinarily clean.
people
possessed
of the better
conical roofs and mud
of grass

posts.

Only

in

walls occasionally painted white.

The settlement
I

of Rafay, only a few

months before

had shifted its position to a high j;lace on
bank of .theChinko river, an important navigable

arrived,

the left
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tributary of the

Mbomu.

The former

was deemed

place

too unhealthy, several officers having died there.
fact,

only a short time before

In

arrived, the officer in

I

charge had to leave the place in a dying condition, and

now

a military doctor. Dr. Fulconis, was

new

the

in

post, which he was gradually building

charge of

most

in a

He had

practical as well as decorative manner.

already

put up two or three dwellings, raised a considerable
height above the ground, using red bricks locally baked,

and

lime locally extracted from shells found in

the

river.

WTien
avenues

I

of

arrived the doctor was busy marking

pineapples

in

the

down

When

garden.

I

in my straw hat and London clothes, his
was evident. My face was sunburnt, and when
I addressed him
the last news he had heard from the
east being that Arab and Syrian merchants had tried
to smuggle firearms into the country
he at once mistook me for an Arab smuggler, and, speaking bluntly,
almost harshly, inquired who I was and what I
wanted. I produced my official letters, and watched

approached
surprise

—

—

his face intently.

From

the austere, evil-disposed ex-

when he snatched the papers out of my fingers
would not even shake hands with me when I
proffered mine to him
the nervous strain upon his
frowning brow gave place first to a more placid smile,
then, having forcibly struck his forehead with the palm
pression

—he

—

of his hand, he burst into profuse apologies, laughing

to his heart's content about the mistake he

had made,

and insisted on my accepting his hospitahty.
The doctor was an extremely charming host. He
had made important studies of the diseases prevalent
in

that

region

—malarial

fever,

the

sleeping

sickness,

A LUXURIOUS KARK
complaints of the blood,

etc.

— and
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conversations

the

with him were both highly instructive and interesting.
Unfortunately, the poor

man was

Constant powerful doses of

attack of malarial fever.
quinine,

phenacetine, and

were unable to effectively

had been appreciably
After

my

suffering from a severe

other remedies at hand

all

sto[)

and

it,

his general health

affected.

long walk and the climb

the

uj)

the post had been established (2,070 feet),

ously hungry, and

when
I

in

my

the doctor told

where

was raven-

appetite was further increased

me

he had an excellent cook.

always endeavoured to stay as

these posts, as

I

lull

the lonely officers,

little

who

as possible
for

months

saw a white man, possessed no lu.xuries.
Their goodness of heart always impelled them to give

at a time never

away

to a passing stranger

So, in order not to impose

whatever

upon

thtin,

they possessed.
I

always moved

some of my j)rovisions in exchange.
But the doctor would not hear
of anything that evening.
He only had two or three
on, or else insisted on their accepting

tins left, and,

much

to

my

sorrow, he insisted on opening

them for dinner. My grief was even greater when he
opened the first tin.
What was it ? .... " Escargots."
Snails in the best Parisian fashion
Now, if there are
!

three things in the world that
certainly

escargots,

whether

in

I

never touch, one

Parisian

or

any other

was produced. Unluckily the
had disappeared.
Ham the
What was it ?
French ham. Ham of any nationality happened
style.

Tin No.

2

—

the second of the three things

I

is

label

best
to be

detest.

The poor doctor was distressed. So as not to offend
him I professed not to be at all hungry and told him I
had eaten just before arriving there, which was indeed a
VOL.

II.

6*
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bad

story.

stopped the doctor just in time as he was

I

about to open the third
said

tin

—a

English people were fond

all

tin of butter^

to be exactly the third thing that

warm
I

which he

but which happened

of,

I

perfectly loathe in

climates.

was seized

of fever,

when

at this place with another violent attack
I

really

trying to get up from

thought

my

my camp bed

I

end had come.

In

collapsed altogether,

and although the temperature of the atmosphere was well
above ioo° I shivered with cold. I liad not sufficient
strength in my arms to lift up even a glass of water, and
I felt that something radically wrong was happening.
Adem was summoned, and an extra strong dose of
The result ? The next morning
castor oil was produced.
I

was perfectly well again.
While the fever lasted Dr. Fulconis and Monsieur

Pierre, the director of the SocidU des Sultanats,

had the great pleasure

of

I

by way

told
of

my

I

meeting here, showed most

thoughtful anxiety about me.

whom

whom

In

fact,

M. Pierre, to

plan of crossing the African continent

Lake Tchad, dissuaded

the task and advised

me

to

soon as possible, for he said

me from

undertaking

make my way home
I

was

in

as

no condition to

travel further.
I

when

never shall forget his astonishment the next day

walked three miles in the middle of the day in
the hot sun to go and call on him at a place close to
the stream, where the society was putting up new
I

buildings for a most extensive

factoreric in

charge of

Monsieur Levassort.

—

One day I went to call on the sultan quite young.
He was a man who thought himself quite a la frayipaise,
and who wore a helmet upon his head, and a captain's
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coat upon his back, his lower limbs being clad in ample

and top-boots.
At one time he had been
acting as valet to a French officer, and he had mastered
the French language.

trousers

He

not

did

possess

the

dignity of

Zemio, nor anything approaching

it.

the

sultan

of

He appeared

to

me to have a somewhat inflated opinion of himself.
He was civil enough, but vainglorious and magnilocpient.
I

asked him

he had ever visited France.

if

" Lcs Franfiiis seraient trh heiircux de

French would be very happy
a

self-satisfied

air.

heaucoup"

tnaiment

"

me voir" (The

to see me), he replied with

Us mc

connaisscnt

hicn

ci

ils

(They know me well and love

me much.
Like

own

all

people.

knew

these chiefs, iletman

One could

little

him no

get from

about his

historical

data

and no information of any use from an ethnological point
any question asked him about his ancestors,
of view
his religion, the manners and customs of his tribes,
;

he considered extraordinarily ludicrous.

one asked him he replied

"
:

La mnnc

To anything

chose

comme

les

FruHfais," which was not a bit the case.

He
when

could stand a deal of drink, and seemed upset
I

did not join him in a glass of absinthe.

He had

heard that the English people had a strong liquor called
" viski," of which they consumed great quantities.
I
told

him

be true,

had heard of it too
but that I never drank
I

;

in fact,
it

if

I

I

believed

could help

it.

it

to

He

seemed very much astonished.
Hetman and the sultans of Bongasso and Jabir
were three Banja sultans. Jabir had removed himself
altogether, possibly across the boundary into the Congo
Free State.
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Sandu, whose village we have already
brother of the old sultan of Rafay, a

visited,

man

at

was a

one time

extraordinarily powerful.

There were seventeen Senegalese soldiers at the post
of Rafay under Dr. Fulconis, who fulfilled the following
functions

:

architect, teacher in the agricultural school,

foreman of the village, cattle breeder, surveyor of
and justice of the peace, with a far-reaching

roads,

jurisdiction.

He

had,

in

addition,

duties as a doctor, hospital warder

to

attend to

and chemist.

his

He

was about to write a work on the sleeping sickness and
malaria, which ought to be of great interest, as he had
unusual opportunities of studying both

in

the region

where he was stationed.
A lovely site had been selected for the post at Rafay,
some two hundred feet above and east of the Chinko
stream. An extensive green grassy plain on the other
side of the water was intersected only by the long straight
line of the trail leading to

Bongasso.

were frequently to be seen playing
the horizon-line a
west.

Below the

wooded

Herds

of antelopes

in this valley.

On

hill-range stood to the south-

bank and upon
on which the post was situated,

post, along the river

the slope of the hill-range

was a forest of ancient trees of great picturesqueness.
The most practical houses for colonial purposes that
I saw in my entire journey across Africa were at this
They were raised four feet above the level of
place.
the ground. The balustrade of the outer balcony was
perforated

Doors

in

all

along so as to

let

the air circulate freely.

double sets in opposite walls always supplied a

and there was an ample space between
the raised roof and the top of the wall where the air

cool draught,

could circulate freely.

SUNSHINE
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The happiness of officers in Central Africa depends
It is undeniable
a great deal npon their habitations.
intended

that unduly hot climates are not

white

for

who,

people,

with

few

nature

b\'

exceptions,

suffer

and
Average Europeans
the best is made of opportunities.
breathing, and unin
abdominal
not able to indulge
accustomed to breathe through the nose instead of

intensely

conditions

unless

studied

are

carefully

—

through the mouth

—experience

freely in

damp

tropical climates.

most

their

time

of

that

excessive

given

is

may

they

that

death-traps,

indoors

not

I

breathing

As white men spend
think no cdvo is too

I

constructing

eventuall\'

manv

like

to

difficulty in

saw

in

turn

dwellings

regular

into

\arious

so

parts

of

Africa.

Insects of

how

kimls collect

all

well they arc kept.

of the rooms, as

is

who want

people

in

is

houses, no matter

Far from keeping the sim out

generally done in the tropics,
to

keep

in

the sun's rays enter the rooms

sun

all

I

think

good health should

— perhaps

let

not when the

too strong in the middle of the day, but in the

morning and afternoon when the sun is lower in the
The more I travel, the more I am convinced that
no better disinfectant can be found than sunshine.

sky.

In

my own

vitality

personal experience

and

my

comparative

I

know

that

freedom

I

from

owe

my

illness,

where other people die by the score, to the fact that I
spend most of my time in the sun and not in the shade.
I march in the sun where other people march at night,
and, except when absolutely necessary,
before the sun.

I

camp

I

never get up

in the sun, generally

without

pitching a tent, and, far from protecting every part of

my

body from

its

rays,

I

absolutely get sun-roasted.
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have always looked upon the sun as my best friend,
and so far I have not been sorry for it.
At the post of Rafay a splendid shed for cattle was
being built, as many animals were owned by the
I

military.

On

bank

the

the Chinko

of

river

down below, a

luxuriant vegetable and fruit garden had been made,

with

all

Mangoes

kinds
in

tomatoes,

of

profusion,

lettuces,

plant), onions, etc.

and

tropical

European products.

pineapples,

bananas,

cabbages, carrots,

papayas,

aubergines (egg

In the post, two avenues of pine-

apples bordered the paths in

graceful

designs.

Male

and female papayas seemed to flourish at Rafay. The
For the first time I saw in this
fruit was delicious.
place a curious specimen of a hermaphrodite papaya
plant.

Thanks

to

the

unbounded

j^oliteness

Pierre, of the Socide dcs Sultanats,

made

enabling

me

to continue

the company's canoes
the

Mbomu

river.

down

my

of

Monsieur

arrangements were
journey

the Chinko

in

one of

and then down

89

(llAl'll'.K

On

June

facioreri^,

14th,

where

lia\ing
I

\I1I.

stayed

was treated

t>iie

to

a

ni^ht

most

at

(lie

daborati'

was taken to the canoe, in wliich louiul among
my baggage a large box which I did not recognize as
one of my own. M. Pierre insisted that the box must
come down with the canoe, and that I nuist not open it
After a i,'reat deal
until I had reached my next cam]).
.\nothri hirgc
of arguing I had to accept the box.
package was also deposited in the boat, .M. I'i( ric saying
oiild
that it would provide me with a better Iuik h than
get for myself, and would save tin- tiouble ol stopping
on the road to cook whatever I j)ossessed.

dinner,

I

I

I

It

and

is

(

impossible to describe the exfjuisilc pohtcness

tact of these

ness of heart.

I

Frenchmen or

to express their

good-

could not possibly persuade them to

accept anything in payment or in exchange for what lliey

They would deprive themselves of anything
in order to show their hospitality to a passing stranger.
A curious incident happened. I started at 8.15 down
the Chinko, a handsome stream with thickly-wooded
banks, one hundred to one hundred and twenty yards
wide, with a gentle current and small rapids as we
descended. Towards 10.30 we went over a great barrier
of rocks and between wooded islets.
Further down
we passed a picturesque island with huge palm-trees

gave me.
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towering above the rest of the vegetation.

At

2 p.m.

we had reached the mouth of the Chinko and entered the
MbomUj which was divided here into two arms embracing
a long, good-sized island.

At this spot I unpacked Monsieur Pierre's package
and found two huge pdtcs, which, on being dissected,
showed inside expensive truffles galore. I must confess that when I saw the size of the two pdtcs
they
were each about a foot and a half long and six inches in

—

height

—

My

sorry.

felt

I

true enough, but there
I

knew

that

I

I

is

always

my

good,

capacity.

they would be spoilt by the intense

and dinner for
the third day there was still

ate pdtc for breakfast, lunch

three days.

At the end

a pate and a quarter

A

appetite

a limit even to

could not eat them both within a reason-

able time before
heat.

is

of

left,

unfortunately gone bad.

year after this lunch, on passing through Paris,

I

again met M. Pierre,

"

You

are a

took away

who had

bad man," said

my

also returned to Europe.

he, after greeting

pdtc de truffes on

me;

the Chinko

"
!

**

you

He

what had happened. He himself
was to have started the same morning on an expedition
to visit a new station the society had estabhshed further
north on the Chinko river. He had ordered his cook
to make two pdtcs, one for me and one for himself.
The cook had put both in the same package and sent
them down to my canoe. M. Pierre, who was then in
bad health, having waited until three or four o'clock
in the afternoon in order to get a good appetite for his
pdtc, and having by then become ravenously hungry,
ordered his " boy " to produce the relished dish, when,
much to his amazement, he discovered that both pdtes
had gone down the river in my canoe, and he had nothing
further

explained

DANGEROUS
whatever

for

lunch himself,

RATI OS
b\'
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that time being

some

away from where he was,
Wliere we entered the Mbomu, there were small

forty or tifty miles

rapids every Httle while

— the

rapids of Goui, Bedoua,

and the rapids of Bekoua. At three o'clock the river
was about three hundred yards wide, of indescribable
beauty, with luxuriant vegetation on either side and
Shortly after we got among rocks
ujx>n the islands.
Beyond the rapids of Bekoua, long barriers
again.
were found across the river, which was here quite
Rapid after rapid
shallow, owing to its great width.
had to be tackled, some not easy to be got over.
We stopped at sunset at a small village. The
capitan of the village was civil, and, as usual, gave
us music on a peculiar instrument, not

unlike one

I

had noticed further up the river, matle with half a gourd,
to which a wooden rod with three projecting keys
was attached. Only this instrument had two strings instead of one lying directly upon the keyboard on which
the violin

notes were played, the

middle note being

sounded once to every twice of the two others combined.
One string rested on a bridge, the second lay flat upon
the wooden bar and was twanged with the thumb of the
hand, while the

left

first

string

was twanged with the

second finger of the right hand.

We
and

left

this

village

half an hour later

at

sunrise

came

the next

morning,

to a good-sized tributary,

the Moi river, on the right of the

Mbomu,

There was

a thick fog upon the water owing to the lower temperature of the atmosphere above the almost tepid water
of the stream.

We

soon found ourselves going over the

numerous rapids of Ganapia.

There were impassable

rapids at this place, especially the rapids of

Mongunbo,
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where

it

was necessary to abandon the canoe altogether

and proceed overland.
The Moi river formed the boundary between the
Ganapia was one
sultanates of Rafay and Bongasso.
of the transit stations of the Socidd des Sultanats, and
all the ivory and rubber had to be transhipped here.
There was a
Boursier.

fine

fadorerie

in

charge

The buildings were kept

Monsieur

of

in excellent condi-

and a beautiful rubber plantation had been made
by the company, as well as a most productive fruit
and vegetable garden.

tion,

We
In this

were soon getting out of the " ivory " country.
region the principal product was rubber.

The rocks
of the

in the river

Mbomu

were beautiful.

In the centre

rose an island several miles long, full of

game. There had been a great discussion between
the French and the Congo Free State regarding the
The Congo Free State had
possession of this island.
of

and in order to establish their priority
claim they had made extensive rubber plantations

on

it.

appropriated

it,

At Ganapia the Socidc^ dcs Sultanats kept a large fleet
I saw at this place a canoe nineteen yards
of canoes.
this was
long, scooped out of a solid block of wood
specially constructed by the natives in exchange for
;

one match-lock.

The Belgians had a small post a

short distance off

on their side of the stream.
After leaving Ganapia in a fresh canoe on June i6th,
at the lower terminus of the big rapids

negotiated

smaller

rapids.

became two hundred and
from rocks. Trees grew

Beyond

fifty

right

we

these,

successfully

the

river

yards wide and fairly free

down

to the water.

Vacoma crew

in

Author's cantjc on the River Mljonni.

n

CAN.APIA

down again wo

Further
rapids,

pretty hiUs

The

river

tributaries

canu' to a j;ieat luunber of

On

Bagouangu.

the

French

the

on the Belgian side was a

;

was getting wider
it
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received on

We made camp

its

higli hill-ranL;e.

along with

all

stood

side

many

thi'

course.

at sunset at a j^lace

where two

sIkhIs

had been erected by the Socit'it' dt's Sultinuits lor the use
At sunrise the next morning we again
of their agents.
left,

the pagayeurs patldling splen(h(ll\

spun through
miles an hour

tlu*

water

the

at

ratr

as
ot

canoe about a

in a swift

wide and some thirty-six

six

foot

On both

or

seven

and

a hall

feet long.

The Mbonui by now was three Innuhi'd and
wide.

W'c

usual.

lifty

yards

and

sides, close to the banks, ercejXMs

hung over the water, so that it would almost be
im{)ossible to land anywhere except in i)laces win
the natives or hippopotami had ut passages.
Three or four hours brforc reaching Bongasso we
suddenly saw facing us down-stream three high grassy
ft
table-lands, all exactly alike in shape, and to tlic
On the:
of them a mountain with a pointed peak.
Belgian side in front of Bongasso were high hills.
trees

i

1(

We
society,

arrived at this place, the principal seat of the

and

at

canoes mcx)rtd

j.
t(j

',(j

1

landed

among

a large

ll*

(

t

of

long poles stuck in the mud.

There were many villages on the French side and a
large one on the Belgian side of the stream.
Here
again I was mistaken for an Arab trader by Monsieur
Raulic,

chef

dc zone of

mistake was discovered

amusement.

and until
gave me a good deal

the
it

/adorcric,

He and Monsieur Chanu

tlie

of

were, liowever,

extremely kind afterwards.
I

went to. call on the sultan, an old cannibal, ex-
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tremely sly and not particularly trustworthy,
think,

by the look

This

man

I

should

of him.

possessed not only an imposing harem for

himself, but he

was the

chief supplier of his daughters

men within a radius of some
round.
He sent me two of his

as wives to the few white

hundreds

of

miles

lamb and four
chickens.
I appreciated the compliment, but as I was
not on marriage bent I took the chickens and the lamb
To see them was
and returned the wives with thanks.
daughters as a present, also a Uttle

Quite, indeed.

quite sufficient.

The sultan of Bongasso seemed proud of his harem,
and I photographed him one day amidst his entire
contingent of local feminine beauty. There was no mistake about this old cannibal chief going in more for
numbers and size than quality. He had wives of all
ages, of all sizes, of all shapes, and all colours, except
natural white.

His favourite lady was a plump creature who had

smeared

herself

all

over with terra-cotta paint.

Her

was adorned with beads innumerable. Her first
youth had long gone by, but she was not aware of it
evidently.
She seated herself by the sultan's side in
a most coquettish fashion, with no clothes of any kind
upon her bod}-, in order to preserve intact the coat of
red paint. You can imagine my surprise when she and
hair

the sultan asked

white woman.

I

me

if

I

said, "

had not mistaken her for a
No, most certainly not; but

she might ha\'e passed for a terra-cotta

woman

to all

but the colour-blind."

harem were
chiefly remarkable for the ways in which they had done
their hair
some in a sort of helmet, plaited most care-

Some

of the other ladies in the sultan's

—

THE SULTAN OF BOXGASSO
fully, especially at

the back of the head

;
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others in

many

concentric arcs from the ear right up to the top ot

the

head.

was

There

about

impressive

In his zeriba there were merely a

chief.

down

nothing

great

this

tumble-

lot of

huts with a somewhat more elaborate hut for the

—a

crooked two-storied building of bricks with a
heavy colonnade round it, no two cohiiniis being absoIn fact, most of tluin wi it' at a dangerlutely vertical.
chief

The leaning tower

ous angle.

of Pisa

was not

in

it

with

the sultan's residence.

Giving this building a wide berth when the sultan
pointed

we wound our way among conical
humble, with high platforms of bamboo out-

out to me,

it

huts, quite

upon which elephant meat was ])laced to
dry.
Under a big tree the old sultan seated himself
upon a high wooden stool, and a crowd of ])icturesciue

side them,

natives encircled him.

Bongasso had a long black stick in his hand, and
he harangued a most attentive audience. Let us look
at them.

There was a giant among them with flabby

arms and sunken chest, and a most brutal face next to
him an old warrior with a hemispherical headgear of
blue and white beads. Then there were soldiers, with
raised circular cicatrices in a line from the top of the
forehead to the tip of the nose. Others had only three
cicatrices on the forehead.
Several unfortunate mortals
;

were to be seen with huge goitre-like swellings

and at the side
Then a rabble of
Albini or old
warriors.

of the neck,

some

in front

even at the back.

and carrying Gras,
These were Bongasso's

rascals clad in rags

Remington

Some wore

rifles.

large straw hats locally plaited

;

others a crown of feathers, North American Indian style.
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whereas

more humble,

others,

contented

themselves

with a single feather stuck on one side of the head, in a
tuft of

kinky hair

left for this special

otherwise clean-shaven skulls.
sticking

little tresses

up

A

purpose upon their

few wore

five or six

straight just over the forehead,

while others preferred these

little tresses

at the

back of

the head.

The
to

ears of these people were in

most cases elongated

an unusual extent, studs of black wood or big discs

of ivory being inserted into

the large opening of the

lobe.

The warriors
reed some three

carried high shields of plaited Spanisli
feet

in

length.

Inside these shields

were several throwing knives of the boomerang type,
with a number of blades in each, not unlike those we

have already seen among the Niam-Niam. Some of
these knives had as many as three or four blades, some
even more, and they could be hurled through the
at a terrific speed.

The wounds from

these

air

weapons

Unlike the boomerang, however, they

were ghastly.

did not possess the quality of returning to their point
of

departure
the

rate,

them do

A
this

the target

if

did not

natives

were not

know

hit

the

—

art

or,

of

any
making
at

so.

photograph of these cannibals

book, so

countenances
be noticed

it is
;

not necessary for

me

is

reproduced in

to describe their

but by glancing at the illustration

how

it

will

brutal were the expressions of these

mouths were prominent and repulsive, their noses flattened and extremely broad at
the base, and their foreheads low and slanting, with
little room in the braincase of the cranium, the back
part of the head generally forming a straight line with the
men-eaters.

Their

1

.1

AN OLD CANNHVM,
nape of the neck.
eye was so dark in
hardly

iris

frequently

made

What
tliese

is

with us the white of the

cannibals that their deep biowii

a contrast at

bloodshot,
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and

all,

especially

expressions were (juite vicious.

at

as the eyes were

the

corners,

The upper

their

part of the

was much discoloured, and the transparent cornea
abnormally riiised beyond the spherical surface of the
iris

eyeball.

Unlike the sultan of Zemio, who had a L;tntlcmaiily
manner, old Hongasso was one of the most vulgar, illbred savages I met in Central Africa. All sorts of

came from

mouth, })erhaps the result
of a bad digestion, and every few minutes or so he
yawned in the loudest fashion and stretched his arms
skyward, opening his mouth in a most alarming way.
And what a huge mouth
with a palate as black as
watered ink, and a thickly-furred tongue green from
something he had been eating.
curious noises

his

!

"

am

I

very tired," said the old

sleep the whole night.

much

*

shempin

'

man
nmch

"
;

did not

I

drank too
to^o and too
[by which he meant champagne] and
I

'bodo' " (Bordeaux).
In fact, the previous evening a most

had been given
and I sat next

at the factorcrie
to

the sultan.

genial

dinner

when I had arrived,
The old savage, who

only a few years ago went about naked and ate with

was now garbed in a French khaki uniform
which he was sweating and handled a knife and

his fingers,

—

in

—

fork in fair imitation of civilized table manners.
It

is

true that occasionally, while excited in con-

versation, he brandished his fork about in such a reckless

manner that he nearly stuck
when he had finished with
VOL.

II.

it

into

my

the plate,

and again,
and some sauce

eye

;

7
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remained, he
it

and

round,

twirling
licked the plate himself by
grandson,
then he passed it to his

first

a favourite of his,

who

under the table and who

sat

what Uttle had remained on the plate.
To my
old.
The little child was only three years
then stooped
amazement old Bongasso every now and
dog, and then gave the
to call him, as one would a
few drops of champagne.
child brandy to drink and a
having had a big cigar
At the end of dinner, the sultan,
of it, puffing
handed to him, smoked about two-thirds
fast being consumed, and
so hard that the weed was
smoke under the
gave the end to the child to

licked

then

table.

.

This

little

boy was the son

eldest son.

The

.

,

.

of wine
sultan emptied glass after glass

absinthe with marvellous

worse for

,

of M'bari, the sultans

celerit)-,

and

but seemed none the

it.

^
when uhe ^had
return to our visit to his zcriba,
himself, which lasted
finished yawning and stretching

To

for

some time, he began

to

that he loved

all

telling

me

pay clumsy compliments,
the white peoplc-Lrench,

same to him. As
English or German-all were the
He
safe in his country.
long as he Uved they would be
upon
the whites
was trying to impress equal love for
The Belgians, too
people.
his sons and upon all his
good. In fact, all
on the other side, he said, were very
had never known any
white people were good. He

bad

ones.

This

is

what he

said,

and

I

suppose he meant

m

it,

regard to the contreated by the French.
siderate way in which he was
had rather a
The sultan, although unscrupulous,

as he

had nothing

to complain of

N'SAKKARA WOMEN
head,

clever

well

with

formed,

a
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forehead

spacious

marked by many cicatrices in parallel angles. His
expression was sly and did not inspire excessive trust.
His lack of self-res]ux^t was remarkable evtMi for a
cannibal, and a man who could hand o\'er any of his
daughters as concubines to the tirst-comer
ingratiate himself

seemed

to

me

order to

in

a person not to

l)e

ad-

Neither the sultan of Zemio nor the one of

miretl.

would ever descend so low.
His zeriba and villages simply swarmed with woiucu.
As one prowled about one saw naked females lying about
in bunches everywhere, either s(iuatting down in tlie
shade of trees, or rechning lazily, and more or less gracefullv, upon cane beds, or more often scpiatting down in
a most unbecoming manner upon littU* four-legged stools
adorned with brass nails. OnI\' a few were at work
pounding manioc, but most of the others sjxnt their
Rafay,

Two

absolute laziness.

in

life

I

think,

or three were garbed in

robes of broad red and blue stripes.
of

beads

and
I

Many had pendants

from the hair on each side

at

the temples

back of the head.
found a deep chocolate-coloured skin prevalent

at the

among

these people instead of the coal-black of

some

of

the tribes of a lower type.

Taking things

all

round, these people, the N'Sakkara,

were slightly better looking

the

Mbomu.

The women

graceful

figures,

with small,

we had met along

other tribes

and better formed than

when young had

fairly

statuesque busts

but when older their breasts became

;

repulsively pendent, with badly enlarged nipples, and,

as usual, great, ugly paunches were to be seen in uKJst

women

over twenty years of age.

Tliere

VOL.

no accounting

is

II.

fur

people's

tastes.

7*

The
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local fashions for the

smarter ladies of the lower order

At certain times of the month they would
wear palm-leaves passed between the legs and tied up
at the waist behind.
Otherwise they generally went
were peculiar.

Some

about absolutely naked.

of them, however, took

a large, long banana-leaf, and, having tied
the waist, they would pass
the legs, leaving

it

and hold

it

it

in front at

firmly between

to stick straight out behind for a

it

foot or so, just like a small square green railway signal-

They paraded about with

flag.

themselves beautiful,
lunatic because

fear

I

and thought
they looked upon me as a
these

could not always repress hearty shrieks

I

when

saw them.
The N'Sakkara women showed elaborate cicatrices
upon the chest as well as on the back, with attempts at
the leaf pattern and coil, which were frequently and
of laughter

I

Squares

successfully rendered in highly-raised cicatrices.

and

angles, either superposed or inverted, also parallel

were

lines,

often

noticeable

in

designs

upon

their

bodies.

Morality

practically

N'Sakkara, particularly
even among the

have seen.

man and

white

chief's

Any one

among the
among unmarried women, not
daughters or the sultan's, as we

of

does

not

exist

them

will

go and

and

in

be proud of

it,

live

with a

order to accumu-

dowry she will leave her home and cohabit for a
time with any stranger of any colour and get all she

late a

—

can out of him.

When

—

sufficiently

home and
own tribe, when

wealthy she

will

return to her paternal

get honourably married

to one of her

she becomes a faithful

wife,

they say.

Unfaithfulness on the part of a

woman

is

punished

with throat-cutting, or such other radical punishment,

1

BONGASSO'S SONS
which, no doubt, kcc[)s woinon

loi

faithtiil to their liiisbands,

but the husbands are never faithful to their wives.

The
ful

sultan, garbed in skins of animals, gave wonder-

Althougli not young,

war-dances before his people.

he could perform

evolutions with great agility,

difticult

while hundreds of

women

most amazing manner

— described

—a

his

of

harem, trained

regular corps dc

biillet

in

a

of black

and cross-tigures around
lum with the utmost precision. The music consisted of
the tam-tam and a tive-stringed harp, tlie soundiiig-board
of the latter covered with a tight skin perfor.itcd in two
coryphees

figures

places.

A

curious habit

the sultan sat

among

these people was that

down thev clapped

their

hands

for

when
some

time.

fhr sultan
The sultan himself was a Banja bv birtli.
of Rafay was comparatively young, but the other two
sultans of /emio and Hongasso were cpiite old, and it
he
will be interesting to watch events when they die.
abnormal
sultan of Zemio and old Bongasso were men of
will-power, who had been able to hold their position by
sheer force, but their sons and heirs were insignificant
i

creatures.

We

have met the loathsome, drunken, degenerate
Buddia, the eldest son of Zemio, and here at Bongasso
we had Gambu, the heir to the sultanate, also a worthless

drunkard, half-witted, and he, too, eaten

a bad complaint of the blood

—a

to white people merely to see

out of them.

by

him

as

Gambu was
his

fellow

nj)

with

who hung on

what he could

scjueeze

the sultan's third son, selected

successor.

The

first

son

was called

Labassu, and was atflicted by paralysis, while his second
son was Bai or Ganapia.
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At Bosegui we shall find Bongasso's brother,
Wanzarengu, with his two sons, Kunda and Yinga.
Another taller and older son, who had been discarded
from the succession by the sultan, seemed little or no
better than the above and others of his sons, such as
one I met later at Baguessi, who was a mere beggar of
the lowest and most importunate kind.
Bongasso, the old cannibal chief, was not ashamed to
tell you that until quite lately he had indulged in human
meals.
He cared little what happened after his death
as we have seen, he did not mind what became of his
daughters, and he had made his sons a contemptible
;

lot.

died.

This old cannibal chief,

I

am

informed, has lately

^os

CHAPri'k
The

f adorer ie

the

of

IX.

SociHc

dcs

SuUanats

was

charmingly situated, perhaps a httle too lar Iroin the
stream, the site having been chosen in ohUt to get

on healthier and absolutely flat ground. Avenues of
rubber trees had been made and also a handsome plaza,
with a fine monkey-house in the centre.

The

had a

director

square, and

many more

tine

brick building

brick buildings stood

facing
all

the

round,

including the store, the theatre of gay scenes (luring

The

bartering hours.

stpiare

became a regular market-

place in the morning, with a great concourse of peoi)le.

Business was particularly brisk at

where rubber was exchanged

the

store

window

for beads, cloth, wire, or

within reason for any article the natives fancied.
Fruit and vegetables, yellow nghiro dates, powdered

manioc, were laid out

in quantities

u])on gourd-vessels

The wealthier native
traders w^;e attired in bright colours and were a great
contrast to the men and women who stood beside them
or

in

baskets

in

the

square.

absolutely naked.

Bongasso, being the central

ollice of the Socictc dcs

was a busy spot. Thousands of pounds (in
weight) of rubber were drying in appropriate sheds, but
I was told that ivory was fast
disappearing in this

SultapuUs,

region.
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noii-comwas in charge of two
" adjutant ' and a seneant^
missioned officers, an
by Captam Raymond and
The post was formerly buUt
tidy
the stream. It had a
was prettily situated near
with all sorts of dehc.ous
r„d bTaut Jully-kept garden,
and atronelU, a fineneat hedges of pineapples
fruit
ornamental
which, besides being most

The

military post

blad;d plant
refreshmg decoction far
makes a delicately-flavoured,
digestion
climates, as it helped
Tuperior to tea in those
The French used it
nerves.
and did not affect the
des SuUanals in

"'Tt'concession given to the SociHS
imperhaps the largest and most
the High Ubanghi was
French Government in their
portant granted by the
work of that ^c.ety
African possessions. The

Slal

highly-

practical and therefore
was carried out in such a
think a few words on
successful manner that I

methods should be

The

Sccicli

their

of interest.

dcs

Sultanats

began

their

Morcric

at

work

in

Bongasso^

December, 1900, with a first
over ^\^^^^^'^''^.
Monsieur Charles Pierre took
of
founded twelve establishments,
in May, 1901, and
each zone

centres of
which the principal three, as
Zemio, the seats
mained at Bongasso, Rafay and

three big sultans to

At the

time

re-

of the

whom the country belonged
my visit there were fourteen
of

and all were prosbelonging to the society,
three sultanThe country was divided into
pering.
region (Yacoma), the latter
ates and one independent
all
supplying the society with
producing no rubber, but
transcanoes required as means of
the paddlers for the
The rubber and
concession.
port on the rivers of the
down
river Mbomu and sent
ivory were brought to the

facforerics

THK "SOCIETE DES SULTANA rs

'
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was shipi)ecl
Antwerp.

the Ubanj::hi into the Congo, from which

it

and rubber market of
The European staff employed by the society in
Africa consisted only of one general manager and a clicf
to the great ivory

de

zone

in

factorerie

each of the

was

one

chef

sultanates

three
de

factorerie

every

in

;

and sometimes

one assistant. A most excellent and highly-successful
plan had been adopted by the society to encourage

do good work. Each employee
received a percentage on the production of botli ivory
and nibber. Some of the more enterprising were able to
make a good thing out of it.
The
consisted
factoreries
of
houses
for
the
their

European

staff to

Eurojx'an employees, generallv

baked

bricks,

with

thatched

of

built

roofs

;

hre-

and

or

of

sun-

stores,

and ample si-choirs (or drying sheds) for the
nibbor.
The mortar and all building material was locally
made, and it was astonishing what ingenuity had been

shelters,

used

in

obtaining

excellent

results

with

the

])oor

Most of the houses, if not lu.xurious,
were extremely comfortable and well adapted to the
chmate.
materials at hand.

Strict orders
factoreries

had been given

to establish

kitchen

to

all

the chefs des

gardens in

every fac-

and to grow all kinds of vegetables
every
three months a box was despatched from France with
seeds of all kinds for every factorerie.
This was deemed
an important precaution to keep Europeans in good
health, the need of good fresh vegetables being felt,
especially in the great heat of the summer.
They made,
indeed, a welcome change from the tinned goods on which
the white people had to feed to a great extent, and
which were undoubtedly injurious, except, perhaps, when
torerie

;
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on the march, when the constant and violent exercise
worked off the effects of the poison contained in tinned
provisions.

have heard people talk a lot in England of French
methods and of how badly employees are provided for.
This is one of those insular prejudices which, with
I

many

others, unfortunately prevail in this country re-

garding anything done by people of other nationalities.

On
ful

the contrary,

and

Sultanats

it

generous

was a pleasure

— almost

was towards her

supplies were sent out at

to notice

motherly
staff.

how

— the

thought-

Socicte

des

Constant and regular

much expense

to every agent

company, each receiving a ration box containing
a quantity of flour, plenty of wholesome red wine, a
bottle of cognac, some champagne as a medicinal comfort, butter, biscuits, mustard, tea
and other articles
highly welcome in Central Africa.
The development of the Socicte des Sultanats has been
enormous during the last few years. Last year, 1906,
the production of rubber packed and sent over to
Antwerp was over three hundred tons, and this year
I am told on good authority that over four hundred
of the

tons are expected.

The concession has an immense area, one hundred
and forty-five thousand square kilometres, the richest in
Central Africa in rubber and ivory.
On the south the
concession is limited by the right bank of the Ubanghi
from the Koto river (a tributary of the Ubanghi) and
the entire right bank of the Mbomu as far as its source.
On the west the boundary is the Koto river from the
source of its most ."easterly branch
on the north and
east, a line separating the basin of the Ubanghi from
those of Lake Tchad and the Nile.
The society, olhcially
;

A CONCESSION
called the Socieii' des Stiitanats
right for thirty >'ears to carry

dti

on

107

Haul

Ulnini^hi,

has the

coniinercial operations

all

and export, as well as operations of a rtnancial,
industrial, mining, forestry and agricultural character
of import

the concession

within

also

;

transport enterprise

an\'

by land or water along the many streams, works of
colonization and of any other kind that mav increase
the value of the concession and its exploitation.
Reserves have been made for the natives, and (iovernment
lands have also bt»en deducted for militais purposes.
I

my own

have seen with

eyes the kindU-

way

in

which the natives were treated, and
was most faxonrably impressed by the patient, kmdly, honest, even
I

way

generous

in

which trading was canitMl on by the

employees of the company.

The

society

(jf2,ooo) to the

January

pays

hfty

French Oovernment

1900,

ist,

annuall\-

to
for

francs

from

for ten years

and a hundred

(£4,000) yearly for the next decade.

thousand
thousand

francs

After that they arc

pay one hundred and

fifty thousand francs (;f 6,000)
each succeeding year until the exj)iration of the

concession.

Besides

fifteen per cent,

duty on
It

is

all

on

this,

they

give

their net profits

imjKjrts as well as

the (jovcrnmcnt

and pay ten per

cent,

upon the exports.

unnecessary to say that, notwithstanding the

fact that the society

is

only practically at the beginning

of the exploitation of that

immensely wealthy country,

handsome dividends are being paid to the fortunate
shareholders.
As far as I could sec, when the work
IS

carried

profits

further into the virgin country,

must necessarily accrue.

The

still

larger

society's capital

only nine million francs (^360,000), of which only one
quarter has been paid up.
is
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There are some rather interesting ministerial instructions regarding concessions granted in the

French Congo

by the French Government.
For instance, a provision

is

made

to protect con-

cessionaries in case of a third party intervening in the

and undertaking commercial operaThe concessionaries have no right to compel

conceded
tions.

territories

these third parties to renounce their intentions altogether,
in the

conceded land, nor can the concessionaries prevent

them from going about

freely

upon the

rivers

and the

public paths of the domain, nor entering into relations

with the natives in order to

sell

them imported goods

and buy the products of the territory reserved for these
natives.
But third parties have no right to establish
buildings or fadorcries^ either on the ground reserved
for the natives or upon land not conceded but reserved
in the interior of the concession.

These lands are con-

sidered as dependencies of the State,

and the State alone

has a right to dispose of them.

Furthermore, third parties have no right to build or

make usurpations
the concession

;

of

and

any kind upon

territories within

either the military officer in charge

of the region or the civil admiyiistratciir

must give imme-

diate help to repress usurpations of this kind.

In other words, the advantage which the administration engages itself to ensure to the concessionaries

they alone shall reap whatever beneht

is

is

that

to be obtained

from the conceded domain.

The
obtain

case in which a third party might attempt to

products from

the

concession

by establishing

themselves on neutral ground and bribing the natives
is

also provided for.

In this case, too, the concessionary

can claim his rights through a judicial channel, and the

1

POLICE POSTS
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Administratc'ur, or Chif dc Postc\ nuist lend his liaiul to

take note of the thett and bring the matter before a

competent tribunal.

To ensure

protection

aj^ainst

the

hostility

the

of

each concessionary society can claim to have
police posts established near the fadorcries by paying
tribes,

all

In no case are the directors of factorerics

expenses.

allowed

have

to

which

police force

over,

under

directl\'

authority the

their

supposed to protect them. Morehave the right to request

is

concessionaries

the

the establishment of police posts in an\' \Am'v where
is

deemed necessary

and

for the safety of the colony,

the concessionaries are

only obliged

furnish

to

lodpni^s for the men, other exiH'iises being

i)ai(l

it

free

by the

admmistration.

The

principal

pastes

charge of

in

the police

will

be established by the colon\' at no expense to the concessionaries, especially in cases

erection of barracks

area of

cultivable

sup[)orting

one,

and

for the

buildings, as well as a sufticient

land

has

when the ground

to

been

make

the

reclaimed

poste

from

a

the

self-

con-

cessionaries.

The natives have a

right to areas of land sufticient

and also to some land
any further cultivation which they may desire

to produce food for their support,
fit

for

to

carry on,

besides

forest

building and heating needs.

land

sufficient

for

But they have no

claim forests in order to trade at their

own

their

right to

pleasure in

the natural products of the country, and so establish
a ruinous competition with the concessionaries.

Particular stress

is

laid

on the obligation imposed

upon the concessionaries concerning

the planting

of

rubber-produoing plants, as well as the preservation of
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no
the forests.

Under the

Societe des

SuUanats immense

what

plantations of ire were being made, and from

— and

I

—

saw a good deal the country under
their concession was being greatly benefited by the
The society brought up the river inexploitation.
numerable articles which the natives valued, and which
were of much greater use to them than the latex from
the rubber vines, or the ivory, which have immense
value in Europe, but are absolutely of no commercial
value among the natives, as far as they themselves are
could see

I

concerned, except in regard to foreign trade.

The

Societe des

SuUanats owes most, of

its

wonderful

development to the practical methods adopted by the
With a long experience
local director, M. Charles Pierre.
in Egypt, where he was born, half French and half
English by parentage, M. Pierre

first

got acquainted

with Central Africa in 1898, when he was making part
of the Bonnel de Mezieres expedition. During that visit he

Banda

took an important journey alone across the Dar

country as far as the sultanate of Sinoussi, in order to go
to the assistance of

M. Mercuri of the Behagle expedition.

In 1900 he became one of the
society,

and

established,

the

as

first

we have

suitable

sites,

society.

In 1904 he took another

all

crossing from the

factoreries

directors of the
seen,

belonging
difficult

Congo basin into that

in

to

most
the

journey,

of the Nile,

a journey for which he received well-deserved decorations
France and in Egypt. He then returned again to

in

Africa, but the evil climate of that region

had played

havoc with his health and he was compelled to return to
Europe for ever. The society was so satisfied with his
services that he has been elected Administrator of the

society in Paris.

Ill

ClIAlMl-k
I

I

EFT Bongasso (1,690

filled

feet)

X

on Juno

my

i()th,

canoe

with presents of chickens, baskets of pineapples,

fresh bread, vegetables of all sorts,

and

I

do not know

what else. The thought fulness of these Frenchmen
was really immeasurable. Tlu-y went to any trouble

make one comfortable on the journey.
I
had a new set of pagaycurs from here, and the
having
canoe went down stream at a great speed, the ri\
in

order to

1

risen considerably during the night

owing

to

Rocks which abounded

the last few days.

1

heavy rains
in

front of

Bongasso were now quite covered over with water. A
few rapids were successfully gone over, islands of great
si2e dividing the river were passed, a tributary stream,
the Mbari, was met, and eventually by way of a narrow

arm
noon

of the river,
to

I

came

Bagut'ssi, or

at three o'clock in the after-

Bozegui, where a Senegalese was

in charge of the transhipping station.

Bongasso's nephew, in rags, came at once to beg for

gunpowder, percussion caps and clothes.
His father,
Bongasso's brother, was even more persistent, and a
greater nuisance than his son.

These fellows wanted

to be presented with everything one possessed.
I left

overland by

Irikassa, as

trail at

sunrise on

June 20th

for

there were rapids here quite impossible to

navigate, arid

I

arrived at this place, further down-stream,
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an hour and a half
large canoes

there,

later.

I

found waiting for

my
at my

which

good

friend,

me two

Monsieur

had kindly placed
disposal.
The large island which we had reached came to an
end at Irikassa just in front of the landing-place. We
sped on down-stream at a good pace, especially over
Pierre,

the rapids of Sholiminghi, and at a spot where islands

divided the river into long channels with lots of islands

and

some with palm-trees, and forming a regular
maze, we went over the rapids of Mongu.
Soon after, we descended the rapids of Mayongo and
Wanza, where hundreds of rocks stuck out, and I was
ever more and more astonished at the skill of the Yacoma
m steering their way through. One man, holding a long
rocks,

pole, stood

on the small platform

in

the front of the

canoe, and occasionally pointed with his open hand to

men paddling behind in which direction they had
Many times, in forcing the canoe to the right or
go.

the
to

left, his

punting-pole would stick between rocks and

could never recover
ones.

But we

it.

we

carried lots of spare

In one place along pole stuck between two rocks,

and while the Yacoma was trying to hold on to it and
could not, the pole, which had been forcibly bent, on
being released struck my poor Somali a terrific crack on

He became

the skull.

insensible, ejecting quantities of

blood from the nose and mouth.
Yes, of
liked the

all

met down the river I
They were the most intelligent

the native tribes

Yacoma

best.

I

and hard-working their faces were pleasanter to look
at, although, hke all cannibal tribes of that region, they
;

possessed

extraordinarily

prominent

lips

—by

far

the

most prominent part of their facial angle when seen in
profile.
The eyes were wide apart and oblong in shape.

KLKrilANT
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with heavy cyeHds, their noses flattened, and somewhat

curved at the end, with nostrils much raised, the opening

when seen in prohle being of an angular
The back of the head, llattened with
is with the Vacoma well developed and

of the nostril

form, not a curve.

other tribes,

spacious, only rather high

the entire cranium luwing

u|>,

a tendency to slant unduly from hack to front.
case the general

drawing a head

rule

could

not

he

aj^j^lii'd,

in prohle, of placing the ear

parallel horizontal lines,

In their

when

as

between two

one from the eyebrows and one

from the base of the nose.
the ear in Vacoma heads

I

noticed that

top of

tlu^

on a lower horizontal
plane than the lowest protuberance of the back of the
skull.

The

wa.>>

ears were otherwise fairly will formed, only

when in
lengthening, and

the lobe was abnormally large, even
state, unspoilt

by

artihcial

with the auditory canal high
of

The Yacoma
hair here and

well

natural

its

the concha

uj).

sha\'e the head, lea\ing fancy patterns

upon the skull. Their hands are
formed, with short hngers and extremely pink nails.

We

were

there

in for a succession of rapids.

Lat(

r

in the

Ihe Mbonui
day we went down the rapids of Maragun.
River, which had flowed, with some detours, practically
west from Zemio as far as the Gulombri Mountains,

proceeded

in a

south-westerly direction from

mouth of the Welle.
My men every now and then got

th.it

point

as far as the

up

orange-like

big

fruit,

oil

the canoe

extremely fibrous inside, and gave an acid white
All the

elephant

way down
in

the back of
VOL.

pick

the river

linid.

we were troubled by

large

which hung over the canoe and stung the
the most merciless manner, especially in
the head, over the eyes, under the knees

flies,

occupants

t(j

called the pah, which were

II.

8
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and wherever the skin was
one's eyes for

was sufficient to shut
a moment to receive two or three painful
soft.

It

which caused large swellings within a few minutes.
I never was able to catch one of those flies, as they flew
about at such quick, sharp angles that it was almost
impossible to hit them.
The Yacoma, who wore no clothes, suffered terribly
from these flies. At one moment, when a swarm of
stings,

them attacked

men jumped

us, all the

into the water

in order to escape being stung.

In

moments we sped along

less exciting

beautifully,

with occasional solo songs, one which interested

me

particularly being exactly like the Neapolitan Tarantella

Yacoma

We

drums
in the canoe.
These people never could be made to work
willingly unless they had one or two drums going all the
with a

strain to

it.

had two

large

time.

After passing Gozobanghi, in

Mbomu

to our right,

a

arm

small

of

the

we eventually reached Quango,

where a small military post with a sergeant and five
Senegalese soldiers stood at a point 190 feet above the
the river at this place being at an elevation of
river

—

1,510 feet above sea-level.

There
river,

the

was
last

a

f actor erie

station

towards the west.

view of the Mbomu, with
bordered by dense

the

of

From

here, 120

it

its

feet

Societe

above

des

the

Sultanats

one obtained a beautiful

many

channels and rapids

Looking back, there were
hundreds of little islands and rocks, and one could easily
conceive why navigation was impossible in that section.
I had abandoned the canoe at Gozobanghi, where
forest.

there was a post of the Societe des Sultanats in charge of

a Senegalese, and had walked the few kilometres which

5

QUANGO

1

1

A good trail had
conveying the goods which have to

separated that place from Quango.

been made, useful
travel overland

in

by

carriers for transhipment,

the impossibility of taking

owing to

them over the rapids

either

up or down.

me

Monsieur Lelievre, the agent of the society, received
hospitably.
I stayed there one night in order to get

fresh

men and another canoe

me

to take

further

down-

stream.

was obtainable from the country
the north, but hardly any rubber, the little which came
At

to

this place ivory

being brought

in

of

factorcrie

the last

was

I

from great distances.

transit

met

rather

than

This was a

barter.
It was
where a European

of

of the society's stations

in charge.

Upon

the

hill

the air seemed deliciously cool, quite

—

and invigorating a great contrast to the
stifling atmosphere on the water, the refraction from
the surface of the river in the hot hours of the day being
refreshing

at times quite trying.

Curiously enough, although

all

kinds of European

vegetables flourished in the beautiful vegetable garden

near the water, potatoes would not grow at

Small Madagascar potatoes, however, did

all

at

Quango.

well.

saw an immense canoe belonging to the society, the
length of which I measured— twenty-four metres (about
I

twenty-six yards).
All the white people

I

had met at Bongasso and

the few other posts were painfully

ill

with fever.

in

At

Bongasso, particularly, the people were suffering greatly,
and here at Quango the sergeant was in a critical condition

— not

so

much from

malarial fever,

from the medicine he had taken to cure
VOL.

II.

it.

I

think, as

In
8*

all

the

—
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military posts a chest containing various remedies

handed over to the

officer in

charge.

It

was

was a great

temptation for these lonely people to use, one after the
other, all the medicines, trying experiments in case

any

of

them might cure whatever ailment they were suffering
from. Thus, I found the sergeant at Quango had used
up all his medicines, regardless of their properties, to
get rid of some ailment, inadequately diagnosed
merely a bad attack of fever. A baking hot brick upon
his stomach was the latest remedy, when I called on him,
as he believed his liver had gone wrong, and he thought
this would cure him.
I advised him to throw the case
of medicine into the river where it was deepest, and to
use the bricks for building purposes only, for which they

were

meant.

Perhaps

after

a

simple

thorough sweat he might get better.

who was

quite

and a
The poor man,
purge

poisoned and in a dying condition,

survived.
I left

and men

Quango

in a swift

canoe with

as usual beating

a drum.

fifteen "paddlers,

We

spun away

down-stream, here four hundred yards wide.

There were plenty of small villages on the Belgian
side,

but only few on the French bank, where, however,

many
the

existed further inland.

tribe

Dendi was the name of

inhabiting the north

bank

of

the

Mbomu,

with the N'Sakkara further inland, north of them.

We

again saw conical thatched roofs, only these were steeper,

with the point

much

tuft of grass at the

elongated and

\\'ith

an ornamental

The walls were of mud.
were met with in the stream,

summit.

Islands of various sizes

and innumerable palm-trees lined the banks, particularly
on the Belgian side. The water in the stream having
risen to about half its flood limit, made navigation

SNARES
quicker and easier, as

many
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of the rocks

were now abso-

submerged and we were able to float over them.
With the constant rumbling of the tam-tam and the
melodious chorus following the solos of the Yacoma, we
lutely

sped along, meeting natives fishing with nets, the

fish of

good size, making excellent eating. The largest I saw
were about three feet long, but I was told that some of
great

size,

caught.

similar

to

the

Nile

fish,

were frequently

Angular fishing-snares had been made across

the entire width of the river, the angles facing downstream.

Platforms were erected a few feet above the

water for fishermen to keep watch

;

some had even a

The point of each angle in the
snare was made of fine bamboo matting, with sides from
five to six yards long.
A fine curtain of bamboo hung
in front of these angles, and was used, they told me, for
little

thatched shelter.

lifting the fish

out of the water.

mostly upon rapids

These snares were built

in shallow water.

On both banks was

a continuous string of

villages with steep conical roofs.

Yacoma

At the small

station

we were handed more tomatoes, cabbages,
onions and all sorts of vegetables by the Sierra Leonese
who was in charge.
of

Colico

Women
water up

went along near the banks
to

of the stream with

the breasts, carrying elongated baskets

(about three feet long and one wide) just in front of them
When a fish was caught, they
directly under the water.
hfted the basket up and placed the captured fish in a

bottle-shaped basket tied to their foreheads.
At noon of June 22nd I arrived at the junction of the

Mbomu

forming here the river
Ubanghi, 2,100 yards wide, where the rivers met. I
halted at Yacoma (1,480 feet) in the Congo Free State,

with the Welle

river,
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where Commandant Van Luppen gave me a hearty
reception and showed me his splendidly-drilled native
soldiers, some sixty of them.
There was a beautiful
farm, with one hundred and five oxen and cows, twentysix horses, one mule and three donkeys, and innumerable sheep, pigs, fowls and ducks, all in the healthiest
condition.

was pleasant to see how ingenious this man had
been in making agricultural implements for his people,
such as spades, picks, and even a most elaborate iron
It

plough locally constructed out of old pieces of iron.
The natives were picturesque, as they were receiving
quantities of brass and copper wire and beads in exchange for rubber, and they used all these articles for
decorating their bodies, the hair particularly being matted
into

most elaborate caps

of beads in remarkable designs

woven into the hair itself.
The natives on the Belgian
considerable

skill

had seen among

side

worked iron with

with a forge similar to the one we
the Djur
only these people used a
;

set of three bellows instead of

two, placed horizontally

upon the ground, the upper part of the loose skin arrangement being fastened in the centre to a vertical rod
which was made to pull up or press down, causing a
powerful draught. The current of air from the three
bellows (kept in constant alternate motion by two
people) was collected in a common earthenware funnel
placed in front of the three tubes and acted on a charcoal
fire.

Large hammers, made of hard stone tied to a wooden
handle, were used by these blacksmiths
while similar
;

hammers and

anvils

of

iron

locally

cast,

triangular in shape, fixed on to a split piece of

the

first

wood and

Tongu with

hair ornamentations of beads

(

Y'acoma,

Congo Free

State).

CANNIBALISM
fastened

with a fine
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were also used

vine,

for

more

delicate work.

The
in

an

natives improvised crudgels for smelting the ore

which they applied several bellows on the

anthill, to

upper part

in order to increase the

combustion.

Ignited

charcoal was mixed with the ore, and an earthen vessel

placed underneath, in a hollow dug for the purpose,
received the molten metal.

Spearheads,

of throwing knives

kinds

all

made by

plements, were

the natives.

The

worn by the Dendi, particularly by the

whom
also

and im-

nza, armlets
children,

to

they are given as amulets to prevent disease, were

manufactured

locally.

All these people were, of course, cannibals, although

the Congo Free State authorities were endeavouring to

put a stop to cannibalism.

In fact, severe laws were in

do not suppose that any of the tribes along the
river would kill a person in order to make a human
meal, but if they found a dead body anywhere in the
forest, whether that of a white or a black man, they
would certainly not miss the opportunity of eating it.
force.

I

In battle, enemies killed were always eaten.

would never eat a member of their own

same village.
not the women.

habitant of the

human

flesh,

The Dendi were a low type
definite

form of

They had,

in their huts.

were great believers

in-

of

humanity, with no

No totems were

religion.

an

partook

tribe or

Only men
of

But they

to be found

of course, superstitions.

They

in the likundu, or evil eye, also in

which brought disease and death.
The most picturesque natives of the population at
the mouth of the Welle were the Tongu, of whom a

evil spirits

photograph

is-

reproduced

in

this

work.

Their curious
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head-dress

will

bo

noticed, of

brilliant

red

beads

in

bunches attached to the hair.
Raised cicatrices were made by incising the skin, and,
when healed, making another incision in the same place
several times, until a regular notch, sometimes half an

inch high,
as

was

we have already

the forehead.

The Yacoma,

raised on the forehead.
seen,

had three of these lumps on

Other tribes showed as

many

as seven,

the four additional ones extending to the tip of

the

and giving a repulsive apj)earance to the face.
Parallel cuts upon the spine from the neck to the
base of the spinal column were also fashionable at this
place, and also on the trunk between the midriff or
diaphragm and the sexual organs.
The Yacoma removed two upper from leeiii and
frequently sharpened the two adjoining teeth to a line
have also seen others who sharpened all the
point.
I
front teeth to a jioint.
The Tongu also indulged in

nose,

this fashion.

The Tongu had broad

nostrils of

an elongated shape,

The bridge

not unlike the section of a sparklet.

nose was extraordinarily

flat,

of the

the eyes far apart and

lengthened into an almond shape with the outer comers
slightly turned up, the eyeball quite

()

fleur de U'te^

showing when the eyes were
open, as the eyelids were heavy and overhanging.

only one-sixth of

it

forehead was narrow, the hair

frizzly.

but
fully

The

The upper part

of the skull protruded considerably into a point at the

top of the skull beyond the vertical line of the neck at
the back, and had a conspicuous slant forward, leaving
the forehead extremel}' low.

There seemed to be

Yacoma

little

room

in the

cranium of the

people (not to be confounded with the

Yacoma

;

THE TOXGU

down-stream) or the Tongu, for an inbrain but one noticed among these Yacoma,

further

tribe

telligent
in
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;

comparison with other

tribes, a certain

power which we had not met
N'Sakkara, and the Kresh.

of brain

Where

all

development

in the Kare, the

these river tribes were well developed

was

below the shoulder blades, owing to the punting
and paddling which occupied most of their time, and

just

which greatly developed the muscles

They

possessed, nevertheless, but

in

that region.

little lifting

strength,

and were extraordinarily weak u})on their legs.
were bad walkers, and their toes, in relation

They
to

the

direction of the foot, were inclined to turn outwards, not

being

a direct

in

with

line

tlie

remainder of the

foot,

but at a considerable angle from the normal straight

do not think that this characteristic
was originally natural to the race. Whether it has been
acquired by contraction of the muscles owing to
rheumatism, as they spend much time in the water
line of the big toe.

fishing,

I

I

could not say.

Marriages

among

these people were again

by pur-

chase, wi\'es going cheaper here than they did in the

Yambo and

the

Nuer

countries.

A

first-class wife

could

be purchased for a bundle of spears, a broken-down gun

and some ivory, which were

to be

handed over

to the

father of the bride.

The Tongu had

curious and rather graceful dances

young girls much decorated with
beads, brass bracelets and anklets danced and did

generally one or two

suggestive posturing within a semicircle of other maidens,

who

down clapping

hands and keeping time with
the step of the dancing. The dancing girls were carried
about from village to village, standing on a man's
sat

their
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They never walked a

shoulder.

except

step

when

Lavish presents were given them by natives.

dancing.

we have

Just the same as

fashions in music, in art,

as well as in our wearing apparel, so have these cannibals.

For some years

it

may

be the rage in these regions to beat

the tam-tam or sing

and

dance,

and they

do

will

Then out goes the fashion,
and for years nobody will sing or dance, and the wooden
tam-tams are left to rot away. The same, only in a more
marked degree, happens with the wearing of certain
nothing else the whole time.

coloured beads or peculiar coiffures.

For the

first

time

I

had that morning

Quango seen

at

an albino Dendi, quite a repulsive sight, his skin of
hght, sickly, pinky-brown colour in patches, his hair

and watery.

whitish, eyes without eyelashes, half-closed

His nails were discoloured and pink, and so were the

hands and the soles of his feet, as Hght in
colour as those of Europeans.
At the post of Yacoma great plantations were made

palms of

his

of rice, wheat, Indian corn,

and extensive plantations

of

commonly

called the ire,

which was the most suitable rubber plant

for that par-

rubber, the Fiinchinia clastica,

ticular

climate,

as

we

have

seen

on

the

Mbomu

river.

The

ire or

Functunia

elastica is the plant

chosen by

the Governor of the Congo Free State as being the most

productive
is

of

rubber.

The vine Landolphia Klainei

equally planted, but not in such quantities as the

The

ire is

ire.

a vine indigenous to the Congo, and owing to

the excellent quality and quantity of rubber

it

produces

and the rapid way in which it grows, the Government has
ordered immense plantations to be established all over the
country.

To

give an idea of the size of these plantations,

u

i

RUBBER
thousand acres of land have been
the district of the Ubanghi alone.

one
in
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hiiiulrotl

There

are, of course,

Congo besides the
The most notable are,
riensis and the Clitandra
good latex. Then we
and the Bendawe lemoze^

many

set aside

other latex-giving plants

and the Landolphia Klainei.
perhaps, the Landolphia OwaArnoldiana, which also produce
have the Landolphia Gcntilii
which are also two good vines,
the latter growing wild in the Ubanghi region. The
Clitandra Nzunde, which is also found in the Ubanghi,
is quite good too.
One linds immense quantities of the Landolphia
fiorida, which ejects a sticky matter like glue, but no
one has so far succeeded in coagulating it. A huge
in the

fortune

awaits

the

ire

chemist

lucky

who

succeeds

in

solidifying the latex of this plant.

There
ire

is

also another plant

The two

Functunia.

one

iK)ssessing a small

leaf,

closely resembling the

varieties can be identified

hump

in

while the other one shows

by

the upj)er part of the

some elongated depres-

sions on the surface of the back part of the leaf.

The Functunia Africana

is

outwardly almost identical

with the above except that the leaf
small hump.
useless for
Gentilii

is

This quality

is

devoid of the

extremely bad and quite

is

commercial purposes.

The vine Carpodinus

also considered valueless.

Rubber-producing plants of the Ficus group are to
be found

in the

Congo Free

State, but their quality

is

not yet sufficiently known, and the Government does

not possess sufficient accurate information

to

advise

The Ficus elastica and
the Ficus negbudu, etc., are found. Some of these
plants of the Ficus family are parasites, and grow upon
their culture

on a large

scale.
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other

trees

them

encircling

vines,

like

their

in

roots.

There are various processes used by the natives in
Sometimes the latex

coagulating the latex into rubber.
is

coagulated on the bark of the vine

itself

and

round small sticks or agglomerated into small
it is

ejected.

At other times the

latex

is

rolled

balls as

collected in a

cup made of half a gourd, and coagulated by the
acid juice either of lemon or of an indigenous plant

large

Bosanga or Bossansanga.
In the Ubanghi region two methods are principally
used one, coagulation by means of boiling water in

called the

:

;

the other (used chiefly in the High Ubanghi), coagulation
is

obtained by delicately rubbing the tips of the fingers

on the latex, which

placed upon the chest of the

is

operator.

As

to the

Free State,

manner

it is

of collecting the latex in the

absolutely forbidden to cut

producing vines or

has been established

no violation

A

trees.

of the

in

law

after the welfare of the

down

Congo

rubber-

special Control Organization

order not only to watch that
is

committed, but also to look

many new

plantations which the

State has established.

Certain experts maintain that the
the vines

is

method

of incising

not practical, because one can only

these incisions of a short length.

make

They even say that

a vine cut four and a half feet from the ground will

produce young shoots rapidly growing, and, therefore,
they advise the method of cutting the vine horizontally.

Experiments are constantly being made to ascertain the

most practical method

The planting

of tapping the vines.

of the ire is extraordinarily easy.

places the seeds of

ire in

a nursery,

One

and when the plants

COAGULATION OF LATKX
manv

possess as
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as six or eight leaves they can be trans-

planted and placed where they are afterwards to remain.

Having cleared the

a convenient manner, to keep

soil in

the plants healthy they should be disposed with a free

from one another.

four yards

radius of

This

all.

is

In the forest, too, unnecessary trees must be cut down,
leaving about ten trees per hectare (2-471 acres).

There

is

another kind of rubber \ine

the Congo, called

The

herbes.

plant

is

b\'

in the plains of

the French the Cnoutchouquicr dcs

[>rincipal

and almost oiiU

kind

this

ol

These plants

the Landolfyhia thoUonii Den'ivre.

are not unlike vines growing underground, a condition
to which thev

have subjected themseh'es, seeking the

coolness whi< h they cannot tind abo\e ground in arid

The portions

regions where rains arc not frecpient.

plant exposed to the air are not

this

inches)

(7*874

centimetres

sixty

of

hey

(23622

inches)

Like most other rubber-j)roducing plants, these,

high.
too,

to

1

stems twenty centimetres

represented by ramified

are

xolublc

produce a spherical or a peri-form

fruit.

The sub-

terranean part of the plant forms rhizomes, which are the

mode

of propagation of

the plant, and from which a

rubber of excellent quality

The
is

collection

effected

of

differently

is

latex

from

extracted.

of

the Landolphia thollonii

that

of

the

vines.

rhizomes are taken and dried and then beaten.

The
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CHAPTER XI
Ox\ leaving
of

Yacoma, we saw

all

along the Belgian side

the stream an endless succession of native houses

with pointed roofs.

Occasionally one saw square houses,

evidently copied from Belgian buildings.

was now of great width all along,
with steep, high banks for some distance on our right,
and flat islands, which had been severed from the mainland by the erosion of the strong current.
We were caught in a tornado when I left Yacoma,
the river getting as rough as a stormy sea.
Big waves

The Ubanghi

nearly upset

my

river

canoe as we were endeavouring to cross

over to the French side, and we shipped so
in a

sudden violent squall that

into

Ugombe

(1,470

feet),

much water

was compelled

I

where

I

remained

to put
for

the

night.

After paddling six

hours the next day

I

reached

Dupr6, the last station
the
where more vegetables were showered on board and
were greatly appreciated, as in those hot regions one
has a perfect craWng for green refreshing food. I had
lived most of the time on heating tinned provisions, with
a medicated taste, so salted or so smothered in borax
by way of preservative that my palate and gums were
of

Societc

des

Sultanats,

by a complaint frequent with
those who make undue use of tinned provisions, and
getting seriously affected

—
THE RIVER KOTO
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Along the Mbomii,

resembling a niiUl form of scurvy.

had been able to get fnsh food, lambs,
chickens, eggs, and vegetables, and I was soon cured of
however,

I

the trouble.

Half an hour after leaving Dupre

I

reached the Koto

an important tributary on the north side of the Ubanghi
a tine-looking stream over one hundred yards wide at
the mouth, and navigable by canoe for hundreds of kilo-

—

formed the western boundary of
the sultanate of Bongasso and also of the Socicte des
This

metres.

river

Suita n at s.

On

mouth of the Koto river
the Koto concessi(»n, where a

the west bank at the

was the factorcrie of
handsome farm had been made, with red-brick buildings.
herds of the latter
Cattle, horses, donkeys and pigs
seemed to flourish at that place.
The concession of Koto is situated along the river
the
same name, as far as the country of Sinoussi to
of
The concessionaries possess a f actor erie
the north.
river Bongo,
at Mukka, north-west of Bria on the
a tributary of the Koto, which hrst goes slightly to the

—

west then towards the north-east.

The Koto

society

makes plantations

of

un-

ire,

doubtedly the best-producing latex plant, as nnu
six kilos being obtainable in

one single

taj)j)ing of

li

as

the

vine landolphia.

The Banda Tombagu people who live in th(^ Koto
region are fairly good workers.
The sultan of Sinoussi
imposes a tax per man upon them of five kilos of rubber
per year.

Otherwise they are quite free to

sill

what-

ever they can in excess of that amount.

On

the

Bongo

river are

no

less

in a distance of ninety kilometres.

than fifty-two rapids
In

one spot between
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two mountains there

which

right across the stream,

yards

a kind of " barrage " of rock

is

for

more than a hundred

quite impossible to navigate.

is

known that the sultan of Sinoussi (not to
be in any way confounded with the Sinoussi people
we shall find much further north north-east of Lake
It is well

—

Tchad)

in

is

with

connection

constant

the

Darfur,

caravans constantly coming over to N'Dele from Darfur.

The

sultan

son,

Sinoussi's

of

Adem, now

directs

all

affairs of State.

This fellow

is

an unscrupulous scoundrel, cruel to

the utmost degree.
his

to

and
his

Excellent

country by traders
are

stories

of

told

square to experiment
Prisoners

are

used

from the north and

him

sitting

innocent

shooting

palace

how

by

are brought ov-er

rifles

people

far

him

east,

on

the

roof

in

the

market

of

the bullets will carry.
as

targets

in

revolver

practice.

Punishments
punishments.
of the

women

in

the

When

a

of

Sinoussi

man

is

country are, indeed,

discovered talking to one

the sultan, they amputate his sexual

organs and stop the bleeding by applying boiling

oil.

This generally causes the death of the victim.
Hussein,

who was

the

nicest

of

Sinoussi's

sons,

having disobeyed his father, was severely reprimanded
by him. He took it to heart, and beheving that he

had been lowered in the eyes of the fifteen councillors
He started.
of State, said he would leave the country.
Four hours later he was brought back poisoned by his
father's orders, although the people

were told that he

had died from a snake-bite.

The pure Tombagu people who

are found in the

Koto

concession are faithful and honest, quite amenable to

'_;

POLYANDRY
reason,

perhaps, a

if,

Tombagn.

little lazier

than the mixed Banda

With them a European

do not go

in for
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is

They

quite safe.

cicatrices nor tattooing of

any kind.

Arab

civilization having come from the north, they
have adopted clothing, big pantaloons generally to the
knee, sometimes to the ankle.
Some men also wear a

Arab shirt.
The Sinoussi in

short

their raids

have carried away most

Tombagu women as slaves.
When a man gets married among

of the

the

Tombagu he

must begin by asking the chief's permission. Then the
father of the girl must be consulted, and must be given
a certain number of articles clothes, beads, gunpowder
and salt as purchase money. If the woman is not
reclaim all these
faithful, however, a husband can
goods. The chief of the village is the judge in such

—

—

matters.

Polyandry exists among these people. When one
man starts on a rubber-collecting expedition, he allows
a friend to cohabit with his wife for an entire moon and
to use his house.

The Tombagu wear long hair, and
it by using grease.

as

it

frizzly

is

they lengthen

Agricultural

pursuits

Unlike the black

women

are

carried

on

by women.

along the Ubanghi, they are

never sold or hired to Europeans.

When
then

man

a
for

left

dies he

is

enveloped

two days and two nights

during which time

all

and dancing, moving

the

men

in

a cloth, and

inside his hut,

congregate, shedding tears

their feet slowly

backwards and

fonvards.

Relays of dancers are supplied, so that the

dancing

kept up continuously, day and night.

remain

is

in several parallel

VOL.

II.

They
People

rows outside the hut.
9
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who

stand on guard at the entrance of the dwelling

their rifles at intervals in order to keep

The higher the

dead

man

They

evil spirits.

social position of the deceased, the

more

and the greater the number of proweepers and dancers around his hut. The

frequent the
fessional

away

fire

is

firing,

eventually buried in a straightened posture.

believe

Zappa, who

is

in

by them Em
everything good which

a good god called

responsible for

takes place.

Hussein, Nimu,
At Mukka there were six chiefs
Gombago, Gomali, Ghirigambo and Gupandeh. They
have been placed there as chiefs by the sultan of
:

Sinoussi.

On

the French side of the

Ubanghi the Yacoma had

elaborate headgears, the hair being plaited in

all direc-

and parallel lines, making elaborate
designs.
Pendants of hair and white and red beads
ornamented the forehead. Picturesque fellows wore
semicircular flaps of interlaced hair and beads covering
the ears, which produced quite an artistic effect.
Artistic feeling seemed slightly more developed
among these people than among tribes further up on
the Mbomu.
The cicatrices upon their bodies assumed
tions

in

elaborate

curves

designs,

with

curves,

spirals,

coils,

angles,

and well-rendered leaf designs.
the women had the chest, breasts and back
covered with designs of most minute pro-

quadrangles, lozenges,

Some

of

literally

portions.

The journey, on June 23rd, was continued until the
village of Lindo was reached.
The river was beautiful,
with rocky shores on the French side and a rocky headland.

Other

thickly-wooded

background, and a

headlands

stood

fine grassy hill-range of

in

the

some height

A

Daor<; warrior (Congo Free Slate]
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on the Belgian side formed quite a picturesque panorama
before us.
A pretty little stony island, with palm-trees

upon

and thick vegetation, divided the

it

river exactly

in two.

An hour

beyond Lindo, after descending the
troublesome Setema rapids, the river became fully 2,400
feet

or so

On

wide.

Belgian

the

side as

we proceeded

the

A

flat

grassy hill-range ended abruptly at the river.

was separated from it by a broad channel. In
the background in front of us we now had high elevations of rounded proportions, and beyond them higher
island

mountains.

down

going

In

the Setema rapids

nearly overturned and became

were just

in

filled

my

canoe was

with water, but we

time to take her to a place of safety, and

we continued our navigation

we

atMobay,
the most important French military post upon the
until

arrived

Ubanghi.
Captain Mahieu,

in

charge of the post, was in a

dying condition, owing to a second relapse from blackwater fever, which he had contracted in going after

He had

spend some hours in a marsh in
order to avoid being seized by an elephant he had
wounded.
elephant.

to

up upon a hill, was in a somewhat
dilapidated condition. At the foot by the river was a
station of the Compagnie de Navigation et Transport
du Congo-Ubanghi, an offshoot of the Societe des Sulianats, under a smart, business-like Frenchman, Monsieur
Moulinet. This was a great transit station, where business was brisk.
There were extensive native villages along the banks of
the river, particularly flourishing-looking and numerous

The

post, high

VOL.

II.
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where stood the lovely Belgian post
The native name of both
of Banzyville (1,450 feet).
sides of the river was really Mobaya (a rapid).

on the Belgian

side,

The people

under a temporary
to

women

to appear, the

their

to

ears,

As the new moon was about
painted themselves of a brilliant

and

terra-cotta colour,

hung

belief

their country.

visit

on the French side were
that an infectious disease was

in the village

carried, either

or sticking out straight from the

forehead, huge cylindrical pieces of

preserve

part of

around their arms,

wood

— amulets

to

them from death. All night and the greater
next day the tam-tam was banged, and impro-

vised prayers were rattled off fervently, to drive evil
spirits

away.

On

the Congo Free State side, too,

the

over,

when

I

crossed

had seized the inhabitants, and the

scare

natives followed a similar custom.

Mobay on

the French side was an unhealthy place,

damp and

extraordinarily
I

spent no

less

than ten days in the neighbourhood

of Banzyville in the

charge of Captain

employ
officer

feverish.

Congo Free

Ugo

Bibolini,

State, a province in

an Italian

officer in

Congo Free State. Needless
showed me unbounded hospitality.
of the

had got over the

the

to say, this

After one

delightful reception one received from

the jovial Italian captain, the

first

thing that struck one

—

was Captain Bibolini' s canoe the finest on the river
Ubanghi twenty-two metres (seventy-two feet) long.
It was carved out of a single tree, beautifully shaped,
and required no less than thirty-five men to paddle it,
with a thirty-sixth to punt at the prow, where he stood

—

on the look-out

The post

for rocks.

of

Banzyville

had been established by
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an Italian, but the completion of the

Aiiiii,

post was due to Captain Bibolini.
It

may

be interesting to learn some points regarding

the behaviour of othcers in the Congo Free State from

one who has really seen them, and had peculiar chances
of observing what was going on, no obstacles of any
kind

having

put

been

in

way

tlie

of

judg-

one's

ment.
It is well

goes by the

known
name

Congo I'^rec State
the Belgian Congo most of the

that althougli the
of

oihcers there are not Belgian, but of various nationalities,

mostly

Italian

and Swedish.

The

Italians,

think,

1

were those who did the best work among

tin

They possessed a

nature, and

treated

own

the natives as

family,

a

and more

softer

form

they were children

if

of

jjatient

administration

nati\es.

of their

which gnatly

appealed to savages.

connnanded in his
region a respect which many European monarchs would
greatly envy in their respective countries.
1 his was not
obtained by force, but entirely by considerate kindness.
Captain

Necessarily

Bibohni,

for

instance,

when people connnitted

they were severely punished.

man came

serious

offences

For instance, one day a

into the post carrying a small basket.

were arou-^ed and he was searched.
basket were found a little hand and two small

picions

child, the

remains of a cannibalistic

taining that this

man had

eat him, a trial took place,

up

as an
It

is

killed

feast.

Sus-

In

the

feet of

On

a

ascer-

the child in order to

and he was

at once strung

example to others.
impossible

in

those

countries

to

deal

with

would with Europeans, and if severe
measures were not adopted the few whites who hold

natives as one
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that

country at the present

massacred.
ever,

The people who

moment would soon be
are

have nothing to fear either

Belgian

Congo.

If

anything,

not criminals, howin the

French or the

they have really more

independence than people in Europe or America, and no
comparison can be made between the taxation levied

upon them and that

of people in

Europe and the United

States.

The

was enormous and
thickly populated with Buwaka, Banza and Gombi.
The Buwaka were an extremely bad lot, intensely opposed
to the whites.
In fact, these people had strongly
territory

of

Banzyville

resisted the interference of whites in their country until

the reports of the fair treatment and justice which was

prevalent at Banzyville had spread

among them.

When

the Congo Free State officer visited their land he had no

occasion to

fire

a single cartridge, but was entertained

most hospitably by the natives.
I was on several occasions present at the palavers
of incoming chiefs with the Italian captain, and I took
In every case
special care to notice what was going on.
the natives seemed extremely happy and the interviews
of a most jovial character.
I at no time saw, either
at this post or other Belgian posts, any signs of dissatisfaction.

The

employed by the Congo Free
State have done remarkable work in that country.
They were always much loved b}^ the natives for their
kindly treatment of them.
The way in which they
administered justice was always sensible and moderate,
while they showed a great deal of ingenuity in improving the agricultural resources of the districts under
Italian

officers

their jurisdiction.

CONGO KREK STAIK

TlIK
I

think tluTo coukl be no better proof that the natives

are well treated by the

how
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neat and tlonrishing

Congo Free State than to see
all the villages were, and how

numerous was the population on the Belgian
comparison with the other

side,

the French.

people were so ill-treated as they are

made

in

tliese

It

out to be

I do not
who have never been
one moment that they would remain where

(only by people
believe for

side

there),

would have to do would be to cross
the river and go over to the French side, where they
would receive French protection at once, uhirli would
they are.

All they

accord them equal,

than

does

it

to

not more, freedom and

if

French

citizens.

Nothing

|)ii\

could

Far from it, the inclination is
The people from the French side go over
Belgian side in far greater numbers than those

way.

Belgian to the French.
business and

live

State, where roads

Belgians,

just

fast being

improved.

how well
compared to men of

great point about Italian ofhcers was

Their extreme sobriety, their whole-

tempera-

diet, their softer, brighter, less irritable

ment, and their keen
in

worse

of the

were constantly being cut by the

and the country was

other nationalities.

them

to the

They hnd they can do better
as happily in the Congo Free

they could stand the climate as

some

he

just the other

simpler.

One

ileges

good stead

sense

of

the

in tropical regions.

for one's health

humorous, stood
There

is

than to lose one's temper

nothing

—except

perhaps repressed anger.
I

well

remember Captain

Bibolini sitting at his desk,

with a pleasant smile always upon his

lij)s,

marking

carefully each basket of rubber brought into the post

by natives. Each man's name was registered, so that
no mistake could occur, and payment in goods was at
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Money was

and the natives
sat down upon
would not accept it.
the ground with legs spread wide apart and crossed arms
Their faces were expressionresting upon their knees.
less and stupid, with a hint of cruelty in the vicious eyes.
Each man had a basket of rubber before him. Every
man, in the richer regions, must bring in three kilos
the only tax imposed
(six pounds) of rubber a year
upon them. This only means a few days' work a year
a work which requires no effort whatever.
for them
As they generally go ^n wasse upon these rubber-collecting
once handed over.

useless,

Hundreds

men

of

—

—

them
Rubber

expeditions, they carry their entire families with

and look upon the whole thing
has locally no value whatever

They have not yet

risen

as a great spree.

among

natives themselves.

pneumatic motor-wheels,

to

nor to mackintoshes, galoshes, or rubber-soled tennis

No

shoes.

use worth referring to

valuable latex, so that

I

is

made by them

think a good deal of fuss which

made

in

Europe regarding stealing the product

country

is

unnecessary.

is

There

of this

are, of course, simple

of the

enough people who

still

and colonize savage countries
merely for the sake of bringing civilization and comfort
Poor people they still have a lot to
to the natives.

believe that nations go

!

have always been in favour of freedom, but
with freedom everybody should work to the best of his
If he will not work, let others take what he
ability.
I do not think that picking
himself discards as useless.

learn

!

I

up an orange thrown away by a stranger constitutes a
theft,

nor the picking of a wild product which does not

belong to anyone, and would be

left

to perish

by the

people close by, under natural circumstances.
If

we compare

the taxation of Europeans with that

THE VALUE OF SALT
of the natives of the

we

are

Congo Free

by a long way the worse

suppose that,

all

State,
off of
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we

shall find that

the two.

I

do not

counted, the taxation of a native in

the Free State amounts to more, in local value of rubber,

than a few shillings
pence.

;

in

value of time, merely a few

should not be forgotten that

It

if

rubber has an

Europe it is because of the immense
freight charges and intermediate profits which have to
be added to the local African value before the rubber
is placed upon the market.
Common salt, for instance,
which can be obtained in England at a cost of one farthing a pound, reaches a net value, with freight, of close
upon four francs a kilo (three shillings and twopence halfpenny), or seventy-six and a half times its own value by
the time it has reached the Upper Mbomu, so that
all these things should be taken into consideration by
inflated value in

fair critics.

Why
made

to

There

people should storm because the natives are

work

for a

few days in the year,

thousands

are

—millions —of

I

people in

and America who

are compelled to slave,

nothing about

Any

it.

do not know.

Europe

and we say

well-treated servant in England,

where servants are best treated, has to work harder
than any of the hardest-worked natives I saw in Africa.
I

wdll

not enter here into the kindred question

of

and the ridiculous notions Europeans and
Americans entertain upon that question. If ever I have
seen happy people in the world they were African slaves.
They generally hved with their masters and made part of
the family
they both ate identical food from the same
vessels and shared the same huts.
It was in the interest
of their masters to keep them in good health they went
slavery

;

;

about as they pleased and did trading on their own
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account

when taken away from

;

masters they

their

Apart from the nominal

invariably returned to them.

ownership, the slave was just as free as his master, and

had none

of the worries of the latter.

Two-thirds of

the servants in Europe or America, three-quarters of our

bank clerks and shop assistants are infinitely less free
and more hard-worked than slaves in Africa under black
masters.
Of former slaves in America under white
masters

I

cannot speak, as

I

do not know.

With a little sobriety of reflection, let us see exactly
what happens in the Congo Free State. If a native
pays his tax in rubber, his name is duly marked upon
If he
specially-kept books and he goes home happy.
brings more, he
is

is

duly rewarded, or the extra quantity

placed to his credit for the following year.

If

none, and cannot give a plausible reason for
to prison for a few days.

But

he brings

it,

America and

in

he goes
in

any

European country, too, as well as in all colonies, if people
do not pay their taxes they are made to suffer for it.
In the Congo Free State, in the various stations I saw,
the natives were ever treated justly.

the post gaily singing

when bringing

They came

into

the rubber and

departed with happy expressions on their faces.
In order to
prisons, let
ville.

A

me

chief,

show how much the natives
tell

of an incident

I

fear Belgian

witnessed at Banzy-

with his villagers, had been requested

to keep in order a road leading to his village.
disobe3'ed.

He was summoned

with his

men

He had

to the post.

and ordered them to go to
prison for three days, but as the gaoler was absent
at the moment, he told them to sit near the door until
he returned. A day later, when the Congo officer and
I were taking a stroU, he perceived the crowd of blacks

The

officer

reprimanded

all

u
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asked them

at the prison door, aiul not recognizing' tlitiu

what they wanted.
"

.

prison

.

.

W

We

!

are waiting for the door to open to go to

«.'

will wait until

he [the gaoler] conies," was

the reply in a chorus.

The officer dismissetl them with a warning to be
more obedient next time, and they left, sonu- hopping
high in the

air,

the others quite disappointed.

Banzyville produced as

and some

six

hundred

a beautiful sight

to

much

as 3,500 kilos of rubber

kilos of ivory a

the

see

month.

men come

in

It

lluir

witli

baskets of rubber, and a more picturesipie sight

when hundreds

of children, each with

bananas, rushed

was
still

huge clusters of

every Saturday morning, tlescribing

in

figures in the great square of the jK)st, then laying

down

upon the ground.
Then came the processions of ivory tusks, for which
the chiefs received old broken-down rifles, salt-cakes,
fabrics, or made-up clothes, all articles of ininunse value

their presents in wonderful designs

in that country.

Innumerable imported pigeons were to be scon in
the post of Banzyville and in all the villages.
I have absolutely no interest in the Congo Free State

beyond mentioning what

I

actually

saw

in

the large

extent of the wildest and most cannibalistic part of that

country visited by me, along the
rivers, as well as

what

I

believe

regardless of national, religious

One

to

and

and Ubanghi

be just and

fair,

political interests.

reads a good deal about atrocities alleged to

have taken place

when accusations
white

Mbomu

men

beforehand.

of

in the

of

Congo Free

State, but, frankly,

infamous crimes are brought against

any nation,

it

would be well

to be certain
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Photographs have been shown of babies with hands
chopped off, and of a child in a suitably-selected tropical
background.
kill it,

"

When

they [Leopold's soldiers] went to

the child laughed," so reads the description under-

would be interesting to know how the terrified native girl, whose testimony this professes to be,
managed to take such an excellently-posed photograph
in a country where clothes are unknown and, presumably, kodaks even more so.

neath.

One

It

is

told

women

that

refuse

to

bear children,

because with a baby to carry they cannot well run away

from Leopold's

Rumours

soldiers.

are spread that the

rubber collectors pass days of a miserable existence.

"

He

[the collector] has to build himself an improvised shelter

which cannot possibly replace his hut he has not the
food to which he is accustomed. They are exposed to
;

the inclemencies of the weather and the attacks of wild

Many

beasts

exposure.

died in the forests of hunger and

The natives have been converted

without ambition."

All this

is

into beings

really colossally funny.

they have

Central African blacks losing an ambition

never been known to possess

Perhaps
forgot

the

people

—or did not

know

!

who wrote

— that

accusations

these

the wild beasts of Africa

never attack anybody unless interfered with.

We

shall

what the natives do when the weather is inclement.
They at once take off their clothes when they have
been made to wear any
As for the improvising of
huts, no one is cleverer at work of that kind
as we have
see

—

!

—

seen

— than

the

men and women

of

any

of the tribes in

homes are
merel}' improvised dwellings, which they put up in a
few hours, and wliich they frequently shift here and
Central

Africa.

First

of

all,

their

very

MUTILATED INDIVIDUALS
there to suit their convenience.
is
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The most comical thing

the idea of natives starving in the tropical forest.

If

there is a place where a native cannot possibly starve it
The blacks know of innumerable
is in the tropical forest.
roots and wild fruit which provide good food honey is
;

to

be found

which natives

and

are to be fouiul

like to eat

in a

in

insects

millions;

few moments, they capture animals

and

fusion on land

a stray

how

and

ants, locusts

;

improvised traps and snares, which they con-

in

struct

quantities

in

human

tish in

being or

Add

to this fare

really

do not see

the water.

two— and

I

in pro-

these cannibals could be happier.

We

will

refusing

to

not go into the question of black

bear children.

A

visit

to

Central

women
Atrica

would soon change the mind of the author of that libel.
As for the chopping off of limbs, it is easy enough in any
part of Africa whether Belgian, British, French or
German to take not half a dozen but hundreds of

—

—

photographs

of

mutilated

individuals.

themselves from time immemorial have

go on

inflicting,

men, and

A

it

is

bodily punishments upon

The

natives

inflicted,

their

and

tribes-

not easy to prevent them from doing so.

European officer is in charge of a province as
big as a European kingdom, and it is impossible for him
to be everywhere.
Leprosy and other complaints arc
prevalent by which individuals frequently lose their
limbs.
One might with equal justice put down all the
cripples and blind or dumb people of London or New
York, or the millions starving in India, to the infamy
of the King of England or of the President of the United
solitary

States.

Although no such cases have come under my observation, I do not say that perhaps some officer in the
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Congo Free State may not have dealt harshly with the
I cannot speak of people I have not known,
people.
nor of parts I have not seen. But it should not be
that

forgotten

is

much

provocation

two white men

to find that his

in course of being digested

think, too

the

countries

and one day one wakes up

panion
I

those

If there are, for instance,

strong.
post,

in

by the

natives,

in

is

a

comit is,

to expect that the survivor should go

and pat the offenders upon the back. But I cannot
believe that any white man in a normal state could be
found who would purposely mutilate babies by the
Then, again, it would be well to differenscore or singly.
and a good deal of allowance should be made
tiate

—

cases

for

of

among white people

lunac}^ frequent

tropical climates,

where

loneliness,

the constant use of

medicine to prevent fever, and other
are severe

and often

murder occurs

men

in

in

affect the brain.

trials of all kinds,

when a

Surely

England, we do not accuse

all

English-

of being assassins.

Speaking generally from

my own

can say of the Congo Free State
kept in excellent order

;

is

observation,

all

I

that the country was

happy
from being damaged,

that the natives were

and well cared for and the land, far
was greatly improved by the construction of splendid
roads, by enormous plantations of rubber, rice, millet,
maize, cotton by the establishment of beautiful cattlefarms, by up-to-date schools and excellent hospital
;

;

arrangements for the natives.

ments are

fully

I

think that these state-

borne out by the

last reports (1906) of

the British consul in the Congo Free State, as well as

—

by other British travellers who have taken the trouble
to go and see for themselves in other portions of that

—

country.

u

u
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CHAPTER
I

SAW

XII.

Banzyvillc a typical dance ol

at

them took part
with beads of

in
all

A

ot"

fhey were elaborately decorated

it.

kinds, (juantities of

head, round the waist and in strings
back.

Five

girls.

them

down

tlie

ii|)()n

tlie

arms and

long strip of monkey-skin was attached to the

Long

right arm.

hung from the ankles and
A double eyebrow was painted

iron bells

the back of the head.

upon the forehead.
These

girls

were carried on men's or women's shoulders

when not dancing.
The dance itself
then

consisted of

first

beating one foot,

upon the ground, waving the
and making jerky side movements with

other, twice

the

head to and fro
the middle part of their body.
then two, then three, until

First one girl danced,

all five finally

took part in

the performance, hastening the step as they got

up

to

Children and

it.

women formed

warmed

a circle round,

clapping their hands to keep time and urging them with
cries.

When

the five girls danced together in a row, terrific

howling and ululations were raised on

An

all sides.

elaborate kind of step-dancing was

formed, each

girl

then

per-

holding a brush in her hand and giving

Another
rotary movement to the hand.
dance consisted in describing a semicircle.
In another
a pecuhar
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dance

still,

they came forward moving the body

first

to one side, then to the other, several times with

hand
if

raised.

collapsing,

one

Then the dancer threw herself back as
when she was caught by others before

she came in contact with the ground.

Great excitement prevailed in the crowd when a
little

child,

two or three years

and imitated the gestures

Women with

of the

of age,

came forward

women.

black dashes of paint on their chocolate-

coloured faces and black and white feathers stuck upon

one side of the head were holding their hands spread
out

fiat

older
like.

over the heads of the dancers.

Some

of these

women were most peculiar-looking — almost
Two particularly, who seemed to have

witchgreat

had most magnetic eyes. They
were making passes not unlike hypnotic movements.
This was interesting to me, as I had so far never come
influence on the dancers,

across evident proof that the natives of Central Africa

used hypnotism in any way.

In this case even,

I

think

was done unconsciously more than consciously, but
had some effect all the same.
After this the " dance of luck " took place, most
women taking part in it, many of them displaying the
long banana leaf, Hke a green flag, sticking out behind.
a scene
All these naked creatures got very excited
it

it

—

extraordinarily comical.

Old women joined as well as young in these dances
and performed difficult posturing, which, though not
in the most refined of taste, still showed a good deal
of suppleness

The

and

skill.

was plastered with
black paint as far as the ears. They wore bandoliers of
elephant's tail hair, with brass bells and rings attached
hair of

the dancing girls

u

DAORE WARRIORS
to

The

them

hair oi the elephant

tail,
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as thick as a

by the natives to bring good
They make bracelets and rings of it.

wire,

is

believed

These particular dancing

girls

luck.

belonged to the Sango

tribe.

Then

there were dances of men,

of all kinds

—

who made

evolutions

extraordinarily picturesque.

Sango warriors came to the meeting as well as Daore
and N'Sakkara. The Daore warriors had red-beaded
Their high shields of plaited Spanish reed were
heads.
decorated with broad black lines in angular designs
upon a hght brown background. Broad-headed spears
with a short staff were carried. Most of these warriors
had pieces of wood dangling down the side, others wore
two of these cyhnders attached on each side of the head.
They were light upon their feet and dexterous at
shifting the body quickly from one side to the other of
the shield, as they would in war-time in order to avoid
spears thrown at them.
Women in a circle round them sang melodiously in a
chorus, somewhat too loud perhaps, while first one, then
another, of the warriors

came

inside the ring performing

a slow walk, keeping time with the singing and the

drums.

This

was

done

with a slight

up-and-down

movement, the knees sUghtly bent and the dancers
proceeding along on the tips of their toes.
The dance which had most success with the natives
was one of suggestive posturing by an old man and
his ancient wife, a

dance which does not bear describing

in these pages.

The population

of the district consisted

Baza, Banza, Dondo, Sango

and a few

mostly of

Kassai

Bangala.
VOL.

II.

10

and
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The Baza had elongated

faces of a long oval, taper-

The cheekon the north bank of

ing suddenly from the temple to the chin.

bones, unlike those of the tribes

the

Mbomu, were but

hollows

under

directly

accentuated

slightly

the

prominence

the

Although large the

prominent, with deep

zygomatic
of

curve

which

huge-sized

the

lips.

and bowshaped. The ears possessed detached lobes and the
width of the nostrils was quite small for negroid types.
The nostril itself was well arched, the nose as a whole
unduly flat, the facial angle in profile being practically
non-existent, and forming almost a straight line except
in cases where the chin receded.
The Banza, not to be confounded with the Baza,
were tall, powerfully built fellows, with slightly
pleasanter faces and brighter eyes than the Baza. The
nose was more finely chiselled, with a flattened tip.
They had from three to six raised cicatrices upon the
forehead, or else from eight to nine parallel horizontal
incisions.
Like the Baza, some had a chocolate-coloured
skin, others bluish-black, with no oily excretion and
lips

were well-defined

quite dry.

In the illustration in this volume showing "Beautiful

Ladies of Banzyville," the lady in front
the others are Kassai.

The Bangala

is

a Bangala,

are a magnificent

Boma

race of negroes whose language spreads from

up the Congo

river.

The Bangala

tribe

is

all

located south

of Banzyville along the Congo, the Kassai in the district
of

Ualaba (south
All

the

Lake Leopold IL).
the Congo Free State around

of the district of

tribes

in

Banzyville were polygamous, except slaves,

not allowed to have wives.

The

who were

slaves in that region

were mostly from the French Congo.

Women,

too,

were

BURIED ALIVE
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kept like slaves and were mostly exchanged for dogs, the
food most prized by these cannibals next to human
In default of dogs, palm-oil, throwing knives or

llesh.

cloth were accepted.

When

people die, the corpse is first placed upon a
the relations forming a circle around, entreating him to think of them, as they beheve his soul

chair,

all

goes to another world.

(life)

Formerly

all

They

sing for two days.
the deceased's wives were buried alive near

Now, however, especially near Belgian posts,
forbidden, and the widows are bequeathed like

his body.
this

is

other property to the heir.

They call their deity Zapa.
The chieftainship is hereditary,
or brother, according
will

either

to circumstances,

submit to the rule of their

chief,

to

the son

and the people
if he is an

even

idiot or a physical wreck.

A

native accustomed to clothes will invariably undress on being taken ill, even if he should suffer from

pneumonia also all dressed natives take off their clothes
at once when it comes on to rain.
If someone dreams that by tying a piece of wood
to the head they will be free from eye-soreness or any
;

other complaint,

all of his tribe tie huge pieces of wood
somewhere about the body, as we have seen among people
on the opposite side of the stream.
They decorate the body and arms with white patches,
while on the forehead broad vertical lines are drawn.
The red stuff frequently used by them for painting the
body and head is the ngula, made from the powdered

bark of a

mto

a

tree.

paste.

mixed with palm-oil and made
The ngula is also supposed to possess
It is

medicinal quahties.
VOL.

II.

10*
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seldom that one finds

It is

but in

this

particular

idols in Central Africa,

section

saw

I

several

quite

which showed a good deal of careful
observation on the part of the artist. Greater care had
been given to details, such as tribal marks and headdress of beads
quite faithfully reproduced than to

interesting ones,

—

—

general anatomical proportions.
idols,

about one foot

hands,

umbilicus

in height,

(generally

of

Many

of these

wooden

were dyed red, but the
gigantic

proportions),

and hair were black. They duly possessed the
raised dots upon the forehead and some had realistic
Real eardetails of real hair upon the head and body.
rings, necklaces and bracelets adorned these statuettes.
One figure
Pieces of looking-glass formed the eyes.
represented a warrior with two long feathers in his
other figures had
elaborate and circular headdress
feet

;

merely flattened, expressionless
I

also

faces.

saw elaborate pipes and whistles with human

heads cleverly carved in wood.

The Dondo, who live in a village three and a half
kilometres long by the side of an extensive Government
rubber plantation, possess an

idol,

a male figure, carved

hard wood and standing some
I left Banzyville and subsequently Mobay on July
the canoe
3rd.
The rapids were easily descended
five feet high.

of

;

good pace down the stream, beautiful in this
particular section and of immense width.
There were pretty islands as we went along. CapThe
tain Bibolini accompanied me for a few miles.
pagayeurs of the Congo Free State officer, laden with
shiny copper bracelets and with their marvellous
decorations of beads upon the head, with two huge

went

at a

drums going

all

the time, and the peculiar rhythm of

THE UBANGHI
their songs echoing here

149

and there

in the forest,

made

an unforgettable experience.
Six or seven miles further down Captain Bibohni
bade me good-bye. Having embarked in my canoe,

this quite

among pretty
noon high hills, wooded and
I

proceeded

In

islands.

grassy,

the

after-

stood before us

on each side of the stream. They looked picturesque
with the sun striking upon them against the jet-black
sky of an approaching tornado. The water of the
stream was oily and leaden, reflecting as in a mirror the
tall palm-trees along the banks and the conical roofs

many

of the

villages scattered all

ever, were not quite

along, which,

numerous

so

as they

how-

had been

above Banzyville.

No

sooner had

we passed

the

of

first

two headlands

than a third, seemingly a higher hill-range, stood in the

gloomy

tints of the

dehghtful islands in
the sun

still

On

I

background behind highly-coloured,
the centre of the stream, on which

shone.

went, with fourteen paddlers singing gaily,

paddling somewhat spasmodically,
frantic rate

when they did paddle

if

you

at

all,

like,

but at a

then leaving

the current to do the rest.

At sunset
left

I

halted at a small native village and

again at sunrise the next morning (July 4th), the

some places being over 4,500 feet wide. There
were a great many islands, some quite large, and by
eleven o'clock we came to a spot where the river was

river in

divided into
for

many

shallow channels, between which

a long distance stood large and small islands of

sand.

We

did not see any more sharply-pointed conical

roofs along the banks.
instead.

We now

Further, the banks of

had low-domed huts
the river were flat on
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both sides but

for a small hill

on the Belgian

side.

Up

had been quite fiat near both banks,
except on the French side, where we had seen a long
and high hill-range which was converging towards
the stream, where it gradually ended in a gentle

to four o'clock

it

slope.

We

met a convoy

Mobay.
Near villages now scanty and far apart we saw many
fisherwomen walking about in the water up to their
chests and sometimes up to their necks, with the usual
small baskets attached to the forehead and oblong
In some places we
nets in which they caught fish.
found more enclosures of matting in the water, especially
near the banks, within which women with nets were
employed scooping out the imprisoned fish.
The width of the river during the last few hours of
our journey varied between 2,400 feet and 4,500 feet.
We stopped for the night at a village called Ublaga
The natives,
.(1,435 feet), with domed huts of great size.
as we went further down-stream towards civilization,
were getting less and less polite.
of canoes returning

—

to

—

July 5th, continuing my journey, I passed a
beautiful headland on the French side, with a flat grassy

On

summit and one
against the sky.

solitary palm-tree standing majestically

Another high

hill,

also

on the French

was reached shortly after. We travelled among
a number of beautiful islands until we reached Kouango,
where the river was of immense width, some 6,000 feet
Once more we were caught in a tornado, with
across.
sudden squalls of wind and high waves which nearly
side,

turned over the canoe.

The French

government had given a concession
here to the Compagnie du Kouango Franfais, which began

THK SANGA RAPIDS
work
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The concession extended up the
entire basin of the Konango river, an important
tributary on the north bank of the Ubanghi. The company
its

ill

igoo.

dealt chietly in articles of exchange and to a slight
extent in goods for Europeans, such as provisions, etc.
They received in exchange from the natives rubber and

some

They were making large plantations of
functunia clastica (ire). They had put up line buildings
of brick with well-fitted workshops.
A handsome avenue
of mango trees was a great boon to the place.
The
ivory.

inevitable sad note in the shape of a well-kept graveyard, with three nicely-made graves of Europeans who

had

lately lost their lives,

was not absent at this place.
Indeed, in every station up the river there were memorials of pioneers who had succumbed in endeavour-

ing to open up that country.

who have gone out
I left Konango

At

least half the people

there have never
at

about nine

violent rain obscured the view

all

in

come back.
the morning.

round

all

day and

A
I

could see nothing.
arrived at the troublesome Sanga rapids at about
four o'clock in the afternoon.
As we were descending
I

the

rapids

the

natives

on land, who seemed greatly

excited, shouted to us not to take the channel which

we were about

to

to

boat,

enter, but

to

follow another, which,

seemed impracticable. However,
pagayeurs followed the advice from land, with
the result that we struck a rock and got the boat
full of water.
At one moment I thought we were about
to turn over altogether, which excited cries, howls,
and uncontrolled laughter from the assembled crowd
upon the bank.
We eventually extricated ourselves
from our perilous position.

my

us

in

the
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When we
hostile

tried to

make

demonstration from the

refused

who was

to

let

us land.

we were met with a
people.
They absolutely

for land

The

capitan of

the

village,

angry excitement, came down to
the waterside brandishing his spear and said we must
Others in a chorus and with a similarly
get off again.
in a state of

manner repeated

words, and dozens
arms shaken forcibly at us signalled that
we must go on. Some children began to throw stones
and mud at us, always a bad beginning in a row.
I am not in the habit of being imposed upon by
natives, no matter what happens, and, having jumped
on shore with my loaded rifle in one hand and the
courhash in the other, for one moment the angry crowd
drew back. I demanded the use of a large house on the
river bank, where I said I would stop for the night and
for the use of which I would pay.
Adem, my faithful Somali, had followed me with
another rifle. The head man of my crew endeavoured
They would not listen to
to quiet down the people.
reason, and, after the women had flung forcible insults
at us and a good deal of mud, a rush was made upon us
threatening

his

of extended

by a great number of men with their spears. One or
two spears actually passed quite close to my head, and
things looked serious.

Adem, who had been scolded many times for never
having the camera ready when it was needed on occasions of that kind, was quite up to the mark that day.
When the men made a rush at us he handed me the
camera.

Notwithstanding the late hour of the day and

the faint light,

crowd, which

page 154.

It

I
is

chanced a snapshot of the attacking
reproduced in the illustration on

was most tiresome.

Picturesque scenes

A LIVELY EVENING
like that

never took

jtlace

when

153

the snn shone brightly

so that good photographic results might be obtained.

The temptation to fire on the crowd was great, but
I deemed keeping cool better.
The rascals would listen
to nothing.
A mass of them had collected and were
trying to surround us, which, naturally,

A

I

prevented.

vixen of a woman, with eyes bulging out of her

head with fury and breasts dangling in a most repulsive
way, came towards us, endeavouring to scratch. Pretty
language she used, spitting with rage at the end of each
accumulation of oaths.

Through one
their language,

I

of

my

pagayeurs

as

I

said

it I

could

gave them to understand that

did not quit the place at once

and

who

ordered

we would

Adem

fire

to level his

speak
if

they

upon them,

rifle

at them.

crowd stampeded some way
off, but they were evidently ill-disposed, and one could
hear them roaring in the high maize all round the square
where they had hidden. Occasionally imbeciles brandishing their spears ran backwards and forwards. They
seemed quite excited.
Fortunately, at this juncture, the chief, who had
gone across the river, hastily returned. I did not like
the nasty expression on his face. No sooner had he
landed than we seized him, placed the muzzle of a rifle
at his head, and informed the people that if a spear
were hurled or the slightest trouble occurred, their chief
would be shot. He would be detained as a hostage for
their good behaviour.
The perplexed chief extended his hand in sign of
friendship, and dropped his spear to show that he did
not mean to fight. He blamed his capitan, who, he
said, was drunk, for the row, and called for natives

The

half-timid, half-brave
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to bring presents of chickens

course,

the

I

Not

refused.

and eggs

at once, which, of

losing sight of the

muzzle of

with a corner of his eye, he hastily harangued

rifle

his people to return to their huts.

The

chief

promised

that nobody would annoy us any longer, but as

not trust him

I

I

did

him as a hostage, Adem,
keeping watch on him the whole

preferred to treat

with his loaded

rifle,

night.

The

chief,

having got over his apprehension, eventu-

ally fell fast asleep

for

him.

upon the mat which had been brought

Faithful

Adem

remained the entire night

At only one thing was I
surprised, and that was, that the rifle never went off
by mistake, as the trigger could not be set at safety,
and there was no person in whose hands a loaded rifle
was more dangerous than in Adem's.
Although I went to rest on my bed I remained awake,
and several times came out during the night to see how
things were progressing.
Except on the riverside, we
were absolutely surrounded by these natives, hidden in
the maize field, and once or twice I had to disturb the
with the

rifle

pointed at him.

chiefs peaceful sleep that he might request his subjects
to clear off at their earliest convenience.
Sitting in

the canoe day after day was fatiguing

to me, after having been accustomed to ride

long distances every day.

Losing

for the foolishness of these natives

my

and walk

sleep at night, too,

was annoying.

These

was told afterwards, were well-known
Only a short time before they
pirates upon this river.
had attacked and robbed a convoy of goods going up
river.
The Sanga people had of late got quite out of
hand and the French could not control them. Possibly
they were taking advantage of the severe illness of the
people of Sanga,

I

BESSOU
French captain

in the distant

dying condition of the

civil

mouth

situated at the
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post of

Mobay and

of the

administrateur at Fort Possel,

Kemo

of the

river a couple of

days further down.

The next day, July
the loan

the chief for

7th, having given presents to

the house,

of

I

left,

the river

being here most beautiful and of immense width, with

The Belgian side
was quite open, whereas the French side was thickly

delightful

islands

about.

scattered

wooded.
I

arrived at Bessou, the

Wan,

leaving

Banziris

the

Mission

mistake,

(a

first

as

themselves Guanziri, not

the

mission

dc

la

had met since

Ste.

natives

Banziri).

I

I

at

Famille

des

Bessou

call

met here that

wonderful man. Father Moreau, with another Father

Father Moreau had been in the
and two Brothers.
Congo for eleven years and had founded the mission,
consisting
cattle
pigs,

of

farm,

350 hectares of land, with a profitable
104 oxen and cows, 210 sheep, 150

20 horses and 6 donkeys.

Many avenues had

mandarin and orange groves,
mango trees and avocatiers the fruit of which can be
Then there were huge
made into excellent salad.
plantations of maize, sweet potatoes and Banda
Wheat
potatoes, a variety of the Madagascar potato.
did not seem to flourish here, as the climate was too

been

cut,

lined

with

—

damp.
ing into

A

root called the dazo, a kind of bulb, grow-

many

points joined at

the centre, was also

cultivated.

many

two hundred and fifty children
being educated and Christianized. They have had as
many as three hundred and twenty. In a charming
There were as

as

httle native village attached to the mission lived the
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seemingly happy population of Christian converts, in
extremely tidy, square mud huts.
All the buildings,

had been built on sensible
above all things. Notwithstanding that in that region horses were said not to live
at all, the mission horses originally imported from Wadai
including the stables,

etc.,

principles, well ventilated

appeared in excellent health.

The mission was only allowed

to extend

its

influence

as far as a line from Yola (in British Nigeria) to the
fifth

parallel

of

latitude

N.

cutting the

Ubanghi

at

Kouango, the Khartoum mission in the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan having a right over the country east of that
point.
I

am

sorry to say that since

heard that poor Father Moreau,

met

my
like

return to Europe

I

a few other people

I

had died from fever, while one
of the Brothers, who had just time to return to France,
had also succumbed to the sleeping sickness. Another
one was left very ill.
Along the river from Kouango to Bessou one finds
in Central Africa,

the Guanziri or Banziri tribe,
as,

who

and even further than, the

really extend as far

Kemo

river

westwards

up to a place called Umbella.
At Mobay itself the people were Sanga or Zanga,
while between Kouango and Mobay were the Bouraka.
North of Mobay, in the interior, lived the Bubu, whose
country reached as far as Kouango and who were in

They extended as far as north
of Bongasso, but remained some distance from the river
as they were hunted by the N'Sakkara.
In the Koto basin one found the Languassi and
Langba, two twin tribes. A small portion of the Togbo
reality

Banda

people.

tribe inhabited north of the Sanga,

and another portion

TRIBES
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along the Kouango, but the main part of the population
of

that

particular

tribe

had

settled

upon the Koto

river.

Along the Koto hved also the Vidri, an offshoot of
the

Banda

On

race.

the High

Kouango were

the Linda, and another

them near Fort Crampel. Two days' distance
from that place the Maruba, and south of them the
tribe of

Sabanga, were to be found.

Around Fort Crampel, to the north and the west,
were the Ngao. Coming back towards Minciu we found
the Dakua, the Ngapu, also called the Gapua. Next
to them, west of the Dakua, were the Mbi.
At the mission of Bessou were also the Togba and
the Kruma, while opposite on the other bank of the
stream, in the Congo Free State, were the Golu, some of
whom have now crossed over into French territory.
Another tribe, the Monnu, whose centre was in the
Belgian Congo (at Zongo), had spread in small sections
all over the country along the Ubanghi river in small
villages as far as

Zanga.

Between the Toni and the Kemo rivers were the
Baga, and behind the Baga the Ndi, who reached as
far as Krebadje (Fort Sibut;.
At Fort Possel, at the mouth of the Kemo river,
we shall hnd a small group of Languassi and a larger
group of Sabanga, of whom a small portion can still be
found on the Kouango river. Another lot of Sabanga
have gone over to the sultan of Sinoussi as

auxiliaries, in

order to avoid being raided by stronger tribes.

people

ample

of

the

Ngao

tribe

Wadda

tribe,

also

followed their ex-

Lower Umbella river
but on the High Umbella the

to a great extent.

were the

had

The

On

the

—
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Ngao-Ngapu were to be found, a mixture of the two
West of the Ngao-Ngapu and the Wadda were

races.

the Babba.

The Banga, one

most powerful tribes north of
the Ubanghi, extended practically from Bongasso as far
as the Lobay and northwards as far as Fort Archambault
on the Shari river.
The Banda, called by the others
who hold them in contempt Ndri (or savages), have
been found as far as the Sanga river and even beyond
of the

—

Bangui.

which I have mentioned in connection
with this neighbourhood were practically Banda or of
Banda extraction. They all spoke the Banda language
All the tribes

with small variations in each dialect.
In their purer types they none of them adorn the

body with cicatrices or incisions, except those who have
been slaves of the sultan of Sinoussi or of Arab traders,
and follow the African Mussulman fashion of cutting
long incisions upon the cheeks. They most of them,
however, have adopted the custom of passing a ring
through a hole in the upper lip, as well as making two
or three holes in the lower lip for inserting ornaments,

such as long crystal cones, placed head downwards in
the upper
for
is

lip.

this

habit.

made

larger

The women

particularly go in extensively

Sometimes the hole in the upper lip
and larger by inserting pieces of wood

and by constantly passing the tongue through.
The Banziri and the Bouraka, who practically belong
to the same race, have small cicatrices in relief upon
the forehead, but much smaller than those of the Zanga
and the Yacoma. It is merely an ornament and not a
tribal mark.
The Banziri women tattoo themselves all
over the body and legs, as they believe this increases

THE BANDA
As

their beaut v.

nothing,

I

far as
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European eyes are concerned,

think, could diminish their ughness.

The Banda

people, with their allied tribes, are per-

haps the most important south of the seventh parallel
A few of their villages remain, near Baiu,
of lat. X.
west of Kouango.
Their marriages are as usual a mere purchase, the

man paying
to the

sum

a

mother

is

sum

to the father

of the girl.

If

and occasionally

the father

is

also

dead, then the

paid to the eldest brother or the chief of the

family.

Among

the Banziri, at the death of a husband, his

wives are divided equally

among

his friends.

The Banda bury their dead in a sitting posture.
Mortahty among these people is great, as epidemics
of

small-pox frequently play havoc in their country,

and chest complaints are common. They seem to be
affected by malaria more than other races, and when
attacked by fever they quickly collapse and die.
These people never tie the umbihcal cord of a child
at birth, but they let it dry up in the normal course
This produces great lumps in the umbilical
of time.
Nearly all
region, sometimes larger than an egg.
children have these big swellings.

They use

certain

roots

and plants

for

medicinal

Of the two kinds of a cissus, which are
one square and one round in shape, both strangled at
interv^als of twenty centimetres, like a string of sausages,
the round one is pressed and the juice is considered
It is a strong
good for curing the whooping-cough.

purposes.

emetic.

is

Of religion they know but little, but their god, Tere,
a good god, who never troubles anybody and whom
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never offer prayers to him
thev never trouble. They
devil, is an individual
Ngakula, on the contrary, their
lightning, and is rewho produces thunder, flashes of
offer eggs,
aU mishaps. To this spirit they
sponsible for

chickens, manioc,
left

upon

trails in

and
the

generally
grain, in small baskets,
for people
forest, as Ngakula waits

upon trails, they beheve.
country. There
Rainbows have sexes in the Banda
feared
female. Both of them are
are male rainbows and
serpent
rainbow is merely a bad beast-a

Thev say

the

leave food for it near
emerging from the water. They
female
prevent misfortune. The
the streams in order to
the male. They believe
rainbow is fainter in colour than
people,
luck, not only upon the
that rainbows bring bad
an
for which they have
but also upon the sun itself,
inexplicable reverence.

to
devil, the ngandru, or
Diseases are put down to a
has entered the soul ot
an intermediate being who
jer..
evil spirit is called the
the sick person. This
killed,
is beheved to be
Even a man killed by a spear

not by the spear

"^'women^^are
entered by this

itself,

but by

sometimes
evil spirit,

this spirit

accused

of

entenng his

having

been

and they -e there and then

Before
the spirit go out again.
dissected alive so as to let
see whether
a trial poison is given to
this is done, as a rule
ngandru,
or not. The demon,
the operation is necessary
enters-according to the Bandawhich causes disease,
in
always during the night,

the stomach of a person
" hfe " of the sufferer, and at dawn
order to feed on the
only to resume his
return to his former abode,

he

will

evil

work the following

night.

that this
Certain people believe

demon appears

in

CIRCUMCISION

Moreau told me
having brought over some tame cats from

shape of a

the

once that,

Europe
in

the

demons

—only

In fact, Father

cat.

having been formerly known

wild cats

country

— many

women

them had come

inside

tances to ask the Father to
the animal

chest.

If

and

the

if

i6i

cat

accused

of

possessing

him from great displace the cat upon their
to

mewed they were reckoned

did not

guilty,

do anything they were con-

sidered innocent.

The bondo was a poisonous root used
this sort,

in trial cases of

but the accused, since the arrival of whites in

the country,

generally

took no chances and supplied

themselves with an emetic.

The Banda never kill their children after
They are not prolific, and they practise abortion

birth.

at all

stages to an extensive degree, apparently with no fatal
results to the

They use various beverages

women.

for

this purpose.

Boys and girls practise circumcision, a religious
custom evidently imported here by Mussulman influence
from the north. Between ten and fifteen years of age
they go with an old man or woman, according to the
patient's

sex,

Food

the forest, where special huts are

into

brought to them, but they are not allowed
to speak and they are not spoken to for the several days

built.

is

they are kept in confinement when the operation
performed.

This

is

done

collectively,

who have

all

the

is

young

be circumcised being
brought together to be operated upon. When they
return to the village they garb themselves with fibres
people in a tribe

of

to

a palm, or else with grass leaves, making a short

skirt like that of

sing

and dance
VOL.

II.

girls.

They walk, and

villages,

but never speak

our dancing

in their

own

II
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and they go about with the head down, the

or laugh,

eyes looking towards the ground, for several days.

The
is

total length of the operation with these rites

a whole month, generally in the

the middle

month

of January,

dry season.

of the

Circumcised boys and

month

girls

go from village to village

making a collection, and all natives give them food.
They are smeared over with an ointment with a red
powder of the folo (called takoul by the French).
The Banziri do not practise circumcision themselves,
but they bring the

where a

who
of

the other tribes from Bangui,

folo for

be found

lot is to

in the forest.

The

Banziri,

inhabit along the Ubanghi and the northern part

the

Gabon

river,

in

make

fact,

quite an extensive

trade of this folo stuff, which must be putrid to be of

any saleable value, but

when placed near
a greasy matter.

the

still

fire it

Then

it is

hard, and

must not burn

must not

ignite

beaten

in a

;

but sweat

mortar and made

it becomes powdered.
Lower down the
Ubanghi
it
on
river
is ground
a slab of wood.
Sand is
added to it.
While being prepared it is immersed in
water and made into a paste, the sand being allowed
The folo, pressed into a stick, is,
to separate again.

to

dry until

when dry, ready for use.
The folo is used not only

for

preventative against mosquitoes.
that

it

makes

the

skin

soft

ornament, but as a

The natives maintain
and keeps it in good

condition.

The Banziri have no
mostly into families,
themselves.

special chief

which

fight

and are divided

continually

In war time they join under a

among

common

who is supposed by them to be invulnerable,
and who leads them into battle. They are independent
chief,

;
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Obedience is not known among them. Children
do not obey their parents, nor wives their husbands.
No authority whatever is respected by them. They are

people.

therefore dithcult people to deal with.

At the death

man

one or more slaves are

keep the dead

in order to

wealthy man,
with him.

of a

women

man company.

If

killed,

he

is

a

are also despatched

and buried

women

are actually

Further into the country

buried alive with the deceased.

There

a

is

curious belief in that country that dogs

come directly after men in the scale of animal life,
and just as they eat human bodies the men will eat
dogs with gusto
but not the women, who beheve they
would have children like dogs if they indulged in canine
;

Should they not have children like dogs, the
newly-born children with human features would die,

meat.

would have dogs' teeth, and so on. A
husband who has eaten a dog is not allowed to cohabit
with his wife during certain days. That is one of the
principal reasons that the paddlers whom one employs
upon the river indulge considerably in dogs' flesh while
away from their better halves.
or,

at

least,

Women

are not allowed to eat certain kinds of fish

nor wild or tame pig.

They have curious notions about sores and wounds
a person who has a sore not being allowed to eat meat,
fish nor arachides, which they say make wounds worse.
Their

language

is

for instance, ivru, of

possesses exactly the

extraordinarily

which they are
same name as

poor.

Thunder,

in mortal terror,
rain,

clouds and

mist.

They have a few musical instruments, the pilengo,
with five strings and a sounding-board of wood with a
VOL.

11.

II*
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goat-skin stretched upon

it.

Then they have the

wooden

or xylophone, with

bars,

lingo,

one for each note,

copied, I think, from the Portuguese on the coast.

No

have ever been known in their country.
Some of their words are expressive, and are common
with
etc.,

suicides

many
etc.

" early

of the tribes along the river,
I

one day asked a

and he said

morning,"

crowing of the cock, of course.

was the term

man

for "

very early

such as the Sango,
the expression for

—

was kikkiriki the
Then I asked him what
it

in the

morning."

Brrrr

kikkiriki, giving the impression of shivering with cold

before the sun and the crowing cock were up.

The verbs have no declension
are articles used

;

in their language,

nor

while the numerals are based chiefly

on the hand-and-foot principle, which we have noticed
among the A-sandeh and other tribes.
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CHAPTER
I

ARRIVED

XIII.

at Fort Possel, at the junction of the

Kemo

with the Ubanghi, towards three o'clock in the afternoon, having

left

the mission two hours before.

were three Europeans

here,

from blackwater fever

;

in

two
fact,

of

whom

There

were d3dng

Father Moreau had

been summoned to this place to give extreme unction
to the expiring chief of the post.

The

third

master of the newly-established post-office

—the

post-

—seemed

also

in a pitiable condition.

unwholesome
spot, which, during the high water of the Kemo and
Ubanghi rivers, became practically an island. Nothing
in the way of provisions was to be obtained for love or
money near this place. It was the intention of the
French to make this spot the capital of the district, but
Fort Possel was in a low,

I

dull,

flat,

understand that the advice of those who knew better

has been brought to bear, and the plan has luckily been

abandoned.

From
river in

this point

I

proposed to leave the Ubanghi

order to march in a north-westerly direction

towards the German Cameroon and Lake Tchad.

My

boiling-point thermometers registered the eleva-

tion of this place at 1,466 feet (30 feet above the river).
I

Having given an
the mission. Father Moreau had detained me

will relate

offering to

a curious incident.
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some hours

Bussou

have two fat guineawas delighted with the gift, as
the cuisine of the monks was better than I could provide
myself, so I kept the beautiful birds for dinner.
As we
were caught in a torrential shower while coming down
from the mission to the Kemo, I ordered Adem on arrival
at

fowls roasted for me.

in order to
I

to spread everything in the sun in order to dry

my effects.

In the meantime, for want of anything to do,

I went to
and waiting
for dinner-time when I expected to enjoy the plump roast
What was my amazement at sunset when
guinea-fowls.
lie

upon

I rose,

my camp

bed, smacking

my

lips,

ready for dinner, to see the fowls in the middle of

an open space, with the

them a

last rays of a

beautiful golden

tint.

dying sun giving

Adem was summoned

in a severe tone.

How

"

long had the guinea-fowls been there

" Since
told

me

we

"
?

boy

arrived," said the astonished

"
;

you

to put everything in the sun to dry."

damp

two or three
hours in the sun were quite sufficient to decompose the
beautiful birds, within a radius of many yards of which
it was now impossible to approach.
Those are the times when murder would be excusable,
but I believe that to this day Adem does not know why
I severely reprimanded him.
July gth was spent repacking the loads into weights
In that

not

terrific

heavier

than

heat, of course,

sixteen

or

thirty-two to thirty-six pounds

eighteen

— as

from

kilos
this

— about
spot

I

should be marching towards Lake Tchad with carriers.

On

July loth

I

started with seventeen porters

and

one soldier towards Krebadje.

The

was very high, the land slightly undulating,
with stunted and sparse trees.
Occasionally trees with
grass
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resembling huge sausages, which hung from long

fruit

threads overhead, were seen.

The carriers were troublesome. Two of them ran
away soon after we had started in a thunderstorm. I
had to send back to Fort Possel for more, and several
hours were wasted waiting.

We

and descended a good

rose

the Bottinga stream at six

we reached

deal, until

o'clock in the afternoon,

where we remained for the night. We left Bottinga
again the ne.xt day at sunrise, and, marching steadily
through a lot of high grass, similar to the grass we
had found in the South-Western Sudan on our way
to Dem Zebir, and through mostly sparse and stunted

we arrived

vegetation,

at

Mbru Uj5^^

feet), in

charge of

We

had a hard time marching
northwards, and, having changed all my carriers at
Mbru, on starting next morning (July 12th) we were

a Senegalese sergeant.

soon caught
height

in

rainy

the

of

a violent tornado, this being the very

Result

season.

:

everybody and

everything drenched.

The country was shghtly undulating, with streamlets
At one time this route was used
flowing into the Kemo.
extensively

on

posts

the

for

the

Shari

revictualling

via

and Lake Tchad.
Small
over some of the rivulets, but

river

bridges had been built
since

French military

of

the selection of better

routes

for

the Niger and the Benoue, this trail

been

abandoned, and

all

the

that purpose,

had

bridges^ were

practically

tumbling

down.

We
in

were here

women — quite

an opening

in a region of the

a deformity

—a

in the centre of the

inserted disc

was only

as large

elongated upper

lip

disc being inserted in

upper

lip.

So

far the

as a shilling, but on
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travelling further north
ally

we

shall find this

becoming accentuated, and the

The natives indulged
in small

boxes of

custom gradu-

disc getting larger.

which they carried
antelope horn ornamented with beads,
in

snuff,

slung with a strap over the shoulder.

Some men wore

long hair in tiny oiled plaits, others

matted circles, three over the head between one ear
and the other, and dozens starting from the last circle
and ending on the neck. The upper lip in its normal
condition, although large, was well shaped, but it did
not meet the lower one. I think it is principally for the
purpose of making the lips meet that this cruel fashion
of inserting a disc was originally started.
The natives in that part were called the Mbru.
Hardly any cicatrices were noticeable as ornaments in
in

this

tribe,

except

occasional

ones

on

the

shoulder-

blades according to personal fancy, but not as a tribal

mark.

We marched steadily
when we

till

four o'clock in the afternoon,

arrived at Yangoro (1,566 feet), a particularly

neat and clean resting station, in charge of a most
intelligent

and obliging Senegalese sergeant. He had
Sudan with the Marchand ex-

travelled in the British
pedition.
I

had another curious example

of natives.
for

some

I

asked one of

ivory

bracelets

of the suspiciousness

my men how much
he wore

round

Naturally, in order to examine them,
to look at the bracelets.

He

I

refused to

he wanted
his

wrist.

raised his
sell

arm

them, and

going to one side immediately covered the ivory orna-

ments with a red

cloth.

A moment

later with

other friends of his, fearing the evil eye (as
at them), they dashed

away and deserted

I

two

had looked

altogether.

JULY

14TH
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The members both of the Mbru and the N'di tribes
wore belts of two or three vines bent into an oval shape
and going round the waist. To these they attached a
small piece of cloth.

The usual distortion outwards of the toes was preThe pulsation and respiration were
valent among them.
normal with all these people. Eighty-eight pulsations per minute was the average among the Mbru
eighty-five among the N'di, and eighty-six among the
Ingreghia, these averages being taken from a number of
fairly

;

people of each tribe.

The N'di somewhat resembled the Zandes we had met
before, and, like the Zandes, they were slightly bearded,

the hairiness on the face being in patches.
I

arrived at Fort Sibut (the native

name being Kre-

badje, 1,590 feet) on the eve of July 14th, the great
French hoHday. It was no use attempting to get away.

The Administrateur- Adjoint, Monsieur Magnant, and the
three or four Frenchmen residing in the post, were preparing great festivities to commemorate that day, and
would not let me go.
In fact, on July 14th I woke up to find the post
decked with improvised French banners. In front of the
Administrateur' s house a well-greased mat de cocagne

had been

erected,

as well as the

game

of Pentolaccia,

which the natives were to take part. Rifle-shooting
competitions were taking place, as well as displays of
spear-hurling and archery.
Without counting the amusement I got, th4 was
in

an instructive show.

and
and

It

enabled

me

to see the capacity

intelligence of these natives at the different
trials of

The

endurance,

games

etc.

thread-and-scissors competition for blindfolded

—
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women showed how

stupid these ladies were at gauging

the time the string to which the weight was attached

would take

in its oscillations,

when unaccompanied by
brain

their

of

—

little

control

the motive power

had over the arm.

whether stupid or not, they
mirrors, packets of salt

The

and what

the eyesight

all

But eventually,
got prizes of gaudy trade

and beads

in profusion.

resident natives of the post were dressed

their finery,

up

in

but the visitors from surrounding villages

were in their natural nakedness, the ladies with the
usual fresh verdure adorning back and front, only some
of the wealthier ladies possessing belts with pendants of

beads to replace the green grass.

There was a ladies' beauty competition, of which I took
a photograph, reproduced in the illustration facing this
page.

The Frenchmen, with

their

usual

who took part in it,
should have been much puzzled

tact,

gave

identical prizes to all

but, for

part, I

to

whom

my
to

all.
All, old and young, had competed,
from an old lady of at least sixty-five, with a helmet of
half a calabash with a feather stuck in it, who smoked a
large pipe, to middle-aged women with repulsively
pendent breasts and extraordinary development behind,

give a prize at

and

to little thin-legged girls with flat faces

The more I
covering any beauty
out

lips.

and pulled-

tried the less I succeeded in dis-

any of them. Many of the
women in the exhibition had the upper lip elongated,
with a heavy horseshoe ring inserted others had both
in

;

lips elongated, three holes

being bored in the lower

lip,

two and a half
inches long, were inserted.
In the hole in the upper
When
lip they had a circular metal or wooden disc.
this was occasionally removed, the hole which remained
in

which

crystal, iron or

wooden

cones,

THE MANDJA
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was so large that they passed the tongue right
through the hp to hck the nose.
The greased chmbing-pole was the next show, but
the men were extraordinarily clumsy at this game, and
it was only after hours of toiling that a youth succeeded
there

in getting up.

The race of porters with heavy loads on the head
was more interesting, although none of them could
carry weights heavier than sixty pounds.

After a two-

mile walking race they arrived in a most exhausted
condition.

The

firing

was

as police

with

rifles

by the men employed
was the hurling of spears

at targets

also inefficient, nor

and the archery any better.
The Mandja chiefs, a race of people living north of
Fort Sibut, and also some south of the Umbella river,
were slightly better than the Banda at spear-throwing.

The Mandja threw the spear while running, while the
Banda stood still, giving the shaft a vibration while
holding

it

with the point of their

fingers, the

two end

phalanges being kept absolutely straight.

War

dances were kept up during the entire day and

the greater part of the night, as well as songs and constant

beating of drums.

people had streamed into

Hundreds and hundreds of
the station and looked happy.

The French behaved generously, showering valuable
presents on everybody.

Monsieur Magnant, the Administrateur, entertained
the few Frenchmen and myself to an elaborate and

and dinner, when toasts were, of course,
King Edward and the President of the French

jovial lunch

drunk to

Republic, the entente cordiale,

There was a

factorerie

etc., etc.

here,

French

in

name, but
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Good

owned by Dutchmen.

really

buildings had been

put up and a fine bridge spanned the stream.
Curiously enough, cheap EngUsh, and not French,

goods were here exclusively sold to the natives, there
being a good trade in helmets, clothes, brass buttons,

corned beef

(which sold extensively) and gunpowder.

Unfortunately,

all

the goods which were sent out from

England were so absurdly packed that nothing ever
arrived in good condition, and the company lost a good
deal by this.
We were here among more civilized natives than
those we had met upon the Ubanghi and Mbomu rivers.
In fact, there was a civil instead of a military government in this region. So highly civilized were these
people
torerie

it

when

they brought rubber to the facwas generally adulterated, the rubber balls

that

with

kinds of heavy rubbish

being frequently

filled

instead of pure

coagulated latex.

before
of

I

some

all

passed through, the
five

Only a few days
had been robbed
silver coins, which was

f actor erie

thousand francs

in

men who stole
which the money was

recovered shortly after near the river, the
it

being unable to open the safe in

kept.

Their civilization had not reached quite so

far.

was able to leave
Krebadje, going over the handsome wooden bridge
constructed by the factorerie, and proceeding over a
It

was not

until July i6th that I

beautiful road four or five yards wide with side trenches.

we had been going through,
me most luxurious, and although we went

After the trailless country
this

seemed to

great distances every day

it

did not seem like marching

The grass was over six
feet high on both sides of the road, and many patches of
reeds ten feet high were found along the damper places.
at all on these excellent roads.

immiamamaiiamiSfr-

N'GOLA
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journeyed, o\'er

\vc

rather

rocky

country, with streamlets in the depressions covered over
There were high trees with
by galleries of foliage.

winged
thick.
licious

Going northwards, the forest was getting
The trees were larger, with creepers giving deThe light that penetrated was of a
shade.

roots.

greenish tint, most restful and refreshing to the eyes.

I

arrived at N'poko at 2 p.m.

On
hills of

July

soon

17th,

volcanic

after

sunrise,

we went

over

iron rock, with plenty of streamlets to

more or less troublesome according to the
amount of slush and nuid in them. Some were bridged
Over others the bridges hail collapsed. There
over.
was a forest of good-sized trees all along until we arrived
The Banda and the people
at the Onguras (1,920 feet).

cross again,

who

lived in the neighbourhood called this place N'gola,

but on most maps

it is

miscalled the Onguras.

was rather surprised to find there a negro from
He being a
Sierra Leone who spoke excellent English.
British subject, it was quite amusing to notice his
interest in King Edward's health and in the welfare of
He wanted me to give him
the entire Royal Family.
the latest news, but I was almost as badly informed as
he was, having been without letters and newspapers
I

for seven or eight

From

N'gola

troublesome

months.
the

stream

country
to

cross,

was
the

hilly.

We

had a

bridges over these

had with me a horse and a
donkey, and the trouble I had in taking these obstinate
animals across these places was considerable. We again
met on our way the granitic humps so numerous in
the western portion of the British Sudan previously
traversed.
We were rising a good deal, until after a

streams having collapsed.

I
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heavy march of eleven consecutive hours, during which
numerous swampy mud streams had to be waded
through,

Bad

we reached Dekoa
characters of

at sunset.

kinds were met here, passing

all

through on their way from Lake Tchad.
charged

soldiers, others

camp

Some were

followers,

some

dis-

deserters

from the German Cameroon and British Nigeria.

Gunpowder can
and

is

still

one of the chief

cussion-caps have

majority

are

be bartered with the natives,
articles of

now been

extraordinarily

exchange, but per-

forbidden.
stupid,

Although the
one

finds

occa-

among natives whose ideas
What did the natives
are followed by everybody else.
do when the percussion-caps were prohibited ? They

sional bright-minded people

cut

off

the heads of lucifer matches and placed them

under the hammer of the gun, and if the powder did not
go off every time, it did so nearly as often as with per-

Many

guns which had been sold
them did not possess even a hammer, and the explosion was caused by striking the percussion-cap (or the
cussion-caps.

of the

to

head of the match) with a stone.
Four hours after leaving N'gola we had entered the
At sunrise on July i8th we were
Mandja country.
again on the trail, now much reduced in size and
smothered in grass for long sections. Hills dotted the
country, which resembled in its geological formation

and vegetation the region between Wau and Dem Zebir
The water, too, from the wells
in the Bahr-el-Ghazal.
was here quite white, containing calcium as in the
Again we met our enemies, the little flies,
Sudan.
the gnai, who filled our eyes and ears much to our
discomfort.

Wild

figs,

red and

fat,

and so round with a downy

NANA
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skin that they looked almost like peaches, were found

we went

Only they did not
possess the delicious flavour of European figs, and
frequently when you bit them you had the disagreeable
surprise of a mouth swarming with angry ants.

in

quantities

We

as

arrived at

road not

less

along.

Nana by a wonderful approach,

a

than ten yards wide but only a few hundred

As I descended one hillside, directly in
me upon another hill I saw a large house with

yards long.
front of

a spacious verandah, and, as lots of other buildings stood
near

my

it,

expectations

rose

high.

Unfortunately,

when we

arrived in the place the large house was shut
and
up,
all the sheds for passengers were so filthy and
damp, with walls at such dangerous angles, that I

preferred

to

remain

outside.

Besides,

they

ill-ventilated that the smell of the last people

lived in

them was

plainly to be detected.

not get anything there, not even

civility.

were

so

who had

One could

A

factorerie

was to be found three kilometres away, but I did not
visit it, as I intended continuing towards Lake Tchad as
fast as possible.
I

was detained

at

Nana

(at

an elevation by hypso-

metrical apparatus of 1,556 feet) the entire day, as

unable to get carriers,
torrential

and

I

was

also because the rain was

on July 19th, the temperature being as low

as 65° Fahrenheit.

The watershed between the basins of the Ubanghi
and the Shari was between N'gola (Onguras) and Dekoa,
which also formed the political division of the two regions
of Krebadje and Fort Crampel.
The river Ghifa, a
stream which has always water even during the driest
days of the dry season, was the first we had met on our

march flowing

into the Shari basin.
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At the Nana

which we had to cross before
arriving at Fort Crampel (or Gribanghi), a new experience awaited us. The river was much swollen by
river,

made of climbing
unfortunately gave way when my men went

the rains, and the suspension bridge,
plants,

and was actually cut in two.
Only two men had
got to the other side. All attempts to get over proved
futile, as the current was too strong to swim across,
and, besides, the river was encased in high banks with
thick vegetation and thorns right down into the water,
and if one had been carried away by the stream one
could not have landed anywhere. A problem had to be
faced which required consideration.
We had arrived at the Nana river at about eleven
o'clock in the morning.
The only tiling to do was to
endeavour to reconstruct the bridge as best we could.
We set about to work in a most deliberate manner. In
fact, we threw across ropes, and managed to stretch
across a somewhat shiky structure, which again collapsed when the first man went over with a load on
his head.
We had a most exciting rescue of man and
load in the swift current.
Before we knew where we
were, our new bridge was carried away altogether, and
across with the baggage,

Luckily the baggage was saved.

with

it

all

the building material at hand.

Some

other

device had to be discovered.

We

threw another rope across two high points, and

by means of a ring we slung to it one load at a time.
We let them slide down to the other side, where they
were received with yells of excitement by a number of
natives who had assembled to help my men.
Several
hours of hard toil saw all the goods across, and then
came the getting the men over, which was done in a

—
THE SABAGA, OR HAGA
similar manner.

was not

It

till

six in
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the afternoon,

working hard for seven steady hours, that we
got to the other side very wet, but safe.
after

all

—

my men

was pulled up by

on the opposite
side of the stream there arrived upon the scene twenty
soldiers under a native sergeant, who had been hastily
Just as

I

despatched

our

to

rescue

by

the

Administrateur,

Monsieur Landres.

With the help of the soldiers and about an hour's
march from this ugly stream we eventually arrived at the
Gribanghi river, which we duly crossed, and found ourselves in a pretty little spot under a rocky mountain
Fort Crampel, established in the first instance by Monsieur Gentil, when he proceeded on his expedition against
Rabah, and further embellished by Monsieur Landres.
There were plantations, extending over twenty acres,
of maize, four thousand banana-palms, and arachide
producing excellent

Beans

oil.

of all qualities,

even the

haricot pistache, so valued by the French, were grown,
and dazo, an oblong indigenous potato quite good to

eat

;

there

was

fruit,

and an extensive and

flourishing

vegetable garden.

The

following were

the tribes which lived in the

between
Near Fort
the Ubanghi river and the Gribanghi.
Possel
I
had found the Sabaga, a tribe which

portions

of

the

country

I

had

traversed

came from near Bongasso some generations
fact,

ago.

In

the Sabaga spoke the N'Sakkara language.

In

1890-91-92 they were to
the M'poku, a tributary

formerly in the interior.
fights against the

be found near the mouth of
They were
of the Ubanghi.
In 1892-3 they began their

Wadda and

the Togbu, and in 1896

they established themselves on the
VOL.

II.

left

bank
12

of

the
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Umbella, between the Umbella and the
Toni.
They
were greatly opposed to the estabhshment
of Fort
Possel, and one portion of the tribe
eventually migrated

High Koango.
At Mbru we find two tribes, one on the right
bank of
the Toni, the Mbru, and one on the
left bank, the Mbaga
or Baga.
The Mbru tribe is situated near the marshes
of N'Ghie in three groups, one
at Mbru, one at
to the

the
confluent of the Fafa and the Fagba,
and a third on the
confluent of the Yambere and the

Buma.

They were

timid people, probably the most timid
in that region,
although they were brave in some ways
and were great
hunters of elephants. There were no
great agglomera-

such as villages, of these people, and they
were
mostly divided into famihes.
tions,

On

the

opposite

side of the Toni river to the
one where the Mbru lived were the
Mbaga in many
groups, such as the Bahr Mandja.
Some Mbaga were
also found east of the Kemo,
forty kilometres from
Krebadje, and another tribe of these

people to the north-

where they took the name of Dangba or
Dagapa.
Near Mbru were also three small Bahr
Mandja

east,

They formed, in fact, an uninterrupted thin
Ime between Mbru and Griko on the east
of the Kemo.
The Kemo river itself was called by
the
villages.

natives

Kuma.
At Yongoro were the Dis Aparkha, divided

into

two

distmct families, strong, very savage,
intelligent and

qmte

serviceable people,

who have

quite a large centre

at Yongoro.

Then came the Di Congo, who are akin
to the Di
Aparkha, but who have got into bad ways
and are mere
warhke robbers. They came from north
of Fort Crampel,

THE ONGURA AND THE MANDJA
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which place they abandoned after the incursions of the
Sinoussi people.
They have subjected all the neighbouring tribes of the Mbru and Mbaga,

who

are in mortal

The Di Congo were included within a
huge circle made by the Toni. At Lampoku a few Di
Congo were to be found, but the population was printerror of them.

cipally

Banda, here called Ka, quick, enterprising,

dustrious people, well

known

for their blacksmiths'

in-

work.

Their country was wealthy in rubber.

The Ongura, divided into three tribes, one at Ongura,
one north of Krebadje and another fifty kilometres south
of Fort Crampel on the Upper Gribanghi, were merely
a Banda tribe.
They were warlike and turbulent, and
formerly possessed many Mandja slaves entire villages

—

of them.

It

The Mandja themselves lived due north of Ongura.
was at Dekoa we found the greatest agglomeration

of

Mandja, a troublesome

lot,

but who have now been

They formerly lived near the Nana stream.
Near Nana there was a great chief, a Makuru, who

subjected.

was so cruel to
by everybody.
The valley
is

his tribesmen that he

of the

had been abandoned

Kurin, a tributary of the Fafa,

by the Mandja, between the trail
Crampel and the Fafa. On the opposite

entirely inhabited

from Dekoa to
side of the Fafa stream, on the left bank, people of the
Banda tribe are again to be found. Then we have
another Baja tribe, the Budigri, a great cannibal race,
portions of which are to be found on the rivers Fafa,

Umbella and Mpoku on the
Ubanghi and Tchad.

None

of these tribes

buy a

wants to get married he has
VOL.

II.

limit of the basins of the

wife,

man
woman in

but when a

to give another

12*
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exchange.

another

man

over a slave

if

in order to

has a sister he hands her over to

exchange for his

in

sister,

or else hands

he has no female relations.

women as one would a goat or
Also, if a chief has many girls he uses them
attract young men
and if a man has no

The Banziri
a chicken.

man

a

If

their

sell

;

exchange he

sisters to give in

will let

him have one

as a

wife on condition that the bridegroom becomes one of

own

his

followers.

In some cases merchandise

custom

this

is

is

given for a wife, but

of foreign importation

Women

the tribe.

is

seldom practised.
Adultery is severely punished.

man

is

made

and not typical

of

are scarce in that region and this

into a slave

and obliged

the

If

discovered,

to

pay one woman

over to the chief.

Descent

is

reckoned through the mother, a custom

which has come from the north, where it is prevalent
among the Tuareg, but onl}'' on condition that she is a
free

woman.

bequeathed to the eldest brother or to
an uncle, except when these are not in their right mind.
The chief of the family is obliged to provide wives for
Property

all

is

the younger members.

There are in that country a number of medicine-men,
who interfere a good deal with tribal arrangements,

and help

to keep

up the

superstitions of the people

;

but the arrival of the French from the south and the
Arabs from the north has greatly modified the superstitious beliefs.
in.

to

The

A

good and an

evil genius is called

evil genius are believed

gakkura, and

is

supposed

be a big beast in the forest only to be met at

night.

THE SULTANATE OF SINOUSSI
Each

tribe has its

own hunting

territory.

i8i

Poaching

on each other's preserves usually ends in a tribal war.
They hunt elephants and other animals, mostly by
burning grass and driving the animals into traps.
Antelopes are speared.
Villages constantly change their position every few
years,

when

Human
women
tribes,

the ground gets sterile.

made at the death of chiefs,
as we have seen among other

sacrifices are

being buried,

with the husband.

All these tribes indulge in cannibalism, the Budigri
especially,

who

are fierce,

and who have eaten no

than twenty-two traders of the society of the

less

Ouame

and the Nana.
In the eastern part of

country

is

what

is

called the

Dar-Banda

the sultanate of Sinoussi, a protectorate of

France, separated on the west side from the Bamingui.
It is

a great plateau, the under stratum of which

sandstone

and ferruginous conglomerate rock,

is

as

of
all

over Central Africa, with rocky masses emerging here

and there

On

in large granitic

domes.

these rocky elevations are generally to be found

the habitations of the lower

vegetation
acacias,

is

mainly

lophira,

of

races.

The

character,

with

and subjected

the

desert

kariU and daniella thurifera, parkia,

baobab, deleb palms, the rubber vine, landolphia owarensis,

Cotton, sorgho, sesame,
and some landolphia heudelotii.
sweet potatoes and millet are the principal products of
the country.

N'Dele, Sinoussi's capital,
Defile

is

situated on the

Kaga

mountains, and possesses twenty-five thousand

inhabitants, mostly Banda, Banga,

Wadda and Tombagu.
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CHAPTER
Before

XIV.

leaving Fort Crampel on July 23rd,

could not
temptation of climbing up the Kaga Batundi
rock, from which one obtained a good view of the surI

resist the

rounding country.

The eye could

easily follow the course
flowing into the Gribanghi a few
hundred yards above the post. The horizon-line was

of the

Nana stream

formed by the hne of hill-ranges we had crossed
coming to Crampel through the forest.

in

The Gribanghi river, which I navigated from this
spot, was about twenty to thirty yards wide, with
plenty
of water in it.
Any amount of wild game could be seen,
antelopes particularly. One or two jumped into the
water as we were passing along.
During the night we had another tornado, which
blew down my tent.
In a steel boat kindly lent me by
the military authorities, and with a fine crew of Saratall and powerfully built, with shaved heads
and an
occasional

comb

of hair sticking up, cock-like,

upon the
along at a good speed and in a commanner.
These people did not indulge in

head— we went
fortable

cicatrices at

all.

On

July 24th we had a bank from twenty to twentyhigh on one side and quite a low bank on the
other.
Trees grew right down to the water, with

five feet

creepers

and

vines.

Plants

in

profusion

were

sub-

THE GRIBANGHI RIVER
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to the great height of the water during

the rainy season.

In eleven hours* steady rowing

We

had passed two

we

arrived at Finda.

fairly large tributaries

on the

left

of the stream.

The same

characteristics were visible in our twelve

hours' journey to Luto on July 25th, but after leaving

that place on July 26th, at 5.30 in the morning, the

scenery changed, and

we were between

higher banks,

with only short grass upon them.
Beautiful birds of a metallic blue and of glorious

greens were seen that day, and strange birds, with long,

hooked beaks and black plumage.
including elephant

flies,

flies,

were abundant.

current was strong, and

The
rate, camping

All kinds of

we proceeded

at sunset in the brush.

at a great

Almost

all

along

from Gribanghi to this place a line of trees stood along
the stream, but further back were open spaces of grass
then again behind these stood patches of forest.
We performed on July 26th our usual twelve hours'
steady rowing, the river here being some fifty yards
wide. The following day, July 27th, the river banks
;

monotonous, higher, and very rocky in
places, where we had to descend two rapids, the first
one with a swift current. There were here great subgot a

little less

merged domes

of volcanic rock, similar to those of the

which showed sometimes
sometimes
on the other. There
on one side of the river,
was a substratum, also of volcanic rock of a more remote
British Sudan,

date,

almost level and extending for some distance.

In parts where

depth of
of red

the tops of

it

fifteen to

was visible it was padded for a
twenty feet with alluvial deposits

sand and earth.

We

found ourselves immediately
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afterwards between high banks, with a white substratum
of

calcareous formation on our left side,

rising

fully

above the river level, and surmounted by
reddish earth which extended nearly all over this
plateau.
One or two sandy beaches were met with.
There were symptoms that we were approaching the
sands of the desert. We had seen one or two of these
small sandy patches during the last two days of our
journey, but on July 27th we came across several extensive beaches, especially on nearing the spot at which
the Gribanghi meets the Baminghi, where these patches
assumed greater proportions. At this point the river
changed its name and became the Shari.
The Baminghi and the Gribanghi meet at an acute
angle of about twenty-five degrees, with thick vegetation
on all sides, and the Shari proceeds in almost a straight
line from this meeting-place, forming an almost direct
fifteen feet

continuation of the Baminghi, and running, of course, at
It would be difficult to
an angle to the Gribanghi.
say which of the two streams carried most water, as they

appeared of the same width. From this spot the main
river became at once from eighty to one hundred yards
wide, and the change in the appearance of the banks

was remarkable, the trees here being of immense height
and vigour, covered with dense, dark green foliage.
There were wide sandy beaches.
After one hour's journey further down-stream we
came to the post of Irena, standing on a high site, in front
of a large sandbank, a neatly-kept place, with several
circular huts.

There was a well-built

round hut on either

side,

shelter,

joined together

with a

by a spacious

verandah, well protected by mats and screens.

nadoes formed

terrific tourhillons in this

Tor-

particular spot,

IRENA
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was unlucky enough to experience one of these whirlwinds the moment I arrived, and it scattered my belongI

ings

all

air to

over the place, the lighter things flying up in the

a great height upon the column of wind and dust.

The Senegalese who had

showed an
artistic turn, rudimentary, of course.
He had built
double-pointed and gabled roofs, and had ornamented

mud

the

built this post

No

walls with primitive high reliefs.

tomical proportion was apparent in the figures;

how

was quite

interesting to see

cicatrices

and ornaments had been

all

ana-

but

it

the details of the
repro-

faithfully

Ladies with fully-developed chests seemed to

duced.

be the favourite subjects.

The elevation
feet.

On

leaving Irena the Shari

with high and

was 1,256
became entrancing,

at the water level at Irena

much

crevassed banks of clay, grey at the

and of a ferruginous red in the upper
stratum, some twelve feet thick. Then we passed a few
hundred yards of great lumps of granite in heaps, some

water

level,

almost white, others of a light-grey colour, while

still

others were of a reddish rust colour from contact with
ferruginous

On

soil.

our

was a high lump

left

of rock,

on the top, but with big projecting swellings in the
lower portion. Further down a similar but smaller
rock was to be seen on the right bank.
flat

There

numbers

were
of

crocodiles

narrow

On

The

cultivated

patches,

guinea-fowl upon them.

wild

slept

the water.

extensive

with

Numerous

peacefully upon rocks emerging from
river

was broad

in places

and quite

in others.

we came to
maps Bangoran, and by the
the right

hippopotarni

were

basking

the tributary called on the
Sara^ Shumsha.
in

several

Dozens

pools,

in

of

one
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particularly, near the junction of a large stream fifty

yards wide at the mouth, and coming from the south-east

on our right-hand

side.

There were no villages on the banks, and accumulawere getting more and more numerous as we

tions of sand

were travelling northwards, while the forest was now
some distance from the river on our right, and the bank

was sparsely wooded but grassy.
The general course of the Shari was north-east.
The river was tortuous and extremely marshy at the
sides where there were no sandbanks.
About a hundred
to the left of us

yards of clear water were to be found

all

along.

Approaching Kababodo (1,240 feet above sea level),
the left bank was twenty to thirty feet high, while the
right bank was low, grassy and swampy.
The river
showed extensive sandbanks and lowlands liable to
inundation. The stream was getting broad and had
submerged man}^ islets, only tufts of grass being visible
now above the water. Further down were more sandbanks and a long sandy island in mid-stream.
Hastily-built villages of fishermen were to be seen

on these sandbanks, especially on the right side of the
stream. Numbers of naked women came in canoes to
bring peanuts to

Sara Baga

tribe,

my

pagayeurs,

which lived

who belonged

to the

in this region.

The country further down was grassy, with sparse
The river was some three hundred yards

small trees.

broad

in

many

places, with

low banks on either

side,

feet.

No

Archambault we passed a

fine

plantation of maize, with ingenious scarecrows of

self-

hardly higher anywhere than ten or fifteen
rock was visible.

On

nearing

Fort

agitating fascines

worked by

strings.

FORT ARCHAMBAULT
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The local natives were manly and tall, with a deal
of Arab blood about them.
They had regular Arab
beards and moustaches. The women went about absolutely naked.

The lower portion

banks generally showed
a stratum of grey clay. Many were the fish snares close
to the river banks.
They were regular labyrinths of
matting in complicated curves.
of the river

arrived at Fort Archambault at a time

when unrest
prevailed, owing to attacks which had been made on
that post by the Wadaians, who had come in great force
I

to within a few yards of the fort.

with thirty-five Senegalese

and twenty-five

reservists,

Lieutenant Tourenq,

tirailleurs,

was

sixty-five police

in charge of the post,

Lieutenant Cornet having been severely wounded in
the ankle in another battle against the Wadaians some

He had behaved
some two thousand Wadaians, who
raid, on May 4th that year.

seventy kilometres east of the

fort.

heroically against

had come on a

Lieutenant Tourenq and Captain

Comion had

also

had another battle some twenty-five kilometres east of
Lake Iro, where they had taken the Wadaian encampment by surprise, and had succeeded in killing
many of the raiders, and had seized all the saddles
and foodstuff. It was estimated that the Wadaians
had as many as two thousand men, whereas the two
French officers had only some seventy or eighty men
all told.

Near

Archambault were several interesting
Sara and Nielim, the latter quite a small
tribe.
They had here a village of some sixty huts, with
a hundred oxen and cows, and some five hundred storehouses with millet, which is plentiful in that region,
Fort

villages of
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Archambault had been built on the site of the ancient
village of Tunia.
Near it were one Banda and one Nielim
village, besides the Sara.
Uedo was the chief of the
Nielim village, a giant who wore typical Arab trousers.
His village was half a mile from Archambault, and was
reached through large plantations of long-stalked and
long-leaved millet.

was near Archambault that I found the custom
elongating the lips more exaggerated than in any
It

of

women

other part of Africa, the

wooden or
in

both

faces

how

page, will show better

ghastly this fashion

had two
as

upper

The photograph which

lips.

this

hear these

lip,

tin saucers in their

actually inserting small

young

plates,

these

one

It

is.

ladies
in the

talk,

and sometimes
took, and which

lip
I

than a description

was most ludicrous to
especially

upper and one

clapped like castanets,

when

they

in the

lower

and the voice

became nasal and unmusical.
These

women were

otherwise well-formed anatomi-

and quite statuesque when young. They adorned
their ankles and arms with brass rings and wore shell
ornaments round the neck. The plates in the lips were
occasionally removed, when the upper lip hung down
so low in a loop as to reach lower than the chin, and
left a repulsive aperture under the nose through which
one could see the teeth. As the strain of the lip being
pulled hurts them considerably, when they removed the
disc or plate they generally licked the lip and the nose
'^ally

through this unnatural aperture.

Game

found near Archambault.
One can go for half an hour's walk and come back with
an antelope or a phacochserus or some other animal.

^^The

of all kinds

is

to be

Sara interested me.

As

I

have already

said,

THE SARA
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they are a more fineh^ built people than most of the
tribes on the Ubanghi,
They have extraordinarily

developed

the upper lip in

lips,

its

normal state some-

times reaching further out than the tip of their noses,
while the lower

lip

The upper

ward.

frequently stretches further out for-

lip

possesses a formidable curl over the

lower one, which gives them an appearance of sulkiness

and disappointment, even when they are pleased.
Most of them have horrible skin diseases herpes,
itch, and other complaints being extremely common
among them. As with most tribes we have met, their

—

blood

in a terrible condition.

is

The eyes
luminous and

of

these

intelligent

people

were

somewhat more

than those of other negroes,

the nose much more prominent and aquiline, wellrounded at the base and not so broad, showing evident
signs of an infusion of Arab blood in the race.
This
could also be noticed in the whole formation of their
body, although naturally this was tempered by local
conditions.
Unlike most other tribes, the lobes of the
ears were not attached.
To a casual observer they frequently possessed what
appeared to be a large tumour in the lower jaw, or
possibly a much-expanded gland, and one was rather

astonished to find that this large abscess or gland or

tumour suddenly disappeared from one individual and
equally suddenty appeared on the jaw of his neighbour.
This was due to the local habit of chewing a ball of
tobacco.
The masticated tobacco ball, one inch in
diameter and larger sometimes, was passed from the

mouth

of

days until

The

one friend to that of another for several
its

flavour

became exhausted.

chief peculiarity of the Sara

men, who went
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about naked, was their method of hiding their genital
organs before strangers, by drawing them backwards

and keeping them firmly

that position by a most

in

characteristic walk.

A

cloth like a

triangular

tail,

or else a piece

of

was hung behind, but never in front.
These people, like the Yacoma, spend much time in
their boats.
While rowing they kneel down, which
auses their knees to be much swollen and wrinkled,
and their feet also become somewhat distorted and

leather,

swollen.

We

Fort Archambault on July 30th. Lieutenant
Causeret, in charge of 150,000 thalers, proceeded down
left

the river at the same time.

some

forty cases

of

silver,

In our steel boat

we

carried

together with ten Nielim

pagayeurs, three soldiers and a Senegalese boat captain.

So laden were we that only one inch
above water.

On

of our boat

was

leaving the high bank of the river on which the

above the river (the river
itself being at an elevation of 1,236 feet), we began to
lose sight of the clay stratum, which was replaced by

post

is

situated, sixty

feet

great patches of sand stretching for a great distance in-

land along the stream.

Game abounded

Further back was heavy

in this region,

we camped en one

and

of these great

in the

forest.

evening when

sandbanks we saw

hundreds of antelopes.

We

left

at sunrise the next morning, both banks of

the river being low and sandy, and as usual the sand

In some places on our left extenwere inundated; others seemed likely to be

spreading far inland.
sive regions

under water soon, as the rainy season was progressing.
__ ^ Lieutenant Causeret, who was an ardent sportsman,

Wkiucii

uitli

(jli>iiL;aicil li|)>

Women

(piDlik-j

of Gribanghi.

ELEPHANTS
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bent on killing anything he saw, shot three or four

flat-

headed crocodiles that morning. We saw hundreds of
them lying asleep with open mouths upon the sandy
banks. As we proceeded, the sand extended further
away on both banks, no trees being visible on the left

bank during that entire day. Only a few could be distinguished upon the right bank a great distance from us.
At noon we saw a herd of elephants, over one hundred
of them, and we hastily got out of our boats and
struggled through sand and large pools of water.
In my
haste not to get wetter than necessary I jumped on the
back of one of my pagayeurs, asking him to ferry me
across.
To my surprise, when we were well in the
middle of a swamp, I discovered that the man was
covered from head to foot with large patches of itch.
The herd had sentinels at each corner, while the other
elephants were grazing peacefully. As we approached,
the

sentinel

nearer

us

stood

on

a

high

dune,

a

mass against the sky-line, and lifted now one
and then the other to catch the sounds of approaching
danger. As we had to go over a flat stretch of sand
before getting to them, he raised the alarm, and unfortunately on that occasion they all got away.
On returning to the boat we saw some large hippopotami out of
the water and we had good sport.
There were innumerable sandy islands in this part
of the stream.
In one spot, which we reached at 4 p.m.,
having rowed some fifteen or sixteen hours from Fort
Archambault, was a cluster of rounded volcanic rocks,
some standing up on the right bank, others half submerged in the water. Further down I noticed a slight
gigantic

ear

attempt

stratum to reappear, with a deep
layer of sand upon it
immediately below followed
of the clay

;
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upon

almost uninterrupted sand, with short grass

it

here and there.

The Nielim pagayeurs were
built fellows, but with

Late

great,

no strength at

we perceived

in the afternoon

big,

powerfully-

all in their

arms.

before us to the

two short but high ranges of mountains
rising somewhat abruptly over the absolutely flat country
all around.
The first range, the larger of the two, was
divided by three distinct depressions which, however,
north-west

did not reach as far
there

was a long

down

flat

gap of horizon between

and its lesser neighbour.
The river here was from
feet wide.

We made camp
we

Then

as the flat horizon-line.

five

hundred to

this range

six

at about sunset on

hundred
a

sand-

an antelope and a wild

spit.

Before dinner

hog.

In the evening we had an uninvited concert of

lions,

killed

elephants and crocodiles.

We

started at sunrise again, the current in the river

being slow, and the country inundated to some extent.

We

had

to

wade some huncired

feet or so to get

back

to the boat.

was towards 8.30 when we passed close to the
Nielim mounts (or Togbao), on the left bank, a
picturesque, semicircular mass of volcanic rock, with
The highest
gigantic boulders in the central portion.
point was some three hundred feet higher than the
level of the river.
It was at this place that the French
had a battle against " Rabah the Terrible," and the
It

plucky Lieutenant Bretonnet, after a desperate defence,

was killed.
The river was getting now from eight hundred to
one thousand yards wide. Two hours later I visited
the battle-field of Kouno, three-quarters of a mile from

ARAB INFLUENCE
the riv6r, where

Rabah sustained a

severe defeat from

His stockaded and entrenched zeriha was

the French.

Out
French, but had to
to be seen.

still
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of this he

made a

sortie

against the

retreat

and continue the

within the stockade.

Human

bones were scattered upon

the millet fields

round,

all

and several

trees

battle

showed

bullet holes.

In the zeriba stood

now a Kaba

village,

each house

or group of houses being enclosed in a high

mat

wall

forming a spiral and with a narrow passage closed by a

mat

door.

Further on we came to another larger

where
under a shed sat Chief Batchen or Bassen. (It was most
difficult to write these names with our alphabet, as no
two people pronounced them in the same way, and also
because in their languages, although primitive in a way,

we

find

many

half tones, quarter tones

village,

and

inflections,

which cannot be transliterated with the letters at our
Chief Batchen was a powerful, jovial-looking

command.)
creature.

These people resembled the Sara, and, like them,
had adopted the fashion of hiding their genital organs.
Many of the round roofs in these villages were
decorated with ostrich eggs.

Arab

was getting stronger and stronger in
the types of these people as we went further north,
although the characteristic flatness of the face had been
influence

preserved to a remarkable extent in this particular tribe.

They possessed well-developed chests and largish heads,
but the legs and arms were seldom in good proportion
with the body. The arms and legs were smaller and
than they should be, the knees bulging out
considerably. This tribe only removed one front lower

shorter

VOL.

II.
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two or more lower incisor
tooth while the Sara removed
the Shari were extraorteeth' All these people along
men. They cultivated the
dinarily tall, especially the
possessed large plantations
to a great extent, and
ground

of millet.

At

I arrived at
six o'clock in the afternoon

Dumrao,

pleasure of meet-

the
a well-kept post, where I had
sergeant,
ing Lieutenant Mailles and a

who had

just

territory across
from the German Cameroon
occupied in defining the
the river. They had been
German Cameroon and the
oriental frontier between the
of Commandant
French Congo, under the leadership
de Vaisseau
and with the assistance of Enseigne

arrived

Moll

Dardignac.

Freiten
The Germans employed Hauptman

Lieut. Freisher
von Seefried, Ob.-Lieut. Winckler and
von Reigenstein.
ready to
Lieutenant Mailles had his instruments

order to establish the
take an occultation of stars in
the work of the Francoexact longitude of Dumrao where
He told us
frontier delimitation had ended.

German
and German
how genial were the relations of the French
spent a
The Commission, I understood, had
officers
year

in

establishing

a

careful

boundary defined by straight
parallels; the

geometrical
lines

of

meridian

extent of frontier to be determmed

boundary was in no way final.
beautifully
Dinner was excellent, the sky

great

;

provisory
or

bemg

this

clear,

and

occultation, but, uneverything promised well for the
when it should have
fortunately, shortly before the hour
to travel overhead,
taken place httle cloudlets began
about the apparent
and as is usual on such occasions, one,
obscured the particular stars to
size of a loaf of bread,
Mailles struck his hand
be observed. So Lieutenant

DUMRAO
upon

his forehead

with despair

"

and exclaimed
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in resignation,

Me

mixed

voici encore pour un mois dans ce
The weight of these words can only
be gauged when one knows the place.
Three or four
mat sheds, with thatched roofs, formed the military
post
five Europeans formerly resided there.
Four out
of that number were dead and buried in a melancholy
little grave-yard upon the river bank.
The country all

sacre

:

Dumrao

"

!

;

round was

VOL.

flat

II.

and uninteresting.
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CHAPTER XV.
I

his occultasorry Lieutenant MaiUes could not take
time
a way I was also glad, because the

WAS

but in
observation
which would have been spent in taking the
employed
and working out the long calculation was
about the
a most interesting conversation

tion,

instead in

various

tribes

which Lieutenant MaiUes had visited

with the frontier dehmitation expedition.
chiefly interested in the description

was

I

he gave

me
Kaka, the Baya and the Kirdi. He told
Bania one began to
that as far south as a place caUed

me

of the

race of traders with
find a few Haussa, a powerful

we shaU

many
on

get better acquainted further north.

of these people

the

Sanga

river.

whom

He found

even at Cariot, north of Bania

On German

territory

was the

Haussa.
town of Ngondere, also inhabited by
north to south,
The river Sanga flowed practically from
boundary between the
east of the former geographical
the 15th
German Cameroon and the French Congo on
Bania was shghtly
degree long, east of Greenwich.
great

forest, approxinorth of the Umit of the great equatorial
of lat. N.
mately between the 2nd and 3rd degrees

Sanga withm
The Kaka dwell east of Bania, and the
whereas the Baya
the German Cameroon boundary,
boundary and somewhat
are found to the east of this

;
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further north than the region of the Kaka.

The Kirdi

Lakha, as they are called by the Fulbeh) inhabit a
region north of the Logone river and east of the tov^-n of

(or

Ngondere.
for fetishism.
The Kaka
The Baya were so formerh^,
and some indulge to this day in meals of human flesh
whereas the Kirdi have given up anthropophagi'.
In the Baya countr\- were to be found curious colonies

These three tribes go in

are confirmed cannibals.

\nth small groups of negro tribes, different altogether

from the

local

predominant

race.

These colonists

call

They were members of a conquering race which once came from the north and,
owing to their courage, vanquished the Ba3'a. Ha\Tng
come in too small a number, thej- were unable to keep up
their \*ictor\', and they now hved secluded and peacefully
in the small colonies which they had formed sHghtly
themselves Yanghere.

west of the Sanga river.
Their

t\-pe,

we have

not unhke that of other tribes

met, exhibited Asiatic, almost Mongohan, characteristics
in the formation of the skull, such as the slanting eye,

the biz}-gomatic breadth of the face,

and beard, worn

in

Asiatic people the\' resemble.

I

moustache

and the scanty

a point as

^vith

had been able

the

to trace

undoubtedly of remote Asiatic
and the remarkable fact was that the tribes

right across Africa t\-pes
origin,

showing these characteristics were always of a greater
inteUigence than the pure negroid t^-pes. Upon the
Ubanghi I saw a great number of such persons. Their

was not black, but of a yello"wish-chocolate colour,
to m\- mind a mixture of the blood of yellow and black
races.
Of course, there were also a great number of
people who d\^ed their skin of a Hght brown colour, but
skin
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I

am

mean the naturally lightknown to traders and officers

not referring to those.

coloured specimens well

I

in those regions.

The Baya, among whom these colonies of Yanghere
were to be found, had curious confraternities called the
In villages where these confraternities existed a

lahi.

was set aside for them, built in the shape of
a horseshoe and divided inside into sections, each mem-

large hut

ber living in a small

cell.

Children were brought up in

and were taught a different language
which was only understood by themselves, but not by the
these confraternities

inhabitants generally.

Lieutenant Mailles,

me

fully, told

who

studied these people care-

that these confraternities had an occult

aim, which he could not well define, as the natives and

members

the

regarding

of these sects maintained strict secrecy

their

beliefs

and doings.

Children

entered

these societies' schools at the age of ten or twelve

and

remained there until the age of seventeen or eighteen.
They were easily recognizable when they had joined

by the

on the face and body,
especially round the waist, on the abdomen and on
the forehead, where, owing to some herb they placed
inside the wound when fresh, the cicatrice remained in
these

high

sects

cicatrices

relief.

Baya with other
people thus brought up took a lead. They

In war and in the troubles of the
tribes, the

and spent hours
practising contortions and dancing in a circle round a

daily exercised themselves in archery
in

teacher

who beat

of

JJPW-I.

One

of their favourite

was one calculated to develop the suppleness
the waist, and consisted in wearing a belt of a number
large dried hard-skinned fruits, inside which the

exercises
of

the tam-tam.

THE KIRDI AND KAKA
when

seeds rattled

thrown violently
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body was
backwards and forwards without movthe lower portion of the

ing the position of the chest.

The Kaka were mentally on a lower

level

than the

Baya, brutal to a degree, and, like all brutal people,
degraded cowards; whereas the Kirdi were fine-looking,
brave people, although their bravery was of little use
to them as they possessed no organization.
They had,

imposed upon by the people from
Reiboube and Ngondere, who constantly made raids
upon them in search of slaves. They were inveterate
drunkards, and in order to satisfy their craving for drink
therefore,

been

cultivated large quantities of millet, the greater part of

which they used
Like

many

for distilling alcohol.

other tribes

we had met south

of the Kirdi

country and south-east, they had various kinds of spears

and throwing knives which they used skilfully.
Women among them were bought, or rather exchanged, but not here for oxen and cows nor cloth or
beads, but for horses, the horse being worth in that
country, on

an average,

about ten thalers, or about

twenty -five or thirty francs (twenty to twenty -four
shillings).

The Dumrao post was built on a cliff somewhat
higher than the swamps and sand-beaches on the waterThere
level, perhaps some thirty feet or so above them.
were three main buildings and a number of conicalroofed huts for the soldiers and militiamen.
The population on that side of the river was mostly
towards the north.
I
left
on August 2nd, the country being flat
on both the French and the German sides. Nearing the
German post of Miltou, the German banks became

of Baguirmi, particularly

;;
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and the German mihtary post actually
stood on a cUff thirty to forty feet high. There were no
hills on the French bank, such as are marked on many

much

higher,

maps, but one could just see in the distance to the
east six conical hills with broken tops, which appeared
of a beautiful cobalt blue.

The appearance of my boat
German side created excitement
but

I

as

I

landed on the

in the

mihtary post

received a hearty reception from Sergeant Giller,

who rushed down with open arms
post was beautifully kept.
inside a protecting

mud

The
were put up

to greet me.

The buildings

waU, the central position being

occupied by an imposing flat-roofed residence.
At the two sides of the quadrangle inside were rows

twenty men all
counted. The post was an absolutely military one, and
no cultivation of any kind was attempted. As far as
of neat, cyhndrical huts for the soldiers,

mihtary purposes went, the post was certainly exceedingly well built

and could make a strong defence against

native attackers.

Low

I
sand-banks faced us on leaving Miltou.
two hours further dowTi on the German

camped
Cameroon side.
More sandy patches were seen the next day. Occasional forest stood in the distance, and here and there
high vertical banks, twenty feet or so above the stream
but generally we traversed flat, low country, hable to

Innumerable were the sandy
The
islands, which were gradually getting submerged.
river was very wide in many places.
On August 4th we came in for such torrential rain
that we could not see the banks of the river. The

inundation at high water.

Nielim paddled their hardest, shivering with cold in

BAGUIRMI VILLAGES
the heavy rain.
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After twelve hours' steady rowing

we

arrived at Busso, also called Fort Bretonnet, the post

being in charge of a French sergeant.

There were two Baguirmi

villages,

one on each side

They had low, hemispherical roofs neatly
made, but the post itself had no great attractions, except
that there were fine palm-groves all along the banks
on the French side.
of the post.

From
we had
selves

this point the river

desert sand almost

killing

had nothing

and superior

We

were

amused our-

made

hippopotami, the meat of which

delicious eating, especially the
as,

We

along.

all

of interest, as

to,

now

younger ones, as tender

the best beef.

at an elevation of 1,206 feet

water-level, the river

on the

when we reached Mundo being

extremely wide, almost

like

a lake, with islands and

shallow water in places and tufts of grass sticking out

Above the grass emerged a gentlysloping embankment some thirty to forty feet high, of
a beautiful emerald green, on the summit of which were

here and there.

beautiful deep-green masses of foliage such as one might
see in the finest English parks.

one saw a

lot of

domed

Upon

heights like these

roofs, which, at a distance, ap-

peared not unlike umbrellas spread out to dry.

and

at the sides of

them were masses

Behind

of trees in clusters

with plenty of grass between.

The

was here no less than a mile wide. There
was a long sandy island between the German and the
French side, both being here thickly wooded. As we
went along, the banks got higher, with the usual strata
of clay and sand.
The top of these higher banks was
river

dotted quite picturesquely against

the

sky-line

with

small villages, of which Guleh and Balegnereh were the

**i^^^*
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principal, with

at

minor ones

all

along until we arrived

Honko, a most picturesque-looking place

precipitous
zerihas

of

cliff

and domed

reddish

There

sandstone.

Hundreds

roofs.

upon a
were

of people assembled

upon the edge of the cliff to see the steel boats approach.
The current was strong here, especially in the
channel nearest

the

There were

bank.

many

sand-

mid - stream.
By a
The river was wide.
The neighslippery path we ascended to the village.
bouring country was swarming with guinea - fowls,
hundreds and hundreds of them running about,
mingling gaily with goats and cattle, which were here

banks

in

plentiful.

By

maze

narrow passages walled with
strong high mats, seven feet high, we were led into the
village by the sub-chief, the head man being absent
in the German Cameroon.
By winding passages we
a regular

of

entered several zerihas, each family possessing a separate
enclosure.
cylindrical

In

each

enclosure

house six to ten

feet

was
in

a

mud-walled

diameter (walls

seven feet high), with a flattened spherical roof, the

summit

which was ornamented with ostrich eggs.
Ostriches were scarce in this region, but these eggs came
mostly from Wadai. The natives valued them.
The houses had oval doors five feet high. In front
of each house was a quadrangular mat shed, open on
one or more sides, under which the men sat in the
daytime, while the women pounded millet in wooden
of

mortars.

In the interior of the houses directly upon entering
the door was either a wall or a
third of the interior,
screen,

and

in

mat

screening one-

the portion behind this

which was used as the sleeping - room by the

.—

^.«ad

Woman

of the

Lower

Shari.

Two wooden

discs were inserted in the lips.

HONKO
family,
five

to

was

also

six

feet
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found a tall earthen urn, the dahanga,
high, where millet for the daily con-

The fireplace was in the centre
usual.
Over the fire were one or two elewhere articles in daily use were kept and

sumption was stored.
of the hut, as

vated shelves

and meat were placed to dry. Except for a pile of
cooking-pots and drinking-bowls, a broom, and a knife
or two hung upon the wall, there was nothing of interest

fish

in these dwellings.

Honko,

was ex-

as well as other villages I visited,

Inside the huts lived not only the people,

tremely dirty.
but calves, goats and chickens, sharing the home of their
masters.

The leading characteristic of all these estabhshments was the small mezjid or praying-site attached
to the outside of the hut.

—

—

It consisted of a

quadrangle

three to four feet square, bordered with stones
in

There

with sand.

people

said

their

daily

No mosque

fashion.

in the

and

filled

morning, noon and evening

prayers

in

good Mussulman

existed in the village.

The Baguirmi were strongly under Mussulman influence.
Most of them were clothed. They had made
large clearings in the forest with extensive plantations
of millet,

and they possessed well-cared-for horses and

cattle.

Refinement of race and joviality of temper showed

and they had quick, intelligent eyes with
the sparkle of fife in them. The bridge of the nose
was depressed in the lower classes and the nostrils were

in their faces,

broad

;

whereas the better people,

in colour,

had

who were

lighter

aquiline noses, not so prominent,

ever, as those of the pure Arabs.

how-

They possessed beards

on the chin and small moustaches, large

lips

and a well

;
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overlapping

upper

marked

strongly

Arab influence was also
manners and general customs

eyelid.

in their

but although they followed the religion of Islam, they
did not keep their women in strict seclusion.

We

had camped on the edge

of the

cliff,

some

thirty

feet above the level of the river and had a glorious feed
upon hippopotami, double gras and steak. My men

stuffed

themselves with a variety of meats, such as

antelope, crocodile

The odour of roastcamp was well-nigh

and wild hog.

meat over the various fires in
During the night a fierce tornado did us
suffocating.
damage it blew down my tents and many things flew
ing

:

into the river.

For a while after leaving Honko we passed villages
upon the higher points of the elevated land, among
After seven
these being Makle, Muola and Anja.
hours' journey

we came

to a village of great length,

Mandjafa, along the top of a high vertical
in long

of

the

broken deep-green
running stream.

high,

towering here and there above the

reflected

yellowish water

lines in the

With

cliff,

big,

domed

green trees

roofs

and the

Mandjafa was quite picturesque.
A few hundred yards down was the French mihtary post,
now abandoned and in ruins.
On the German side the country was mostly flat,
pecuharly grooved

chff,

with extensive sandy patches and forest

On

in the distance.

the French side, too, there were great stretches of

lowlands with sand upon them.

On

the river a few fish-

snares stood out, and a fisherman or two passed

by

in

gondola-like canoes with curled-up front and stem.

On August

9th

we

left at six

o'clock in the morning,

and by noon were caught up by one of the two small
steam launches, the d'Uzes, which the French military

—
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have on this river, and which was conveying Colonel
Largeau down to the headquarters of Fort Lamy. He
had been making a remarkably quick journey from Paris
to Lake Tchad.
Colonel Largeau kindly insisted on taking me on
board, so I was able to reach Fort Lamy late that afternoon instead of the following day. The country was
sandy on both sides of the river, with many villages,
the principal of which were Bonguman, Balamassa,
Kuldji, Asse, Darda, Odje, Mileh, Murgu, Djalali and
Klessem.

Innumerable were the crocodiles on the sand-banks
on either side of us, and a constant fusillade was kept
up from the launch. When shot in the neck they died
open-mouthed as if sleeping.
The French have two little steamers on the Shari
which have done wonderful service both on the Congo
and now on the Shari river. Though the d'Uzes, while

conveyed from the Kemo and the Gribanghi
had been left in pieces in the bush for some
months, she had eventually been put together again on
the Gribanghi and had worked successfully since the time
of Monsieur Gentil's expedition against Rabah, for which
purpose these steamers were conveyed to the Shari basin.
being

rivers,

We arrived at Fort Lamy shortly before sunset and
met with a charming reception from the officers there
about twenty of them this being the headquarters of
the mihtary command of the entire French Sudan and

—

the Congo, as well as of the three sultanates on the

Mbomu.

Although from a military point of view this
was, next to Dakar, the most important post in the
West and Central African French colonies, and was the
capital of the French Tchad territory. Fort Lamy was
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There was not sufficient
accommodation for the officers, and huts were being put
up in a hurry. Hence the irregularity of the houses
unattractive as a residence.

and the
this

in

The

streets.

swampy

bad condition

district

of

soon as they were
in

Much to my
command of

house at

my

must be put

weather which prevailed

terrible

the

was

Buildings

place.

collapsed

as

who was then

the place, insisted on placing a whole

knew some

disposal, while I

of the officers

to inconvenience, three or four in one house,

received from

all officers in this

Colonel Gouraud's work

men

the

for

built.

sorrow, Colonel Gouraud,

in order to allow sufficient space for
I

blame

chiefly to

of all countries for

me

is

The kindness

me.

place was unbounded.

too well

to refer to

known
it

to military

at great length.

In the Tchad region and among the Tuareg

his military

has largely helped the extension of civilization in

role

the heart of Africa.

His magnificent work

the warlike Tuareg requires no words of

in

subduing

praise

from

me, nor does his later tactful and firm policy on the
frontier of Wadai, where a belt of military posts, upon
the strategic value of which there

now been
I

no question, has

by the French.
doubts whether the Wadaians and the

established

have serious

fanatical

is

Sinoussi

who

live

north of that country in

the desert will not some day need severe punishment
before they submit entirely to the French.
so far

No

one has

been able to penetrate their country and return
The peaceful conquest of Wadai a dream of

—
many people unfamiliar with these regions — will always,
alive.

in

my

opinion,

remain a dream.

so fanatical, so assured of their

entertain

so

much contempt

The Wadaians

are

own importance, and
white men of any

for

si
so

o

g-

i;

;
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them to
reason, and that is a thorough defeat. The Wadaians
are better armed than people suspect, and may give a
great deal of trouble. The most practical way of destroying the power of these raiders and brigands would
be by a combined movement of the Anglo-Egyptian
It
forces on the east and the French on the west.
must come sooner or later, the sooner the better.
The French are well prepared for contingencies.
The belt of posts already established on the western
boundary is quite sufficient for defensive purposes, as
we shall see later, and with the magnificently trained,
nationality, that

practical,

plucky

French have

movement

only one

thing

will

bring

officers stationed in these regions

little

to

fear

except

a

of those troublesome tribes

general

the

Islamic

from the east and

north-east.

The White Arab tribes are held well in hand by the
French, who have mastered the geography of the desert
and defined the exact position of wells and oases, and
who hold the key of the various routes by which the
desert tribes of Tuareg

and Arabs provision themselves

but the Marabu (the priests) are constantly blowing
up the fire of discord and sedition. A fanatical general

war might have

serious consequences in so distant a

country.

In the group reproduced in the illustration facing

page 206, another distinguished officer is represented.
Colonel Largeau, a man of extraordinary coolness and
with a well-balanced head. He accompanied Marchand
on his famous expedition across Africa, and has done

work in the Tchad region.
Another interesting figure in the group, on the

excellent

treme right of the observer,

is

ex-

Commandant Gaden,
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notable for his work in the region of Zinder, where, with
Colonel Peroz, he succeeded in conquering the Tuareg,
controlled the pillaging proclivities of the local sultan,

and established the administration on a firm

basis in

the country.

There was at Fort
milk,

butter,

vegetables of

Lamy

delicious

a market-place where good

onions

meat, chickens, eggs, millet,
as a rule did

the selling.

all

In

picturesque.

of

immense

size,

and

kinds could be purchased, besides fresh

all

the

rice

and

Women

fruit.

The market-square looked

centre

of

it

stood a

monument

and men who fell in the battle against
Rabah. Fort Lamy had grown around a huge tree,
under which Monsieur Gentil, after the battle had been
to the officers

won on

the opposite side of the stream in the

Cameroon
his

(before the

officers

backbone
Rabah.

to

of

rest.

German

German

occupation), retired with

He had

for

ever

broken

the

the fanatical hordes which accompanied

Arab influence could be felt more and more strongly
as we proceeded north. The women here, for instance,
in the market-place, had fine features, only somewhat
marred by long vertical cuts upon their cheeks. They
squatted round the market-place in lively groups, selling

milk and butter in large gourds strengthened by tightened
leather straps.

These
of the

nape

women had

long plaits of hair on both sides

head and two on the top ending

in a curl

on the

of the neck.

Arab and Bornu merchants found their way to this
place from the north and west. Low sheds had been
erected for them, where they sold quantities of matches,

dyes for the eyehds and beard, looking-glasses, leather
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wooden bowls,
and meat.
Further along were merchants selling lambs, sheep
and cattle, a big bullock fetching at Fort Lamy the

top-boots, well adapted for that country,

ropes of tobacco, dried fish

equivalent

thirty-three

of

francs.

Forty-six

chickens

could be purchased for three francs (two shillings and
fivepence)

during the good season, but only twenty-

three

the

for

owing to the

VOL.

same amount during the wet

season,

conveying

market.

difficulty of

II.

articles to

14

2IO

CHAPTER
From

Lamy

XVI.

went into the German Cameroon,
proceeding on the river Logone as far as Fort Kusseri,
the strongest in the Tchad region on the German side.
As one approached it from the river, a huge white house
with large wooden shutters and two lower houses were to
be seen, with a long castellated wall beyond on the river
Fort

I

The ensemble resembled an imposing Italian
The main entrance, with double doors and guardvilla.
room, was on the opposite side, away from the river.
A tin plate with the black German spreadeagle in all its
grandeur informed one that this was a German fortress.
Under it, exactly as one would see in any military post
of Emperor William's country, was a letter-box, which
told us that the mail went and came regularly and
What was more, this was an absolute fact.
quickly.
Although the Germans possess only a very small
portion of the coast line on Lake Tchad, as compared
to the French and the British, they are geographically
most conveniently situated as far as means of transport
in their own territory are concerned
for reaching
the lake comfortably and quickly. The French captain,
Lenfant, some years ago discovered a route from the
Niger to Lake Tchad, entirely by water except for a
distance of some thirty kilometres.
During three months of the year it is possible in
fact, quite easy
to reach Lake Tchad by water from
front.

—

—

—

—

—
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Ocean via the Niger, the Benoue, the
Tomburi and the Mayo-Kebbi. With the exception of
some thirty kilometres of porterage between the high
waters of the Tomburi and the upper waters of the
Mayo-Kebbi further north changing its name into
Logone river the entire journey can be performed by
steamer. The short land journey is in French territory
the Atlantic

—

—
—

south of the tenth degree of

German

frontier

—while the

lat.
first

N. defining the Francopart

the last part on the Logone

tory,

is
is

in British terriin

German

the

possessions.

The French have
experiments

in

of late

made some

provisioning

their

highly successful

garrisons

on Lake

by this route, which has saved much expense and time. Barring some international complications which may arise
not because the navigation of

Tchad

—

is not free, but because it is necessary to land
on other people's territory for fuel, food, etc. the
Benoue-Logone route is by far the most convenient

the rivers

—

The Germans use it extensively
which arrive in Europe months before

for reaching the lake.
for their mails,

French mails, which, unluckily, have to travel either
via the Congo or else across the
desert on camels via Zinder to the Niger, where they

by a roundabout way
are

either

despatched

through

the

Senegal

or

the

Dahomey.

A

second high wall, half ruined, encircled once the

old town of Kusseri, which no longer exists. This town
was within a large semicircular enclosure and possessed
its own fort.
Between it and the German fort was a
big swamp, which the Germans had so far been unable
to drain, as it was lower than the level of the Logone
river at high water.

VOL.

II.

14*

—
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The inspection of the fort and barracks proved highly
interesting, and it was a pleasure to see how beautifully
the buildings were kept. The fiat round houses for the
soldiers, the kitchens and the stables, were all excellently
Everything in the way
built, and kept spick and span.
The disof sanitary arrangements was up to date.
pensary was provided with an inviting dissecting table
with all kinds of knives
for anybody on dissection bent
and forceps and remedies of all sorts, really too many.
A fine live lion was tied at the gate of the officer's house,

—

which grunted as one approached.
I was hospitably received by Lieutenant Schipper,
who took great pride in showing me everything. His
house was excellently built for colonial purposes in two
stories, with large windows and spacious verandahs,
which made the rooms extraordinarily cool. The flat
roofs were supported upon beams of palm-wood, which
were not attacked by ants.
Ingenious furniture had
been constructed of horns and palm-tree wood.
The prison was in one of the turrets of the house, and
there were neckrings in the wall for prisoners who,

—

however, were only taken there when violent.

Even
structed
I

had

an

improvised shower-bath had been con-

— quite

to use

a luxury in the heart of Africa.

when

I least

expected.

This

Having gone out

to photograph Lieutenant Schipper in front of his fort,

and being unable to obtain a satisfactory general view,
I got a ladder and climbed on the thatched roof of a
cowshed, on which I sat. In a moment big black ants
swarmed inside my clothes and bit me furiously all
over as only African ants know how. I had to tear off
my garments and rush under the shower-bath, when I
began to live again. Several soldiers were summoned

—

u
o

Ui

GERMAN CAMEROON
at

once to search

clothes

had found

which

ants

my

their

and
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the hundreds of

kill

way

my

into

sleeves,

and everywhere, and which ran about, excited
and vicious, as if the clothes had belonged to them.

pockets,

There were

five sultans in that portion of the

German

—

Cameroon three Kotoko sultans, the Logone, Kusseri
and Gulfei one Bornu, the sultan Kamori, who formerly
came from the Kanem
and one Mandara. All these
;

;

sultans were fervent Mussulmans.
I

met

several of these sultans during

German Cameroon.

my

stay in the

Sultan Mussa of Kusseri sat like

Kotoko behind him, when

a statue, with five

I

photo-

him. In this photograph, which is reproduced in this volume ^facing page 212), will also be
seen two other figures sitting down, one of the tribe
the other a Haussa from Kano.
Kanuri from Dekoa
The Bornu were at one time the rulers of all this

graphed

;

country, with

The

Kuka

extensive

country would,

I

for a capital.

wool and

leatlier

industry in

think, bear developing

and be

able.

The

power

to further progress in that direction.

officer in

Germans

charge of the district did

are not agriculturists

that

profit-

all in his

by nature, but they

good traders. Taking things all round, perhaps
more immediate profits are to be got out of a new,
semi-barren country by well-conducted trading than by
are

developing agriculturai resources.

The

latter,

after

all,

are merely of moderate assistance to the local natives

without encouraging a demand for foreign imports, nor
is the locally-grown produce of sufficient value to bear
the expense of freight for export.

On August

15th, in torrential rain,

I

continued

my

journey towards Lake Tchad in the steamboat Jacques
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d'Uzes,

kindly placed at

my

disposal

by the French

had now fairly low banks, very
grassy at the water's edge. The channel was narrow,
and naturally deep. North of Fort Lamy the Shari
formed a delta with two principal arms. The eastern
channel was the larger and deeper of the two. It was
navigable by the small steamers even during the dry
season when the western passage had but little water.
On the left bank of the Shari dwelt the Kotoko
on the right were the Dagana and some Kotoko tribes.
I left the French government boat and went by
canoe to visit the large walled town of Gulfei in the
German Cameroon. On the French side at this point
there was only a small village. There seemed to be a
good deal of excitement when I crossed over, as, although
the relations between the French and Germans are
cordial, no social intercourse takes place and the officers
refrain from landing on each other's territory.
Gulfei was an impressive place when seen from the
river.
It possessed a mud wall twenty feet high,
authorities.

The

river

;

extending

for

river front.

Hundreds

over

one

thousand

yards

the

This wall was in a dilapidated condition.

of goats could be seen climbing

or perched on the

pany with

along

summit against the

vultures.

Along the river

on

its

slopes

comfront the town

sky-line in

could be entered by four gates.

Upon

was at once conveyed before the
no German officers here. Within
the city gate one was rather surprised, after the shabbiness of the town wall outside, to find oneself among
neatly-built mud houses tightly packed together on
both sides of narrow winding lanes.
I was struck
by the architectural lines of these well-constructed
landing

I

sultan, as there were

GULFEI
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which suggested a strong influence from the
north and east. The doors, characteristic of this town,
were V shaped
they gave entrance into a vestibule
from which a small court was reached, the residence
edifices,

;

itself,

either square or cylindrical in shape, being found

end of this court.
Followed by hundreds of excited natives we arrived
in the market-square, where stood the sultan's palace.
Sultan Jaggara came forward with extended hand to
receive me.
An armed rabble surrounded him, and a
number of prisoners lay chained on the ground. The
sultan beckoned me to enter his palace, and by a maze
of narrow winding passages at sharp angles we reached
his private room
a small chamber with a large door,
the walls hung with rifles, revolvers, cartridge-belts,
rugs and swords.
at the further

—

The sultan seemed puzzled at my visit, especially
when I told him I was a British subject. He seemed
even more puzzled almost disappointed when I began
my conversation by making it quite clear to him that
I had no secrets to communicate to him, nor intrigues
that I considered his religion (the Mussulman) quite as
good as mine
that when men were honest, just and
generous to their neighbours, when they were not

—

—

;

;

addicted to drunkenness or objectionable vices,

it little

mattered what their religion was or what coloured skin
they possessed. German, French, English, were all

had only come to visit him and
own gratification, and that was all.

equally good.

town

for

my

I

his

Jaggar spoke highly of the treatment he
from the Germans.
His own people were
savages who sometimes behaved badly because they
knew no better, but they were gradually understanding
Sultan

received
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that what was being done was for their
of

the

since

years,

late

arrival

of

own

good, and

the French,

the

Germans, and the British on Lake Tchad, all had been
peace where before death and terror reigned, especially
in Rabah's days.
Trade was improving gradually and steadily, tribal
raids had been put a stop to, and the people's property,
owing to the protection of the white people, was now
quite safe.

He

detained

me some

time in order to give

me

and pots of honey for my
journey. He was, indeed, most civil, and escorted me
out into the square, sending many of his suite and
soldiers to see me safely back into my canoe.
The sultan's palace was evidently built on strategic
presents of chickens, eggs

principles.

He

to take place

explained to

it

me

that were an attack

would be impossible

for the assaulters

with their swords in the extremely narrow
In
passages.
One could hardly squeeze through.
to

fight

addition to the various heavy gates in the angles, barricades

would delay any armed mob endeavouring to

enter.

By

the river was a regular fleet of fishing boats, each

boat having long angular arrangements like gigantic
horns, to which a net was attached, and which, being

balanced upon a pivot, allowed the net to be raised or
lowered into the water with the

On August
patch boat,

I

17th,
left

on a smaller arm

minimum

of exertion.

embarking once more in the desArab village of Jimtiloh, situated

the

of the delta (the right arm,

flowing

in a direction of 20° bearings magnetic, roughly north-

north-east).

At the estuary

of this

arm we

quantities of firewood for the boilers

collected

and then pro-

LAKE TCHAD
ceeded down the main
at this point,

one hundred yards wide

river,

and llowing
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in a direction of 30° bearings

magnetic.

The

principal of the

two greater arms of the

delta,

hundred yards wide, flowed to 60° bearings
magnetic
the other to 25° was slightly narrower.
The
main arm had low grassy banks on either side.
I entered Lake Tchad an hour after leaving Jimtiloh.
There were thousands of ducks and cranes, and innumerable hippopotami and crocodiles upon the banks and in
or upon the water.
We saw quantities of papyrus and
swamp vegetation and a thick growth of reeds. A few
low shrubs grew on land. The water upon entering
the lake was of a yellowish colour for some distance
from the mouth of the Shari, and we had before us four
low islands on the horizon-line north-west and north.
East of the fourth and smallest island a pole marked
the route to be followed when approaching from the
second important mouth of the Shari, which we had
not followed. We steered due north between the two
three

;

middle islands.

where we emerged was
a low island. To 110° bearings magnetic could be perceived Mount Algeru Lamis, isolated and dome-shaped,

At the mouth

of the Shari

the only mountain visible in the neighbourhood.

From

a pictorial point of view Lake Tchad

appointing.

country

all

With

its

very low banks and

dis-

desert

around, the dirty colour of the water and

the low islands which hardly

was

flat

is

of all the lakes I

rise

had seen

in

above the surface, it
my travels the most

insipid-looking.

In the north-north-east part of the lake was another
long, low, flat island with a

number

of smaller ones

by
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Shari one had the
was a great expanse
of clear water before us, and north, north-west and
north-east we could see no land beyond the above
enumerated islands. But the depth of the lake was not
its

side.

Soon

after

leaving

the

impression of being at sea, as there

great

— about one fathom.

We

crossed a large stretch of open water and pro-

ceeded due north, with slight deviations of a few degrees
(not more than five to ten degrees) either east or west

keep where the water was deepest. In the
middle of the day we passed between two islands the
mere sand-spits or accumulations of
first of a series

in order to

—

—

sand and decayed vegetation rising a few inches above
the water, and smothered in thick reeds and grass. Islets
were met which were now quite submerged, merely
the vegetation upon them showing above the surface.
It

was not

till

2

p.m. (having

the Shari at 10 a.m.) that

left

we entered

the

mouth

of

the extensive

most of them hardly above
water, with a thick growth of amhatch, the shrub we
have already met with in the Bahr-el-Ghazal (of the
With it the natives make
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan).
They ride
themselves what they call water-horses.
astride upon a large trunk of one of these trees, and
they either paddle themselves with their hands or else
Dozens of
punt themselves along with a long pole.
archipelago

of

islands,

natives could be seen crossing the Shari river in

manner, and the

Buduma

this

use this method frequently in

order to cross from one island to the other of their
archipelago.

We

proceeded

all

the time

among low

islands with an

occasional high growth of amhatch in the water, and at

4.30 p.m.

we reached

the

Buduma

village of

Momo.

THE BUDUMA
Upon

these islands
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to be found a plant locally

is

called chok-choku, said to be beneficial in spinal, liver

complaints, inflammation of the kidneys, and a safe cure

The

gonorrhoea and allied troubles.

for

plant

is

The

a small oblong bean.

plant, with fat grey leaves

and

flower partly violet-coloured.
flows in abundance

when a

leaf

fruit

of

this

kusai, a large-leaved

wood, has a pretty
The white latex which
or branch is cut is used

light

by some of the tribes for poisoning their arrow-points
and spears. So far away as in Somaliland, where this
plant is also common, the skin of the stem is used in
rope-making.

The Buduma village was untidy in the extreme,
and had been surrounded by a wall of papyrus reeds.
The huts were domed, with a pointed cone rising above
them, also thatched with papyrus. They were badly
constructed, regardless of symmetry or straightness of
lines.
In the interior was a semicircular partition
three feet high, a kind of screen, and also another
quadrangular
one.

partition,

higher than the

semicircular

In this was a doorway leading to a bed of amhatch

owner of the house. Another similar bed was
outside, and over it hung neatly-made baskets containing butter.
By the door was always found an
for the

earthen jar of water as well as a bundle of rolled mats.

There were here, as among the Baguirmi, open shelters

where people spent their time during the day, and
during the hot season the nights also, upon the beds of
ambatch.

Great excitement prevailed when the Jacques d'Uzes
arrived,

men waving

women hopping up

their

hands and screaming, the

with considerable lightness, tapping

their lips rapidly with the

open hand, giving a tremolo
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to their shrill ululations of welcome, which were identical to

those employed in the British Sudan.

influence was, in fact, strongly

manner and
absolutely Arab in design

both

shown by the Buduma

in their clothes

in their

Arabic

— and

in

— the

latter

bracelets,

their

as

well as in the amulets they wore round the neck.

The population on the islands and some of the coast
of Lake Tchad is principally Yedena or Buduma, who are
subdivided into Guria, Madjogogia, Dalla, Buja, Margana, Uarsoagana, Uarsoa, Direma, Kadjijena and Jela

—

all

tribes

of the

slight variations,

There

is

same

speak the Kuri language.

a second race, the Kura, or Kurawa, sub-

divided into Daghela,

Media,

Dagoria,

Tossiman and

Kalia,

the people of this district using

name with
of

and who, with some

family,

the generic

which they

all

name

form part

of

Kura

the

— the

subtribal

mother race

—prefixed.

mouth of the Shari river in the southern
portion of Lake Tchad we find the Kalia, with no subdivision of tribe, who speak the Kuri language like
Then the Kelea, or Keleoa, who also
the Buduma.
Close to the

speak the Kuri language, and of

They
Buduma.
the
Somewhat

found.

are in

many

different

whom

a single tribe

is

ways akin to the Kalia and

are

Kanemhu, subdivided

the

into Kadjirabu, large groups of Gheloa, Kadia,

Madaah

and Ngalamahigu talfu. Very important is the great
the Ngalaga of Tala,
family of Kanemhu, the Ngalaga
the Ngalaga of Djahu, and the Ngalaga of Lerebu.
The third kind of Kanemhu are the Surumu, subdivided into Surumu of Limina, Surumu of Lamindam,
Surumu of Malummussa and Surumu of Seghendah.
We have a fourth division of Kanemhu, the Katiti,
;

I

THE TUBU
with the

following

subdivisions
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the Katiti

:

Galana,

the Katiti Ktiga, the Katiti Joa and the Katiti Kelemia.

and seventh tribes
of Kanemhu : the Manigabuh, the Kailogoma, and the
Kenghena, near Kiilua. In the north-east part of Lake
Tchad one finds the Kuhuri of Kiska, and near the Kellu
the Kuhuri of Kologa, both making a part of the Kuhuri
Less extended are the

fifth,

sixth

Also another not clearly defined tribe living at

family.

Tagal near Bol.
In the northern part of Lake Tchad

we

find

the

Toumagheri and the Nguigmi.
Among the most important people after the Buduma,
we find in the Kanem, east of Lake Tchad, some Tuhu,
proximity of Dossolem, and the Bornu,

in the

a fixed abode

at

Ngorodugube.

Scattered

who have
about we

have the Duggu, called Haddad by the Arabs, a race
formerly of blacksmiths, but now degenerated into mere
pariahs.

Lieutenant Hardellet,

who

travelled for the Govern-

from the years 1902 to 1904, was
able clearly to define all these tribes and subdivisions
Then Lieutenant Freydenberg was sent over
of races.
to survey Lake Tchad, and he also made important

ment

in those regions

hydrography of the lake, but
living upon the coast and in the

studies, not only of the

of the

many

tribes

neighbourhood.

The Kanemhu

Lake Tchad (apart from those
Kanemhu who are dependent upon the Guria [Buduma])
are the people under Chief Abba, the people of Mateguh,
and those of Kamha. Those of Mateguh, who go by the
name of Khinghina, came formerly from the Solo country
of

east of Rig Rig, in the western portion of the Chitati.

According to local history they were driven away by
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and some fled to Bornu, the others
migrating to Lake Tchad. The latter are known as the
Kenghena of Danda, of Ahha and of Kahulu, the tribes
as usual taking the names of their respective chiefs.
When the Kenghena Maghenu left Solo and went to Rig
Rig they continued their migration still further towards
the Bornu, and remained for a long time at a place called
Bolongo evidently dissatisfied with this new country
Chief Bulalla,

;

they eventually returned

to

Rig

Rig

after

occupation, and there established themselves.

Bulalla's

Mateguh,

one of the villages in which they took refuge, was also

abandoned when danger threatened again, and it was
not until 1901, after the French had taken Bir-el-Ali,
that they finally settled down.
The Abha, whom we
have mentioned above, migrated well south-east to Bol,
where they conquered the local inhabitants named the
Korio. To this day one finds a few Korio among the
Kabulu.

Abba,

One

left

proceed

to

of the chiefs,

the

Kadalla Far, the father of

Kabulu country

Kanassorem,

as

a

1893 in order to
racial hatred existed
in

between the Danda and the Abba people, which was
much intensified by some murders that had taken
place.

The Kenghena

(or

Kinguina) had a severe

fight

about the year 1899 against the Wadaians who had
come on a raid as far as Danda. They were brought to

Kubulu by the Kotoko, a powerful race who had fled to
the southern part of Lake Tchad during the approach
The
of the barbarous hordes of Rabah to that region.
Guria also came to their assistance, and eventually the
Wadaians retired to their own country.
The Kanembu of Kambu came originally from the
Bahr-el-Ghazal, an effluent of the Tchad, but they were

driven

away by

Bulalla.

They

established

themselves

r

^

1

'

^

SODIUM CARBONATE
land of Fole at

in the

Kamba, on

between Bol and Kulua,
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the east of the road

in order to escape the raids of

the Ttibu, their neighbours, a wariike and troublesome
people.
in

They have, up

to the present time, succeeded

keeping the land of Fole as far as the Oasis of Tagum,

near Dossolem, which

I

visited in

my

journey, on the

Lake Tchad. Formerly, these people were
numerous, and the Buduma, their foes, had never been
They derived most of their
able to conquer them.
wealth from the great deposits of sodium carbonate
found in the region inhabited by them. These deposits

east

of

were of considerable thickness

;

the crystallized carbon

was cut by the natives in large slabs, weighing about
fifty pounds each, two of these slabs making a full load
for an ox and four of them for a camel.
The Kamba people derive a good income from the
sale of the sodium carbonate, chiefly to the Bornu, who,
On Lake Tchad
in their turn, sell it further west.
twelve slabs are sold for one Maria Theresa thaler, which
has a varying local value of from two francs fifty to
three francs.

By

the time one of these slabs has reached

the market of Zinder, west of Lake Tchad, half

way

between Lake Tchad and the Niger, its price is increased from twenty to twenty-four times its original
value, one slab being sold at the Zinder market for
one thaler a thaler being worth in Zinder from five

—

to six francs, as the natives,

the Tuareg particularly,

prefer these less valuable Maria Theresa coins,

damaged, to French five-franc

if

not

coins.

The Kamba are too lazy to go in for trading on their
own account or to send out caravans with salt, so the
Wanda are the people who convey it, mostly by means of
carrier

oxen.

There are from two to three hundred

—

—
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oxen going backwards and forwards on the road under
Wanda caravan men. These Wanda people when coming
to the mines are made by the Kanembu to pay a tax of
five thalers for every hundred oxen brought to be laden
with sodium carbonate sesqui, as they call it.
In the desert and in parts of the Tuareg country,
as

among

the Haussa, sodium carbonate

with tobacco.

The natives

eaten mixed

is

relish this mixture, which,

no doubt, brings about many of the intestinal, liver
and bladder complaints which are so frequent among
them.
In the

Kanem oxen form

people's fortune,

the greatest part of the

—

and they are as among the Shiluk,
we have already met further

the Ntier and other tribes
east

—used as

currency in matrimonial bargains, as well

as in purchasing slaves or paying tribal fines.

When

getting married a

man buys

his

wife direct

from her father, the value of the young lady varying,
not according to her family's fortune, but according
A good healthy wife
to the wealth of the purchaser.
will vary from the cost of two shillings (one silver thaler),
Most people,
to such an exaggerated sum as ten oxen.
however, in the Kanem, only pay the two shillings

and the wives are dear

at that price

— as

but few

men

can afford a larger fortune for matrimonial alliances.

Wounding

comes more
For wounding, a carrier

or killing a fellow-tribesman

expensive than buying a wife.

ox must be handed over as a fine to the wounded person,
A good carrier ox is valued
as well as a young cow.
locally at from three to twelve thalers, and a cow at
about ten thalers. For killing a man, no less than a
hundred oxen must be paid over to the family by a man
who possesses them but no such penalty is incurred
;

BUDUMA DIVORCES
when one

Haddad

a

kills

— one
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of the pariahs

I

have

already mentioned (Duggu as they are locally called by

Kanembu)

the

by the

—who

and can be

natives,

down upon

greatly looked

are

killed

with impunity with-

out the murderer having to disburse a farthing or give

away

cattle.

Of course, where there are marriages there are bound
The simplest form of divorce among
the Kanembu, when the husband does not wish to live
with his wife any longer, is to drive her away from his
home and give her nothing but when the woman seeks
the divorce and wishes to remarry, she cannot do so
unless she pays a number of oxen to her first husband,
the number of oxen depending, as usual, on how many
the second husband can afford.
As with the Buduma, the reasons for which a divorce
on the husband's side can be obtained are the following
to be divorces.

;

:

First,

woman
The

the

if

woman

much

talks too

refuses to cook

;

and, third,

second,

;

if

if

the

she has lovers.

and second offences are generally forgiven, and
the third also is overlooked if a suitable payment of oxen
is

first

made by

the co-respondent.

In cases of adultery, according to the law of the

Kanembu and
act on his
if

the

own judgment.

he wishes, but

satisfies

Buduma, the husband

himself

if

he

is

He

has a right to

kill

he,

allowed to

kill his rival

not bent on murder he generally

by claiming

all

sions as a compensation for the

Should

is

the other man's posses-

wrong he has

received.

however, have neither sufficient courage to

the offender nor sufficient influence to confiscate

his possessions

— as in the case of

in the

wrong or

not,

entire

population

— the

VOL.

II.

•

a

chief,

all

who, whether

would have the support
offended husband has
15

of the

to

be
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satisfied

with making the culprit pay a

generally ol

fine,

one ox.

A woman

can obtain a divorce

following points

the husband beats her too often

If

:

she can prove^the

if

much

;

not give her sufficient clothing and food

;

and too violently
is

if

he talks too

impotent or unfaithful.

husband

latter case, the

to

;

In the

is

first

his wife

and

if

he

instance of the

usually advised

make an arrangement with

he does

if

by the

chief

by which she may

and procure the birth of children who may
be recognized as his, unknown, however, to all the other
But if the husband is not satisfied
members of the tribe.

enjoy

life

to agree to these conditions the father of the girl
to take her back to his

home and marry

is

allowed

her to a more

suitable husband.

when domestic

In any case,

Buduma and

the

Kanembu

quarrels occur, both the

invariably

try

to

avoid

and the older men of the tribe
endeavour to reconcile the unhappy couple. The Koran
is produced and an attempt is made to make them swear

The

a scandal.

chief

that they will never quarrel again

;

if

they refuse, then

they are allowed to separate.
In the case of a woman's adultery,
relative

father

of

the husband

— possibly

it is

generally a

the brother or the

—who goes to confabulate with the wife, trying to

bring her back with persuasive ways and more fre-

quently with a few touches of the courbash.

Should

she,

nevertheless, be found at fault a second or third time

no pardon

will

The men

be granted.

of that region

for a consideration,

and

if

can be quite accommodating
a rich

man

the pretty wife of a poorer tribesman,
is

to

come

to a suitable

wishes to possess
all

he has to do

arrangement with her and her

—
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husband, and he can marry her on paying back to the

husband the sum which he had paid

first

a present according to his generosity.
is

unwiUing to do

more
the

the husband

If

this openly, the bargain

made

is

a

in

by paying back to the father of
the oxen which had been paid to her, and the

indirect fashion

girl

father

back

for her, phis

— also for a small consideration — eventually hands
husband.

his property to the first

All these people belong to the religion of Islam,

and

children are circumcised at the age of eight years

an operation which

is

performed by a Haddad, who
his work two calabashes of millet

payment for
and one calabash of butter or

receives in

grease.

In the case of

orphans the village pays for the operation at the rate
of one calabash of millet.

No
than,

among

sooner does a person die

Kanembu

the

the death occurs in the daytime, the body

if

is

placed in a shallow grave, lying extended, with the
head to the south and the feet to the north, the face

turned towards the east

in

the

direction

Mecca.

of

People dying at night are buried at sunrise.

The laws
a

man

of heredity are

dies leaving

who

deceased
son, he

somewhat complicated.

no sons,

it

is

inherits everything.

becomes the owner

are two sons the property

is

the brother of
If

there

is

of the property

;

If

the

only one
if

there

divided equally, except for

one extra ox, which is the right of the eldest. Should
there be a cow above the division of property which
generally consists of oxen the eldest son becomes the

—

—

owner

of

but he must give each of the
when born until all have

the animal,

brothers in succession a calf
their share.

the right

-to

VOL.

If

use
II.

there

is

a horse,

all in

the family have

it.

15*
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The daughters have no
cession,

but

right

whatever to the suc-

in the case of a single brother

coming into

the property, he generally gives each sister an ox as a
present.

Slaves are divided in the

The widow has no

same manner

as oxen.

right to anything, but

the sons

are obliged to feed her during her lifetime unless she
remarries.

In the case of landed proprietors,

the eldest son

takes the portion of land which has been cultivated
the father, and the rest

younger brothers.

is

divided equally

among

by
the
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CHAPTER
The customs
of the

we

of the

Kanembu.

find

many

XVII.

Budiima vary somewhat from those
Ahlioiigh most are Mahommedans,

are

fetishists,

especially the

the Madjogoja and the MaiboUoa, north of

The Dallakuta,

near Kulua.
pirates,

for

Dallakuta,

Lake Tchad,

instance,

a race of

under Chief Tiari Dongola, who inhabit the

northern part of Lake Tchad, have as fetishes the spear
and the sword, emblems of the gods of war whereas the
;

Madjogoja worship water and a. cane, the fole.
There is a quaint ceremony among these

water-

worshippers in the morning they place a leather belt
round the waist and attach to it a small calabash full of
millet.
They go to the nearest pool of water or to the
lake and throw some of the millet into the water, invoking
favour and the protection of " their mother," for they
:

say that they are the sons of the water.
at once
their

be

and eat the

homes, as they believe their prayers or wishes

fulfilled.

strange, for,
in

millet

come
the people return happy to
If fish

will

That these people worship water is not
indeed, they spend most of their time on or

it.

As we have seen, there exists on Lake Tchad a pecuwood (the amhatch), which grows to a considerable
size, and is infinitely fighter than cork.
A piece of this
liar
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wood, twelve or
in diameter,

Although

and

fifteen feet long

six or eight inches

can be lifted up with one linger

this

wood has no

like

a feather.

great resistance for building

purposes and quickly rots away,

it is

nevertheless useful

from one island to
Every man carries his water-horse of amhatch
wood upon his shoulders.
The other fetish, the fole, is used as an amulet. A
The
section of it is hung by a string round the neck.
It
fole is a reed used by the Buduma in making canoes.
is tied into fascines.
With these, boats similar to those
of the Shiluk on the Sobat and in the Bahr-el-Ghazal
to the natives for getting about

another.

(Egyptian

Sudan), are

constructed.

The

lightness of

the material gives these boats a good floating capacity.

The people who need amulets go into the lake, fill
their mouths with water and sprinkle it twice on the cane
which they have selected. It is only after this graceful
performance that it is gently pulled out of the water

and carried home
the family to

to be divided

whom

it is

among

the people of

to bring luck.

The Maibolloa worship mostly a gum-tree, which
they call caraku, and in whose protection they thoroughly believe. This tree is never cut down by them
and never burnt as fuel. In order to keep in its good
graces and to be everlastingly protected, they pour
calabashes full of grease and flour over the roots, so as
to nourish the tree, and on passing near they throw small
pieces of wood at it.
As among the Kanembu, dead people are buried
immediately after death, the body lying from north to
south, but the

Buduma

feet to the north.

towards the

east.

The

Men

place the head instead of the
face,

however,

are dressed

is

up

always turned
in

their

best

SACRIFICES

when

clothes

buried, but no jewels,
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weapons or

articles

any kind are placed on the grave.
The grave is cut in a particular fashion among the
Buduma. First, a large rectangular hole is made, at the
bottom of which a second and smaller chamber the
actual grave is dug.
In it the body is placed wrapped
in a sheet.
The aperture of the second chamber is then
covered with pieces of wood, with a layer of straw above.
A thick layer of sand is then deposited next comes a
stratum of mud, and on the top dry earth is placed.
An ox is sacrificed and eaten upon the grave and
another ox in the village. According to the wealth of
the children and the love they bore to their parent or
relation, more or fewer oxen are despatched.
As many
as fifteen or twenty oxen are sacrificed in this way.
Among the Buduma, the land and pastures did not
belong to private individuals, but were the property of
the tribe.
Until the French occupation, and, indeed,
of

—

—

;

quite lately, these people,

who were

of a piratical nature,

were given to extensive raiding both on the lake and
on dry land. Only a few weeks before my arrival one of
these raids

punished for

had occurred, and the natives were duly
it.

Their raids consisted mostly in seizing oxen, ex-

tremely numerous in that country, belonging to some

weaker

division of

They

had fixed regulations for the
the booty. Two- thirds of the stolen oxen

tribe.

were divided,

in

equal shares,

among

the people

who

had taken part in the raid the other third was taken
by the chief of the expedition. If clothing and money
were also obtained, they were divided into two equal
shares one for the leader and the other for his followers.
The Buduma obtained a further profit by selhng back
;

:
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own

to their

tribe the people they

had made

prisoners,

the ransom received being divided in the following
one-third

among

divided

:

to the chief of the expedition, one-third to

the individuals

Buduma

way

who made

the capture, the other third

A

the other raiders.

curious point in

laws of brigandage was that

when

dividing

booty, a horseman received three oxen to every two of

an infantryman's.

If

the horse on which the rider rode

him by a
the horseman must

had been
raid,

friend not taking part in the

lent

give two-fifths of his share to

the proprietor of the steed.

The Buduma were polygamous, but every woman
had to have a separate household. The husband had
to stay two days at a time with each of his wives, the
first

married having the precedence.

not

observed,

neglected wife.

No Buduma

were

by

the

ever married in his

own

could

divorce

If this rule

be

obtained

After reaching the age of reason he had no rela-

clan.

tions whatever with the

women

in his village.

No

re-

proach was made for keeping concubines galore in other
villages, but he was not allowed to bring them to his

home.
There were strange rules among the Buduma regarding the morality of women who should by mishap have an
infant.
girls

The

illegitimate

infants

of

young unmarried

but a divorced woman or. a
with no relatives was free to give herself to a fast
She took the name of dagaram kogo'i, or " woman-

were at once

killed,

woman
life.

hen," and was looked

down upon by other women

in the

village.

among the Buduma were somewhat more
and elaborate than among the Kanembu, although
they were carried out on the same principle of purchase.
Marriages

lively

BUDUMA CUSTOMS
Brides
those
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who were virgins fetched a higher price than
who were not. Nearly all women got married

when about twelve years old, at which age they were
They cohabited at once with their
fully developed.
husbands.

A Buduma man
first

of

all,

pay

to

drums and dancing.

bent on marrying w^as compelled,
for a feast with

Then he

nuist

purchase price, which varied from

much

beating of

pay the father the

made

a loin-cloth,

bands of gabaga sewn together (costing about one
to as

much

Buduma

country were permitted to have

a will of their own, but only to a certain extent.

family wished a

and

if

thaler),

as six oxen.

Girls in the

love,

of

girl to

marry a man

whom

Tf

her

she did not

she would not acquiesce, severe punishment

was administered. Were that not sufficient, first her
brother and then her fiance, the latter by way of ingratiating himself, gave her a thrashing.

not produce the desired effect she was

If

that did

left alone.

The reasons which could be produced to obtain a
divorce were the same as with the Kanembu with some
extras.
A woman demanding a divorce invariably began
by receiving a volley of the courbash upon hemispherical
parts of her anatomy from her father, who w^ould have
to take his daughter back and return the purchase-money
which had been paid for her.
If the husband demanded
a divorce, the father or the brother of the

woman gave

back the purchase amount, or more frequently the sum
was kept by the woman until she had found a second
husband. He was the person who eventually had to pay
up the marriage money to the first husband.
When a Buduma married a slave, the offspring were
slaves, and ]iad no right to inherit their father's fortune.
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They became

the property of the eldest son

slave

A

wife.

shown to
if

certain

consideration,

by a nonhowever, was

and ultimately in
not nominally, they became free.
When Buduma women were raided from their
these

children,

reality,

villages

and, later, were recovered, children conceived during
the interval

became

had been seized

slaves

in a raid

;

but when a

and had been married by her

captor, the children were free.

case of a

woman who was

Buduma woman

This, of course, in the

originally free

and not a

slave.

Family rows among the Buduma were frequent
and generally about oxen. The father did not always
occupy a position of respect or fear in the family. The
sons often endeavoured to seize the father's property,

and family
of

the

fights

relatives

took place in which the greater number
joined,

the

taking the part of the older
their friends.

The

villagers

brothers

man

of

the

father

against the sons

and

endeavoured to prevent a

and took the matter into their own hands. The
property was divided. Half was given to the children.
The other half was not handed back to the father, who
was held in contempt for not being able to hold his family
in check, but handed over to his brother, who was ex-

battle

pected to support the disgraced

The
follows

man

until his death.

among the Buduma was as
were children by several wives, all the

division of property
:

If

there

same mother were treated as one unit
in the division.
The eldest of all had the right of fole
and of the kam kolarum, symbolical words which mean
children of the

" the

man who

who has

is

in front," or, in other words,

''

the

the precedence in the hereditary rights."

daughters had no claims whatever.

man
The

The widow usually

married the brother of the deceased, whose property she

SUCCESSION
became

at the

death of her husband.
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If

her he had a right to marry her to any

but

he could

in this case all

demand

he did not want

man

he chose

value which had been paid for her was a young

and a

;

in return of the

cow

carrier ox.

Among

the

Buduma,

at the death of a

man

with no

sons, the eldest brother of the deceased inherited every-

thing

the deceased were a younger brother.

if

In case

of the eldest, his younger brothers divided the property

into equal shares.

When

there were sons the eldest of

became nominally the chief of the family, although
reahty he had but little influence over the others.

these
in

At

his father's death, the eldest

son took

all

personal

including the family canoe and one slave.

effects,

After

came the division of the cattle in a complicated
One animal was taken by him as his right of
jole, and he was allowed to select for this right whichever
animal he chose. Then he appropriated another animal
that

fashion.

as " the

man who

walks in front," the
After this

chief of the family.

and he was permitted

kam

came the actual

kolarum,
division,

to choose the best animals of the

ox by his
younger brother, the eldest received an extra head of
cattle.
So that, for instance, if there were five animals
remaining

lot.

After the selection of the

first

to be divided, the eldest received three extra animals

and then one
of five.

for his share,

In a larger number of animals the same rule

was applied, and the
extent of the three
If

which would make four out

eldest son

first

would only benefit

to the

extra animals.

at the time of the husband's death there were

remained with their mother
during lactation, after which time the eldest brother was
obliged to give a sufficient number of cows or oxen to

suckling

children,

they
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supply the wants of mother and children, the latter

The moment the
was taken over by the eldest

having no share in the succession.

was weaned, it
brother, and the mother,
child

if

she wished, was allowed to

remarry.

No special diet
by Buduma women
labours common in

or special precautions were taken

during pregnancy, nor were
the

Buduma

country.

difficult

Far from

it.

A

Haddad, or pariah woman, was generally entrusted
with all arrangements during confinement, and in her
absence a Buduma woman operated. For her trouble,
a present was given to this midwife. For the birth of a
boy she received one pot of butter, a calabash full of
millet, one roll of tobacco and a spear for a daughter, a
similar amount minus the weapon.
Festivals and rejoicings took place at the time when
circumcision was practised on boys at the age of six, a
;

among the Kanembu. Girls were not
among the Buduma. First of all, free children

tenderer age than
excised

underwent the operation
then

slave

children.

also at the

hands of a Haddad,

The operator received a

fixed

present for each boy of one calabash of millet, one of

butter and a spear.

We

remained the entire night upon one of the islands,
and when we left early in the morning we passed between
the islands of Iba and Kormiron.

mounted on

Picturesque horsemen,

beautiful animals, galloped along the shore

waving their hands at us, while crowds of people followed them, leaping in the air and yelling, partly
delighted and partly frightened at the uncommon sight
of the little steamer.

To

the east, in which direction

was Gurguliah

island, flat

we were

travelling,

and with scanty vegetation
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when compared with other islands. On Isa island could
be seen a small wooded mound about thirty feet high.

We

went round the eastern end of Gurguliah, following a
North of us we now had
course of east-north-east.
Kugudu island, and east of it Iru. We passed between
these.
Behind, west of Kugudu, was Wiua island.
I

took several boiling-point observations.

Water

boiled at this point at 213° Fahrenheit, with the tem-

perature

the

of

atmosphere

at

My

79°.

aneroids

registered the elevation of the lake's surface at 956 feet.

After that, Melia island and Jiburu were to our

left,

on the west, and Irbu to our right, our course being
323° bearings magnetic (roughly north-west).

To

the

north-north-west we had Murikutta island, and beyond
to the north-north-east Murikura.
of

to

Meha stood a large settlement.
the east, we now had Murikutta

On

Altering our course
to our right (on the

south) and Murikura, whereas to our

became

We

disclosed,

whose name

I

the eastern part

left

a grassy island

could not ascertain.

altered our course again at this point to east-

north-east, going round Murikutta island, on the north

end of which stood a small village. East-north-east we
had Kalinduah, and steering a course of 70°, we left
it
on our left, with the small island of Madiruh on
our right.
in

We

tiny curls

met here many Buduma, with beards
upon the chin and shaved heads. They

had two small incisions, one inch long, near the
temples, and two on each cheek quite close to the
nose.
Most men wore a black armlet above the
elbow. We stopped at this village and were well
received by Chief Adigakabu, from whom we bought
provisions.
There was a narrow channel not more than
fifty yards wide between
Kalinduah and Madiruh.
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Madiruh-Gana and Tumburah were
the south-east of us and Kutkuh was

From

this point

Komi

together to

close

to the north-east.

rose to the east-north-east, with

a village on the summit of a grassy mound, this island
being higher than most of the others, with fine pasture

meadows almost devoid of trees.
We were now following a course due

were noticeable on Komi, and the

villages

this island

We

lake.

east.

rose

some sixty

went again

now

feet

above the

Several

mound on

level of the

20° (north-east), Tendal island

and Komi (or Somi)
The channel between Komi and Tendal was
hardly twenty yards wide. Cotton was grown in small
quantities by natives, these people being mainly shepherds.
They derived their wealth entirely from their
standing
to the

to the east of us

left.

cattle.

In the afternoon of August i8th

arrived at Bol on

I

the northern bank of the eastern bay of Lake Tchad.

basin

that the greater

number

of

in-

habited islands in the archipelago are to be found.

It

It

is

in

this

was my intention not to continue my journey directly
from this point towards the west, but to describe a loop
in a north-easterly direction in the desert, in order to
visit

many

wanted

to

interesting

tribes

in

the

Kanem.

I

also

study the peculiar geological formation of

that country, with

its

curious cuvettes

—deep

hollows of

immense proportions, which some people believe have
been formed by infiltration from Lake Tchad, a theory
which

I

think

in regard to a

In

many

is

not altogether correct, except perhaps

few of the depressions nearer the lake.

parts of

Lake Tchad

I

drank some of

its

Far from finding it heavily salted, as it is supposed to be, I found it extremely sweet. The quantity
water.

THE WATER OF LAKE TCHAD
of reeds

and vegetation

of

all
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kinds gave the water

Even without this the water,
the two southern basins, showed no traces

quite a sugary taste.

at

least in

of

and I rather doubt whether in the northern portion it would have a brackish taste, except perhaps
directly over or near the deposits of sodium carbonate,
which are frequent in the northern portion.

salt,
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CHAPTER
It

is

perhaps true that

many

XVIII.
travellers are responsible

mis-statements regarding countries they

for

visit

by

not taking sufficient care to check their observations,

because of insufficient education or lack of observation,
ignorance of the local language, and so forth

but

I

think

is

prin-

stay-at-home

geo-

;

that great confusion in geographical problems
cipally

caused by

graphers,

and

who base

the

theoretical

upon imaginary notions
and who end by misleading them-

their theories

false calculations,

and the public at large.
Lake Tchad is perhaps the one of the lakes of Central
Africa about which more ^nonsense has been spoken and
written than about any other. Of late years, however, a
few French and German travellers have done magnificent
work in that region. Among these may be mentioned
selves

Barth, Overweg, Nachtigal, Colonel Monteil, Messieurs

Foureau-Lamy,

Gentil,

d'Huart, Captain

D'Adhemar,

Captain Hardellet, Lieutenant Audoin and Captain Tilho.

The

latter

gentlemen lately made a hydrographic survey

and by including additional surveys made
by other travellers produced perhaps the most accurate
map so far pubUshed of that region.
of the lake,

who succeeded to the command of
Fourneau at Fort Lamy, continued the serious

Colonel Largeau,
Colonel

study of the lake in order to establish

its

navigabihty

GEOGRAPHICAL SPECULATION
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and the exact extent of the eastern archipelago with its
numerous islands. Lieutenant Audoin's expedition, sent
out by Colonel Largeau, carried on this work.
The lake is an irregular polygon, with a surface of
some twenty thousand square kilometres. It has no
on

well-defined boundary, except

the

western

coast,

the dune

where the shore remains
which marks the hmit on that side. The lake may be
divided into two basins, one that of the Komadugu,
the other much larger, with an eastern and a western
fairly

parallel

to

by the waters of the Shari. To the east
and north-east we have absolute desert. To the west
we find a narrow band of vegetation seldom more than
four hundred yards wide extending all along the shores
basin

filled

This

of the lake.

is

perhaps because of the great evapo-

ration from the lake during the harnattan winds coming

from the north-east, which evaporation

settles

down

again upon that particular part of the coast on coming
in contact with the radiation of the

sandy

soil.

There are people who believe that Lake Tchad
drying up
this

fast,

and

is

likely

is

to disappear altogether,

because the lake has shown certain tendencies to

diminish

its

surface.

In fact, for some years the level

had become lower, especially in the northern
which had actually dried up to such a degree that
a French officer. Lieutenant Freydenberg, was able to
walk on foot from the northern dune (the former limit
of the lake

part,

of the lake) right into the centre,
foot,

the north-eastern part of

and to explore, still on
Lake Tchad as far as

Kulua, practically without getting his feet wet.
Naturally, like

all

lakes which depend for their supply

water upon streams with no outlet into the sea, and
which are situated in climates where the evaporation

of

VOL.

II.
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is

extraordinarily rapid, where the absorption of the soil

and where rainy seasons are not alike
two years running, Lake Tchad is liable to variations.
It is obvious that when the rivers flowing into and
forming the lake do not carry the same volume of water,

is

considerable,

The
two principal rivers bringing water into Lake Tchad
are the Shari river, coming from the south-east, and the
Komadugu, coming from the west the latter flows into
the northern part of the lake. The Shari brings the
largest volume of water.
In fact, Shari is a word coming
from the Bornu language, which means " great river,"
whereas Komadugu in the same language means " small
The Buduma call the big river Ndjeri, which is
river."
nothing but a corruption of the Bornu word T chart.
The Baguirmi call the Shari Bahn'goloh, which also means
" great river," and the Arabs call it Bahr-el-Kebir,
which means the same.
the level of the lake cannot always be the same.

;

Naturally, following the custom of the country, the
river

takes

different

names

in

different

sections

—for

— the

names being those
Lake
of different chiefs inhabiting along its banks.
Tchad is called Tchuku by the Buduma, from which word
I think the corruption Tchad has been derived.
What happens is roughly this. In seasons when the
rains are not abundant in the hilly regions of the
Gribanghi and in the Wadai, from which several important tributaries run into the Shari, and when there
are no heavy rains in the Haussa and Bornu countries
west of Lake Tchad, neither the Shari river nor the
Komadugu brings large volumes of water, and the lake

instance, the Bahr-Busso, etc.

naturally does not rise to

known

its

maximum

level.

It is well

that the water of the lake does not reach the

THE LIMIT OF TWO ZONES
same height

in

any two consecutive years.
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In fact, the

natives say that for seven years the level of the lake keeps

decreasing and they relate various legends regarding the
fluctuations of the lake.

Whether the

are absolutely correct or not
is

is difficult

figures they state

to say, but there

certainly a foundation of truth in their accounts.

Fluctuations certainly occur in the lake, and people
believe that

it

has tides like the sea, but

it

has been

proved that although these movements on the surface
do occur, they are caused by the north-easterly wind
forcing the water towards the south-west, during which
periods the coast

is

left

on the east side of the

dry to a corresponding extent

lake.

This

phenomenon can with

considerable certainty be attributed to the influence of

the harnattan (north-east wind), since

it

only occurs

when

that wind prevails.

Lake Tchad

is

on the limit of two zones, one ex-

tremely humid, the other, and larger, of dry, hot, desert
Climatic

sands.
to

cause

daily

conditions
variations

of
in

this

the

especially during the dry season,

kind are bound

level

of

the

lake,

owing to extreme eva-

poration during the hot hours of the day when the northeasterly winds are blowing.

place

at

night,

when

the

This action does not take
fluctuation

caused by the

evaporation does not take place to the same extent, and

any rate counterbalanced by the amount of water
conveyed into the lake by the rivers.
This produces
variations of flux and reflux, which have no relation
whatever to tidal movements.
During the rainy
season, in fact, when the sky is always cloudy and the
is

at

temperature comparatively cool, this phenomenon of a
constant change of level is not noticeable at all.
perhaps due to these fluctuations that whatever
16*
VOL. II.

It is
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salt

the

in

exists

common meaning

lake

—

if,

indeed,

word

—

the

in

salt

is

it

pushed back towards
its banks by the incoming water of the two streams.
Lake Tchad being situated in a zone of transition

between

bound

to

find

of

the

an

all

is

and the
abundant growth

Africa

tropical

papyrus, and
parts

of the

of

reeds,

water-plants in the

sorts of

lake

we

desert,

and upon the low

are

grass,

swampy

islands.

This

when in the water and settles
The winds from the desert
at the bottom of the lake.
bring over a quantity of sand, which settles down at
thick vegetation decays

the bottom of the lake with the

matter.

and,

decayed vegetable

Therefore, the bed of the lake

comparatively speaking, rapidly

is

constantly

In the

rising.

we find a broad barrage of
and mud forming a number of small islets hardly

central portion of the lake

grass

above water.

This barrage extends from east to west of

the lake, but south of

it

we

water which are always
of water brought

find

filled

two large basins of clear
by the normal supply

by the Shari

River.

Again, in the

north-westerly part of the lake north of the barrage,

we

have another basin of clear water from three to six feet
deep, the water of this being supplied by the Komadugu.
In the northern part of this basin we find banks of grass,
some islets in course of formation, and others already
formed and definitely emerged. This region of islets
is

situated almost entirely north of another barrage of

grass

and

mud

of a similar formation

and almost

parallel

with the larger one we have found stretching across the
lake.

In the south-west corner of Lake Tchad

is

a great

swamp of reeds and mud, so thick that the Germans,
who own a portion of the lake's coast, are quite unable
to get to the water.
There are a great many islands in

as

LAKE TCHAD FULL AGAIN
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the most easterly part of the lake, and these islands, as

we have seen, are inhabited mostly by the Buduma and
the Kanembu.
The natives declare that Lake Tchad fills up to a

maximum

height

every twenty-five years,

reaching to the dune

water gradually
dry up.

correct or not,

I

round the lake, after which the
and portions of the lake actually

all

retires

Whether

the water

this

period of twenty-five years

could not ascertain.

What was

more,

is

I

had no idea whatever of remaining in those parts long
enough to solve the problem but all the natives were
unanimous in stating that every seven rainy seasons
(years) or so there was a partial flood, which half filled
the lake, and every twenty-one to twenty-five rainy
seasons a great flood which filled it entirely.
This is just what occurred last year 1906. The Shari
brought so much water owing to an abnormally long and
abundant rainy season that, soon after I left, the entire
lake, I am informed on good authority, filled up again.
It is, nevertheless, beyond doubt that the lake must
centuries ago have been of much greater size than it is at
;

—

present.

Lieutenant

Freydenberg

demonstrate this important point.

has

been

He dug

able

to

a well at

Kulua, now some distance north-east of Lake Tchad,
and in digging he came across a deep layer of sand, under

which he found a comparatively small layer of decayed
vegetation.
Under that he again found another layer
of sand, these layers of sand being deposited, as we have
seen,

by the wind,

chiefly during the period of the sub-

Then he found another layer of
decayed vegetation, and again another layer of sand
above another layer of decayed vegetation, which shows
how the bed of the lake is gradually being raised.

sidence of the water.
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In

its

broadest

southern

From

the

mouth

Lake Tchad

portion

about 170 kilometres wide, and
north is about 180 kilometres.

its

is

length from south to

of the Shari to the eastern extremity

which is evidently caused by
the force of the Shari water rushing into the lake, and
which continues along the coast among the many islands
of the lake runs a current,

the

of

archipelago.

coast-line, proceeds

This current,

follo's^dng

still

the

around the basin, and then in a north-

westerly direction, until

it

loses itself in the northern

comes into contact with a

basin of the lake, where

it

counter-current from the

Komadugu.

This current at

very high water occasionally invades the valley called
Bahr-el-Ghazal (not in any

way

confounded with
the Bahr-el-Ghazal we have crossed in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan).
is

to be

The Bahr-el-Ghazal,

in the

Tchad

region,

a channel which proceeds towards the north-east for

For some years it has been
absolutely dry. The geographical problem of whether
the Bahr-el-Ghazal is an effluent or a tributary of Lake
several

hundred kilometres.

Tchad has puzzled geographers.
lake was stationary the water in
not

move

either one

of the lake rose,

way

When
it, if

the level of the

there

or the other.

was any, did

When

the level

water flowed up the Bahr-el-Ghazal,

and flowed slowly down into Lake Tchad when the level
of the lake became lower, so that, personally, I have
little doubt left in my mind that this was merely an
effluent which had bored its way along one of the great
depressions that are common enough in that region.
It has been said that the water in this channel had been

known

to

travel

simultaneously

in

double

currents,

both upwards and downwards at different periods of the
year, which fact might be responsible for the shape of

THE BAHR-EL-GHAZAL
mouth

the banks at the
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of the Bahr-el-Ghazal, the shores

being pointed instead of rounded, as might be expected

The fact that the water flowed down the
channel towards Lake Tchad on the surface, and up the
channel away from Lake Tchad underneath, was probably
of an effluent.

due to the strong current from the Shari, which I have
mentioned above, and which forced its way up underneath while the surface water flowed back as the level
This phenomenon of

of the lake gradually got lower.

double current was only noticed,

the

vicinity

the

of

mouth

of

Bahr-el-Ghazal

valley

when

enigmatic

this

According to French observers,

who have

Further

lake.

the further

still

it

channel.

studied the

dry, water supposed to be

caused by inflltration from Lake Tchad
at a lower depth

think, in the

I

is

to be found

away one goes from

the

actually appears on the surface,

forming extensive mares.

During the season of floods fresh water
all

over

the

The maximum

lake.

to be

is

level

found

generally

is

reached in December, when, during ordinary floods, the
level of the lake does not rise

This gives

inches.

In no place where

was the water

I

that

is

salt or brackish.

extremely

up with

fever.

the water to be salt

waters are

Others maintain that

Komadugu

The observer who most
point was at the time of his

salt.

cibly maintained this
laid

its

visited the surface of the lake

except in the basins of the Shari and

water

feet eight

to another question regarding

rise

Some people maintain

Lake Tchad.
salt.

more than three

the
forvisit

do not know whether he discovered
by chemical examination or by simply
I

it.
I think that the latter case is the more
probable of the two, and as he was not in good health,

tasting

and probably taking

medicines

liable

to

affect

the
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palate^ I think his statement should

accepting

be tested before

it.

Other travellers

—Barth

in excellent health, as I

is

one of them

was when

I

—who

tasted the

were

Tchad

water, found the water extremely fresh and in no
salt.

way

Perhaps, as we shall see later, there are certain

pools in the northern part of the lake directly over
deposits of sodium carbonate, where the latter becomes

dissolved in the water and gives

it

a brackish taste,

but the water of the lake as a whole is undeniably fresh.
The lake, as we have seen, is absolutely fed by the abovementioned rivers which bring down fresh water. I
tasted the water

many

times in the eastern archipelago,

was practically stagnant in the inner channels
among the islands, and there, as I have already stated,
I am positive that it was not only fresh but actually

where

it

sweet.

The navigation

of

Lake Tchad

the north-easterly winds blow,

sometimes as much as two

mouth

of

stronger in

is

not always easy when

causing heavy waves

feet high, particularly at the

The wind is
the daytime and subsides at
the

Shari.

generally

much

night.

The temperature of the atmosphere in the Lake
Tchad region during December and January is seldom
more than an average of 29° Centigrade (84^° Fahrenheit)
during the day, descending to an average of 9° Centi-

grade

(48^-°

Fahrenheit) during the night.

This

is

the

and May the heat is intense
both day and night with an average of 40° Centigrade
cool season, but in April

(104° Fahrenheit).

There

is

yet another problem, more difficult to solve,

regarding the formation of the curious cuvettes of the

Kanem and

Bornu.

At the bottom

of

some

of these,

"

as

CUVETTES "

we shall
nearer Lake Tchad

we

shall

cuvettes

see,

find
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pools of water.

are certainly fed

by

The

infiltra-

from the lake, but whether the supposed
these
of
channels feeding the mares

tion of the water

subterranean

with the waters of the present lake actually

cuvettes

exist or not,

is

difficult to

what I observed.
The cuvettes which

I

prove, and

visited

I

will

only state

and which showed pools

of water were, according to the natives, filled with rain

Most

water during the rainy season.
after the rainy season

was

over.

of

The

them dried soon

elevation of

many

was higher than that of the lake.
The cuvettes themselves had the appearance to me of
having been formed chiefly by the erosion of wind in
the softer upper layers of sand until the moist and
harder under-stratum of the cuvette had been reached,
which remained flat and quite clean, freed from movable
surface sand.

In several of the mares in

Kanem and
of

the Chitati

we

sodium carbonate, some

fully

by the

my

journey across the

shall find crystallized deposits

of

which are worked success-

natives.

In the neighbourhood of Bol there were lagoons which

and which, according to the natives, had
never been filled with water before, which would show
that far from drying up, the lake in some parts is actually
extending. Of this, I think Captain Hardellet, who
were then

made

full,

serious studies of that region,

could give clear

proof.

The

round the lake was not luxuriant
acacias,
the hadjelidi, palm-trees and gum-trees, mostly in the
northern region, formed the greater part of the vegetation.

flora

The

;

islands

in the eastern

portion presented
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more the forest character of the Kanem, while the others,
more recently emerged, were formed solely from alluvial
mud and marsh deposits of decayed papyrus, reeds,
shells and sand.
Professor Ehrenberg, who examined specimens of
sand from Lake Tchad sent home by Barth and Vogel,
found in them one hundred and thirty-three well-determined forms of infusoria, the same sand infusoria which
are found on the Atlantic coast during sand-storms.
Ehrenberg explains that these deposits of sand are
carried by the vigorous atmospheric currents due to the
rarefaction of the heated air over the Sahara desert.
The islands could eventually be profitably used for
the culture of cotton, which seemed to grow well in that
soil.
The natives produced small quantities of cotton,
which they used as currency in the form of narrow strips
locally woven.
Only eighty islands of the entire archipelago were inhabited by some fifty thousand people all
counted. These people possessed between seventy and
eighty thousand oxen, according to French estimates.
The French give the elevation of Lake Tchad at
275 metres.

The appended

table of elevations taken

by Captain

Mangin, in a north-easterly direction from Lake Tchad
in the

Kanem, Djourab and Borku

will

be of

interest, as

showing the considerable differences of heights

in that

desert portion of the country.
It

will

be seen

that

the

greatest

elevations

are

between Mao and Mount Mandara, where a table-land
to be found.

^

is

.

.

.
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Elevation's taken by French Officers in the region of

Lake

Tchad and Bahr-el-Ghazal.
Lake Tchad

275

Mao

315

Mount Mandara
345
Limit of the Kanvas plateau (Kanvas Boufournine) 305
265
Hacha (Zgrei)
.

Redinga

285

Manzao (Toro)

245
240
270

Chicha (Toro)
Korotoro (Bahr-el-Ghazal)
Kizimini (Djourab)
Mole'dinga (Djourab).

Chicka (Djourab)
Touhorde (Djourab)

Voan

.

.

,

235
230

207
200

230

metres
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CHAPTER XIX.
Thanks

obtained for
to carry

the energy of Lieutenant

to

me

a

my loads,

Gauckler,

who

number of oxen at a moment's notice
I was able to leave Bol on August
19th.

There was nothing interesting in that place. Two
hours
after my departure, a first depression and then
a second,
separated by a dune, were reached.
We crossed the
second with water up to our waists. This channel occa-

makes Bol an

sionally

Tchad

rises sufficiently,

when the water of Lake
but when the water is low in the
island

lake one can get across quite dry.

Several gulfs of Lake

Tchad extended along the Bol peninsula.

On

the opposite side of the water, separating Bol from
the mainland, we rose some thirty feet upon a sand
dune,

and then upon a
grass.

We

plateau, with only a few tufts of
halted at Dossolem, a Tubu village of millet
flat

These Tubu went in extensively for cultivaand supphed the country round with millet. They

planters.
tion,

had convenient folding houses covered with mats sewn
together, each

frequently

mat about

shifted

eighteen inches wide.

They

their

quarters from one place to
another hence the necessity of having easily removable
residences.
Their more permanent huts were hemispherical.
In the interior of the folding huts were palmtree forks supporting long bags of matting
filled with
millet.
A few pots and pans constituted the entire
;

possessions of these people.

In the more permanent
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partitions were found, each with a bed, in each of

which one wife of the owner slept.
These Tubu came originally from Bir-el-Ali, when the
Tuareg invaded the Kanem in 1901. The Tubu hated
the Tuareg, and for protection fled to the neighbourhood
of

French posts.

The women wore their hair plaited
like the Kanembu and the Buduma.
During the journey

some with a

flat,

in small tresses,

many dunes were

uninterrupted

others

sky-hne,

Great stretches of

dulating on the ridge.

encountered,

flat

un-

sands with

tamarinds and mimosas and tufts of grass formed the
In depressions we found during the day no
landscape.
less

than six

lakelets,

some with water

tasting strongly of

sodium carbonate, others, on the contrary, with excellent
water.

We

and went over
immense stretches of pampas grass, flat, or sometimes
with slight undulations. In one spot for some hundreds
of yards we found upon the ground lumps of ferruginous
gneiss.
It was of so brilliant a red that the natives had
a legend of a great battle which took place at this spot
between the Tubu and the Bulalla, when, according to
the Tubu, the Bulalla were exterminated and the red
left

at sunrise

on August

21st,

blood of the Bulalla coagulated into rock.
local explanation of the rock being

This

is

the

found in the sand.

The Bulalla version of the battle is, of course, the same,
except that it was the Tubu blood which produced such
an extraordinary geological phenomenon.
There were great

flat

plateaus of sand, with here

and there a tiny mound or an occasional undulation.
Then we began to find high dunes, characteristic of the
Kanem. In the depressions between one dune and
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the next

was

there

moisture

generally

a

certain

amount

of

through, which gave birth to deepgreen grass and occasional reeds. We then went
many
filtering

hours without finding water. We reached the
village
of Miyu upon a high dune, where we halted
for the night.

On August 22nd
over which

we

great sand dunes were encountered,
went, these dunes being now more

regular in shape

and quite horizontal in their upper profile
Sand had filled in a good deal between these dunes,
and we began to find the elongated oval depressions
Ime.

regular cuvettes, or basins, usually with beautiful
green
grass at the bottom, or else with layers of sand.
Locally
the set of two dunes with the depression in
the centre
IS

called

djirghi.

Kangar and tchongo

trees

generally

dotted these depressions prettily, and palms were
also
frequently to be seen.

That day three of these cuvettes were observed,
two of a most regular, long, oval shape; the other
shaped in a double inverted coil hke the letter " s "
with beautiful grass at the bottom of the
depression,
where antelopes grazed peacefully.

Beyond

we passed the Kanembu village of
domed huts and the usual bedding, bags

these

Medighih, with

on shelves, a few pots and an outer firescreen of reeds. Most of these Kanembu
had taken to
themselves Arab wives.
of

millet

The village stood on a high dune, overlooking a
fourth basin, the Nangibediro, also called
Kudu, deeper
and broader than the three we had already met
earlier
the day. A fifth cuvette was passed and
then a sixth
of great length, called the Kiri, only
an hour or so distant
from Mao, the mihtary capital of the Kanem.
In this

m

place a well was to be found at the bottom
of the dune

MAO
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an elevation of 950 feet. The dunes had a general
The depresdirection from north-west to south-east.
sions between were not only interesting because of the
problem of their formation, but also were most refreshing to the eye, as grass of a deep-green colour covered
at

As we were going further east
on the edge there were palm-trees in abundance right

the bottom of the cuvette.

round the huge basins, a great contrast to the hot yellow
sand on the upper surface of the plateau. In this
region there were a great many siwak trees, from which
the natives extracted potash which they used as a substitute for salt

by washing the

siwak had a taste

ashes.

The

fruit of the

like watercress.

We

arrived at Mao, where Captain Bordeaux, with
several non-commissioned officers, was in charge of the

was surprised to see in camp
many redcoats, which reminded one forcibly of British
uniforms but on getting nearer I discovered them to be

post.

When

I

arrived

I

;

one hundred and twenty spahis, Senegalese mostly
drawn from the Saracolle, Bambara, Ouoloff, Djerma,
a few Bahr-Sara men and a few from the Bahr-Salamat.
Although the Senegalese were better as infantrymen
than upon horses, I could but admire the way in
which these men had been trained by their excellent
Commandant Devedaix and Lieutenant Godart. Three
platoons

of

spahis

were

stationed

at

a

post

called

N'gouri, south of Mao, and one platoon was at Bukkoro,

on the Wadaian frontier.
The French, well knowing the treachery of their
eastern neighbours, the Wadaians, had wisely established

in the Fitu,

a strategically excellent belt of military posts along their

Wadaian

frontier,

the Shari river to

extending from Fort Archambault on

Dumrao,

Melfi,

Tchekna, Fort Lamy,
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and Massa Kori, with outposts at Bukkoro, Abourai,
N'gouri, Mao and Bir-el-Ali. The northern posts of this
belt

commanded

all

the principal wells in the desert,

and the southern ones made it impossible for the
Wadaians to come on raiding expeditions without finding
immediate and severe punishment.
The Wadaians were extremely troublesome. When
I was at Mao the spahis had been summoned.
A raid
from the Wadaian side seemed imminent, and the post
was deemed in danger. In fact, Captain Bordeaux,
who was in charge of the post, detained me several days,
as he feared some misfortune might happen if he let me
go towards the north without a large escort.

I

intended

some of the tribes of white Arabs, interesting as
far as my work went, but treacherous to a degree.
The country all round was in a commotion. All the
tribes were restless owing to renewed rumours of a
coming raid. Many of the tribes had folded up their
tents and vanished.
Others were on the point of
removing their quarters.
The detention of several days at Mao was profitably spent in studying the Bornu, Kanembu and Arab
Khalifa
tribes which form the population around Mao.
visiting

(or

Halifa,

a Bornu

whom

supplanted

who had

as

it

I

is

pronounced)

Mahommed,

met, was the former chief of Mao,

now by

for

locally

Khalifa Mahla, a pleasant fellow,

a second brother Khalifa Kerrer.

traits of these

men

Por-

are to be seen in the illustration

facing page 256.

Mao was charmingly

situated between two cuvettes^

one to the south-west of us and another north-east of

The latter was a
had small lakelets

beauty.

the post.

cuvette of great

cuvettes

in the depression.

Both

The lake

A

charge- ul Scncj^alcsc

Spahis

al

Mao

(K.iimii).

Senegalese Tirailleurs scouting.
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was not a permanent one and filled
only during the heavy rains. The dune between the
two cuvettes followed a direction from north-west to
to the south-west

south-east.

In the northern part of
castellated structure,

Mao was

twenty

situated the fort, a

feet high, affording

good

protection against the attacks of local populations.

It

was ingeniously loopholed, and near access to it impeded by barbed wire obstructions. Mao as a military
station consisted merely of four or five houses in the
post.

South of the military settlement was the small
village of Bornu.
South-south-east of the southern
declivity of the greater cuvette, but east of the Mao post,

was the
Mao.

To

large

and quite important Kanembu

village of

the west of the post the view was extensive, miles

and miles

of greenish

eye could reach.

To

dunes being

visible as far as the

the north and east the view was

by

The

more

confined, being obstructed

trail

northwards to Bir-el-Ali ascended the northern

a high dune.

To the south the view extended
uninterrupted.
In the scorching sun an immense stretch
of grass, endeavouring to look green and growing upon
hot sand, was dotted scantily with round spots of a
dune

in a straight line.

darker colour which one suspected to be

trees.

In a

two
dunes, trees, mimosas and palms were somewhat more
prominent, and formed a dark-green line. More poetic
writers than I have called these few trees " magnificent
south-easterly direction, in the depression between

forests."

In the native village straw was plaited, somewhat
after the Italian

VOL.

II.

way, and the people made elaborate oval
17
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mats, interlaced in a most artistic manner.

They

also

plaited straw in lengths, of which picturesque hats were

made, with conical crowns surmounted by a red leather
knot. Two broad straps under the chin were interlaced
These broad hats were
in a dainty pattern on the side.
evidently suggested by the Arabs, and were not dissimilar to the hats found in certain parts of Algeria and
Tripoli tania.

Perhaps the most surprising of
country

was to

— certainly

industries in that

the one that astonished

find a hard-working

house, where

all

me most

factory of vermicelli inside a

women crowded

together,

some

sitting cross-

legged upon the ground, others upon a spacious native
bed.

Others sat in a row outside the domed hut.

All

possessed curly heads, with silver ornaments tied in the

back of the top

They

rolled a

hair.

lump

of

Children helped in the work.
cornflour paste between both

palms over a basket or plate resting upon their knees.
Friction reduced the lump into a thin uniform thread,
which, when cooked, tasted like vermicelli. Grease and
occasional spitting upon the palms facilitated rotation of
the paste threads.

The elevation
was 1,148 feet.

of

Mao by

hypsometrical apparatus
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CHAPTER XX.
As

the raid was not forthcoming and the Arabs with

their camels had all vanished from Mao, I decided to
go northwards into the Uled Suliman country in order
to see whether I could obtain camels from the White

Arabs, as

I

intended to cross the Tuareg country as far

as the Niger.

Captain Bordeaux kindly sent Lieutenant Gauckler

with an escort, so that no

August 25th
and travelled
a valley

— quite a beautiful oasis of palms of a deep green

and some

much

evil should happen, and on
with
left Mao
a big caravan of oxen,
in a north-north-westerly direction, crossing
I

large trees.

One never

appreciates trees so

where you do not often get them.
Personally, after crossing the tropical forest with its
stifling intricate vegetation, I was so tired of green
foliage that it was a great relief to me when I got into
as in places

the desert and only saw sand.

But when

had seen
sand for several days, and had been roasted by the sun
and the refracted heat and glare from the yellow soil, it
was refreshing to see a few neat trees.
We rose over a dune of a slightly undulating character,
where good pasture land for camels was to be found,
reaching the village of Gunzu two hours later, and
shortly

with

its

afterwards the

Kanembu

half-tumbling-down huts.

VOL.

II.

village

I

of

Sumtara,

There were sandy
17*
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mezjid enclosures in the centre of the village, where the

people assembled to say their prayers, a wall of reeds
enclosing these improvised mosques.

Beyond

this

village

was high undulating country

We

with good pastures for camels.

left

Farei village to

the west of us in the depression of a great dune (with a
direction

from west to

east).

At the eastern end

of this

deep depression, in the pretty oasis of Tefe (or Tufo)
were a lot of palms and sweet-scented acacias near a
well of excellent drinking-water.

Having gone over a handsome plateau with fine, silky
grass, dotted here and there with black, dense foliage of
trees, we examined (west of our route) the bulla, or basin,
Adgilum, extending from south-east to north-

called

west,

and having

at its

bottom a magnificent green lawn

enclosed in a natural square of deep-green trees.

We

and having filled our canvas bottles
and skin bags with water from the well, went on and
made our camp at the top of the eastern dune enclosing

got here at sunset,

the Adgilum.

We

generally selected high places for our camps, as

we were then comparatively free from mosquitoes.
On August 26th we passed many depressions,

the

Burcabulum being the most notable, with a well of
drinkable water and a lakelet, and with a

number

of kiuh

and tchumho, a tree forming blackish
spots in the Kanem scenery, where it is common. This
basin extended from south-east to north-west, and some
(capparis soda)

three hours later
Shala, where

we reached another

we found another

well.

similar basin, the

Half

way between

Burcabulum and Shala was the boundary between the
Kanem and the Chitati. The cuvettes were now beginning
to be scarce and the land flatter, only slightly undulat-
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and with hardly any vegetation except
a few tamarinds, which here took the place of the kiuh
and the tchumho.
At eight in the evening, having marched since six

ing in portions

morning, we arrived at a Tubu village of folding

in the

but we had some

huts,
real

bullas

bulla

Some

name.

The

Irulum.

called

in

difficulty

others Naga,

Irre,

it

village stood

discovering

Irre,

Having

others

on the crest between the

which we crossed to the
of Urah on the west.
of

its

we

east,

and the

more
on undulating, slightly grassy country and soon came
to Suero, a small cuvette, and later on to a very large
left

again at sunrise,

extending from south-east

one

Moito.

On

we found

travelled once

north-west

to

called

the prominence north-west of this great bulla
the

new encampment

of

Mayuf, the White

Arabs.

We

had had a good deal

of trouble in tracing these

was about to be

people, as, hearing of the raid which

made on

Kanem, they had suddenly shifted their
quarters.
They had abandoned their old encampment only the night before we arrived. As these people
possessed thousands of camels, oxen and goats, we could
easily track them, and, in fact, we were able to catch
them up just as they were making their new camp.
Some of the camels were surmounted by strange, high,
the

circular cages, curtained over.
their

In these they conveyed

women. The men were dressed up

in the

usual Arab

fashion in ample white trousers, a kamarband, and white

bernous.

East of

this

new encampment was a

great

bulla

stretching from north-west to south-east, called Lasfar

by the Arabs.

Another large

cuvette,

the Kulla, was to

;
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the south-south-west of us, this particular hulla showing

huge cracks in the red earth forming its sides. The
Arabs called the KuUa also by the name of Wadi, which

meant

" the valley with holes."

was interesting to watch these people putting up
their tents and building their huts.
In a moment dozens
and dozens of skin tents and thatched huts were erected.
This spot was the former encampment of the Nuku
Arabs, and stood at an elevation of 1,120 feet.
I had a good deal of trouble with these Arabs before
I could get the old chief, Mayuf, to come to a suitable
arrangement to form a caravan of camels for me, to take
me half way across the desert as far as Zinder, where
It

I

expected to get another relay to proceed to the Niger.

Arabs was called Miaissa. They
formerly lived in Egypt, which they called " Massar,"
and they professed to have migrated to this part of the
desert about a century ago.
The Miaissa and the Uled
Suliman were the same people.
The Uled Suliman
came directly from Tripolitania and the Miaissa, who
were also formerly in 'Tripoli, went there first from
Egypt and then migrated to the place where I found

The

tribe of these

them.

There was also another chief called Salem-bel-Hadji,
a cousin of Mayuf.
These Arabs were strict Mussulmans.
They repeated the morning prayer, the Salet-el-Fadger,
four times

;

the Salet-el-Dohor four times, at

i

p.m.

the Salet-el-Acer four times, at 4 p.m.
the Salet-elMoghreb three times, at sunset and the Salet-el-Arche
;

;

no

less

to

sleep.

than seven times in the evening before going

They always constructed

encampment, which they used

a zeriha in

as a mezjid, or

These people married when about

their

mosque.

fifteen or sixteen

u

i
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I

years of age and always married

women

of their

According to the Mussnhnan rehgion

tribe.

the}'

own

never

indulged in more than four wives.

They arranged their life to suit the convenience of
their numerous animals.
When the pasture got exhausted in one place, they changed their encampment for
another.

Before marriage the

men wore

a short pigtail under

head was shaved
The dowry consisted of eight camels and a woman
clean.
slave, the latter, when about thirteen years of age,
valued at the rate of six camels. Miaissa Arabs were
charitable when marriages took place.
An ox was usually
their tarboiiches, but after marriage the

sacrificed for the benefit of the tribe.

When

a

woman

gave birth to a boy, the husband presented two extra
camels to the father of the girl. In case of divorce, the

woman

did not return the purchase-money paid by the

husband to her father. In cases of adultery, the woman
was deserted or driven away from the hut (or even from
the tribe^, but was never killed.
These people were extremely superstitious. Chief
Mayuf told me that water was full of evil spirits, the wells
simply swarming with them. These evil spirits often

made

people

ill,

even caused death.

tions these people

man

In their supersti-

came nearer the truth than many a

of science.

Illness

they also attributed to evil spirits entering

The insides of camels, they said, often enclosed
one or more evil spirits, especially camels who held the
head high. Crippled men were people whose body had
been entered by an evil spirit.
They were strong believers in the evil eye and they
the body.

could not endure being looked at or having people point

;
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at them.

It

my

time of

rendered them extremely nervous.
visit

At the

there were four Miaissa accused of

casting the evil eye.

Mayuf

told

me

in all seriousness

that one of his female camels had died instantly upon
being looked at by an " evil eye " person.

In the desert, according to them, evil spirits prowl

mount and

about, who, unseen,

them very

tired.

Other

ride their camels,

spirits

during the night, and others,

making

come to put out
more mischievous

fires
still,

throw stones at passing Miaissa. Sometimes, they say,
these evil spirits take the shape of men, goats or dogs.
Certain mystic marks, however, drawn upon the ground

make

these spirits vanish.

These Arabs seemed highly strung and subject to
melancholia. Suicide was common among them. When
all the goods of Miaissa were confiscated for some offence,
and they had not sufficient power to make up their losses

when insulted, with no means of obtaining a revenge,
or when sons were harshly spoken to b}^ their fathers,
they frequently killed themselves rather than bear the

During the

shame.

last

year alone, Mayuf told me,

had taken place in his tribe.
Lunacy was frequent, and was believed by the

four suicides

Miaissa to be another kind of devil which entered the
brain-case

of

tribe.

improve

There were

the sufferer.

among the Miaissa
The treatment the}^

insanity

at the time

five cases of
I

visited the

received was not likely to

mental condition. Mystic circles with a
cross inside were burnt with a red-hot iron on the back
their

of the neck, while the patient

was

tied fast

by the

legs

and arms.

Many
in their

of the

manner.

men were,
I know it

to

say the

least,

to

my

because Mayuf

cost,

eccentric
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passed on some of these lunatics to

One

me

as camel-men.

them became raving mad during the journey

of

across the desert.

When
in a

man

a

among

died

the Miaissa, he was

Then a grave

new, white cloth, spotlessly clean.

was dug,

in

which a

la^^er of

wrapped

wood was deposited

at the

on which the body
rested, the head to the south and the feet towards the
north with the face looking east towards Mecca. Small
bottom, then a layer of grass above

it

were placed above and across the body
The
of the deceased so as to leave a small air chamber.
grave was covered up with sand, and a camel was sacri-

wooden

rafters

ficed over

it,

the

among

purposes

meat being dispensed

for charitable

For

the poorer people of the tribe.

women, only three pieces of wood were placed at the
bottom of the grave. Two upright wooden posts were
stuck on a man's grave, three on a woman's.

The Miaissa were

at one time well

known

for their

harka, or raiding expeditions, against the neighbouring
tribes.

his entire

now

He

spent

day bothering me to give him now one

thing,

Mayuf was an

Chief

another,

his boy,

dition

that

I

intolerable beggar.

possessed,

notwithstanding that

about twelve years of age, was
the chief's tent.

in

in

a dying con-

Tetanus had supervened.

The combined strength of Lieutenant Gauckler and
myself was not sufficient to make him open his teeth.
The tongue had, unfortunately, been caught between and
was being severed. The poor child was in terrible agony,
and although we tried to do what we could for him,
Lieutenant
disposal,

Gauckler having a

lot

of remedies at

the child died after a few hours.

his

Mayuf,

I

suppose, was sorry for the death of his son, but not a
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upon his stolid face. He continued to amuse himself, and just as the child expired
he merely glanced at him as if he had been a dog. A
few seconds later he was again importuning me to
present him with a lantern I possessed.
A curious incident happened during the night
During a terrific storm, lightning struck Mayuf's camp
two or three times. One Arab was struck so badly as
to become absolutely paralysed, partly by the electric
shock received, but mostly, I think, by fright. We were
called at once to restore the man to his former health and
vigour.
Lieutenant Gauckler and I were puzzled as to
what was the best cure for the effects of lightning. The
man, quite rigid, complained of terrific pain in his
digestive organs.
I thought if we could relieve him of
that it would be a good beginning, so a dose of castoroil
my universal remedy was applied, and we left
the man alone. To our amazement the next morning,
he was walking about the camp, somewhat limp and
martyr-looking, but quite on the way to recovery after

sign could be detected

—

—

narrow escape.
There were, in the desert, two powerful religious
confraternities, or two great families, of Marabu, who
held nearly the entire population of the Sahara under

his

their religious

ascendancy.

of these confraternities,
of Islam,

people

of

spreading

The Tedjajina, the

was based on the True Light

and was principally created
the
its

Sahara,

influence

oldest

to unite all the

with the further intention of

among

the black races of Central

was organized
after the conquest of Algeria by the French in order to
fight against the ever-increasing European influence over
Mussulman countries and to preserve the people of the

Africa.

The second

division, the Sinoussi,
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from European contaminaFanaticism of the most exalted kind was preached

Sahara and Central Africa
tion.

by the

latter.

who went fully into the history of these
people, tells of how Es-Sinoussi (a man whose origin is
somewhat disputed and who came either from Djalo
Duveyrier,

in

Tripolitania or

from the Beni-Sinous tribe south-

west of Tlemcen) was a learned
in

man who had

such sacred places as Mecca and Medina

in

long lived

company

with most advanced champions of the religion of Islam,

and who was particularly wounded to see Constantinople
and Cairo adopt European costumes, customs and institutions.
With European ways spreading in all the African
countries nearer to Europe, there remained nothing for
him but to make his way into the desert with a following
of fanatics and to found there a suitable abode of isolation from the contamination of white people's ways.

He founded

several

zauiya

(monasteries

The word marahu

(priest)

which we

or

religious

centres).

from
plural

this

shall often hear

point of the journey, comes from merahot,

merabotin.

According to Duveyrier,

Djebel-el-

Akhdar was the first central seat of the institution, which
met with a hearty reception all over the Sahara. Helped
by Mohammed-Ben-' Abd- Allah and the Taleb HadjiAhmed-el-Touati (better known as El-'Aalem), EsSinoussi invested the latter with the title of Mogaddem,
or Vicar-General, for the region west of Djebel-el-Akhdar,

or country of the Tuareg,

and the Touat.

These two fanatics together, having joined their
developed their entire influence, the one recruiting khuan (agents), the other enrolling followers
under his banner for the Holy War. So fast did their
forces,
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new zaiiiya were built at Sokna,
Murzuk, at Ghadames and at Rhat. Shortly
death Es-Sinoussi ordered a new zauiya at

influence spread that
at Zuila, at

before his

Jerhajib, slightly north of the route leading from Siaua

which afterwards became the centre of the
Others were subsequently built, and in less than

to Odjlela,
order.

fifteen years eight well-provided

centres of fanaticism

were founded in the desert.
In 1859 Es-Sinoussi died, his son succeeding him.
El-Hadji- Ahmed-el-Touati, or the Mogaddem of the West,

became the leader of the Sinoussi people and went from
town to town preaching the Holy War and pressing
Mohammed-Ben-' Abd-Allah to fight, so organizing the
well-known movement which in 1861 troubled the
entire Algerian Sahara, and which eventually ended in
the capture of Mohammed-Ben-' Abd-Allah.
The Tedjajina sect was founded in 1775 by SidiAhmed-el-Tidjani, of the Marabu family of Ain-Mahdi.
Unlike the Sinoussi, the members were tolerant, and their
only aim in life was based on such sound principles as
that " right follows right," and " all that comes from
God must be respected."
Sidi-Ahmed had two sons, Mohammed-el-Kebir, the
elder, and Mohammed-es-Seghir, the younger.
The elder
brother, being betrayed by the Hachem, died in the
plains of Eghreis.
The second brother on coming of
age succeeded to the chieftainship of his sect, and
afterwards to that of the zauiya of Temassin.

Sidi-

Mohammed-el-Aid, the Marabu, had been regent during
the time the two brothers were under age.

At the zauiya of Temassin, Duveyrier found a
sumptuous palace, with Venetian glass and imported
European furniture quite a surprise in the middle of

—
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was principally this centre which extended its influence as far as Timbuctu on one side and
These
the Borku and Tibesti on the Egyptian side.
people had recruited many black agents to make active
the desert.

It

efforts in bringing all

neighbouring races into the religion

of Islam.

Two
the

secondary zauiya had

also been established,
between the Azdjer country and

" Timassanin "

the Ahaggar Tuareg,

intended as a conciliatory inter-

mediary between those two antagonistic tribes

;

and

another at Gurara, in the Touat.

There were also klman of the Tcdjajina sect in the
Bornu, Timbuctu and Futa, but the most important

Temassin and Chinguit in the Adar,
between Timbuctu and the Atlantic.
In the region of Timbuctu we have a third influence,
the Bakkay, their zauiya receiving numerous disciples
from Morocco, from Touat (where they also possess

were El-ouad,

much

property and zauiya have been

built), from the
and other black tribes.
The Bakkay was
family descending from Ogba-ebu-Nafa-el-Fahri, a

Senegal,

a

religious potentate

who maintained

himself independent

of the Fellahta as well as of the black states surround-

ing his country.

These Bakkay are immensely wealthy,

and possess great herds of jebus, camels, sheep and
horses, as well as slaves and serfs, belonging to the Arab
tribe of Mahr-Rhufa.
A good deal of their wealth has
been accumulated from the nominally voluntary tribute
paid by caravans and native travellers passing through
their country.

There

remains

another

important zauiya

on

the

Algerian side of the Moorish Algerian border.

It

was

founded at El-Abiodh by Ulad-Sidi-Sheik, a lover of
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peace,

who gave

happiness and shelter to

his honest ideas.

Duveyrier,

who

all

who shared

visited these people,

speaks very highly of them, and their sect has rendered
valuable services to the French in capturing the Sinoussi

Mohammed-Ben-' Abd-Allah, who for some time gave
unbounded trouble in the Sahara.
North and East of Mao is interesting country, but
perhaps the most interesting region of all is that which
In the Borku,
includes the Borku, Ennedi and Tibesti.
sedentary tribes, such as the Teda, are found.

country

is

one of fme oases.

To

Their

the east, in the Morcha,

beyond the channel cut by the Bahr-el-Ghazal,

is

a region

of winter

marshes along the cara,van routes followed by

Mahamid

tribes.

The Borku

is

practically the granar}^, with plenty of

wheat, millet and dates, of

all

that region.

The dates

Tobacco
The Borku feeds a population of about
is grown.
40,000 persons, belonging to the Tibesti and Ennedi,
Under the administration of
two sterile countries.
flourishes.
There is some degree
the Sinoussi agriculture
of trade with the Ennedi, from whom the Borku people
purchase salt and red gum, and vvith the Wadai, to
whom the Borku sell millet, oxen and sheep. There
is a direct route via Bokalia to Arada and Abesher
Situated as they are between the
(capital of Wadai).
desert of Libyia on one side and the Wadai, it is easy
enough for the Sinoussi to exercise their influence
strongly upon the Wadaians and the people of Darfur,
the effects spreading to the neighbouring French Kanem
and to Baguirmi.
In other words, the Borku is the " relay " spot of
all caravans proceeding to and from all the Sinoussi
are

excellent.

Cattle

and sheep are bred.

THE BORKU AND TIBESTI
stations either towards the

Kanem

and Darfur. By various routes
and Kuffia a serious importation
is
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Wadai
from TripoU, Egypt

or towards the

of

improved firearms

taking place both into the Darfur, and especially into

the Wadai, to be used in defence against, and, perhaps,

some day,

in attack upon, the British

on one side and

the French on the other.

The Sinoussi have sent

several embassies to Darfur

attempt a rapprochement between those
people and the Wadaians to encourage them in combined action against white neighbours. The Germans
in

order

to

and Turks are suspected
Sidi-el-Mahdi,
late years

the

of wire-pulling in those regions.

Sheikh of the Sinoussi, has of

proceeded towards the south, and since the

Borku occupation by the Sinoussi has now established
himself at Guro, in the Borku, evidently with a firm
intention to cement a Sinoussi alliance of the

Kanem-

Baguirmi-Wadai peoples.
Combined Franco-British
action will some day be necessary in those regions, if
the importation of arms is not suppressed.
The Borku is perfectly unknown in its north-eastern
It is a
part, and the Ennedi is but vaguely known.
rocky region, with a population akin to the Tubu

;

fierce

people at best.

Nachtigal and Captain Mangin,
these

regions,

state

that

the

who have

studied

Eguei and the Bodele

Lake Tchad, and an
ancient lake basin at a lower level than Lake Tchad.
That these were at one time supplied with water by
the Bahr-el-Ghazal as well as by the drainage of the
Tibesti and Ennedi.
The Borku is higher than the
formed depressions north-east

of

Bodele, according to Captain Mangin,

who

also suggests

the possibility that in remote times the waters from
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these marshes flowed into the desert of Libyia, into the
" chelonide marshes " of Herodotus' map and into those
of

Ptolemy (north-east

of the Borku).

In the Tibesti hot springs are to be found and salt

The country in some parts suggests a volcanic
upheaval. Perhaps, when Europeans are able to make
deposits.

their

way

across that country, mineral wealth

may

be

discovered.

The routes most followed by caravans
region

—before

the

Sinoussi's

in the

interference

Tchad

—were

:

the

one from Kano (in British Nigeria), via Zinder-Agades
and Rhat to Tripoli
and second from Kuka (west of
Lake Tchad), via Nguigmi, Bilma, and Murzuk, also to
;

Tripoli.

Colonel
route,

Gouraud was able

to

and the present occupation

French, with

its

reopen
of

the

former

Bilma by the

probable gradual extension to the Borku,

will facilitate the re-establishment of the other.

Eventu-

from Abesher, via the Borku and Tibesti
towards the north-west, ^ill again be frequented by
caravans, all these routes being of great importance in
ally the routes

commerce of the Sahara. Much of
the trade of Sokoto and Bornu would find its way towards Tunis if the trails were safe, and not only would
southern Tunisia greatly benefit by it, but a brisk trade
might be carried on by the populations of Uled Suliman
Arabs, by the Tubu and Kreida, the Mahamid (of the
Bahr-el-Ghazal), the Teda of Tibesti and the Tarawia of
the Ennedi, who possess immense herds of camels and
some cattle.
developing

the
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CHAPTER XXI.
On

leaving

west a

Mayuf and going south-west,

cuvette,

had

I

with an almost dry lakelet.

to the

This bulla

(with a direction of north-west to south-east) was ex-

tremely pretty and possessed wonderful regularity of

Then we went over undulating country

Unes.

came

to the Larghegi, another cuvette, with wells of

water.

In torrential rain during the afternoon

another

cuvette, the

left,

until

the

Mumunu

;

we

good

we passed

Marara, on our right, and one to the
half an hour later, yet another

one

to our right, the Artugri.

We

stopped for one night at Khaber, a

Tubu

village

Arab tents of the Miaissa
tribe.
These Tubu huts were covered by a mat over a
wooden frame. The entrance was either at one side of
of folding huts similar to the

the hut or at the end, according to the people's needs.

The Tubu were

tall,

thin people, dressed in long blue

robes, instead of in white,

hke the Arabs.

shaven heads and slightly-bearded

faces.

They had
Their coun-

tenances strongly resembled those of the Arabs, their
neighbours, except that their skins were of a dark chocolate colour instead of the white-yellowish tinge of the

Arabs.

They possessed high cheek-bones,

slightly oblique

eyes and long faces with a long nose in good proportion

The upper teeth were prominent.
On leaving this camp at sunrise we at once crossed the

to the face.

VOL. u.
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Chindi,

two

cuvettes joined together,

we passed on

the

absolutely circular.
Jili-Kurei.

From

of gabudOj a

and two hours

later

left side of our trail the Chillagu basin,

We

crossed the well-beaten trail of

this point

taller

tree

we began

than others

number
we had met be-

to find a

longing to a similar family, not unlike a weeping- willow,

and

also a great

We

many

kindil trees.

marched towards the south-west across

then

country, as no trail existed, and near the cuvette of

we came upon

Diseroh

scended into the Tegal

We

plantations of millet.
cuvette,

de-

with a picturesque group

mimosa with long white

Another
kind of mimosa, the col-col, with most minute leaves
and white flowers was also to be found in this cuvette.
Then in examining the vegetation we found some

of kindil, a

a plant with a small

kusullu,

some chongu

trees, usually

thorns.

fiattish

oval

leaf,

and

smothered under masses of

creepers.

We

passed another village that day, a village of

tents, Yalmini,

and

Then,

goats.

campment
village

of

with a zeriba of thorns for

at

later,

we came

to

cattle,

a

sheep

small

en-

Adegada, and further on to the small

Yuro with a good many

sandhills

to

our

south-west.

We

were marching due west.

A Tubu

guide

I

had

employed to convey me to Kulua in the north-eastern
part of Lake Tchad, instead of guiding, was trying to
mislead us all the time as to the direction in which we
intended to travel. Lieutenant Gauckler and I took
matters into our own hands, and over undulating country,
fairly wooded with short trees, we went right down into
the Yuro basin, west of the last village we had passed.
Having filled
There we found a well of good water.

RIG RIG
the skin bags

we

carried,
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we continued our march.

At

make camp, our carrier oxen being
worn out. That evening we found no water.
On August 30th we travelled over flat ground, with
lots of trees similar to those we had found the day before.

sunset

we had

We crossed

to

the high trail from

Gum

to Khaber, the route

going from north-east to south-west.

our course and were marching
then south-west.

We

came

now

We

had altered

south-south-west,

to curious irregular sand-

dunes and mounds with deep and frequent depressions
between, in which

we encountered troublesome

fine sand,

most annoying for our animals. In this place we struck
the high and well-beaten trail from Gum to Rig Rig
(1,000 feet), which passed south of the village from
south-east to north-west.

A

most beautiful oasis with cultivation was near the
village of Rig Rig, and wells, with a similar arrangement
for drawing water to that frequently to be seen on the
Nile.
A long rod was balanced upon two high posts,
and to it a heavy stone was attached at one end, and a
rope with a bucket at the other. There were plenty of
trees here, and any amount of millet, green beans, maize
and wheat.
On leaving Rig Rig on our left high columns of smoke
rose from the big village, Mategu two hundred huts or
so which lay on the direct route between Rig Rig and
Mao, and from which village a trail bifurcated to Bol.
Late in the afternoon we came upon another and
rather shallow cuvette, the Borku.
We were now going
over undulating sandhills, with unpleasant kram-kram

—

—

thorns attaching themselves to our limbs each time
got

off

we

our mounts, and with tamarind bushes brushing

and lashing us
VOL.

II.

as

we rode

by.

We

were going across a
18*

i-je

trail-less
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country, with long-thorned mimosas

tearing

our clothes mercilessly, and sometimes our faces and
hands.

The vegetation
was quite thick.

here,

although of no great height,

We

found large basins which had
the appearance of having been filled up to a certain
height by sand, accumulating in small successive rounded

mounds, not only on the shallow bottom of the basin,
but upon the surrounding wall of the cuvette. These
deposits of sand made the inner curves of the cuvette
irregular in shape, and unlike the smooth well-rounded
ones we had so far met. Spurs projected in the bottom
part, while the sky-line was undulating instead of absolutely fiat as in the

more regular

cuvettes.

Towards sunset we descended into another cuvette^
somewhat deeper than the average, and with a luxuriant
growth of thorny mimosas in the northern part of the
depression.
Here was a well of good water. We halted
on the dune of the Lahr, in which cuvette more wells
of good water were to be found.
We had been travelling
between two dunes, the greater to the north of us.
The heat during the day was intense.
On August 31st, at sunrise, we were moving over
rounded shape. W^hile
we were travelling south-west w^e had on our left a long
dune extending from east-south-east to west-north-west.
We found the Lugundom that day, a lake-bottom
three hundred yards in radius, absolutely flat, and of
a dirty raw sienna colour, owing to the sand which had

irregular

sandy undulations

of

been deposited and mixed with wet sodium carbonate.
Around the circumference of this lake-bottom was a white
edge where the moisture had not reached.

had been opened by the heat

of the sun.

Big

fissures

An

outer

DEPRESSIONS

fringe of high reeds within a

Some water was

THE DESERT
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dune surrounded the

lake.

visible in the southern portion of this

cuvette.

We

were now travelling amid

tall grass,

high, locally called the siigul, the seed of

squeezed had a strong scent of turpentine.

seven feet

which when

The

shorter

and produced
which were whitish in colour, and

grass, the

murku, was of a

feathery

flowers,

light silky green

which gave the appearance of frost over the landscape,
although the heat was somewhere near 40° Centigrade
Fahrenheit).

(104°

We

the Gababu, also with a

next came to another bulla,
flat,

whitish-yellow lake-bottom

and sodium carbonate. I think that the infiltration from Lake Tchad, at high water, fills both the
Lugundom and neighbouring depressions.
The Wayieh was a group of three cuvettes, one squarebottomed, the other two well-rounded, also with a
bottom of sodium carbonate and sand. Then came the

of sand

pretty

little cuvette of

Duwai

to the south of our route.

Further on we descended into an extensive basin, and
shortly

after

into

another one

much

elongated from

south to north, but not more than twenty to thirty feet
deep, the lower portion of which was covered with reeds

abundant moisture. In fact,
in all these cuvettes water could be found by digging only
a few feet, sometimes only a few inches, below the

and high

grass, indicating

surface.

We

way

dune between the cuvettes
of Bilam (on our left) and Mallam (on our right), trees
getting scarce again, the few we saw being small and
young. There was here an abundance of kalam grass,
with

steered our

its

We

many

for a

ears of small green seeds.

crossed,

in

a westerly direction, the northern
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end of the huge, horseshoe-shaped Yarta cuvette.
It
was divided by a narrow dune not more than twenty feet
high from another great basin, of the same name, but
circular in shape.
The latter had a luxuriant growth
of reeds in the mare, as the French so appropriately
call these

swampy

places.

we again found deposits of
Then we came to the great circle

In the Tirguggiri cuvette

sodium carbonate.

of Sagur, where, in the western side, a well three feet

deep had been dug.

was a pool of undrinkable
rain-water on the extensive sodium carbonate deposits.
There is a theory that when these subsidiary lagoons of
Lake Tchad become saturated with sodium carbonate
Near

it

the water does not evaporate so quickly as

As

normal condition.

me

just the other

far as I could judge,

way

when
it

in its

seemed to

round.

The Sagur was separated from a smaller depression
north-north-west of
ate deposits

it

—this also

having sodium carbon-

— and another small pool of water, by a dune

two hundred yards wide, gojng from north-east to southwest.
Our way, after crossing the Sagur, proceeded
over this dune, and we travelled westwards until we came
to the Toro, which had an undulating sand bottom, and
which formerly was actually a portion of Lake Tchad.
The highest water-mark on the banks of this depression,
evidently of no remote date, w^re fully twelve feet
above the bottom. Lakelets were still to be seen in
the deeper depressions, and also the bed of a channel,
the Sao, as it was locally called, now quite dry, lined on
This
either side by a thick growth of high reeds.
channel was three hundred yards wide, and its bed consisted of black mud and sodium carbonate.
We followed the northern bank of the Sao, which

THE BED OF LAKE TCHAD
here went due west into the lake.

The dune,

the people the Kri, went practically

Tchad, and was some twenty

From

this point

we

left

feet
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all

called by
round Lake

wide here.

the Chitati country, which

Kuburi country. We
crossed the Sao, in the centre of which we found the
Kudulul encampment upon a mound of sand that rose
The hemispherical
out of the former bed of the lake.
huts were constructed of mud over a wooden frame.
From this point we proceeded first along the dune
which bordered Lake Tchad on that side, then we
descended into the actual bed of Lake Tchad, now
absolutely dry with the exception of a few pools like
the Toro, and further on the Tori. The formation of
the lake-bed was curious. There were rounded mounds
of sand, deposits of sodium carbonate, and ancient
decayed vegetation, which formed an undulating surface on the lake-bottom.
Not so, however, on our left
along the broad channel, the Sao. Where we crossed
this channel we found two wells of fairly good water
only slightly impregnated with sodium carbonate.
On the opposite side of the Sao we perceived large
herds of cattle and flocks of goats.
On the top of the
dune was an encampment of some forty huts, hemispherical, with the upper part of the dome plastered
over with mud, while the lower was left open for ventilation's sake.
Other huts were thatched with grass,
and all were constructed on a frame of reeds or of
ambatch wood. We received a warm greeting from
the natives, but we did not stop. We found one or
two more pools, the undulations in the lake-bottom
giving place to an absolutely flat surface of mud and
vegetable matter reduced to black powder when dry

we had

crossed,

and were

in the
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and forming dark patches. Here and there could
be seen yellowish and white patches of mud and sand
mixed, evidently reduced to this very fine form by the
shifting action of water.

We

had marched now west, then south-west and
west, owing to deviations forced upon us by the country.
On nearing Kulua, after marching fourteen kilometres,
upon the absolutely dry lake-bed, we came to extremely
fiat

country in terraces.

In

the well-rounded curves

of these terraces could plainly be perceived the action
of the retreating waters of the lake at various periods.

The small settlement

of

Kulua (970

feet)

stood upon

Not a tree could be seen on either
side, and the horizon-line was perfectly straight, like
that of the ocean in its calmest moments.
Kulua, which at one time was at the edge of the
Lake
lake, is now many kilometres from the water.
one of these terraces.

Tchad, according to the older natives of Kulua, has
risen and fallen twice during the last thirty years
or

so,

but the

greatest

fall

they

had

known was

during the last six or seven years, when the northern
portion had practically become dry, and

it

was quite

possible to walk into the centre of the lake on foot

without getting wet, except for one or two channels in

which the water was one or two

feet deep.

The brother of the Chief of Bossu states that when
a boy he saw the lake quite full as far as Kulua. Then
it gradually became empty in the northern part, then
then empty again.
full once more
There are immense deposits of sodium carbonate,
especially near Kamba, some forty-five kilometres from
;

Kulua, but mares of sodium carbonate are to be found as
far as

Wanda.

Others are also to be found nearer Bol.

KULUA
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but they are not of sufficient value to be worked.
people of

bonate

Wanda

carry on a brisk trade in sodium car-

in its crystallized form, as

Kindiria,

a

The

village

eighty -five

do also the people of
kilometres

Kulua, in the neighbourhood of Wanda.

These

south

of

villagers,

who own innumerable carrier oxen, make constant
journeys to Kamba, where the Kamba people charge
them a tax

of five thalers (about fifteen francs or twelve

shillings local value) for

every hundred fully-laden oxen.

Every ox carries eight rectangular slabs, weighing altogether about 160 kilos (approximately 352

lbs.).

Kulua was established in 1904 by Lieutenant Hardellet, and was being reconstructed at the
time of my visit by Lieutenant Gauckler, whom I left
there.
It had been merely a temporary post, but was
to be converted into a permanent station, principally
for purposes of tariff, but also to keep a watch on the
Tubu, who inhabited the country for a hundred kilometres eastward under Chief Issa Maimi, and who were
They were much given to raiding when
restless people.

The post

of

opportunity offered.

The heat in the desert at the northern part of Lake
Tchad had been great, and as I had marched long distances every day my men had suffered considerably.
My faithful vSomali, owing to several accidents and
the strain, was giving signs of insanity.
It had taken
the

form of a religious mania, the

many

wonderful

had seen on our journey across Africa having
preyed heavily upon his mind. He wanted to be killed,
so that he could proceed direct to Heaven, for which

sights he

begged to
differ from him.
Patience was required, although his
conduct was trying in such tropical heat
but, poor

place

he thought himself quite ready.

I

;
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he was not responsible for his actions. Time
after time he refused to come on and entreated to be
shot, but I am not in the habit of murdering anybody,
fellow,

particularly faithful servants, so I put off the operation

At Kulua one day he disappeared, saying
he wanted to die of starvation, and gave me no end of
anxiety until a search party was sent and he was brought
back to camp. Maybe, the hot sun had also affected
his head, especially since I had presented him with a
black London bowler hat, which he insisted on wearHere was another indication that
ing in the desert.
protecting the head was sometimes worse than not
indefinitely.

protecting

it

at

all.

was sorry to say good-bye to Lieutenant Gauckler,
who had been a most thoughtful and kind companion
during the journey north of Lake Tchad. On September 2nd I left Kulua with my caravan of camels and
Miaissa attendants, riding across the dry bed of the
I

lake, a flat, treeless expanse,

sions

and regular

with

tall

reeds

with large shallow depres-

terrace^, the depressions being filled

owing

to

the

moisture which

still

existed.

An hour

west of Kulua we passed the very large

vil-

by Kuburi, Kanembu
Later, we came to the small

lage of Kiska or Kiskaua, inhabited

and Buduma people.
village of Djakar, a
I

marched

Kanembu

village,

from which place

in a north-westerly direction over soil of a

sodium carbonate and decomposed vegetable matter). We came to a sand-dune east
of, and parallel to, a channel running from south to
north, and connecting several basins
then travelled
over flat terraces of sand, with well-rounded banks
dipping into these basins. When Lake Tchad reached
blackish

colour (sand,

;

u

TERRACES
its

maximum

LAKE TCHAD'S BED

IN

heiL;ht,

all
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these terraces were evidently

islands.

Upon

these

we

found

large-leaved

latex-ejecting

which we had seen on the islands near
and which are called ushar in Arabic, kayo in Bornu,
kohai in Buduma, and bomida in Somali.
By noon we had ascended and were travelling over
an immense barren stretch, with no vegetation at all
except lishar plants here and there. In a small depression was a well two feet deep, the water saturated
with sodium carbonate. Later on we continued over
the same barren, black soil on a Hat stretch, with a
dune north of us. This barrier, not more than hfteen
feet high, was the northern limit of Lake Tchad at high
ferns like those

Bol,

water.
I

travelled north-west until 4.30 in the afternoon,

having

came

left

Kulua

at seven in the morning,

to a well four feet

deep

sand and alluvial deposits.
hour and a half

and then

I

in

a great expanse of grey

I

found another well an

and yet another at eight in the
evening, when I halted, still in the lake-bed upon black
soil, with a few young tamarinds growing on spots
which formerly had been islands. Before making camp,
I crossed a depression with a dune on each side, both
the depression and the dunes having a direction from
later,

south-west to north-east.

On September

3rd

I left

at sunrise, six o'clock, with

the northern dune sometimes nearer, sometimes further

away, according to the line of the water which it had
followed, and varying in height from fifteen to forty feet,
the greater heights being found principally in the latter
Its
part of our march in the afternoon of that day.
summit was irregular, and generally undulating. Small
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trees could

be seen on the top of

now

those formerly existing and

it

all

along^

and on

distant islands which

have mentioned above, but there were no trees whatever in the part where we were marching, the actual
bed of the lake. In fact, from six in the morning till
one in the afternoon we did not pass a single tree. There
was only short grass and either accumulations of sand
I

or grey alluvial deposits.

A

by the Miaissa Arabs, was
the lake-bed, and was much

shrub, called the radem

plentiful in

relished

We

some parts

by my camels.
came to a well

approaching

it

of

at half-past

over a low,

flat

two

in the afternoon,

stretch,

and

at 4.15

I

arrived at Nguigmi, a large and wretched-looking place

some domed, all more
In the market-place, which had
or less tumbling down.
a shelter in the centre and was slightly more picturesque,
were a few Haddad at work, and merchants selling cloth,
rope, and slabs of sodium carbonate displayed upon the
of miserable sheds,

some

conical,

ground.

The
tion

village

of millet.

was screened
Each little

plantation within the
zeribas

little

all

round by a large planta-

zeriba

had

enclosure.

were not more than thirty

own further
Some of these

its

and

feet in diameter,

contained one or two houses besides the plantation.

The

inhabitants

despatched

men

Kanembu.

were

Chief

Malem
and

in all directions to bring firewood

water, and help us to

make

The huts were fenced
caravan passed through the

fires.

off

with

tall

village, the

reeds.

my

As

women, with

their

long hair in oily locks and huge silver earrings, looked
in

astonishment at us, while the children, with their

big paunches, fled at the sight of the camels.

NGUIGMI
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was 1,050 feet.
Upon the dune a few hundred yards from the village
was a French military post, now abandoned, the re-

The

mains

elevation of this place

of the few cylindrical

mud

structures being

still

visible.

Nguigmi, the most north-westerly post of Lake Tchad
under the French Congo administration, would be the

which we should come, and we were now
entering what the maps call the French Sudan, and
what is now styled by the French, the Territoire Militaire
This was at one time the
de la Niger ie Francaise.
country of the warlike Tuareg, and of the Bornu, the

last post to

Manga and

the Haussa,

all

people excessively treacherous.

Anxiety was felt by the French regarding my safety,
as I travelled with a comparatively small caravan and
with an escort of only one soldier. I positively refused
to take

more wdth me.

lized countries has

which

my

I

I

think that

my

safety in uncivi-

mostly depended upon the speed at

generally travel, and on the absolute secrecy

movements, none of my men ever knowing when
or by which route I shall proceed.
No information is,
therefore, conveyed to natives which could enable them
to prepare an ambush for us.
My arrival was always a
surprise to everybody, and before their surprise was over
I was off again.
I left Nguigmi on September 4th, and about one
mile beyond I crossed the dune, after having gone over
inclined deposits of sand and sodium carbonate extremely
hard on the surface. The dur^ was low where I crossed
it
not more than ten to twelve feet high. Upon
reaching the summit of the dune we found ourselves
upon a flat stretch, with mimosas in abundance. We
went through large plantations of millet, then through
of

—
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a regular forest of mimosas, the halha of the Miaissa
Arabs.
I
I

reached the large

lived Chief

At

some two hours, when

travelled west-south-west for

Tubu

Mahommed

this place

village

Leskerih, where

of

Kossuh, the son of Keshirda.

were to be seen interesting appliances,

furnaces and conical baskets used in extracting potash

from the ashes of certain plants, a process which we have
already examined.

Once over the dune, we had before us yellowish sand
and cuvettes almost entirely filled up to the summit with
irregular

mounds

of sand.

On leaving Leskerih I went first west, then south-west,
and two hours later I found two deep depressions, one
some fifty feet deep, with dunes in a direction from
south-west to north-east. Then came a third immense
cuvette, showing subsidiary minor depressions.
None
of

these

depressions

were

as

deep

as

the

first

we

had met that day, at the bottom of which was an
The
abandoned settlement with conical mud roofs.
name of this place, they told me, was Kuritoah.
We marched on in a most erratic fashion, the guide
I had employed having lost his way during the evening.
Towards eight o'clock we came to another abandoned
village, Kinzerram.
Over undulating ground we arrived
towards nine in the evening at Wudi, where we fortunately found a well of fair water.

we expected to fill all
we possessed, as we should be for at
without finding water if we marched
At

this well

the water skins
least

two days

briskly for the

105 kilometres which separated us from the next well.

On September

5th, at i a.m., I left Wudi, meaning
march the 105 kilometres without stopping.

to

s

WATERLESS COUNTRY
The country

was

at this point
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and

flatter

clearer of

mimosas, which tore one's clothes to pieces when

tall

the camels passed near them, the camels pushing along

unmercifully

when they

hold of the riders.

felt

that the thorns had caught

my men

All

were mounted, so we

progressed quickly.

We
over

marched

night in glorious moonlight, mostly

or undulating sand-hills,

flat

and crossed several

We

stretching from south-west to north-east.

dunes

all

came

to a deep

dunes round

By

all

with a grassy bottom and with

cuvette

it fifty

feet high.

four o'clock in the morning

another cuvette upon our
another one to the

left of

trail,

and an hour

We

our route.

shghtly south of west.

A

lot

we had come

of

later

to
to

were travelling

mharkat trees were

passed.

Steadily

that

is

moving along

till

nine o'clock that evening,

to say, for twenty-one hours,

we

let

the camels

rest for four hours,

and started again

September 6th,

time crossing undulating country.

Slx

this

deep consecutive

sandy.

cuvettes

The vegetation

was

in the night of

were passed.
sparse,

except

All
in

were
the

where plentiful grass was to be found.
the morning we came to a seventh small

cuvettes themselves,

At

five

cuvette,

strata

in

and at 6.15 to a perfectly circular basin, the
which were shallow, distinct, superposed

of

and horizontal, giving the appearance of steps like those
in an ancient Roman amphitheatre.
This particular
cuvette made part of a series of depressions on the east
side of a high and important dune, also with a direction
from south-west to north-east. Two more cuvettes
were found beyond this dune, also not unhke amphitheatres, and at 8.30 in the morning we came across yet

^
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another huge cuvette of Hght yellow sand, with mimosa
trees along its banks, and a flat, hard bottom of mud

and sodium carbonate.
At 9.40 we had on our
this

left

another

huge bulla

one having level terraces of grass of different shades

Between one cuvette and another as we went
westwards the ground was only slightly undulating, but
on some of the flat stretches we crossed there were occasional mounds and subsidiary dunes.
We then came to
plenty of grass and plenty of mimosas, and by ten o'clock
of green.

to another cuvette^ this time almost circular.

A
as

Lake Tchad,
was that, while

characteristic of the cuvettes west of

compared with those

east of the lake,

the latter were generally oval in shape, the former were

almost always circular.

The heat during the day was intense, and it affected
my poor Somali, who was by now a raving lunatic. He
now insisted on remaining in the desert to die. To make
things worse, the insane camel-man given me by my
friend Mayuf, the Miaissa chief, also had a relapse, and
I had indeed a terrible tirhe with these two monomaniacs
During the long uninterrupted march I had fallen fast asleep on my camel.
When I woke I found the mad camel-man had disappeared; the Somah, in a state of beatitude, had been

in that portion of the journey.

and we had strayed and did not know exactly
where we were. Fortunately, the soil was soft and
sandy, and it was not difficult to discover the footmarks
After marching back and wasting conof the Miaissa.
siderable time, I found the rascal spread flat upon the
sand, saying he would die and would not come any
Allah was good and he would
further with the camels.
stargazing,

go to Allah.

•^^^

4}

-Ml|

ill

f

^
i

t
t

i

«

I^B

;

ON SUICIDE BENT
" Allah

is

good, true enough, but

explained, giving the

I

man

I
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am

not so good/'

a violent shaking as

I

con-

ducted him by the nape of the neck to the caravan,

bade him attend at once.
Watch had to be kept upon him, as he invoked Allah
for hours in a loud voice, tearing off one by one his
turban and clothes and brandishing his sword in a
dangerous manner.
All these excitements sound well on paper, but in
the terrific heat of the sun it was no laughing matter to
me to keep the camels going and keep an eye on my
perambulating lunatic asylum.
Both the Somali and the camel-man were next on
to which

I

suicide bent.

I

promised them,

if

they came quietly as

would allow them to kill each other
if
they chose to their mutual satisfaction. As the
Somali hated the Miaissa, and the Miaissa loathed the
Somali, they would not hear of so unsatisfactory a death
the survivor would feel so happy at the death of the
other.
I think the incessant quarrels between these
two distracted their minds and eventually drove the
suicidal mania from them.
At three o'clock in the afternoon we came to and
crossed a most beautiful cuvette, perfectly circular in
shape, with a bottom of white clay and sand.
far as Zinder, I

PLANTS BETWEEN LAKE TCHAD AND ZINDER.
LOCAL N.\ME.

The

kaigo tree

DESCRIPTION.
Plentiful in this region

;

from the ashes

the natives extract potash.
leaf

Kindil

(in

Bornu), or

hill bulla.

A

It

mimosa, with tiny leaves at the top
and innumerable thorns upon

tree,

11.

it

one and a half inches long.

elastic branches.

VOL.

of

has a fatty

19

of the

most
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Plants between Lake Tchad and Zinder

LOCAL NAME.

Kahi

—continued.

DESCRIPTION.

A

tree

common

sticky

latex

in the desert, ejecting a

when

and

polished

cut.

The

spoon-like,

oval

white
leaves

when

especially

young.

Kalimbo

A

kind of tamarind

Col-col

Subucal

hook-thorned

Long,
its

wood

Tall grass,

is

Another

loved by the camels

;

The

mimosa.

grain

of

extraordinarily close.

common

The ends
Subuh

much

common.

also quite

some parts of the desert.
form a regular panache.
the ears of which are en-

in

of the ears

tall

grass,

closed in long, pointed leaves.

N'ghibo

A

short grass, with a feathery white panache.

Also found further east.

Kussulu

A

strange plant, with three-ribbed leaves, and

a tiny yellow flower, the red seed of which
is

Kurgunoh

A

good to

shade of

and

Kamangar

A

eat.

short plant, to be found in patches under the
trees.

It

has a small violet flower

star -shaped leaves.

small plant, producing yellow flowers and

comparatively

large

pods

containing

tiny

All the joints of this plant are of a

beans^.

deep yellow colour upon a general tint of
faint green.
It is used medicinally by the
natives as a purgative.

Mghiri

A

ball-like
fairly

Nghiziri

A

tree

of

thorns

and tiny

leaves,

common,

clean-stemmed plant, with small, fat, oval
four or five growing together quite
crowded, directly along the main stem.
ground creeper, with a pretty, much-fretted
leaf.
It produces a fruit not unlike a minialeaves,

Tambar

A

Kanoski

A

ture water-melon.

small plant, with long arms shooting skywards almost directly from the ground, and
with a six-section leaf, each section forming
a leaf in itself, the group of them upon a long
common stem. Near the top, tiny leaves

I

FLORA OF THE DESERT
LOCAL NAME.
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DESCRIPTION.

grow all along the main stem and at the
summit is an elaborate flower. Yellow buds
are held in the centre in a group, in green

when

These,

receptacles.

burst open, show

a white flower upon a violet stem, inside

which

A

Morauah

long

are

graceful

stamens

violet

coiled

in

cur>/'es.

small plant, with velvety stem and elon-

gated leaves growing in sets of twos along
the stem and its offshoots.
It produces a
small

pod

light-green

and

tiny

a

violet

flower.

Pagam

Grass

common

with a starry flower
each point being composed

in the desert,

of four points,
of

hundreds

wonderful
only finer.

A

Nganzano

delicate

on

tiny

of

design

making a

triangles,

something

like

herb, which easily fades

being

touched.

It

has

filigree,

and

long,

dies

flimsy

leaves, with a fretted edge.

A

Cayei

small untidy and antipathique plant, with
small white thorns on an unwholesome pink
stem.

The

leaves are in sets like those of

mimosas. It produces a most unwholesome-looking fruit of a bilious green, shaped
not unlike a miniature tomato in five sections and covered all over with a whitish
down, plus half a dozen long and strong
thorns, one on each section.
It is most
difficult to open one of these fruits.
Grass plentiful in the desert, short, and of

Pur ah

fine texture.

The long-bladed

leaves,

rubbed downwards, cling to the
the teeth of a small
panicle

within

a

file.

It

circle

of

when

fingers like

has a greenish
dark,

violet-

coloured filaments, each seed of the antennae

being enclosed in a heavy envelope.

A

Chungo

with branches at right angles, of a beauemerald green, with formidable spikes
at intervals of half an inch, the spikes in
relation to one another being at an angle of
tree,

tiful

VOL.

II.

19*
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Plants between Lake Tchad and Zinder

LOCAL NAME.

—

cn?itt?iued.

DESCRIPTION-

These spikes, one and a half

fifty -five degrees.

inches in length, are green in colour, with a

yellow point, and as hard as bone. Their
resistance is amazing and the sharpness

At the base

of the points notable.

point

Jihby

(in

ascagni

is

a set of two rounded

waxy

of

each

leaves.

well-known kram-kram of French ColoThese tiresome little balls of thorns
which make life unbearable in the desert

Bornu), The
(in

the

nials.

Miaissa tongue).

most common plants in the
French Sudan desert.
climber, with three-pointed leaves and the

are perhaps the

Ndtiko vine

A

Gives a perfectly oval fruit
deep yellowish red, soft-skinned, about
one and a half inches long, not poisonous,
but quite insipid.
grass, each blade of which separates at the
top with five or six stalks, each ending in a
star.
The star develops into an ear conusual spirals.
of a

A

Kaggigi

taining brown-and-white striped seeds.

The

ears form a sphere.

Ganteska

A

and flimsy

fine

grass,

with long, pointed

keeping close to the stalk. It has
tiny ears containing grains, hanging from
numerous offshoots at the summit of a

leaves

,

stalk.

Kakkara

A

tall

oat,

not unlike

the

avena

of

Central

Italy.

Korgunoh

A

Krisumkori

Has

short grass, with violet flowers.
long, narrow leaves quite fat and furred
with tiny white thorns. The flower bud is

enclosed in a large calyx, three-tiered, and

Kalabul

Karago

in four fluted sections, each leaf of the three
growing above the fourth having hard curved
spikes round its edge.
The four flowers,
one in each section, are white.
Grass, yellow and thorny, with seeds in ears
enveloped in white, fine down.
A tree, having contracted branches, and a

mass

of thorns,

but no leaves.

UGLY FLOWERS
LOCAL NAME.
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DESCRIPTION.

A

Glei

which are used

jialm, the leaves of

ropes {dnm in Arabic).

from

this

for

The burr

is

making

the date

palm.

Cridjum

Also a palm.

Daghdagiih

A

creeper,

with

minute leaves, four-leaved
and a fruit like an inverted

yellow flowers,
double pear of a rich cadmium yellow, with
Its
a vermilion tint at the broader part.

envelope

is

quite

brilliant crimson, are

Tinnpapia (in Haussa),
baramhatch (in Ara-

A

leaves

good to

common

and branches

seeds,

also

eat.

near Lake Tchad.

eject quantities of

white latex.

bic.

The zone

large-leaved ficus,
Its

The

frail.

was not attractive in
the way of flowers. The desert, where one had tropical
vegetation, was, of course, worse.
In French posts I
occasionally saw some of the more robust European
of Africa I crossed

flowers growing in abundance, but in the desert, with

the exception of a few flowers upon trees

extremely small,

I

These were mostly of a dirty white, or

and unpleasant
edge.

generally

only saw a few upon the ground

violet

tone,

which

else of

a violent

set one's teeth

on

.
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CHAPTER XXII
After

passing chiefly over

flat

Mir at 6 p.m. on September 6th.

mud

the small

and

five

we arrived at
There we found merely

country,

fort in charge of a Senegalese sergeant

Senegalese soldiers.

There were a few

huts inside the fort wall, the fort

on a hillock
feet),

being situated

sand over a substratum of rock (1,150
overlooking an extensive but somewhat flattish
of

cuvette to the west,
all

itself

mud

around

it.

with patches of white crystallizations

Otherwise there was absolutely nothing

to interrupt the level horizon-line all

around

us,

and at

night one had the impression of being in the middle of
the sea, so uninterrupted and

were no villages

flat

was everything.

There

neighbourhood, the only popula-

in the

tion being found south of the British Nigerian boundary,

where the Bornu

lived.

The Bornu to this day use bows and arrows, both in
war and in hunting, the bow being made of hard wood
with a leather cord.

A

piece of hard leather

where the hand grasps the bow.
poisoned with the

dehi,

is

placed

The arrows, which

are

a concoction of several deadly

herbs, are extremely light

and made

of

a reed with a

long iron head double-barbed.
I

continued

my

journey from Mir, going due west

across a cuvette, then slightly north-north-west.

that

it

was

flat,

After

with only a few undulations and hardly

ROBBER TRIBES
any vegetation at all with the exception
two or a tree here and there. Grass was
not

fit

295

of a shrnb or
plentifnl,

but

for grazing purposes.

Going over a dune we met two Bornu sportsmen,
wild-looking fellows, with bows and arrows and an axe.
They ran away.

At sunset we came
although

cuvettes

were

another small

across

now

getting

scarce.

cuvette,

After

was flat and barren until we arrived at 8 p.m.
at an encampment, where there seemed to have been a
raid, or perhaps the people had been scared of a coming
raid.
We found numbers of pots and pans and bundles
of rope abandoned in the encampment of a dozen huts.
Dangaliah was the name of this deserted village, where
a deep well was to be found. The inhabitants belonged
to the Manga Dagra tribe.
There were in this neighbourhood numerous robber
They were taking advantage of the ill-defined
tribes.
boundary between Great Britain and France in that
region, which left a neutral zone, upon which neither
the British nor the French exerted their influence, as
they were not quite certain to whom it belonged. Bornu
robbers therefore raided, now on one side, then on the
other, of this neutral zone, to which they then retired,
The new boundary has
thus escaping punishment.
now been clearly defined, and in due time all this
With the complete accord which
will be mended.
characterizes the relations between English and French
that

all

those

officers

in

become

safe.

Later

We

we came

regions, that country will eventually

to another

found no water

We

halted

at

i

encampment,

also deserted.

in the wells.

a.m. on September

8th and

left
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again at six o'clock, finding a

upon our
cuvettes

we

trail

on

this

almost entirely

We

march.
filled

little

more vegetation
crossed two small

By

up with sand.

10.30

more twin cuvettes beside each other,
and we then reached Karkaro (1,230 feet), where a
tumble-down camping ground was to be seen with a few
mat sheds which afforded us a shelter from the intense
crossed two

heat of the sun.

my

We

were marching at a great speed,

had by now finished
most of my provisions, and all my heavy and cumbersome baggage had been sent home, some by the Nile,
the remainder down the Congo river. The camels
which I possessed were excellent, and, although my
head camel-man was liable to fits of lunacy, I had
one or two other men fortunately possessed of sound
camels being lightly laden.

I

sense.

During the night we were startled by the
hissing of a serpent

makes a curious noise

like

large

serpent

All the camels stampeded,

The serpent was

off their loads.

which

a howling wind being forced

through a slightly open door.

throwing

a

souffleur,

sibilant

as scared as

and hastily beat a retreat. We eventually got
the animals back and loaded them again.

we

were,

Snakes were plentiful

in this part,

not nearly so dangerous as the

the larger ones

little vipers,

which were

deadly.

In the afternoon at five o'clock

we came

across a

large cuvette, quite devoid of trees in the southern half,

but the northern section crowded with shrubs.
after,

at

5.15,

a smaller

and grass

circular

cuvette

Shortly

with plenty

was passed
on the left of our trail. During that march we came
across other depressions of no great importance.
The
of green reeds

at the moist bottom,

FAST MARCHING
country was mostly

flat
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Yet

with short kurgunoh grass.

another

cuvette, quite circular,

and
The

t3^pical

was found at

six o'clock,

another, quite shallow, at 6.10.
peculiarity

the far west of Lake

of

these

towards

cuvettes

Tchad was that they were now

nearly devoid of trees, quite unlike those of the

Kanem

and the Chitati.
At 6.30 we were compelled to stop by a severe storm
which overtook us. It first raised clouds of sand and
dust in the violent gust of wind which always precedes
the rain that presently

falls in

bucketfuls.

One of the principal things which characterized my
march across the desert from Lake Tchad to the Niger,
and which astonished people whom we met on the trail
or

in

any

of

we moved and

the posts, was the rapidity with which
the

little

rest

animals, and myself on this
I

two

used

separate

and

which

march

I

allowed

my

men,

of 1,415 kilometres.

consecutive

caravans

of

camels.

There

a belief in Europe that to see or learn some-

is

thing about a country you must remain there

all

your

Of course, this may be imperative in people who
have no experience of foreign lands. Personally, I
cannot see what is the use of wasting one's life in places
where there is absolutely nothing to see, and where
even the profoundest studies on the earth's surface
could, if one wished, be carried out in a few hours'
life.

observation.

There were no people in that country and no vegetation to speak of.
The cuvettes and sand-dunes and other
accumulations of sand were the only things of interest.

We

left

September

again at three o'clock on the morning of
8th, the country being

more broken up.

No
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we

sooner had

than we saw another

left

and another one

At

four o'clock.

at

cuvette at 3.15

5.30 a circular

with palm-trees was encountered

cuvette

and at six
At 6.45 we

a cuvette with an old well at the bottom.

name
ruins.
To

Pom-

arrived at a shelter which rejoiced in the

of

pom Cabran

the west

now in
with many

Bokhar, and was

was a small cuvette
palm-trees, and at
8.15 and at nine o'clock two small cuvettes were again
met only five kilometres from Shirmalek. At 9.45
of

it

another

cuvette,

with lots of palm-trees in

its

depression,

was visible on the right of our trail.
The post of Shirmalek was situated high up on an
elevated dune, and looked quite imposing as one approached
morning.

it.

A

I

arrived at the post at ten o'clock in the

square block-house had been erected with

a zeriba of thorns

all

round.

at an elevation of 1,270 feet.

A

small village stood

One white sergeant was
The

in charge of the post with ten Senegalese soldiers.

post was situated between a cuvette to the east-northeast,

and a smaller one south-west.

this place for four

An hour

hours to

let

my

came

I

only stopped at

camels graze.

dune with a
direction from south-east to north-west, and with an
elongated cuvette on its eastern side.
Innumerable plants were to be seen here of the
barambatch,
ficus tumpapia (in the Haussa language
in Arabic), the fibre of which is used, as in Somaliland,
after leaving,

I

to a high

;

for rope-making.

we

crossed a small cuvette, and at 5.45
another long oval basin. At six we were in a great and

At

five o'clock

more irregular cuvette, with mounds of sand in the centre
and a group of palms at the northern end. From this
point great undulations occurred in the ground and trees

DUNES AND CUVETTES
ceased almost altogether until

we reached

Farlala

the

Mosquitoes at

shelters towards nine o'clock at night.

were innumerable and troublesome.

this place

On
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camp by

leaving this

ourselves in

a steep descent

One hour

a deep cuvette.

we found
just

later,

as

warming the landscape with its golden rays,
we were in an elongated and most picturesque basin,
with a small lake in the centre encircled by groves of
palms. Later, at 7.10 and at 7.30 respectively, we met
two similar basins, and at 7.45 we came to a great dune,
the direction of which was from south-east to northwest.
At 8.10 another dune of great proportions, running
On the other
parallel to the preceding one, was reached.
side of this dune, at 8.30, we went across an immense
cuvette full of palms and large deposits of white sodium
the sun was

causing these palms to appear as though

carbonate,

growing

in

The west

snow.

formed by another dune

the cuvette was

of

side

parallel

the one on

to

the

east side.

At

9.45

(elevation,

upon a

we reached
1,400 feet),

those inhabitants

Each two

a

Berberi

height.

who

Marikuramalek

the village of
*'

Berberi "

is

the

village,

name

situated

applied

to

all

are neither Haussa nor Bornu.

or three houses in this village were enclosed

in separate zeribas of

wooden

posts

and matting.

low conical-roofed huts were miserable-looking.

The
The

people inside shared their homes with numerous goats

and some chickens.

Two

cuvettes

village, the first

in succession

were found west of the

one with water and good grazing.

Both

these were shallow basins.

At

4.30 another large but equally shallow cuvette

with a big millet plantation in

it

was reached.

At
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and 5.30 more cuvettes were found, the
Then came a long dune (from
last one with water.
south-east to north-west), our course being here due
The depression along these dunes was deeper
west.
on the east side than upon the west.
We arrived at Tamashuka at 7.30, and there we
found a Mangawa village of over a hundred huts. A
5 o'clock, 5.10,

large cuvette with a well lay to the west of the village,

which we had come across undulating country.
By September loth we were in a region of great
dunes, mostly running in a direction from south-east
to north-west, but many of them showed a tendency

to

to

a

crescent

form,

describing

immense

arcs,

within

which we generally found villages. Some of these dunes
were under cultivation and had enormous plantations of
millet.

We

passed the Sannanaua camping ground at 8.20,

and from

this point

defined cuvettes.

We

we

did not find any more well-

constantly encountered crescent-

shaped dunes, with depressions between, where numerous
palm-trees and mimosas grew among minor hillocks of
sand.

At

9.30 a.m.

we perceived

in

the distance to the

south-west-west the mountains on which Gouri stood.

At 11.30 we came to a beautiful basin with small palm
groves
then more great crescent-shaped dunes, with
;

valleys of palm-trees.

After that, to a

flat

expanse with

huge millet plantations, and at 12.45 we came to the
village of Wajengoni, inhabited by Manga or Mangawa
people

Although this portion was called a desert by many
people, it was not really a desert in the proper sense
of the word. Indeed, the soil was extraordinarily fertile.

GOURI
Were

not

it

for the scarcity of
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water almost anything

could be grown there, the climate, though hot, being

no time unbearable.
there were nights when

In the winter months, in fact,

at

mometer descended

it

was quite cold and the

ther-

to 50° Fahrenheit (10° Centigrade),

sometimes even lower.

On

we descended at 3.30 into
and immense grove of palms by the

leaving this village

a most beautiful
side

of

a dune (south-east to north-west) which ran

parallel to

There was a well of capital water

it.

An

depression.

(also south-east

came

mimosas,
trail,

is

and

We

another great dune

was found.

Then we

but shallow hollows, with

and chungo

trees.

was a great valley

at 5.45

termed the

The

to north-west)

tindil, col-col,

5.25 there

pression.

later, at 4.30,

a series of wide

to

At

hour

in the

we struck an

to the north of our

irregularly-shaped de-

arrived that afternoon at Gouri, in what

district or

province of Mounyo.

on the 13° 20'
lat. N. and the latitude of Gouri is exactly on the 14th
parallel of lat. N.
The province extended from Moa,
which ought to belong to Mounyo, as the inhabitants
British

Nigerian

frontier lies

Mangawa as far as Nguigmi, which we had
on Lake Tchad.
North of Gouri we found the Kontouss, a plateau,
or rather a mountainous mass inhabited by the Dagguera,
are all

visited

people akin to the Mangawa.

They

chiefly inhabited

the highlands, but two villages of these people were also
at Tamsoukoua and
The most important mountains
of that group were the Mia Mountain, and west, towards
Zinder, Mount Guedio, north of the trail, about twenty
to

be found further south-east,

Mallam Goullamary.

kilometres west of Gouri.
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South-east of Gouri, at Gourselick, were salt-marshes.

was extracted mostly by a primitive process
The natives took the dry earth mixed
of ebullition.
with salt crystals, and boiled all in earthen pots, pouring
in water constantly, until the earth was washed away
and the salt, in a more or less dirty form, was eventually

The

salt

collected.

There were

salt-marshes

also

Kailaram, at Karagou,

etc.,

Karangaoa,

at

at

The

east of Gourselick.

Boue mines, west of Gourselick, were now exhausted.
At Abque quantities of carbonate of soda were to be
found.

The region south

of

Gouri was infested by brigands,

as although the convention for the

made

new

was

frontier

had not yet been ratified, and the
The
actual boundary pillars had not been erected.
officers, both on the French and English sides, had orders
in

1904,

it

not to interfere with the people near the approximate

boundary.
Gouri

will

places in

In

the

new

delimitation

zone

the

near

form a long rectangle. The only important
the district which have been ceded to the

French are Khabi and Budum, Khabi being formerly
a great slave market.

Much

discussion has taken place regarding a quick

route to Lake Tchad which would be reached

down

the

Komundugu; but

as

Lake Tchad

by water

itself is

not

navigable in the northern part, except under exceptional
circumstances,

this

route

would

really

assistance to the French, especially

when

be

of

there

little
is

an

by the Niger, the Benoue and
the Logone, by which Lake Tchad can be comfortably
reached the entire way, except a few kilometres, by
infinitely better route

steamer.

THE MANGAWA
The Mangawa who

inhabit the region of Gouri were

docile people, timid to a degree

avoided Europeans as

303

much

and

They

suspicious.

as possible.

They seemed

uncertain as to what the British and French were going
to do with them.

Neither morally nor physically were

these people strong enough for well or

of
of

ill

doing.

Near the marshes they cultivated wheat and a kind
sorrel, called by them the yawa, a small quantity
cotton which they used in their bartering trans-

actions,

a

little

tobacco

onions, potatoes, great

for

own consumption,

their

quantities of

millet

and a

lot

of beans.

Although these people belonged to the religion of
Islam, they were in no way fanatical, not even fervent
in their prayers, which they frequently forgot to say in
the morning and at night.
No commercial movement worth mentioning was to
be noticed in that country. The land had been subjected to much devastation and the people possessed no
wealth.

What

in the export of salt
its

way mostly
From

Nigeria.

to the great city of
there,

in British territory,

west,

as

commerce there was consisted
and sodium carbonate, which found

little

it

Kano,

in

British

notwithstanding the high

tariff

was conveyed south and south-

markets were nearer

in

that direction than

they would be to the north in French territory, where
the salt would have to travel across the central Sahara
to Tripoli or Algeria to find a suitable market.

A

camel charge of

three francs

way from

(2s.

5d.).

was valued locally at about
The imports which found their

salt

British Nigeria into the

Mangawa country

were mostly Manchester cottons, fancy cotton materials,
shockingly bad matches, and Kola nut, the
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much valued by

latter

use of
were,

The hunger-appeasing

it.

I

the natives,

think,

much

who made constant

qualities of this

exaggerated.

It

feed one, or keep one's strength up, but

did in no
it

certainly

nut

way
had

the power of stopping digestion, which allowed people
to go long periods of time without eating.

twice

tried

it,

made me very

but with most disastrous
sick,

and when

I

I

once or

results.

It

recovered after a few

became ravenously hungry and had to eat
double the quantity of food that I should have used
under normal conditions.
The Mangawa people used leather trousers, because
of the innumerable kram-krams which attached themselves to their legs when they walked about anywhere.
They carried numerous leather amulets slung to the neck,
arms, chest and belt. The women placed a red coral
bead generally in the left nostril.
The Gouri fort, beautifully constructed, stood on a
minutes

rocky

I

hill

at an elevation of 1,570 feet.

North-west of

was another rocky hill with huge boulders. Due west
was a long high plateau, while south-west of the post
was a native village in a depression with an extensive
it

plain before

it.

To

the south-west, in the background,

beyond the viUage, there was a hilly region in the
distance, and to the north-west, also in the distance,
rose the plateau of Kontouss, only broken up in one or
two places.
When I walked into the fort in a blue serge suit
and my straw hat, Lieutenant Faulque de Jonquieres,
who was standing there, as well as Captain Chambert
who was in command, were both staggered. They were
not aware that I was on my way there and could not at
They were
first make out where I had dropped from.

"^mmtm

NIGHTS
extremely hospitable

IN
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and kind

and
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insisted

on

my

remaining there four days.
I left

again in the afternoon of September 14th, and

went up and down among rocky
hills both to the south and north of my course, naked
granite rock showing through the sand, with crystallizations in the greyish mass dotted all over with black
spots. The Kontouss Mounts, with a grey strata of clay,
showed a curious erosion in some places. This erosion
seemed to me to have been due mostly to the action of
water, but no doubt it had been continued not only by
the action of wind, but by the action of the sun, the
moon, and the electric currents which predominate in
for several kilometres

the desert.

Nights in the desert during the good season have a

The average non-travelled northern
European cannot imagine the immense number of stars
and planets that can be seen dotting the sky over the
desert, nor their amazing beauty and brilliancy.
Shooting-stars, leaving streaks of fire across the immense
vault overhead, can be perceived in hundreds on some
The moon, too, owing to the great clearness
nights.
great fascination.

of the atmosphere,

is

very beautiful.

It generally rises

huge red disc upon the horizon, the redness being
due to the sand in the atmosphere up to a certain elevation, then becomes of a beautiful golden colour as it
gets higher, and of a luminous metallic white when it is
in a

directly overhead.

Lunar haloes are frequent, and I have often beheld
luminous rings of immense diameter and beauty
round the moon.
Everybody is aware that sunlight is extremely powerful in the desert.
Many a native is blinded by the effect
circular

VOL.

II.
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of the sun, together with

the eyesight

even

is

sand entering the eyes, or

not absolutely lost the vision

comparatively young people.

in

cornea and paralysis of the

Opacity of the

common

arch are

ciliar

complaints due to the powerful rays of the sun.
stroke
still

common among

is

Sun-

more common

the natives, and

among white people who do not understand

ways

if

affected

is

suitable

But not many people

of living in tropical climates.

are aware that moonstrokes are also frequent, especially
in the desert,

strokes.

I

and are sometimes

as dangerous as sun-

myself, who, without protecting

my

head

in

any particular way, was never affected in the slightest
degree by the rays of the sun, was always somewhat
inconvenienced, especially when the moon was full,
On one or two
if I sat outside my tent without my hat.
occasions,

when

I

peculiar sensation

neglected this precaution,
in

nearly dropped backwards
I

experienced in

my

similar to that felt

my

the nape of
for

;

felt

I

a

neck and very

two or three days

after,

an uncomfortable sensation

skull

when, parts of one's

body have been

exposed too long to the X-rays.

Anyone who has

lived in the tropics can

the remarkable effects of moonlight upon

vouch

human

for

beings,

and any student of the various phenomena in the desert
is aware that lunar light has a strong effect, not only
upon people, but even upon the disintegration of certain
rocks.

Moonlight

seems

to

greater force than elsewhere.

by the abundant

electricity

act

in

This,

which

is

I

the

desert

believe,

the surface of the dry, hot sands, and which,

caused

is

generated

with

all

over

when

in-

by lunar influence, affects the components of
The action of the sun is, of course, one
certain rocks.
To it
of the principal agents in geological changes.
tensified

.*•-

^

meSBBBRS'^BK

;

DISINTEGRATION OF ROCK

may
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be added the great fluctuations in the temperature

wind storms, the

chief generators of

enormous

electric

currents, and, last but not least, the torrential rains

which

have undoubtedly a greater action upon the disintegration of rocks than either lunar light or electricity.
According to some geologists the formation of the

numerous dunes
and destruction
It
is

due to disintegration
of matter constituting primary rock.
is due, they say, to friability of rocks in which gypsum
present, under the action of atmospheric agents, and

principally

to

in

the desert

is

which reduce rocks

alhuial causes,

carbonate of calcium and g^'psum to powder.
integration

of

the

of

This dis-

rock brings about a fusion which

develops an internal pressure under which the hard layers
of the plateaus are completely

In

broken up.

country w^hich I^traversed between Lake

the

Tchad and Timbuctu

I

saw but

little

calcareous rock,

encountering mostly sandstone in various stages of formation

and

of various colours according to locality.

told that

in

is

noticeable,

stratum of dunes.

and

and clay

Calcium,

I

of excellent quality in the

but too far
the French

means

am

the North Tasili sandstone and clay of a

beautiful rose tint are to be found.

gypsum

I

off to

Sudan

is

am

In some quarters

abundant

in the

told, is also

lower

abundant

country round Ghadames

be of any use in the southern part of
until the

ways

of

communication and

of transport are simpler than at present.

and also alum, especially
in the mountainous portion of the Tuareg country, while
sodium carbonate is only too frequently met with near
Lake Tchad and in neighbouring parts of the desert.
Saltpetre

is

fairly plentiful,

In certain parts of the western Sahara one finds

many

fossils,

VOL.

which show plainly that at one time the

II.

20*
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must have reached thus

sea

Natives speak of the

far.

remains of huge animals in a petrified condition to be

and

found here

mammal

there,

and

a

gigantic

pre-historic

said to exist at Tadohayt-tan-Tamzerdia,

is

Near Rhat, sulphate of lead and sulphate of antimony, which certain tribes use for blackening the eyelids and eyebrows (the kohl of the Arabs) is found in
some quantity.
Although in various parts of the desert one occasionally

finds

beautiful

crystals

personally found stones,

point of view,

but

it

is

of

all

colours,

precious from

I

never

a commercial

not improbable that in the

mountainous region, such as in the Touat, emeralds
might be discovered, and possibly even diamonds.

As

in nearly all the central

plentiful,

zone of Africa, iron

but of no commercial value, as the

and expense

of transport are too great.

is

difficulties

3oy

CHAPTER
There were two mares near

XXIII.

Gouri, one most picturesque

at sunset, recalling bits of Egypt, with its tall
reflected in

more

or less limpid waters.

palms

Camels, cows

and horses took cooling baths in this pool, and the
water was fetid, especially near the shore. The kitchengarden of the post was in this depression, but although
the soil of clay and sand mixed was sterile, they managed
to grow all kinds of vegetables introduced from France.
Three or four kilometres from the post we left the
heavy undulations and came out altogether of the
hilly region.

From

this point

we obtained a

fine

view

to the south-west of higher hills of a well-rounded shape.

The

to being hard-baked
tive

brown colour owing
Underneath was erup-

surface rock appeared of a rich

rock.

We

by the

had been marching

west over a plateau,
almost

flat,

sun.

first

slightly

south of

extremely undulating, then

with big, isolated, volcanic boulders showing

through the sand in one or two places.

At 6 p.m., three hours after leaving Gouri, we suddenly descended into a huge plain, fairly wooded with
low shrubs. We were moving along the diameter line
around us.
at Gouri had provided me with
a picturesque guide carrying a formidable sword slung
of a great circle of hills

The French captain

—
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most elaborate bandolier. Innumerable tassels,
and amulets by the dozen, were tied to his right arm,
to his wrist, above his elbow, and round his neck, while
countless mascots were sewn in front and at the back
It so hapof his coat, and dozens hung from his belt.
man
had
to
undress.
He
this
pened that upon the road
took off one after the other a multitude of shirts
seven or eight, all of different colours, the under ones in
Whenever he became
rags, the outer new and smart.
possessed of a new shirt, he never discarded the old, but
a

to

covered

it

with the fresh one.

perfect giant
left

little

of

when I first saw him, but there was but
him except his height by the time he

had removed everything.
enormous.

looked a

This fellow

His strength, however, was

—leather cases containing verses
a folded piece of paper — were of con-

His amulets

from the Koran on

numerous garments,
heavy leather trousers reaching to the waist, and huge
siderable weight,

and

his sword, his

straw hat with leather attachments, brought the total

weight of what he carried upon him to at least forty to
fifty

pounds.

A

notable feature in the south-western

broken cones forming the spurs of the

way

off

hills

were the

Some

hill-range.

there were isolated conical sections of this hilly

mass which had evidently been detached from the main
range by the erosion of water, of wind, or of both.
I

found upon our

trail

huge upright

gigantic monoliths, especially
circle

within

the

hills.

all of

when we got out

There were masses

No

of the

of

great

sooner had

stony descent of some length.

became good and

resembling

we come out of
a sudden we came to a steep and

boulders in that part.
the circle than

pillars

level until

After

we neared

that

the

trail

the big village

HUGE UPRIGHT TILLARS
of Tchangari.
ajid cuvettes
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Here again we found a number of basins
and two conspicuous undulations in the

ground.

We arrived at Tchangari on

the morning of September

15th at 7.30, and at eight we were on the march again.
Between Tchangari and Ouargele we found mostly a

dunes and deep depressions, the dunes
as usual having a direction from south-east to northThey appeared from this elevated point like
west.
series of great

a

Ouargele village looked like a

waves.

series of great

beehive, the cylindrical walls of the huts being close

and suggesting a gigantic honeycomb. The
architecture was mixed in this place, some of the huts
having conical roofs, others elongated domes, but all were
shabbily built and in a tumble-down condition. The
together,

usual zeribas of matting were found.

The

and bearded, were garbed in the
Arab shirts.
In the afternoon we had again a series of long sand
waves (south-east to north-west), but at somewhat
longer intervals than in the morning.
We then came to
a regular barrier of isolated rounded mounds connected
merely by an irregular ridge. From this point we had
natives, tall

typical long blue

before us a steepish descent leading into a vast plain

below us to
horizon-line in

range of

hills

extending southwards.

In this plain

and

and only interrupted at the
the south-western part by a long distant

the west,

we found

also a small well.

the miserable village of

Wretched

Wurua

plantations of millet

were to be seen, but in this part the soil was much covered
with sand and quite sterile. The millet looked yellow

and sickly and the plants were ugly and far apart.
That same evening we descended from the third
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terrace

since

leaving Gouri

expanse, and arrived at
the

evening, after

into

Kakkara

having

gone

another fairly
at

flat

eight o'clock in

over a number

of

undulations.

From Kakkara we went over dunes

(south-east

to

north-west) with gentle slopes on either side, the de-

mixed with
up the side
of the dune.
We then came to a rocky hill and debris
about one hundred feet high, the first of a series which
pressions showing a stratum of grey clay

sand reaching half way (some

extended mostly north of the

fifteen feet)

trail.

We

were travelling

at this point in a south-westerly direction.

There were

accumulations of sand on the north-east up to half the
height

of

the

hills.

South-west of us stood massive

hill-ranges.

Two

hours and a half after leaving these

hills

we

passed close to gigantic domes of volcanic rock on the

north side of the
like,

trail,

some quite smooth, others sponge-

having apparently been subjected to great heat.

Some

distance to the south-Avest were peaks of a conical

shape.

Having

left at six

o'clock in the morning,

we found

by 11.30 between two hill-ranges.
Zermou was another dome of rock on the left

Near

ourselves

of the

trail.

We travelled over flat country as far as Gafati,
where we arrived at ten o'clock at night. Near Nono
we had to cross a small lake of rain-water, two or three
feet deep.

The camels, quite

helpless in water,

fell

down

one after another as they were pulled along upon the
slippery clay bottom.
We arrived wet all over at

From Zermou

the trail went to the south-west with

DANGEROUS WELLS
on both

hill-ranges

sides.
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Another dome was passed

on the left of the trail.
Later in the morning we were moving west-southwest on the

low

hills to

trail

along great plantations of millet, with

the south and north.

The mad camel-man was again taken with one of
his fits.
A few yards from where we had pitched our
tents a number of deep holes were to be found in the
ground where natives had endeavoured to fmd water.
Some of these holes were of great depth. There was no
protection at the mouth of these wells, and, when
abandoned, grass grew near them and it was difficult
to see them.

In the

Kanem

once one of

my

oxen, while playing

with another, walked backwards into one of these holes

down, much to the excitement of the
Buduma who owned him. All hands in camp seized

and gradually

him by the

slid

horns, which, fortunately, spread out to a

greater diameter than the aperture of the well.

the ox remained until

we could

front legs, which also protruded,

Then

There

get ropes round his

and round

his head.

and pulled until the animal's head
nearly became severed from its body, when it was discovered that the ox was so jammed that all our strength
could never get him out. So the digging process was
adopted, and after hours of labour my men had dug
down to half the animal's body. Then more ropes were
put around him and a greater pull was obtained, and the
ox was eventually pulled out, the air resounding with
shrieks of delight from the Buduma.
So alarmed was
the animal that he could hardly stand upon his trembling
legs.
I had seldom seen an animal in such terror.
To return to the Miaissa. He had that evening a
all

pulled
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experience.

similar

the middle

the

of

He dashed away from camp
night,

disappeared in a millet plantation.
later

we heard

We

faint cries as

in

again invoking Allah, and

if

A

few moments

out of the bowels of the

and sure enough

was the voice
of the Miaissa calling for help.
I knew that he was
out of his mind, and did not pay any attention until
the cries became so distressing that I thought something
serious must have happened.
In fact, guided by the
the
Miaissa
voice, I found that
had dropped into
a deep well.
I sent for help at once, for ropes and
earth.

but

lights,

listened,

all

it

our ropes fastened together in sufficient

him up did not reach to within two
feet of where he was, so we had to send to the village for
more. After some hours of hard work the Miaissa was
pulled out again, much shaken and scared, but none the
strength to haul

worse for his twenty feet drop.

From
by the

Gafati to Zinder (Damanga, as

natives)

along,

all

the

there
millet

was a succession
of

poor

it

is

called

of millet fields

quality.

Clouds

of

had paid a visit to that country, and most of the
millet had been destroyed.
Normally, this region produced immense quantities of millet and almost wholly
provided the market of Kano in British Nigeria, as well

locusts

as

many

of the oases of the desert

on the north in the

Tuareg country.
I

arrived at Zinder (elevation

morning

1,650

feet)

in

the

September 17th.
The post of Zinder was established in 1903, but the
actual occupation dates from 1898, from the time of the
Foureau and Joalland expeditions. Joalland arrived
from the west and Foureau from the north (Algeria),
Lieutenant Joalland continuing towards the Kanem,
of

ZINDER
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whereas Foiireau came two or three months

The

later.

two expeditions, having accomphshed a junction with
from the Ubanghi, fought and
destroyed Rabah's power on Lake Tchad.
Captain Bloch and Captain Lefebvre were responsible
lor the construction of the handsome post, with its
the Gentil expedition

mud

elaborate buildings of

Captain Gaden,

important place,

is

at one

well

known

cessful undertakings,

the Tuareg
too well

time
in

commanded

France

for his suc-

from Zinder as a centre, against

for

me

to refer to

is

it.

mud

a native town within a castellated

is

the Birni, where a market

wall, called

this

the work of Lieutenant-Colonel Peroz

;

known

There

bricks.

who

is

to be found.

A

breach has been made in the wall on the west side,
where a heap of gigantic boulders are to be found within

town are a few
This walled town has practihuts and a market-place.
cally been abandoned, and the greater part of the
the city wall.

population

is

At the other end

of the

to be found in the commercial village of

Djanko, only a short distance away, with a population

Tuareg and Bella.
high marabu, called Malam Settima, who

of Haussa, Arabs,

A

is

the

marabu of the three adjoining towns, lives there.
In Djanko all the trade was in the hands of Arabs and
Tuaregs, with one or two Haussa merchants. The
chief

Haussa only carried on trade on a small

scale with cotton

goods of inferior quahty, red-tanned skins and ostrich
The red dye for the skins is obtained from
feathers.
the stem of millet soaked in water.

Numbers

of ostriches

were kept

in this village,

and

was amusing to see these long-necked birds peeping
over the high fences inside which they were enclosed.

it
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Their valuable feathers found their

Arab caravans.

The

way northwards by

ostriches were despoiled of their

plumage twice a year and brought their owners an income of from fifty to sixty francs each (£2 to £2 8s.).
Not far from the commercial village was Garimalamassa, the religious centre, where all the Marabu have
collected and have erected two mosques.
The only
important mosque in that part, however, was to be found
in the Birni, the others

being merely miserable enclosures.

The marabu, a corrupt

lot,

derive a considerable

income from the manufacture of

the

gri-gris,

leather

amulets worn round the arms, legs and neck, or sewn
in

such quantities to the clothes of the people that they

form a regular

cuirass.

Perhaps the most attractive people
Zinder were the Tuareg, and

Moenson
Zinder, a

in

and near

much enjoyed meeting

I

Mahamma, their official representative in
man of distinguished, dignified manner and

business-like instincts.

The lower part

of his face

was covered,

in the dis-

Tuareg fashion, by a thick black veil, so that only
Squatting upon valuable carpets
the eyes could be seen.
imported from the north, he received me on more than
one occasion in his fine house.
This man was useful to the French, as all transactions with the Tuareg were carried on through the
agency of this fellow, who was sensible, intelligent and
tinctive

quick.

There were several merchants in the place, quite
enterprising people considering that Zinder
in the

middle of the desert.

my

was a

city

There were three native

Tchikama, the chief of
the province, Bellama and Galadima Yaro.

chiefs at the time of

visit,

HIGH TREASON
The sultan
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was in prison for high treason,
as, shortly before I went through, he had been implicated in a plot to murder all the French officers in the
post.
IMalamiero, the richest merchant in the place, a
Bella by birth, was also in chains with him.
It was by a mere miracle that the officers escaped
of Zinder

assassination, the plot having been discovered only a

was to have been carried into effect.
The beginning of this rebellion, which was to have
extended all over the country, came from Sokoto, in
British Nigeria, where, as everybody knows, a number
of British officers were murdered.
On the French side
of the boundary one officer, as well as the natives who
accompanied him, were murdered upon the Niger by
fanatics, and the bodies mutilated.
Another French
officer was killed in a fight with the rebels.
The well-conceived plan in Zinder was to attract the
few hours before

it

attention of the French towards the west in order to drive
the soldiers in that direction,

and

to profit at the

same

time by the yearly movement of troops towards the
north.

This would allow the post to be taken by sur-

and they expected to seize all arms and ammunition.
Taking advantage of the unexpected success of
the rebels at Sokoto and at Bubu, near Niamey (upon
the Niger), the rebellious movement at Zinder was to
have been hastened.
At that time the sultan of Hadeija, between Kana
and Kuka, had already disobeyed English authority,
and twenty days after the sultan of Zinder had been
imprisoned an English column took possession by
assault of the walled town of Hadeija, the sultan's
prise,

seat.

The movement undoubtedly

originated

among

the
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marabu. It was regrettable that the French authorities were unable to deal with the culprits in the sumEverybody
mary way which we adopted in Sokoto.
implicated in the movement, and even the assassins of
Lieutenant Fabre, were merely waiting comfortably
in prison while the case was being fought out in one
court after another,

much

damage

to the

In cases of that kind

people's prestige in that country.

immediate hanging

of the

of the white

leaders

the cheapest and

is

only salutary method of impressing the mob.

movement brewing and

Perhaps, with the Islamic

and stronger every day in the northern
part of Africa, and spreading fast southwards, England
and France, who have great possessions in the central
region, will some day have a difficult problem to face.
The marabu, at best a most unscrupulous lot, are blowing
the fire with all their might, and the time will come
when they will feel strong enough and will make a firm
stand against Christianity and the civilized ways of
getting stronger

In

Christians.

the people, the
losing power,

consequence

marabu

foreigners

instructing

rightly feel they are gradually

which they formerly

easily

maintained over

rampant and is
The sultan
nursed by them among the people.

the ignorant masses.
carefully

of

Superstition

is

of Zinder himself tells a story in all seriousness of a

marabu being transformed
(the sultan's) eyes.

into a lion under his

own

In order to be able to accomplish

a similar feat of transmigration, the sultan had been
smearing

himself

with

powder

for

three

consecutive

months.

A

strong dislike to civilized ways was in that region

by the Arabs, who formerly benefited by raids
and slave-tradings and whose income had been greatly
also felt

——

'•~
-
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They

decreased by the adoption of civilized restrictions.

were, however, too clever to join openly in a rebellion
until they

knew themselves powerful enough

emerge

to

victorious.

The Tuareg,
upon them, were

after the severe

punishment

easily held in check

inflicted

by the able

tactics

the position of all the wells
French military
and of the markets where they provisioned themselves
They could now, at
had been accurately established.
any moment, be brought back to reason if they did not
want to be starved to death or die of thirst.
Commandant (now Colonel) Gouraud and Captain
(now Commandant) Gaden came to Zinder on the
of the

;

departure of Colonel Peroz.

Colonel

Gouraud fought

bravely against the Tuareg Kelgress at Guelma, where

they displayed extraordinary bravery.

When
relation to

I

was

at

Zinder

Commandant Gadel

Commandant Gaden — had been

—no

sent to occupy

the oasis of Bilma, as there were curious rumours of

an attempt

The

five

Turks to occupy that place.
French officers at Zinder, Captains Lefebvre
of the

and Lecrivain, Lieutenants Aubrion,

Petitperrin,

Landeroin, formerly an

and

the

officier

the

Marchand expedition, showed me considerate and

interprete,

officer in

charming hospitality.

Thanks to the kindness of Captain Lefebvre and the
Tuareg Moenson Mahamma, I was able in three days
to make up a fresh caravan of excellent camels, with
Tuareg in charge of them, and in the evening of September 2oth I took my departure westward.
There were marshes round Zinder, in which the
curious ghewa (mud fish) was to be found, which lives
during the dry season walled up in the mud in a lethargic
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but regains

state,

placed in water.
stead of
dried

fins,

its

It possesses

and can

live

moments when

few

four long tentacles in-

for several

months

the

in

mud.

There were a

lot

mimosa markeh,
and the big annu trees
;

tammioh, olive-coloured
of acacia

;

zekekkia,

dashih,

large-

carammioh,

gheza were plentiful, as well as
trees,

then the faru

various kinds;

and sahbara, the

of calgoh

leaved

(also

a

in

life

acacias

and mimosas

trees, the danyia,

a kind

the long-leaved dureh, the long-thorned adduah

an acacia), and the syriah, with tiny leaves.
called

circular leaves.

There

gamha grass and tiny-leaved
the dafora. The dugniya possessed large
Although this was a desert there was,

were quantities of

mimosas

of

tall

indeed, a great botanical variety.

Shrubs of

all

kinds

abounded.

From

Zinder

I

descended a dune, at the bottom

which was the garden of the post under fine palmThe garden, although on extremely sterile soil,
trees.
was beautifully kept, ai)d should be an object-lesson
to many a military officer who has to spend his life in
the colonies of what can be done in that direction.
All the officers accompanied me for ten kilometres,
of

when they bade me

farewell.

I

continued the journey

during part of the night, and on September 21st

I

left

Termini at 5 a.m., crossing flat ground with a dune to
Another northerly dune was fiat-topped.
the north.

Water and the erosion
separate

hills

in

it,

all

of the

wind had cut a

identical in shape.

a dune also to the south composed of

series of

There was

many accumula-

huge boulders.
At 9.30 I passed, on the south of the trail, a curious
fiat mountain in terraces of a brilliant burnt-sienna
tions of

PICTURESQUE SCENERY
colour,

and

quite so
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later others of a similar character

much

but not

eroded.

Takieta was reached at

most charming
Between Takieta
and the next camp, Kurnawa, the country was uninteresting and flat for ten kilometres.
We proceeded
to Garagounsa, where beautiful samia trees stood near
the camp, tall and with dense foliage.
On September 22nd we came to great undulations
in the ground and immense dunes, this time in a direction from south-west to north-east, with deep depressions
between until we arrived at Kongomeh. A lot of red
sandstone with perforations was noticeable, and travelling over this we came to a most picturesque cafion, a
great rock in horizontal strata surmounted by vivid
burnt-sienna sandstone. It formed a fissure in the
earth's surface in a direction from south-west to northThis canon was to
east, and was some fifty feet deep.
the left of our trail, and wound its way through the
valley.
This was the only bit of natural scenery I had
seen which was of any intrinsic picturesqueness since
leaving the Nielim mountains in the Shari basin.

camp with

We

11.20,

a

magnificent gantchi trees.

found near here quantities of gonda, a small

yellow fruit of the desert, extremely sweet and juicy.

Shabareh village was passed, and after ups and
downs we descended into a vast plain, where the
Magirgui village and a really delightful rest-house were
found.

In the afternoon of September 22nd, at seven o'clock,

by a well-marked trail with nothing of interest on the
way, we arrived at the post of Tessaoua.
Both the Mangawa and the Haussa who inhabited
these villages saluted by shaking their right fist as if
VOL.

II.
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by placing one or both hands spread
wide behind the ear, the thumb directly under the
Another salutation was by squeezing the lobe of
lobe.
one's own ear and wringing it violently.
threatening^ or else

These troublesome people were kept in good order

One never met a man upon the trail
who did not rise to salute as one passed

by the French.
or in villages

by.

was riding a Tuareg camel-saddle, one of the most
torturing and unpractical arrangements I have ever
come upon in all my travels, although, I agree, it was
most picturesque, even elegant, to look at. Moreover,
should the tiny strap which keeps the whole affair in
position upon the front slope of the camel's hump break,
one would be precipitated head first from a height of
about ten inches above the highest point of the camel's
back, and not less than ten feet above the ground.
Tessaoua was at an elevation of 1,370 feet.
In the afternoon of September 23rd I went through
the walled town of Sultan Serki Bahnnuh, the wall
being a heavy wooden stockade plastered with mud.
The principal houses were also of mud and showed a
predilection for roofs with pointed corners and flat
The humbler homes, however, were merely
terraces.
mat-walled, with thatched conical roofs. The interior
was di\'ided into two sections, one a sleeping-room, the
other a room where the people spent the day and did
I

the cooking.
large-leafed

natives for

The

roofs were generally covered with a

creeper

producing

gourds,

making drinking bowls,

used

by the

vessels, etc.

Within the small zeriha of matting round each house
was generally a tiny garden, with two or three stalks
of millet and a vegetable or two.

HAUSSA PACK-SADDLES
The country was

flat all along.
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About sunset

I

had

reached the village of Rabah with extensive plantations
Later on, on the

of millet.
village of
slightly

village

o'clock

Kainko Sao, our

undulating

in

the

of

evening,

was the

of the trail,

being

We

sand.

and rest-house

left

trail

now mostly over

arrived

the

at

Kanambakachy towards

large

nine

having marched twenty-one

kilometres in the afternoon.

Haussa pack-saddles interested me. They consisted
of two skins filled with millet, these two bags being
placed one at each end of the camel's hump. Two
supplementary

matting were then placed across
these alongside the hump on either side.
If the camel
had to carry extra heavy weights, then a stick was laid
over each mat roll.
The loads when going over fairly
rolls of

country kept their position safely enough upon

level

these improvised saddles.

At

sunrise

we made a

start,

going

over

first

flat,

then over undulating, country, travelling due west over
a dune, and leaving the village of Anagodaye on our
left,

three hundred yards off the

trail.

Haussa

villages

were frequent now, and near them wells were found.
At Degaba was a picturesque crowd of half-naked

women drawing water from
great length

was used,

the deep wells.

A

rope

which was attached a
parachute arrangement of skin, a folding bucket which
turned the other way round when filled with water.
Rows of red spherical earthenware jars, gourd cups and
of

to

vessels of all sizes lined the sides of the wells.

Mayahi village, with some four hundred inhabitants,
was reached next. We were now marching north and
only a few yards from the boundary of British Maradi,
north-east of Sokoto. At Goumsa we were even nearer
VOL.

II.-
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the boundary, as the trail converged towards the frontier,

which there formed an angle.

At Zaburi

where, for some reason or other

village,

furious drum-beating

was going on, at Gamussa and

at

Megabbai only a few sheds were found.
I

Goumsa

reached

On September
Al

25th the following villages were passed

Mocktar,

Idankana,

a

at nine o'clock in the evening.

patronized

well

along, in a trailless plain,

many

with

Ghidentino,

market

and

;

Guidam Haussa.

travelling mostly over flat ground.

right of the trail

store-houses

and one on the

Two

left

:

;

further

We

villages

were

on the

were passed before

Guidam Salifou (elevation 1,300 feet).
After Guidam Baua and some minor villages, I
arrived at Kornaka at nine o'clock in the evening.
I had
we

arrived at

the great pleasure of meeting Colonel Lamolle, com-

manding the

region,

and

his A.D.C.,

Captain Bouchez,

two officers well known for their excellent work in the
French Sudan.
The Haussa tribes were at that moment fairly quiet,
and there seemed to be a possibility of the country west
It would
of Zinder getting repeopled to some extent.
certainly

could be

become

made

relatively

prosperous

if

the natives

to return to their former homes.

They

were beginning to see that the French were in no way
inclined to do them harm.
The definite ratification of
frontier
the new
between French and British territory
will do much towards settling difficulties regarding
villages and tribes in that region.
They have been until
now divided merely by an imaginary astronomical

which did not suit local necessities. Many of
the tribes were divided in two by this imaginary line.
Half the people of one tribe were under British rule, the

frontier

BRITISH NIGERIAN
other

half

under

different taxation

ing justice.
tribe

were

The

French.

and

Necessarily
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this

involved

methods of administerwas that both sections of the
Brigandage, as we have seen,

different

result

dissatisfied.

BOUNDARY

had been going on extensively all along the frontier
while the question of the new boundary was being discussed, and this zone treated as neutral.
The difficulties of developing such a barren, inhospitable
told

me

country were great, but

Colonel

that, notwithstanding everything,

own

Lamolle

the region

The natives paid
The Tuareg, partheir small taxes quite regularly.
ticularly, were most punctual in paying what was due

was already paying

to the

Government.

its

expenses.
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CHAPTER XXIV.
The Tuareg found

in

this

region

had mostly

inter-

married with black tribes and were dark-skinned, but
those further north,

of whom I saw, had white
They were undoubtedly the most

many

skins like the Arabs.
attractive

and noblest people

of the desert in the

French

Sudan.

We

have a curious way in Europe of always calling
non-European races by the wrong name. This is the
case with the

word '^Tuareg," which

Tuareg themselves, and
the

Arabs.

is

In the singular

it

is

Targuid), plural, Tuareg, meaning

God," or "the God
for a long

-

by the
them by

rejected

is

only applied to

Targhi (feminine

" the

forsaken people."

:

abandoned by
This because

time they refused to adopt the

Mahomme-

dan religion brought over by the Arabs. After they
had accepted it they discarded it on more than one
occasion.

Their language

Locally, the Tuareg

is

Targuia.

go more by the name of each

large division of the tribe, such as Imohagh, Imocharh,

Imajirhen, Temahaq, Temacheq

;

are evidently derived from the
*'

free,

several of these words

word

iohagh,

meaning

frank, independent, with a slight inclination to

raiding."

of

The word Kel is often used as a prefix to the name
the tribe, and means " the people of."
There are

iiOias

Tuareg caravan

of oxen.

mm

mm

THE TUAREG
four great divisions of Tuareg
ing

tlie

:
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the Kel-Azdjer, occupy-

north-east of the desert and a plateau of the

North Tasih the Ahaggar, north- west, in the Ahaggar
Mountains (called Hoggar by the Arabs)
the Air,
Kel-A'ir, or Kel-Oui, south-west in the mountain mass
of A ir (or Azben)
then the Oelimmiden, south-west in
the mountainous mass of Adghagh and the plains of
Ahanag.
The Azdjer and the Ahaggar are, consequently, the
Tuareg of the north and the Air and Oelimmiden are
the Tuareg of the south.
Each great division of Tuareg has adopted as a
refuge a distinct mountainous region
two at the culminating points of the central plateau of the Sahara
and in the regions of the watershed between the
Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean the other
two belong to the basin of the Niger.
The limit of the Tuareg country on the north is a
line from El-Hesi in Tripolitania to Ghadames and a
line from Ghadames to the northern limit of Touat.
The western boundary is formed by the eastern and
southern side of the plateau of Tademayt and by the
caravan route from Agabli to Timbuctu that on the
south by a line from Timbuctu to Ungua Tsammit
(north of Zinder). On the east their boundary runs
parallel to, but fifteen to twenty miles west of, the
route from Kuka to Murzuk and from that point along
the direct route from Murzuk to Tripoli as far as
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

El-Hesi.

In other words, the Tuareg inhabit a quadrilateral

country known by European geographers as the central
plateau of the Sahara. The general Tuareg name for
their country

is

Adjema, a synonym

of the Arabic

word
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Sahara, which means hard

In fact, their country

soil.

consists mostly of vast plains

and

deserts,

sometimes

sandy, sometimes rocky, sometimes of clay, showing
those of the salt

in places alluvial deposits similar to

more frequently showing stony,

basins of Sebkha, but

hard

soil.

The proper and purest Tuareg
According

north.

the

a

to

are really those of

Tuareg

learned

Sheik,

Ibrahim-Ould-Sidi, the Tuareg are derived mostly from
the

Edrisiens

of

Fez

;

some from the

(between Timbuctu and the ocean)

;

Ech-Chinguit

others from

Adghagh

(between the Niger and the mountains north of

The Ifogha and the Imanan

are

it).

of as great

and

noble a family as the Maghreb.

The Imanan

In the Azdjer there are four tribes.
are half Edrisien of

the reigning family of Fez, half

Alouyien, descendants of

The Es-Solatin

Prophet.

The Oraghen

Sidna-'Ali, grandson

of

(the sultans) are pure Chorfa.

are half noble, half of low origin.

Imanghasaten,

who come from

are of doubtful nobility.

stituted the bulk of

the

The

the Arabs of the east,

The Ifogha

at one time con-

the population at Es-Souk, a big

town on the old border between the white races of the
desert and the black races of the south.
According to legend, this place had been destroyed
three times first, by envy second, by the well-known
kram-kram, the wretched thorny little ball we have
met in the desert. It became so plentiful that no
room was left (the Tuareg say) to kneel for prayer.
This punishment was brought about by heresy. The
third time the city was destroyed by an inhuman enemy.
It was razed to the ground by the black army of
King Gogo. The surviving inhabitants dispersed, the

—

lUki

I

I

lili

III!

—

I

I

;

I

I

^'M———BH

A MYTHICAL CITY
and

Juadalen

the

towards

Idaura

Ignuaddaren settled near Timbuctu

;
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the

Adrar

;

the

the others went

north.

When

the Tuareg captured Es-Souk

they are said

have embelHshed it greatly, but, curiously enough,
no one seems to know exactly where the ruins of this
formerly important city are situated.
the
After the Gogha we find
Kel-Izhatan, the
Imettrilalen, the Ihadhanaren (of quite low extraction),
the Ihehauen, and the Ilemtin (west of Timbuctu).
The Tuareg of the north can be divided into two
to

great sections

:

the Azdjer in the eastern portion of the

northern country and the Ahaggar (or Hoggar) in the

Each

western portion.
is

section has subdivisions

the Ihaggaren, or nobles

;

:

one

the other, the serfs, or

Then come the Marabu.

Imrhad.

In the Azdjer the noble tribes are the Imanan, the
Oraghen,

Imanghasaten,

the

the

Kel-Izhaban,

the

The mixed tribes are
The Marabu tribes

Imettrilalen,

the

Ihadhanaren.

the Ilemtin,

the

K el-tin- Alkoum.

and the Ihehauen.
The Ahaggar are subdivided

are the Ifogha

tribes,

tribe

or

practically

fourteen,

has two subdivisions

:

some thirteen
because the Inemba
into

the

Tedjche-Mellen,

the

Tedjehi-n-u-Sidi, the Ennitra, the Ta'itok, the Tedjehe'n-Eggali,

the

Inemba

(subdivided

into

Kel-Emoghri

and Kel-Tahat), the Kel-Rhela, the Irechchumen, the
Tedjehi-n-Esakkal, the Kel-Ahamellen, the Ikadeen, the
Iboguelan and the Ikerremoin.

In

a

Duveyrier,

remarkable work the young French writer,

who

the Tuareg of

is

probably the greatest authority about

the northern part of the desert, shows

the probability of an affinity between the modern Tuareg
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and the Autochton people of Greek and Roman times.
The Berbers of Morocco call themselves Amazigh (or
free people), and their language Tamazigh.
The Berber
genealogists of the Middle Ages called them Mazigh,
or Tamzigh, and Greek authors
describe
them as
Maziques, evidently a slight mispronunciation of Mazigh
and Amazigh.
It is certain that the Tuareg should
really be called Imazighen or Imohagh, and their language Temahaq or Temacheq.
The Tuareg say that before their arrival a race of
giants lived in their country, and we find among them
legends similar

those

to

Baguirmi and other

of

the Bornu,

tribes of the Shari

the

Kotoko,

and Lake Tchad

basins.

There

is

little

difference

between the manners and

customs of northern and southern Tuareg.
is

divided into nobles, serfs and slaves.

Each

tribe

The nobles

are

usually entrusted with the political powers and rights
of each division,

and are expected

They take command

in

tiir^e

to protect the country.

of war.

Common

interests

are discussed in public meetings called mia'ad.
life

of

The

a nobleman in the Tuareg country has charm,

more tiring than that of inferior tribesmen. The
nobleman does not look after the little agriculture
there may be in his district, but is expected to roam

but

is

thousands of miles about the desert to report on the
state of the various markets, to attend the feasts of
different chieftains

movements

of

the

occupations

commerce

to reconnoitre

and spy upon the

caravans and of unfriendly

of possible raiding
all his

and

opportunity

if

is

of his

offers.

tribes, in

The

view

chief of

to keep all trade routes free for

own

tribesmen.

Although the Tuareg are Mahommedan, they are

TUAREG SERFS AND SLAVES
not so

strict as

many

Even the

country.

of the

Arab

inislimin,
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tribes north of their

their

do not

priests,

much as to the pubUc
young and the administration of

attend to rehgious duties so
instruction

of

the

justice.

The largest class of individuals among Tuareg is
the Amrhid (plural Imrhad), including the slaves and
serfs.
Among these Imrhad some are busied in agriculture on a small scale, others work in the camps of the
nobles looking after camels and other possessions of
the richer folk. The nobles live upon the labour of
these Imrhad and upon the dhifa, the gifts or offerings
of travellers and passing traders
gifts occasionally
wilhngly offered, but more often extorted by threats or

—

force.

Certain

it is

that

if

no dhifa

is

forthcoming to the

various chiefs upon the road, trading caravans run a fair

coming to an untimely end.
No confusion must be made between serfs and slaves
in the Tuareg country.
The serfs are transmitted by
heredity or donation, but are on no account sold or

risk of

bartered, whereas the actual slaves are constantly being

exchanged
serfs are

money

or

goods.

a white-skinned

people

for

In

many

cases

the

who have demanded
who have

the protection of the nobles, or black slaves

been liberated at the death of their masters. The actual
slaves, on the other hand, are generally persons who

have been seized during

The population

raids.

in the

Tuareg country

rather on the decrease, but

it

is

a

is,

difficult

I

think,

matter to

obtain accurate statistics about the ratio of births and

deaths in communities, and, therefore, the above remark
is

merely a surmise based on what the older Tuareg

relate of their former

power and number.
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It is also impossible,

when merely passing through

a country, to deal accurately with such

difficult

problems

as the fecundity of pure types, of pure types crossed with

mongrels, or of pure types crossed with pure foreign slaves

As

mixed types seemed,
in the case of male children, physically stronger and
mentally more intelligent than the pure Tuareg of noble
blood, or than their slave or serf parents.
Such crosses
of superior male t3rpes of one race with inferior female
or serfs.

far as I could notice, the

types of another race, or else superior female types with
inferior males,

were certainly more

than when

fruitful

pure types of either of those races intermarried.

had no opportunity

of checking

by

I

statistics the precise

relative degree of the fruitfulness of these unions

and

of those of pure-blooded individuals.

A

characteristic

some

point in Tuareg social conditions

Beni-Ummia, is that children take
the social standing of the mother and not of the father.
For instance, the sons of a slave or serf father and of a
noble mother are nobles, whereas the sons of a noble
father and of a serf or slave mother remain serfs or slaves.
There is a philosophical saying in the Tuareg country
that it is the direct and unconfuted origin which stamps
the child
according to them and they cannot be
in

tribes, called

—

;

contradicted

— there

never can be a misunderstanding

upon who the mother of the child is. We have already
seen how this custom has spread among some tribes far
south of the Tuareg country.

There

are,

however, exceptional tribes where,

lowing the rules of Islam, paternal succession

is

fol-

adopted.

These are called the Ebna-Sid.

With the Tuareg, as in most
refinement are more frequently found

cases,

beauty and

in the better classes

TUAREG WOMEN
than in the lower.

With the Tuareg
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this

is

particularly

the case. As far as endurance is concerned, the nobles,
owing to their stronger will, can accomplish feats which
their slaves are incapable of imitating, but perhaps in

momentary outbursts
classes

By

may

physical

of

strength

the

lower

be superior.

intermarriage a family may become
and eventually even noble altogether.
Slaves in the Tuareg country are treated with the greatest
consideration and actually make part of the family.
Marriages of noble Tuareg with slaves (mostly black and
coming from the French Sudan) are not unusual, and

constant

half-noble,

although the slaves act as servants, when needed, the

women

employed in the double capacity of
servants and concubines, and are eventually married.
Woman among Tuareg occupies a high social
position.
There are few countries where she is treated
with so much benevolence. She is considered equal to
man and even superior. When young, she is educated
better than her brothers, and is free to give her hand to

whom

are often

she pleases, the father being allowed to interfere

only to prevent a disastrous marriage.
sidered a disgrace for a free

a slave, although this

is

woman

It is

not con-

to fall in love with

not usual, as

women

in the

Tuareg country are proud and ambitious, and generally
Woman has gained
prefer to marry in their own rank.
so much authority that she has been able to impose
monogamy upon the polygamous Tuareg quite a remarkable feat among Mussulmans. Monogamy is now
unreservedly respected by Tuareg men.
The Tuareg marry comparatively young, as soon as
they feel inclined, and, as far as one could judge from

—

superficial

observation,

the

number

of

males in

the
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population seemed slightly larger than the number of
females.

Infanticide

owing to the

common among
led by these nomad

life

Tuareg,

the

is

and

people the natural

mortality of children, especially during the cold winter

months,

considerable.

is

children,

whom

They seemed

they

Mothers

invariably

are

fond

their

of

themselves.

suckle

to bear children from an average age of

an average age of thirty-eight or forty years.
The formal marriage ceremony generally took place
when the women were about eighteen or twenty and
fifteen to

the

men twenty-five to
When married the

thirty years of age.

wife of a Tuareg

personal fortune and contributes in no

controls her

way

to family

expenses, so that almost the entire wealth in the Tuareg

country

is

the hands of

in

women.

Of course,

this

wealth consists mainly of accumulated products rather

than of solid cash.

The women

the Tuareg are quite free up to a

of

They go where they

certain limit.

please

and do what

they like without having to answer for their behaviour
to their

husbands

duties are in

most

;

that

is

to

sa}^,

provided their motherly

no way neglected, and these they perform

willingly.

In councils of the tribe the Tuareg

woman

leading part, and her influence in these councils

mous.

It is the

is

enor-

woman who makes war or peace
is
responsible for many feuds

Tuareg

she
between tribes
and often, when her ambition
;

she possesses, she
passing caravans or

Some

takes a

;

is

not satisfied with what

bottom of the
upon weaker tribes.

is

at the

raids

upon

monogamy

of the

Tuareg dates from ancient times, and was one

of the

writers maintain that the

NOMADS
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principal reasons of their long rejecting the religion of

Islam.

One thing

women have

is

certain, that

country which has been able to

in that

preserve that state of

the firm influence

it is

affairs.

Contrary to most migrations, the Tuareg migration

The

has evidently been effected from north to south.

more

and stronger than
those of the south, partly because they have been in
longer contact with European civilization, partly betribes of the north are

civilized

cause, having been settled in those regions for a longer

period of time, they have been able to devote themselves
to educating their young.

The pure Tuareg
pastoral instincts
first

and

is

a born nomad.

make him

Raiding and his

necessarily

nomad

in the

instance, while the agricultural pursuits of his serfs

— quite

unimportant

— as

the

diffi-

culty of finding wells in the desert, place a check

upon
upon

slaves

well

as

and he has to settle periodically
favourite pasturages and near known wells.
The average Tuareg lives under a tent, covered with
skins stretched upon a framework of wooden sticks.
These tents are easily packed or taken down, and are
carried from place to place on camels or sometimes on
oxen. The distance travelled by Tuareg with their
paraphernalia in one day is not great only a few miles,
probably eight or ten. But when the Tuareg travel
light on their raiding expeditions, or in war, they will
go on continuously for two or three days, giving their
camels little rest until they have accomplished what
they wish. Only then do they halt to rest for long
periods until their animals have recovered from the

his

nomadic

habits,

—

strain.
I

have not visited the Tuareg

of the north, but I

was
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impressed

with

southern Tuareg

came

I

appearance

magnificent

the

Generally

across.

tall

— thin,

of

the

—

some

nervous and wiry in the extreme,
they possessed skins as white as those of the Latin

regular giants

races of Southern Europe.
in

Young

people, particularly

Targuie families (T argute being the correct

way

of

speaking of them), were extraordinarily white.

The type was

quite Caucasian

spacious forehead, deep

brown

:

a long, oval face,

eyes,

fairly

prominent

cheek-bones, a well-chiselled nose with well-defined, small
nostrils,

the

mouth

well cut, with

medium-sized

firm enough and not unduly prominent

;

the glabella

(or central boss) in the supra-orbital region

minent than the brow

ridges,

lips,

more pro-

and the forehead as well

as the entire cranium well formed, although in

many

The profile was convex, as
with European people. The ears were small enough,
with attached lobes, but somewhat lacking in delicate
chiselling.
Owing to their headgear pressing down
upon them they were generally flat. Taking things all
cases not finely developed.

round, the face was of a meso-prosopic form, not unlike
the Celtic type.

Like
live

all

people

who

out in the open

air,

take constant exercise and

who

the Tuareg possessed beautifully

white teeth of great strength, tribes in regions of the
eastern part of their country excepted, where the wells

frequently contained a superabundance of sodium car-

bonate, which had disastrous effects upon the digestion

and on the

liver,

and was destructive to the enamel

of

their teeth.
It

was not unusual

among

to find persons with blue eyes

the Tuareg, although

I

was

told that blue eyes

were more frequent among the fnorthern Tuareg than

a»>amtmmmmf
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among

those in the southern part of the desert.

nearly

all

people

who

discoloration of the upper part of the

the Tuareg eye.
slight degree

iris is

This discoloration

is

noticeable in

frequent in a

with Europeans, but with people living in

brilliantly-lighted countries
of the circle

As with

live in tropical climates, a distinct

forming the

affects

it

nearly one-third

The Tuareg

iris.

live in

a

country trying to the eyes, not only because of the
powerful rays of the sun and the refraction of the light

upon the yellow sand, but also because of the grains of
sand which accumulate upon the eyeball during the
high winds and the irritation of the caruncle thus caused.
Therefore, we find that, although when young many
Tuareg possess extraordinarily beautiful eyes, magnetic
and velvety, they are soon injured by the above-named
causes, and the eyes become dull in individuals of thirtyCataract is frequent, and the
five to forty years of age.
Tuareg have no way of curing it. Myopia and ophthalmia are common in young and old uneven focussing of
the pupil is very common, even in comparatively young
people
also uneven and independent motion of the
eyeball is frequently met with, and a squint is not
;

;

unusual.

Blindness

is

prevalent.

The Tuareg possess black, smooth hair upon the
scalp, and a thin black moustache and beard upon the
upper lip and chin.
The body of the Tuareg is well developed, with long,
well-formed limbs, muscular and not overburdened
with extra flesh or fat the hands and feet in the purer
;

types are delicately formed, except the big toe, which
is

by

somewhat deformed owing

to the prominence caused

their footgear.

The endurance
VOL.

II.-

of the

men

is

considerable, especially

22
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They can cover enormous distances
on relatively small quantities of food. Their arms are
not strong, but as the people are extremely supple and
quick, they know how to use to advantage whatever
strength they possess.
The arms of Tuareg are wellrounded and absolutely lacking the abnormal muscular
development which is much admired in Europe. In fact,
the arms of Tuareg warriors are sometimes as delicately formed, if not more delicately, than the arms of
in camel-riding.

women

many

in

a European country.

of a surprise to see these delicate

It is

somewhat

arms brandish a sword

with a vigour disastrous to their enemies, or

amazing wounds with

The

their

heavy

practice of spear-hurling

cises are to

spears.

and

sword exer-

their

a certain extent responsible for the strikingly

They

bearing of Tuareg men.

dignified

inflict

are

at

once

among less noble and distinguished tribesmen.
Their slow, grave movements their long, firm steps upon
the broad-soled sandals they wear when walking upon
recognizable

;

the sand; their characteristic, gentle swing of the arms,

and the head carried high

way

slow

you

first

in sign of defiance

of talking, are indeed

come

;

their quiet,

most impressive when

across the better types of Tuareg.

It is

seldom that one finds weakhngs among them, as these
people lead a hard

life

and only the strong and healthy

survive.

There are

mend

many

qualities of the

themselves to Englishmen.

Tuareg which com-

We

will

not speak of

their bravery, which is proverbial.
A guest of the
Tuareg must be defended at all costs and against
anybody a quaUty which has so far rendered possible
whatever commerce has gone through the Sahara desert.
The word of the Tuareg is his bond, and it would be

—

HONOUR AND HOSPITALITY
difficult to find

on the surface of the globe people more

faithful to their promises

desert.
if

It is true

than these veiled

that in

men

return they exact,

of the

by

force

necessary, the rigorous accomplishment of promises

made
he
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them by others. In order to be certain that
fulfil any promise he makes, the Tuareg is always

to

will

much less than he is really able to
on a good reserve, as he does in battle
when fighting an enemy.
The real Tuareg fights his enemy in the noblest of

careful to undertake
do, always relying

ways.
disdains

He

never poisons his spears nor his arrows, and

He

upon them as
With them, he says, you
your enemy without being seen and run no
to

carry firearms.

looks

being weapons of treachery.

can

kill

danger to yourself.

As any

Tuareg in his
turn trusts his friends without reserve. For instance,
when a man goes on a long and dangerous journey, he
has no compunction in leaving his wife and family under
friend can trust a Tuareg, the

the protection of a neighbour,

them

— and

who

does defend them

is

— from

expected to defend
affront.

It

is

in

moral qualities of individuals can be
better gauged than under normal conditions, and I was
always much struck by the patience, fortitude and
distress that the

resignation of Tuareg under such circumstances.

Of course, we Europeans, the English and French
particularly, as well as our cousins in the United States,
have curious notions regarding slavery. Perhaps slaves
of white people have been cruelly ill-treated, but slavery
in Africa is different.
In the case of Tuareg nobles,
their kindness towards faithful slaves and serfs has no
induced to make a comparison between the way slaves are treated in the Tuareg
22*
VOL. ii.
bounds.

Indeed,

if

one

felt
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way some

country and the

servants are treated to-day

England, we should find that the Tuareg would be
fully justified in sending missions over to teach lessons
in

and goodness

in kindness

of heart to

some people

of

Slaves in the Tuareg country partake

Great Britain.

of the food of their

master as well as sharing anything

he possesses, and they divide with him and his family
the joys and griefs and the

The Tuareg

many

vicissitudes of

on commerce and raids

carries

life.

in

com-

bination, but he has no corresponding industrial capacity,

although to a certain extent he

is

ingenious enough with

the materials which he possesses.

These materials are
usually imported, as no primary substances worth menLeather articles,
tioning are to be found on the spot.
such as saddles, harness, pouches, etc., are made by them
with some

artistic skill.

The Tuareg have been frequently described
brigands or thieves of the desert,"

as "the

but these thieves

more honest than a great many
honest people nearer home. If goods or money are
confided to a Tuareg they are as safe as, or safer than,
if they were deposited in a bank vault.
He will on no
account dispose of them, and will guard them more
are, as a

matter of

jealously than

money

if

fact,

they belonged to him.

You can

lend

word only and no security,
without witnesses present, and he will never fail to
return it. He has been known to travel for two or three
months to reach the person who had lent it to him, and
if he himself cannot do so his children or some of his
Tuareg on

to a

relatives will

do

it

his

for him.

He

is

not unlike the Chinese

in that respect.

When
gifts

I

say this

I

am

not speaking of the disguised

which the Tuareg frequently ask from strangers,

-J

HONESTY OF THE TUAREG
whether traders or
tect
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travellers, as loans in order to pro-

them while passing through

their country,

and which

are understood to be actual presents.

you

Tuareg fairly he will never betray you.
I myself have employed Tuareg in my caravan, and I
have never in all my travels in any part of the world
met with more faithful, hard-working and thoughtful
If

followers.

treat a

They

the letter, and, having well explained to

beginning what

me

carried out their contract with

I

required of them,

I

them

in

to

the

never once had

Cool and collected
any circumstances, dignified in all
their doings, they were ever ready and apparently
delighted to obey, although when I had these men in
my employ we were making forced marches across the
desert, which was very trying for them and the animals.
These Tuareg had no rodomontade about them they
never showed fear, although the country we crossed
when they were with me was in a disturbed state, and
their thoughtful manner was indeed quite refreshing
after the brutal treatment one received from nearly all
occasion to find fault with them.
at all times

and

in

;

black tribesmen closer to the equator.

Even when
enemy's

cattle,

the Tuareg goes on raids to capture an

he would never dream of appropriating

the baggage or merchandise
in distress.

As

left

on the road by a caravan

for actual theft

among

themselves, or

do not believe that even the words
exist in the Tuareg language.
If the words do exist
they can certainly never be used in relation to Tuareg
themselves.
The Tuareg are frank and truthful, and
I am told that if by chance an escaping criminal were
caught by his own tribesmen, he would at once confess
his crime, although he well knew his life to be at stake.
abuse of confidence,

I
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As

Let us examine Tuareg camps.
the Tuareg are

nomads with

I

have

pastoral habits.

said,

In a way,

we find some analogy between these people and nomad
Arab tribes of neighbouring regions in the desert. The
Tuareg have two kinds of camps the stationary or
semi-stationary camps and the marching camps. The
the
amezzagh is the name they give to a great camp
The stationary camps are
erheuen is a small camp.

—

;

generally selected near good pasture lands and where
sufficient

water can be obtained from

wells.

The Tuareg make themselves some
straw or reed matting, or more frequently
red, or of woollen material, not unlike in

Arab kheima, only somewhat smaller.
inhabit

these

tents,

but the

for themselves huts or sheds

The

serfs

tents

fine

of skins

of

dyed

shape to the

The nobler people
usually

improvise

thatched over with grass.

tents are usually constructed in a circle in groups of

five to ten or twelve,

according to the

they are to contain.

Within these

number

of families

circles the

animals

they possess are kept at night.
Inside the tent one does not find elaborate furniture,

and

all

one can see are a tanned skin spread in the

centre as a dinner-cloth, on which are placed various

bowls, iron vessels, gourds,

etc.,

used by the Tuareg

dromedary cage or two, the
takkauit, cages covered with a cloth, used by Tuareg
ladies when eii voyage, and camel-saddles.
These riding saddles, perched up on the top in the fore
part of a camel's hump, over which they are raised upon
a small wooden pillar, are not unlike a wooden soup-plate
with a high cross in front and a tall piece of wood behind.
They are called the ataram. The legs of the rider are
supposed to be gracefully crossed on the camel's neck,
during

their

meals

;

a

TUAREG RIDING SADDLES
when they can reach that far, as the
The saddles are held in position by a

saddle
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is

stirrupless.

girdle, a chest string

and a back fastening which catches the camel just under
the front part of the hind leg. Ornamental leather is
stretched upon them, but it is difficult to imagine a less
practical and more torturing saddle than these.
I rode
on one of these saddles for nearly a thousand kilometres, and suffered constantly up to the last minute of
my journey as much as I did when I first got on it. The
Tuareg themselves say that these saddles are made on
purpose to hurt the rider, as the Tuareg generally march
during the night, and were it not for the excruciating
pain which they have to endure when upon their animals
they might fall asleep and be caught in ambush by
inimical tribes. Whether this is the case or not I cannot
say, but certainly,

if

that

is

not

the

reason

why

Tuareg have made such absurd riding saddles,
at

a

loss

to find

a better explanation.

I

the

am

The saddles

injure the back of the camel to no small extent on long

They are most difficult to keep in their right
position upon the camel's hump, and if one of the three
strings which make it fast gives way, you have a spill
from the height at which you are perched that you

journeys.

are not likely to forget in a hurry.

Another kind
from the Arabs.

of saddle

is

the arhazer, copied,

I

think,
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CHAPTER XXV.
One

of the

things which

astonished me most among
the Tuareg, and even more among the
lower tribes in
Central Africa, was the wonderful knowledge
of local

botany these people possessed, and the richness
in their
languages of words for each plant.
The Tuareg, being
more civilized and more observant, have an extraordinarily rich vocabulary in

amazing to

me

to see

how

that direction, and

the Tuareg in

my

was
employ at
it

once identified the most minute plants
found in the
desert, and could tell me without the
slightest hesitation
the evil or good properties of each plant

the kind of
on which you generally found it which produced
fruit and what kind of fruit, poisonous
or edible.
In
order to prevent possible fraud in their
statements, I
;

soil

;

frequently asked them over and over again the
name and
properties of each plant when I detected it
a second or
third time in different regions.
The
told

me

right,

Tuareg always
and they invariably repeated the same

statements for each plant.

The Tuareg have also a good deal of unconscious
geological knowledge— a knowledge which
has been
gained, I beheve, greatly by long experience
in digging
wells in the desert in order to obtain
drinking water.
They are wonderful people for locating spots

where

TELEPATHY
water
well,

is
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to be found without the difficulty of digging a

and they show remarkable observation

in

examining

the various strata, especially the stratum preceding the

one where water

We

is

reached.

civilized people pride ourselves

on our telegraphs,

telephones and wireless telegraphy, but anyone
travelled in Africa or Asia

you

away from

way

who has

civilized centres

which news is
transmitted great distances with accuracy and at an
incredible rapidity without any apparatus being used
The Tuareg are particularly
for such transmission.
good in this respect. In many cases, of course, tidings
travel quickly by word of mouth from tribe to tribe.
But these tribes also possess a method of thought transference, perhaps because they have learned the power
of intense concentration.
Many of these people were
unconsciously adepts at telepathy. The desert seemed
particularly well adapted for telepathic communication.
Duveyrier tells of interesting hallucinations which he
observed among the Tuareg of the north, especially in
women under mental strain. When their beloved sons
or husbands were on a journey to distant lands, the
women went to pray heartily on their ancestors' tombs.
Immediately afterwards they retired to sleep, when the
invoked Idehni appeared to them and either gave them
the news required which the Tuareg said always turned
out to be quite accurate or, if displeased, would give
will

tell

of the marvellous

in

—

—

no answer but would strangle the praying women. This
is quite curious, as it would seem as if a sort of mental
telepathy were established, leaving out the additional
superstition
at any rate, among people either closely

—

related or fond of one another.
of the

The

strangling part

communication, according to the Tuareg, would

;
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generally take place in case of disaster or similar causes,

which

irritated Idehni.

The Tuareg, with their constant marching at night,
have become students of the stars, and in their own way
were well versed
their

own

in

astronomy.

Naturally they applied

movements of planets for in
was for them only a raid of one planet

doings to the

stance, an eclipse

upon another.
It was interesting

;

Tuareg was well
noontime by planting

to notice that the

able to determine the exact local

a vertical rod in the sand and calculating the length of
the shadow.

Similarly,

when a Tuareg wanted

to

know

the exact time of day, he not only looked at the sun to

judge of

its

height above the horizon, but would

look at the sun and then at his

own shadow

first

to establish

a further accuracy in his observation.

way

Tuareg
have nominally adopted the Mussulman religion, but
they are not observant of the strict laws of the Koran.
They have no mosques in their country, no Imam, or
High Priest, and no Mufti. They still cling to a great
many of their superstitions, some of which are interesting.
One finds a cross on nearly all articles made by
the Tuareg.
There is a cross as a pummel on their
saddles; cross ornamentations are visible upon their
clothes
the hilts of their swords are cross-shaped
crosses can be seen on their shields, in their alphabet,
on the tattoo on the back of the hand, as well as on the
tattoo upon their foreheads. There is a good deal of
controversy regarding the origin of the Tuareg cross,
and I think it might be unwise for me to go into it in the
In the

of

religion, as I

have

said, the

;

present work, although

upon the

subject.

I

may

entertain

my own

ideas

THE

SPIRITS

in the spirits of the
It is
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note that the Tuareg firmly believe

It is curious to

of the oases.

OF THE OASES

mountains, as well as in the

not

uncommon

spirits

in the desert to strike

rocky places where the wind and water have worn the

These places, the Tuareg

rocks into fantastic shapes.

They

are the haunts of evil spirits.

say,

account approach these spots,

making great
They call

will

on no

which they avoid by

on their journeys.

d(^ tours

god Amana'i, and Ihlis is their
reigning devil. According to the great authority, Duveyrier, the northern Tuareg speak of a heaven, Adjenna,
and of a hell or last fire, the Timsi-tan-Elakhart.
their only

Duveyrier says that the Tuareg of the north also
speak of other

genii,

human

in form,

horns, a long coat of hair on the

but with additional

body and a

tail.

These

are Alhin or Alhinen.

always found the Tuareg reluctant in giving information on these spirits, but they were all unanimous
I

in

asserting their existence.

Indeed, they often gave

was but seldom that a Tuareg
could be persuaded to sleep under a solid roof, as they

trouble in

In fact,

life.

attributed

all illnesses

it

to these evil spirits.

They

enter-

tained an idea that they might be imprisoned under the
roof

by these

devils

and never escape

alive.

This was

to a certain extent due to the feeling of suffocation ex-

perienced by

all

people

who

live in the

open

air

when

entering a building.

They

believe in sorcerers who,

by

certain exorcisms,

evils, and who by their friendship with
good and evil spirits can at will change men into beasts
and beasts into men. The Aissaua, who claim the
ability to charm vipers, might be classed among these

can cure most

magicians.
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It

because of these superstitions that the Tuareg

is

and amulets upon the arms,

are simply laden with charms

head, neck, chest and round the waist, in order to be

preserved from accident or misfortune, but not to escape

Most of these charms are in the shape of leather
satchels more or less ornamented, or else small metal
cases strung together which contain verses from the
Koran or cabalistic signs.
The marabu do a great trade in these amulets,
which they spend all their time in manufacturing.
There are, of course, various kinds of amulets some
death.

:

designed to
bring

the wishes of the possessor; others to

fulfil

happiness,

everlasting

illness

others

yet another kind to be used as a lightning

;

protector, a fifth kind to keep
spirits,

from

protect

to

away

sorts of evil

all

a sixth to bring victory in battle,

In

etc., etc.

marabu make these charms to order, and
what they like for them from the credulous Tuareg.
fact,

the

get

no native scientific doctors in
the country, but one finds medicine-men. Besides, nearly
There

are,

of course,

natives think they

all

nesses

common

in

know

the

of treatments for the

region

—

such

ill-

ophthalmia,

as

intermittent fever, smallpox, rheumatism, skin diseases,

the very troublesome guinea-worm, which bores long

channels under the skin, and the bouri, a kind of violent

madness common among the lower
and serfs.

Among

classes,

such as slaves

the affections of the skin, some are traceable

to the worst of hereditary venereal complaints

are

caused by

local

climatic

way

conditions;

;

others

others

by

Among

parasites

which find

their

the most

common

the itch, which the Tuareg profess

is

is

contracted from camels.

into the skin.

They nearly

all suffer

from

SKIN COMPLAINTS

many
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Only a few are
elbow and
under the knee, as well as between the lingers. Whether
the camels got it from the Tuareg or the Tuareg from
the camels I do not know, but it is certain that you
cannot get on a camel in the Tuareg country, even with
it,

free.

all

in quite

a repulsive degree.

It begins at the joints, generally at the

precautions, without running a great risk of con-

The camels

tracting this unpleasant complaint.

own caravan had
to keep free

found
found

from

Europe.

Strong

for the treatment of

had a great deal of trouble
true that the form of itch

my

carbolic
of

men they

it

does not

and strong

soap

potash proved beneficial

men.

The Tuareg say that

camels can never be cured of the
of

but

itch,

in the case

believe that the sting of scorpions

kill

my

not of such a virulent kind as that

is

permanganate

solutions of

I

It is

it.

in the desert
in

and

too,

it

of

the patient

—'When

— invariably cures him of

the

among

the

tiresome complaint.

A

kind of herpes

is

occasionally found

Tuareg, an inflammation of the skin in red patches.
Ulcers and watery blisters appear at the joints of the
fingers.

From

the latter

I

also suffered while crossing

the desert.

Leprosy of the anaesthetic and sometimes of the
tubercular type is to be found among the lower classes,
especially with those tribes living closer to the Niger.

Leprosy

is

not looked upon as infectious

;

other people, and even marry non-lepers

lepers live like
if

they have a

chance.

Lupus

is

not so frequent except in a mild form, but

ulcers inside the nose are

common

sionally take a virulent form.
latter to the sand,

but

enough, and occa-

The natives

in addition I

attribute the

think the bad con-
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dition of their blood

is

responsible for them, as well as

the breathing of vitiated air from camels' lungs, emitted

during the process of rumination.

Long journeys on camels are also responsible for
three more nasty complaints of the Tuareg
hernia,
both inguinal and umbilical, frequently congenital, but
more often acquired; rheumatism, with its usual resulting deformities of the hands, feet and knees
and
renal and vesicular calculus, which frequently forms in
:

;

who spend much of their time on camels.
Insanity is common, frequently taking the form

those

of

melancholia and monomania, with proclivities towards

The Tuareg know

suicide.

of

no remedy

for insanity,

the lunatics moving about with other people, except in
cases

when they become

violent,

when they

are fastened

with ropes and beaten.

As
fire

is

is

the case with

many

Asiatic

and African

tribes,

used as a remedy, and often with considerable

success, especially in snake bites or scorpion stings.

Tuareg

tie

apply the

the injured limb tightly with a ligature
fire

cure to the injured spot.

The
and

Occasionally,

an extraordinary remedy
is used
a sheep or a goat is seized, and the poisoned spot
placed in immediate contact with an open wound inflicted on the animal, as the Tuareg believe that the
blood of a healthy animal will absorb the poison.
Tubercular diseases are rare among the Tuareg living
far in the desert, but not so with those living nearer the
water. Abdominal diseases, complaints of the liver and
of the kidneys, are frequent
also nervous and mental
in cases of the richer people,
:

;

diseases,

Many
blood, in

such as convulsions, paralysis and idiocy.
are affected

by the worst

of complaints of the

most cases hereditary, but

this terrible

com-

THE GUINEA-WORM
plaint

is

in
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no way so general as with the black

further south.

think that their

I

tribes

in the desert

life

with

the powerful sun as a disinfectant has to a certain extent

stamped the disease out of the country, and
shows itself in such a violent form as in more

never

it

tropical

zones.

The Guinea-worm,
parasite which bores

on the
is

as

you know,

its

way under

and gradually becomes
recognizable by the swelling

legs,

easily

a small tape-like

the skin, generally
of great length.

It

of the skin all along

Occasionally one

subcutaneous passage.

its

is

of

these

parasites will get to other parts of the body, or even into

the head.

The

latex of the Calotropis procera, a tall

plant, also used as a purgative
kill

the

A

parasite.

by the

natives,

more frequent cure

making an incision in the
worm and slowly twisting

skin, seizing the

is

said to

consists

end

in

of the

round a small stick, the
twist being slowly repeated day after day until the entire
worm has been drawn out. Great care must be taken
not to tear

it

worm

or else, they say, the

it,

proceeds to

escape in the opposite direction under the skin, causing
intense pain to the afflicted person.

For people
is

living in the desert, the diet of the

quite varied.

Dates,

figs,

millet,

Tuareg

onions, a few wild

gum from the Acacia
much relished by them.

vegetables, milk, butter, cheese,

Arabica, grain and

Among

flour are

the delicacies are

worms and

locusts, the latter

and preserved in oil, a great dainty for the people
of the desert.
Meat is generally roasted or made into a
stew, the heart and liver of animals being eaten by men
only, possibly with the idea of giving them additional
strength and courage in war. Unlike most Mussulmans,
the Tuareg eat with their wives, and what is best of
salted
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food they give to

their

said to be the

they

will

not touch

fish,

The few marabu

birds.

women.

essential food of the

but although they

periods,
else,

most

their

will

eat

may

be

Tuareg at

all

Milk

almost anything

nor flesh nor eggs of sacred

in the

country will partake of

any food not forbidden by the Koran.
On the march the Tuareg often uses the kola nut,
which is quite expensive, and is imported from the south.
He shows great firmness in abstaining from food or drink
when taking exercise. On his long marches the Tuareg
only eats once in twenty-four hours, always at night

;

but when settled anywhere he generally has two meals

The belt- tightening process is well known by the
Tuareg when hungry and unable to satisfy his appetite.
The Tuareg are fond of tea and coffee, which are
drunk by the richer men. All more or less make use of
a day.

imported tobacco.

The Tuareg, while
his clothes,

never

which are

looks dirty.

by

his

never washes his person nor

full of parasites, in

Even

water, but he

his religious ablutions are

made

by rubbing face and hands with sandOnly when dead is the Tuareg's body washed
relations with hot water and garbed in clean

with sand, or
stone.

alive,

else

clothes.

The funeral is more or less in the Mussulman fashion,
and the body is buried. The relations of the deceased
do not cry or make any fuss about the loss of the
departed, but as soon as the burial ceremony is over a
feast is offered to his friends, and from that moment
they

all

endeavour to efface from their memory the

remembrance of their lost friend. The encampment is
abandoned and another site selected. For this reason
one never hears of a Tuareg being called " So-and-so's

TUAREG CUSTOMS
son," as living on the
of the

hne

memory
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of ancestors

is

quite out

of a Tuareg.

In ordinary hfe the Tuareg

who can

afford

it

dye

arms and hands with indigo to prevent the action
the sun upon the skin, but also, I think, to allay the

their

of

irritation

caused by itch or inflammation of the skin.

The women

We
many
means

occasionally smear the face with ochre.

common

in

parts of Northern Africa of delicately applying

by

find

among

the Tuareg the habit so

of a small rod (the tafendit) a thin layer of sul-

phate of antimony to the eyelids to add expression and
luminosity to the eyes.

many

This habit,

common

also to

people of Asia, has been frequently described as

necessary in order to preserve the eye from the strong
glare of the sun.

Personally,

I

never saw that

it

was

used for that purpose, and always heard from the natives
themselves that it was only a fashion adopted in order to
add beauty and sentiment to the expression of the face.
The Tuareg men generally shaved the head, except for
a bristly comb which they kept over the top of the skull.
They called this the ahoggot. According to them it
served the double purpose of leaving a ventilating space

between

their head-covering

and the

skull,

and

of pro-

viding after death a suitable hold for angels to haul

them up

to heaven.

Following

were

the

circumcised.

Mussulman custom, male children
Marriages

were

celebrated

in

the

usual Mussulman fashion, the ceremony being presided

by marabu, the people abandoning themselves
songs, dancing, and sports on their camels, before and

over
to

after the

ceremony.

In their assemblies, called the mia'ad, the Tuareg,
usually of two tribes,
VOL.

II.

sit in

two semicircles facing each
23
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other, and, after swearing at the devil that he

may

not

give evil advice, tribal matters are discussed with diplo-

matic

skill,

Men under

strengthened here and there by

forty years of age are not admitted to discuss

or control public affairs, but
to say in these matters,

women have

and they

less refined quality

visual

good

is

I

rapidly injured

their life in the desert.

men

and poetry

of

being used in the process.

acuity of the Tuareg

extraordinary, and, as

a great deal

often incite their

to deeds of bravery, improvised music

more or
The

fierce threats.

have

is

fair

said, the vision

but not

even when

by the abnormal conditions of
The strain of night marching

should be added to the other causes

I

have enumerated.

The hearing of the Tuareg is, taking things all round,
more acute than their sight, and they are able to distinguish sounds at great distances, a sense which serves them
well in their raiding expeditions.

The strategy

of

Tuareg

in surprising

the

enemy

is

being selected from among their most
men, who play an important part in tracking
the enemy.
In battle the men fight from the height of
their camels, their throwing-spears being used first, and

good,

scouts

intelligent

fighting

The

corps-d-corps with

their

swords coming

later.

most violent character are long, but few
are killed or wounded, owing to their extraordinary skill
in defending themselves.
To show the typical shrewdfights of a

ness of the Tuareg,

it

sufficient to

is

surprised in camp, flight

is

say that, when

generally preferred to fight.

The Tuareg takes no odds, and he prefers to abandon his
baggage and goods, arranging for a suitable revenge
when convenient. Friendly tribes willingly join in these
expeditions, and owing to the facility of tracking one's
enemies in the desert and the necessity of stopping at

THE LANGUAGE OF THE TUAREG
wells

and grazing grounds

to feed

up

355

one's animals,

it is

an easy matter to catch up the enemy and recover the
baggage.

Tuareg has many dialects with
many notable variations, the Tuareg of the south having
adopted a number of useful words from the negroid races
of Central Africa.
One of the most notable differences
is that the Tuareg of the north use in their language
the aspirate " h," and those of the south replace it by

The language

" ch " or

by a

of the

" z."

Although the spoken language

is

practically different

with each large division of Tuareg, the written characters
of the

Temacheq language

in general

use are the same in

all tribes.

Only women can read and write
country.

They teach the

almost invariably

in

Tuareg

the

3^oung, whereas the

men

are

illiterate.

Duveyrier, in speaking of the Tuareg of the north,
says that both Tefinagh in the north and Temacheq in
the south can be written either vertically or horizontally,
or from right to

Hebrew.

left,

or vice versa, either like Arabic or

Characters can be written in any position.

think this statement

is

I

based mostly on some inscrip-

which he found in the desert upon rocks as well as
upon weapons, shields or ornaments.
The Tuareg
are also given to occasionally ornamenting rocks with
allegorical scenes.
But I think perhaps that, although
Duveyrier was absolutely correct in his observation and
actually found the characters turned in any direction,
it was due to the ignorance of the Tuareg writer rather
than to an actual rule in Tuareg graphology. But I am
not sufficiently versed in the Tuareg written language

tions

to decide this point definitely.

VOL

II.

•
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The Tuareg alphabet seemed

to

me somewhat

in-

adequate, even for local literary wants, and, in fact, their

more

serious books were invariably written in Arabic.

Their calendar and divisions of the year were practically
the same as with the Arabs, their azhoum corresponding

ramadam.
the most typical habits

to the Arabic

One

of

the Tuareg

of

is

the wearing of a veil over the face, which has gained

them the name
or the Arabic

worn

veil is

remove

it

of Ahel-el-litham, or

name

"people of the

of Molathemin, " the veiled."

veil,"

This

by the Tuareg, and they never
or to sleep, when at home or on

at all times

either to eat

Only the eyes are visible, the other parts of
the face being hidden by the turban and by the litham.
Nobody seems to know exactly the origin of this habit,
or the reason why it has not only been kept up by the
Tuareg, but has been copied by many other tribes in the
Niger valley and all over the desert. Some people say
that it is because the brigand-like Tuareg do not wish
a journey.

to be recognized

by

their enemies

the Tuareg hide the nose and

;

others maintain that

mouth

sand from entering their lungs

;

to prevent the fine

more

others,

scientific,

keep moisture at the entrance
of the respiratory organs in a climate where the atmo-

say that

it is

sphere

so extremely dry.

is

in order to

theories are inaccurate,

nor

less

and

Personally,
I

than a fashion, as the

I

think

all

these

nothing more

believe

it is

women

of the Tuareg, for

wear a veil at all, and they seem in excellent health.
Tuareg never remove the veil from their
faces even to meet friends or relations, and were it done
among themselves it would be considered an insult.
"
and " black- veiled
There are " white- veiled "
Tuareg. The white-faced Tuareg of Caucasian type.
instance, never

Tuaregs with their typical face screens

THE "VEILED" MEN
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particularly the noble classes, have entirely adopted the

black veil

;

whereas, for the sake of contrast,

suppose,

I

the lower and blacker people generally put on a white
veil.

because of the colour of the

It is

and not

veil,

because of the colour of the skin, that the Arabs

call the

"White Tuareg" and the nobles ''Black Tuareg,"
although, as we have seen, the face of the White Tuareg

serfs

is

black and the face of the Black Tuareg

The

veil covers the

of the head, the temples

and the forehead, the portion

covering the forehead taking the

There

Tuareg
cotton

little

is

all

difference

over the desert.

shirt,

refirha,

over

tikamist

is

white.

is

lower part of the face, the back

name

in

of

itelli.

the costume

of

the

The men wear a long white

the tikamist, or else an ample blouse, the
large

trousers

(the

karteha).

Over the

the tikamist kore, an over-garment of indigo-

blue, decorated with

A kamarband
the waist.

simple but artistic embroideries.

of blue cotton, the tamentika,

worn

at

The women wear two or three long blouses
by a red woollen sash the hair is made
and covered over with a piece of cloth, the

tied at the waist

into tresses

is

;

Their chief ornaments are metal rings, glass

ikar-hay.

and beads.

The children

Tuareg country
wear one great ring of metal, horn or wood.
The most characteristic ornament of Tuareg men
(except the marabu) is the green serpentine marble
armlet, which they wear from the tenderest years and
which is never removed. It is on the right arm, and is
bracelets

kept there

in

in the

order to brace up the strength

while

blow with the sword, and also to be used in
hand-to-hand fights as a means of striking mortal blows
on the enemy's temples. The Oelimmiden and the

striking a

Azdjer are the manufacturers of these bracelets.
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The Tuareg

do not work, although there

in general

are a few inat (smiths),

swords, and the

sefcl,

who make and repair spears and
who can skilfully tan and dye

skins.

The

telak,

which

is

a typical Tuareg weapon, consists

of a long, fiat dagger fixed to a large wristlet,

along the lower face of the

left

and carried

arm, reaching from the

The sheaths of these
green stamped leather with silver

tips of the fingers to the elbow.

daggers are generally of
fastenings

and ornamentations.

This dagger

is

used as an auxiliary to a heavy, long

sword slung over the shoulder, the takoba, which cuts
on both sides, and has a straight, long blade. A nobleman of the Tuareg country is not supposed to carry
firearms, although occasionally he

may

carry a beautiful

which has been presented to him by a friend. The
imrhad are the carriers of most of the weapons, such as
the spears, about three yards long, made entirely of iron
with side barbs at the point and the throwing-spears,
with a wooden shaft and also a barbed point. In battle
the imrhad occupy the front rank. Disc-shaped shields,
rifle

;

of

antelope hide,

are used in battle,

southern tribes of Tuareg a

bow and

and among the

iron-pointed arrows

are sometimes used.

The footgear of the Tuareg is extremely sensible,
and takes the shape of a solid sandal with extra broad
soles held firm to the foot by well-placed straps between
the big toe and the next and at the instep. These
sandals are very practical for walking on the sand. At
Kano,

in British Nigeria,

shoes,

called

tities,

irhattimen,

a great leather market, the
are

manufactured

in

quan-

and are much used by the Tuareg.

Transmissible property

is

divided

by the Tuareg

LEGITIMATE AND ILLEGITIMATE PROPERTY
into

legitimate

acquired by

and

illegitimate.

individual

work

and includes such things
slaves,

flocks of sheep,

as
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Legitimate property

or inherited

is

quite sacred,

money, weapons, purchased

camels, provisions, crops, pro-

perty acquired by raids, by force, or by taxes exacted
from passing travellers and caravans. In the second
are included the " tribute for protection," the imrhad,
or rights over serfs

mand.

territorial rights

;

At the death

legitimate property

the children.

The

is

of

right of

com-

the head of the family

divided into equal parts

illegitimate rights,

to the noble classes,

and

all

among

which only apply

descend entirely to the eldest son

of the eldest sister, in order to ensure the transmission

of blood.

The law among the Tuareg
punishments simpler

still.

flicted for smaller crimes,

is

simple enough, and the

Flogging and fines are in-

and

for graver

misdeeds the

parents of the injured person can apply their

own

punish-

ment, on the favourite principle of " an eye for an eye,

a tooth for a tooth," and so on.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
The French
I

am

all

they can to develop the country.

informed that a telegraph

made

to be
it

are doing

line

with iron posts

shortly from the Niger to Zinder,

and

is

later

may

be pushed on as far as Lake Tchad.
Having stayed a whole day with Colonel Lamolle,

who was on

a journey of inspection in this country, at

on September 28th,
passing over undulating country, and in the morning
marched twenty-three kilometres to Amonkaye Ourroua,
where hardly any water was to be found. The trail
became bad, with large pools of rain-water in two places
filling
There were undulations, and in
depressions.
places deep grooves had been cut into the trail by
passing caravans where the sand had subsequently been
Tuareg
hardened by the action of rain and sun-heat.
caravans have as many as three or four hundred animals
the small sheds of Kornaka,

I left

'

sometimes.

My

camels had the greatest difficulty in proceeding

along these grooves and crossing the pools.
arrived at
westj

Korema

we found

When we

Alba, twenty-seven kilometres further

the village abandoned and the camping-

place fallen down.

In some of the valleys there were thorny plants and
palm-trees.

Further on we proceeded over hilly country,

positively hills

and not dunes.

GUIDAM BADO
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Kankara, where we arrived at one o'clock

in

the

morning, after having marched through the night, was
a fine oasis of palms. From this point we were troubled

by thorny
as

the

plants in profusion, which tore one's clothes

camels

made

their

way between them.

For

desert plants, they reached a considerable height.

Between Kankara and Amaschi we had

first

come
At

over a few undulations, then over level country.

September 30th we left Amaschi. A few
kilometres west of camp, from the crest of an undulation, I obtained a view of a hill-range of some height.
It was a dune of gigantic proportions eroded here and
there into well-rounded banks and hills, but connected
in the north-western portion, and extending as a mass
in a general direction from south-west to north-east
Looking back towards the east we had an immense
sunrise on

stretch of fiat horizon-line with only a high hill-mass
rising

prominently on the south-west, and some lower

distant conical hills to the south.

On September
Bado,

30th

we

arrived at the post of

Guidam

French sergeant.
The fort of
Guidam Bado presented an imposing appearance, standing as it did on a rocky height, and with rocky hills
forming a picturesque background. For some miles
in charge of a

before reaching this post, loose stones and great boulders
of volcanic rock were to be found,
hilly region this

and

after going over a

rock became plentiful.

by way of a high rocky
pass on the hills to the north-west. The camels climbed
the steep incline with difficulty, and experienced more
I left

that same afternoon

where
stones rolled under their feet and they slipped and
stumbled. I was severely hurt when my camel stumbled
difficulty still in

descending on the other

side,
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down

the steep incline and

my

Tuareg saddle hitting

the back plate of the

fell,

spine with terrific force and

happened that the piece of
wood struck my spinal column exactly at a spot where I
had sustained severe injuries in Tibet some years preFrom this moment marching became extremely
viously.
painful, and it was all I could do to keep on the saddle.
causing intense pain.

It so

After climbing the
at the

summit upon a

first

fiat

which we crossed a plain

;

hill-range

then we climbed over a second

steep hill-range, similar to the

on the summit.

camp

the

found myself

I

plateau, on descending from

first,

with another plateau

Beyond, at a lower elevation, we reached

of Deoule.

On October

ist another

rocky pass had to be nego-

tiated, the camels giving us endless bother

these inclines.

After that, fortunately, the

up and down
trail became

and good. Camp Laba, forty-three kilometres
from Guidam Bado, was reached, with its village of
one hundred and fifty huts in a sinuosity of the hills.
fairly flat

The

entire valley of

We

Laba was

encircled

were caught in a tornado

by

hills.

in the afternoon.

On

resuming our march the ground was extremely slippery

and made marching painful, the camels stumbling all
the time and slipping on the bad trail.
We went along intricate sandy beds of torrents,
where during the night we lost our way and wasted considerable time until

we

struck a village called Mansalla,

and, later, one called Tarrawadda, reaching Onagher at

From Onagher the trail was quite good
We were now in a region of elongated, flat-topped

midnight.

again.
table-

Marching in a north-north-westerly direction,
we followed one of these, which was not unlike a huge
dune south of the trail. The exact direction of this

lands.

TAMASKE
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dune was south-east to north-west. Then we crossed
over a rocky pass, and proceeded along another huge
dune north of us, this one north-east to south-west.

We

camp Tamaske

arrived at

at noon, the village

being situated in a charming nook upon the hillside
with two other villages, Jiankarata and Samangheda

Tamaske northTamaske
to the rest-house, was 1,450 feet.
prominence, and was protected by a bastion
The

(west of Tamaske).
east, close

stood on a

elevation of

and watch-tower. A most beautiful view over the
In the
entire valley was obtained from this high point.
village close by were visible the elongated domed roofs
of huts, beautifully constructed, and rising above circular walls made of alternate layers of mud and stone.
The roof was built separately upon the ground, and then
raised bodily upon the structure, the entire population
taking part in lifting

The
bracelet

it

up.

chief,

with a picturesque sword attached to a

upon

his wrist in

salaams, a habit

common

Tuareg

style,

came

to

pay

his

to all these villagers as soon

as one arrived.

Sometimes we were able to purchase milk, chickens
and eggs. Chickens fetched from twopence to threepence
Unfortueach, the eggs about threepence a dozen.
nately, the natives had a way of keeping eggs for weeks,
and they were generally bad.
Late in the afternoon we were again on the march.

From

the rocky hill-range north-west of us

a panoramic view of the plain
south.

In

its

eastern

part

we had

the

plain

we obtained

crossed on the

showed three

which were almost parallel to each
The
other, with headlands towards the south-west.
direction of the dunes was north-east to south-west.

distinct dunes,

two

of
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We

found another extensive

We

of this hill-range.

by a

it

plateau on the top

and descended beyond

steep trail into a comparatively flat valley, only to

climb another steep

with

crossed

flat

many

large

hill later

villages

on, to yet another plateau

upon

collectively called

it,

Kalfu (elevation, 1,550 feet).
It was 10 p.m. when we arrived, and as
in need of

was greatly
provisions, the whole town was awakened by
I

the sound of drums, the chief taking special delight in
rousing everybody in order to obtain chickens and eggs
for

my

men.

On

leaving Kalfu

we went along the plateau, which
was quite flat then by an extremely rocky descent we
went down into another plain. Three hours later we
;

were climbing up to another rocky table-land, again
quite flat on the summit for some kilometres, where we
found the village of Polema (1,500 feet).
At sunset of October 3rd I arrived at the French post
of

Taua, in charge of Lieutenant Edouard Bigolet.

The post was
rafters,

built in Gothic style of

mud and

with tidy quarters, consisting of a

square houses, regular and clean, on
the Senegalese tirailleurs.

its

palm-tree

lot of httle

eastern side, for

(Elevation, 1,270 feet.)

South-west of the post was a large village of six

thousand inhabitants. The post itself was built on a
In
small hill and had outer rest-houses for travellers.
the market enclosure traders were often to be seen from
British Sokoto, from which place there was a direct
route to

Konni,
gether.

Taua, via Mogher, lUela, Danfora, Kurfey,

Torkei,

The

and

trail

Godebaoa,

186

kilometres

ran almost due south from the

alto-

new

frontier at N'kara TaUe.

Traders generall}^ came for the

Sunday markets.

SOKOTO
An

enterprising French trader
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was transacting business

This post was generally in charge of a captain,

here.

but as that

officer

had been sent

to

Bilma

was now

it

in charge of a lieutenant.
I left

Taua

in the

new road from

evening of October 5th, on a good

five to ten

yards wide, travelling over

undulating ground, and arrived at Magher at 11. 10 at
night.

On October
south-west

—a

6th,

— the

when we

trail

left, I

had before

me

to the

followed a southerly direction here

long table-land in four flat-topped terraces (south-

east to north-west), with quite a high

hill

at its north-

There were also a number of conical
hills and a distant plateau in the far background to
the west. The high hill was formerly a continuation of
western end.

the range, and formed in reality a fifth terrace.

It

had

evidently been separated from the range by erosion of

wind and water. On the circle formerly drawn at a
radius of a hundred miles from Sokoto we passed a
roughly-made cairn indicating the Franco- British frontier.
Part of this circle has now been ceded by Great Britain to
I entered the circle, marching almost due south,
France.
then slightly west, until

I

arrived at

Illela,

a large village

forty-seven kilometres from Taua, (elevation 1,070 feet).

The Haussa who

mud

lived here constructed

high-domed

huge receptacles
having an aperture at the top, with a removable cover of
mats or of thatch. Another aperture was also made
on the side in order to allow an entrance to the store
and also for ventilation. Others of these store-houses
were cylindrical or hemispherical, others not unlike
gigantic ink-bottles.
All of these were raised about one
foot above the ground and rested on stone supports.
store-houses of

for millet, these
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By

we had reached the
We were now encircled by flatBefore us to the south-west we

six o'clock in the afternoon

hill-range to the west.

topped, isolated

could count as

hills.

many

as six or seven of these curiously-

West

shaped mounts.

To

terrupted line of a plateau.

now

was the long unin-

of us there

the north (we were

going west), almost in the centre of the basin

were crossing, stood a conical

hill,

seen another long plateau.

To

were

distance
their

hills

with

behind which could be
the north-west in the

less-marked

characteristics,

summits being more broken up into

We

shapes.

we

irregular

passed close to a high dome-like

hill

to

In this basin the steamy heat was suffoOnly
low shrubs seemed to grow there.
cating.
We reached Agurmi by the side of two hills at lo p.m.
On our next march, due south, we had before us a hilly
barrier much eroded and divided into three principal
sections and some minor ones.
We passed through the good-sized village of Dongoua,
with its enormous store-houses, and afterwards perceived
the south.

to

the

rising

north-west
sheer

nine

from the

horizontal

flat.

Several

sections

others

of

cones

had tops

around us in the distance
could be seen more of these peculiarly-shaped fragments

slightly m.ore rounded.

All

of cones.

On

the north slope of a rocky

sized village,

and

after rising

hill

we came

to a fair-

upon a dune formed by

accumulations of sand north of the village, we descended
into a deep hollow where wells were to be found, close to

the rest-house of Durereh.

One

or two Tuareg caravans,

with hundreds of oxen and camels laden with cotton
goods, were passed on the way.

Gongufema was reached

late at

night, a poor village

TUAREG CARAVANS
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hundred inhabitants, with no trade of any
kind.
There was a small post here in charge of a noncommissioned officer with four tirailleurs.
Having rested but two hours during the night at this
place, I proceeded once more on the tedious march, over
uninteresting country with thick shrub and high grass
of three

all

along.

A

herd of a hundred half-wild oxen afforded amuse-

ment when they charged

my

camels and kept circling

—

round us at a gallop now boarding us on one side, then
on the other. The camels looked first perplexed, then,
for lack of a better

Dimkin
hills

remedy, they

(1,050 feet)

all

sat

down.

was reached by noon.

No more

were near except a small range to the north and a

on the left of the trail.
On October 9th we had a long plateau to the southwest in the distance, and smaller sections of this plateau
extending south. Three hillocks in a group were to be
seen near Kauara, where we arrived at noon. The wells

small rocky, isolated

hill

in this part of the desert

were either dry altogether or

water was brackish and quite fetid.
met here a company of Senegalese soldiers bound
for the Kanem, under Captain Jerusalemy.
These men
had made a wonderful march across the boucle of the
Niger during the rainy season when the country was
swampy. Although one of the French officers and a
sergeant had died from the terrific hardships, most of the
soldiers and the surviving officer seemed in excellent
else the
I

condition.

We

we had perceived in the
morning to the south-west, and we found on the top of
it a flat plateau.
By nine in the evening we had arrived
at Tongana.
The two marches between Gongufema and
crossed the hill-range
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Tongana were troublesome. On one march of forty-five
kilometres we did not find a drop of water. All the time
we were compelled to carry water on our camels, as we
never knew whether we might find the wells dry.
On October loth I enjoyed my march a little more,
although I was still in intense pain owing to the injury

my

We

were again on undulating country
until we descended by a very steep and rocky path from
to

the

spine.

flat

highland to which

A

night.

we had climbed

the previous

gorgeous panoramic view of the great

flat

expanse to the south-west and a high, flat-topped barrier
to the south opened before us, with great black boulders

immediate foreground. To the west-south-west
was a group of cones, with whitish summits above a
stratum of rich red. By the side stood a three-peaked
in the

hill of

a similar formation.

This group demonstrated clearly enough the process
of erosion

The cones

which goes on

in that part of the district.

at the southern terminus of the

a light yellow in the low^r stratum.

The

dune were

red earth had been eroded at the sides, chiefly
action of water in this particular part.

of

top layer of

The

by the

line of sun-

stratum which had been
This was even more
defined.
evident in the southern part of the range, where a thin
stratum of greyish clay, perfectly rounded and smooth,

baked rock and the part
submerged were clearly

of the

with perforations undoubtedly caused by water, could
be noticed. Above it was yellow sand, and above this
blackish rock or rock burnt dark red.

Matamkari had some three thousand
inhabitants. There were narrow streets, filthy in the
extreme, and running crooked between zerihas of matting.
In sharp contrast with this dirt was the cleanliness pre-

The

village of

MATAMKARI
vailing within the enclosures

huts.

The huts were

the doors fairly high.
kitchen, while

and
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in the interior of their

cylindrical,

A

numerous

with conical roofs,

separate hut was used as a
canari,

for millet, stood at the entrance of

hung

mud

vessels

each hut.

Slings

or large

from the ceiling, to which were suspended gourds

cut into bowls or preserved in their natural shape

and

used as bottles.

two sections by
a cane screen, each section containing a bed, a mere
mud frame with two hollows in the middle. A flat reed
mat was spread over the top of these double hollows,
which were designed for coolness. The hollows when
not in use were turned into wardrobes.

The houses were divided

The

mud

chief's

wall,

house

inside into

possessed

with a grandiose

a

high,

entrance,

castellated

out

quite

keeping with the general squalor of the village.

of

Two

mud

columns reminded one strongly of the architecture of Egypt.
From this point onward we shall
notice Egyptian influence not only in the architecture,
but we shall also find it in people, quite different in type
great

and with manners and a lanThese people formerly migrated

to the local inhabitants,

guage of their own.
from Egypt as far west as the Senegal.
Dozens of broad-soled sandals formed a row in front
of the chief's door.
When Chief Kotchi came out to
greet me, a number of sub-chiefs and important people
reclaimed their footgear, which was of a most practical
kind for walking on the sand, the soles being as broad as
six or eight inches.

After a profusion

of

handshakes with

all

present

and a mortal fear on my part of contracting the itch
from which all these people suffered. Chief Kotchi took
VOL.'

II.

24
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me round

his village

and spoke eloquently

of the doings

of his tribesmen.

He showed me how
relations within their

the habitations.
cultivated millet
tities,

only just

women spun
their fingers

it

the richer people buried their

own

zeribas directly in front of

They were agriculturally inclined, and
and cotton, the latter in small quansufficient for their own needs.
The

in the usual fashion, only they chalked

and thumb, between which the thread was

revolved, in order to preserve

The Haussa

of

its

Matamkari belonged

(no relation whatever to the

They were

class.

pure whiteness.

Maori of

fairly bright

and

to the Maori

New

They were

with long, well-shaped faces, often bearded.
tall

Zealand)

intelligent, jovial,

and had adopted the garb of the Arabs.
They extracted sodium carbonate from the mares
and

in their

slender,

neighbourhood when these were dry

in the hot

season.

Matamkari (950 feet) was interesting,
as it stood exactly on the curve of the former AngloFrench boundary. It rose on a small mound higher

The post

of

than the surrounding wall of the

The natives

of this region

fort.

had many

ostriches in

captivity.

Sergeant Gauthier was in charge of the place.
I

continued

my

journey, rounding the headland of

the range, which was so eroded that

ance of a fortress in ruins.
vertical.

it

A portion of

had the appearits side was quite

In the distance upon another hillock could be

perceived the ruins of the abandoned British post.

Passing over undulating ground, and suffering intense pain,

I

arrived at Banigombo, a distance of thirty-

four kilometres, at 1.30 in the morning, having

marched

DJERMA
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morning and eight hours in the afternoon.
Unluckily, we found no water at this place, and I had to
proceed as far as Mayakikuara, where I only arrived at
noon the next day, animals and men being worn out.
We had gone seventy-seven or seventy-eight kilometres,
with a halt of only two hours.
At this place we found Djerma instead of Haussa.
On the trail we saw many natives returning from the
Matamkari market carrying long cones of salt either
upon their shoulders or else laden upon oxen, donkeys,
or camels.
Each man had a spear, and many had a
bow and a holder filled with poisoned arrows.
The Djerma have few industries, the chief being
leather-tanning.
Iron is worked by them neatly enough.
Another night march from Mayakikuara brought me
to Gambadie at 1.15 a.m. on October 12th, in drenching
rain, which lasted the whole night.
At sunrise we were
six hours in the

off once more, leaving the small village of Gambadie
and then Loga behind, the latter at the foot of a dune
with a breach in it some hundreds of yards wide through
which we passed. We first came across the baobab

trees here (locally called coggioni\

which had immense
trunks, six or seven feet in diameter.
When compared
with other trees of the desert, these appeared giants.
The cof, sometimes larger than the coggioni, was another
tree quite scarce of this region, which had great
breadth of trunk and massiveness of branches.
Sargadie was passed next, nineteen kilometres further.

—

—

An

afternoon march of sixteen more kilometres over

uninteresting country took us to Gubegeno.
Going
towards the west we saw a long dune before us. At the
flat,

village of

We

Lahmudi

there were quantities of palm-trees.

reached the small post of Sandireh at an elevaVOL. II.
24*
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To

tion of 750 feet.

and north, was a

the south-west, west, north-west

long, flat-topped

dune describing a curve

as far as the north-east.

We

had descended, on coming to Sandireh, into a
depression which had the appearance of having formed
an ancient river-bed, either an arm of the Niger itself
or of an affluent, or perhaps it was at one time an arm
The western dune had battlements.
of an inland sea.

One could

plainly detect the erosion

by water

half

way

This erosion was not such as could be

up the dune.

by the running water of a stream, but
looked more like the erosion by waves such as one sees
on a sea or lake shore. Due west of Sandireh was a wide
opening eroded by water in the dune.
Djerma village was south of the post, which conentirely caused

few thatched houses close to a marsh. Everything was sadness when I arrived, two white men out of

sisted of a

three being in a dying condition.

In fact, during the

night one, a lieutenant, died, and shortly after I heard
that the other, a sergeant, had also succumbed. Dr.
Vallet, who was looking after the patients, was also
very ill. The post was in charge of Lieutenant Fourcade.
Having spent the whole day of October 13th and all

October 14th until 5 p.m. at this post, I continued
towards the Niger, the trail from this point going south-

of

west through the large opening in the dune.

On

getting

nearer one noticed a grey lower stratum with cavities,
generally at an angle of forty-five degrees to the ground,

the openings of them

Above

being round and the

surfaces

was a stratum, some twenty

feet

deep, of sandstone, also with numberless perforations

and

polished.

cavities,

most

of

this

them

facing downwards,

by water dashing against the dune.

and produced

Many

of

these

THE SANDIREH DEPRESSION
cavities

were shown

in the
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concave shape of the lower

on headlands,
whereas in the many small bays formed between the
headlands the erosion by the slackened movement of
the waves had left a far less perceptible trace and in
portion

the

of

coast-hne,

especially

some places could not be detected at all.
To the east of us and extending from north-northeast to south, we had another long dune, which gave
the impression that the fiat space between might have
been the bed of a stream, a tributary of the Niger. In
fact, this channel extended somewhat circuitously in
a northerly direction for a great distance. The surface
sand was of a light-grey colour, in great contrast to the
rich burnt-sienna of the sun-baked sandstone, and was
identical with that found in the lower stratum of the
chff.

When we

rose on the passage between the

tions of the western

cliff

we

waves, occurred

day.

all

through the march that

At midnight we arrived
thirty-two

kiboro,

this point there

the

across
slightly

sec-

Undulations in the sand,

sand in the upper portion.
regular

two

again found richly-coloured

kilometres

at the

from

camp

of

Tonde-

Sandireh.

From

were continuous transverse undulations

trail,

the

course

south of west.

we

followed

being

now

There were deep depressions

between dunes, especially north of the trail.
One or two small villages were met with before
reaching Foulanke, twenty-two kilometres further (850
feet), and between that place and Barkoggal we travelled
for fourteen kilometres across fiat desert.

On

October i6th, having

considerably
practically

by a

all

left at sunrise,

succession

of

we descended

terraces,

descending

the time with the exception of one or

..

—

..

,
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two undulations, until we arrived at lo a.m.
of Niamey upon the Niger (750 feet above
80 feet above river-level).

Before us

all

at the post
sea-level

through the

march we had a long dune on the west bank of the Niger,
with three broken fiat-topped cones in two successive
Another long dune could
terraces at its northern end.
be seen north of this one, and must formerly have been
a continuation of it. On the south a third dune was
noticeable.
The large dune directly in front of Niamey,
on the opposite side of the Niger, showed, Uke those
at Sandireh, erosions half way up its height.
I had been suffering from the blow received on my
spine, and I was glad when the Niger was reached and
I
could say good-bye to camel-riding and Tuareg
saddles.
I was compelled to lie on my back for several
days, the pain being so intense that

it

caused strong

fever.

Distances between Lake Tchad and the Niger.
Nguigmi to Wudi
..
25 kilometres
.

Wudi

to Mir

..

Mir to Shirmaiek
Shirmalek to Gouri
.

.

.

.

'

.

.

105
100

,,

,,

Gouri to Zinder ....

..

Zinder to Tessaua

.

.

75
150
160

.

.

200

jj

.

.

140

„

••

.

Tessaua to Guidam Bado

Guidam Bado to Taua
Taua to Matamkari
Matamkari

to Sandireh

Sandireh to Niamey

Lake Tchad

to Niger

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

240
120
100

1,415

>»

»»
jj

,

J

J J

It

(no water)
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CHAPTER XXVII.
Since leaving Lake Tchad on September 5th I had
travelled 1,415 kilometres to the Niger in twenty-five

and a

half days' actual marching, or forty days, including

and a

halts of fourteen

my

order to rest

When French
desert

half days in various posts, in

camels and obtain fresh provisions.

officers

the distance

were sent out to their posts

from Zinder alone

(half

in the

way)

to

Niamey occupied fifty-eight days' actual marching. To
Lake Tchad, if I remember right, four months were
aUowed for the journey. In my case, I actually covered
an average
the distance
of the

of
I

fifty-six

kilometres

had already travelled

continent,

daily.

Considering

in the deadliest parts

the intense heat in the desert, the

slowness of progress with camels marching, which had to

be made up for by marching more hours a day, and the

and foulness of water all along, this was quite a
record march in the matter of endurance.
At Niamey I made arrangements for a steel Government canoe to take me up the Niger, and after enjoying
the hospitality of Commandant Dardignac and the other
scarcity

that post, I proceeded towards the north-west
on October 21st.

officers in

by

river
I

think that

Niamey

will eventually

be abandoned

by the French. Gao, further north upon the
is more conveniently situated to be the terminus

Niger,
of the
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Lake Tchad military

route,

and

will

take

its place,

as

we

shall presently see.
I

heard at Niamey that yellow fever had broken out

badly

in the Senegal

interrupted.

Officers

and that communication had been
returning

France

to

were

not

allowed to proceed that way, but were obliged to take
the

Dahomey

route to the south.

I

continued, however,

northwards.

Along the stream, when I left Niamey, were men,
women and children in great numbers bathing in the
river, and smearing one another with native soap.
Further on were fishermen drawing big fish out of the
stream
then, upon dry land, strings of women with
;

well-developed chests carrying large yellow calabashes

upon their heads, or picturesque men in long blue robes
and white turbans and black or white face-screens.
Pictorially, this was a more interesting region than
any I had met in my journey across the continent,

men
women

these veiled

in their loose robes being artistic

and the

of a far Higher

and more

enough,

refined type

than those of the black tribes of Central Africa.

mains

of

Re-

an ancient civilization of some sort could be

traced here, and in

many spots one

could detect a Moorish

influence from the north, as well as a strong Egyptian

which had come over with the Fulbeh, a
pastoral race, the members of which declared that their
influence

had migrated from Egypt.
The first halt on the Niger was made at Bubu, the
spot where Lieutenant Fabre had a short time previously been assassinated by the natives.
I had an excellent crew.
The current was strong,
and we were compelled to punt all the time. The French
forefathers

officers

have a

fleet

of steel canoes

on

this river,

the

ox THE NIGER
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shape of which has been copied from the native wooden

They are well adapted for the navigation of
the stream. They draw little water even when heavily
laden, and can thus go easily over the many rapids.
They are of great length and narrow, the only drawback being that they roll extremely when being propelled
first on one side and then on the other, so that people
who suffer from sea-sickness can hardly travel by them.
canoes.

Personally

On

I

liked them.

bank was a long dune, with occasional
villages picturesquely situated half way up the slopes or
else along the green line of the water, grass and reeds
growing along the banks. On the right bank were
several large Djerma villages, with domed roofs and mat
walls, and immense well-made egg-shaped store-houses
the

left

for their foodstuff.

We

saw here our

Somali intensely, poor fellow,
rice for

Two

which excited my
as we had been out of

rice-fields,

first

some time and he was longing

to get some.

great rocks, one on each side of the stream,

interrupted the

monotony

of

the scenery,

and small

I was travelling
and these rapids were easily surmounted
with a few occasional bumps.
Between Bubu and Karma were two brown sisterhillocks, with a row of smaller ones further back on the

rapids were occasionally gone over.
at high water,

right bank.
I

could not help admiring the six

men who were

punt-

my

boat among plentiful reeds in the water. In
a stifling heat of 120" in the sun, not a drop of perspiraing

tion could be perceived

on

their backs or foreheads.

The

captain of the crew, a great swell, was garbed in a heavy
old military overcoat

and an admiral's cap.
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Near the villages were groups of bathers, mostly
women and children the women being quite goodlooking.
They were delicately shaped, with long faces,
the eyes slightly more expressive than those of pure
blacks, and the nose, though still depressed at the
bridge, not so ill-shaped as that of the races on the
Ubanghi or the Shari. The skin was not of a jet-black

—

but of a medium chocolate colour.

We
made

We

halted at Sorbo Haussa at 6 p.m.

generally

a start between 2 and 2.30 in the morning.

October 23rd we had

On

on either side with
immense anthills upon them. Sansan Haussa, a large
The chief's
village, was passed on the right bank.
house showed

mud

shores

fiat

towers and a wall round

it,

but the

other structures were built of thatch, with cylindrical
walls

and flattened domed

roofs.

There were long dunes in the distance
right

bank.

We

October 23rd, the

stopped
air

at

all

Kogomani

along the

village

on

being absolutely foul and reeking

with miasma.

was unpleasant to me. I was
laid fiat on my back, trying to recover from the
injury to my spine. When we halted anywhere in the
inundated country the boat had to be left a long way
from the shore, and it was impossible to get out of it
without wading in water and mud sometimes for fifty
or sixty yards, and I frequently preferred to remain in
River

navigation

still

the canoe.

Myriads

of

mosquitoes made

life

High dunes were again seen on October
with a cylindrical natural

pillar

at

with typical battlements projecting
left

24th, one

the summit,

and

along quite close

There were many villages, especially
bank, and lots of cattle and horses grazing

to the river bank.

on the

all

miserable.

INUNDATED COUNTRY

half-inundated country, where there was only an

in the

inch

or

Many
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two

water and nice

of

green

tender

grass.

of the houses closer to the shore actually stood

and were appropriately constructed for
that purpose. There was nothing in Djerma houses
which actually stood upon the floor, the great pot of
in

the water,

millet

All

near the door resting on high stone supports.

implements, such as spinning-wheels, work

calabashes,

spears,

etc.,

hung from the

tools,

ceihng.

Two

beds, one very long, occupied almost the entire length

and were constructed to
accommodate several persons. They were raised three
The larger bed
feet above the ground on forked posts.
was curtained off. On the right side of the hut was
another broad bed, also raised, but only constructed
At the end of the hut were high
to accommodate two.
of the left section of the hut,

shelves with foodstuff, clothes, etc.

The noises upon the water at night were innumerable.
The humble and solitary cricket began earliest of all,
at sunset.
Then came the acute hissing of a kind of
Suddenly one heard a clear, sharp
quack-quack " repeated at once in a perfect chorus by
innumerable frogs all along the swampy banks. There
was also another kind of smaller frog, the voice of which
nocturnal cicada.
*'

exactly resembled the prolonged distant whistle of a

railway engine.

swamps

in this

A

kind of insect which

is

found

country produced a jingling sound

that of mule-bells.

more suave tones

in

like

All these noises together, with the

mosquito melodies and of other
insects with solo songs of their own, produced together
a really weird and quite beautiful soft music, not unlike
a chorus of a multitude of distant voices with an
accompaniment of the ctolian harp. It was a pity that
of
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all this

poetry only meantfdeath to white people, for

country where malaria was most deadly that

was

in the

this

music was to be heard.

The

it

air

was

in the tepid

stifling

and were entangled
water-plants.

among

the vegetation stewing

water of the Niger.
in the florid

Where

Decayed reeds
growth of

all

floated

kinds of

there were patches of water clear

and floating balls
of sickly yellow froth floated on the impure water.
All
the water of the Niger was of a sickly greenish-yellow
colour.
A good deal of time was spent in endeavouring

of vegetation, big oily circles or rings,

way through thick reeds, the river being
many places, with large expanses of rock both

to force our

broad

in

above and slightly under the surface of the water, and
Great dunes stood along on the right
on the shore.
bank, their direction being from north-west to south-east,
eroded as usual in several places along their length where
they occasionally formed separate cones.

At Dirawami, on the left side of the stream, the
canoe had to be towed over some rapids. Punting and
paddling were impossible, and I had to land all my men,
about a dozen, with a long tow-rope,

in order to pull the

canoe up the steps from the lowest to the highest point

There was a high step to get over with a
The men from the
violent rush of water flowing over it.
land were pulling their hardest, while I, alone in the boat,
of the rapid.

canoe nearly one-third over,

We

had got the
and then we stuck at an

did the steering with a long paddle.

angle of about thirty degrees, but with every prospect of

the prow of the boat describing

The canoe was

still

a wider circle in

heavy baggage, which,
unfortunately, slid in confusion from aft to stern, causing
a bad list. The canoe swung violently and was caught

mid- air.

'-^"^ig^:-

full of

CANOES
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was washed away
with great force, dragging into the stream most of the
men who were pulhng the tow-rope, some of them
narrowly escaping getting drowned. The canoe floated
down sideways at a good speed for some thirty yards,
when it colhded with two rocks and became full of

sideways

b\'

the chute of water.

It

As she was about to sink, we just managed to
The elevapull her on the shore and save the baggage.
tion of the rapids was 750 feet above sea-level.
The Djerma construct canoes in two equal sections,
one aft and one forward, sewn up in the centre by means
of strings, the holes where the stitches are passed through
water.

being further stopped with mud.
After passing Mallighikoira village

we went over more

strong rapids with a violent current, which gave us no

end of trouble. Then we passed Tilla and then Jute,
and other large villages on both banks of the stream.
On the right, particularly, the villages were more
numerous, Zinder being a regular town with hundreds

and hundreds

huge earthen receptacles for
storing millet and rice, which had stone steps stuck in
the sides of them and an earthen slab used as a cover
for the

of htia, the

upper aperture.

receptacles

near

each

hemispherical huts

There were a number of these
hut.

made

of

We

found

pretty mats

there

many

with black

designs on them.

An hour

beyond Zinder granitic rocks stood
out, rising from the river and of the same formation as
those we had found at Gouri in the desert.
Tiesa village was left behind on the left shore. Then
we arrived at Gari, also on the left bank. At Usuli
village (right bank), we were fortunate enough to get
a little wind, and we put up a sail, but the boatmen had
or so

BB
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had no experience in using canvas/ and, as the wind was
squally and powerful, we were nearly capsized on two

The canoe got so full of water
that at one time we had to land and take all the baggage
out before we could continue our journey.
On October 26th we passed Namarigungu during the
night, and then Farca on the left bank with a background of low hills. Then Sarakoire, Satoni, and Desa.
We went up several rapids on October 27th. Now on
one side, then on the other side of the stream, we had
or

three occasions.

rocky banks with high slopes of well-rounded boulders,

which looked as though they had been brought down and
stopped in their course by a barrier of ferruginous rock.
At this place were the famous Tentaji rapids, which
we had difficulty in surmounting. The men were again
overpowered by the current, and, as on a previous
occasion, the canoe swung round and drifted swiftly
away until there was a terrific bump, and she got full
of water.

After an hour's work

we succeeded

in pulling

the canoe over.

In the village of Desa,
the chief, he took

me

when

to his

secondary enclosures within.

open

air,

woman

of

I

mud

was going round with
enclosure, which had

In the last of these, in the

was seated upon a black and white mat a
immense proportions, quite picturesque in her

repulsiveness

—her

fat limbs being so well

proportioned

and the skin, oiled all over, wonderfully smooth and
Her hair was
free from blemishes, marks or scars.
elaborately done in the shape of a Greek helmet, with

The massive
huge sidelocks fastened under the chin.
but simple and beautiful decorations of brass and silver
which embellished her coiffure produced a really artistic
effect.

A

large

necklace of metal adorned her neck

A FAT NIGERIAN BEAUTY
and
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Armlets and bracelets of shining

chest.

belUshed her arms.

There was no

between her neck and her
brass circlets, weighing no

em-

Just above the latter

feet.

less

silver

clothing to speak of

than ten pounds each,

She was the first fat woman
had ever seen who was graceful and dignified. She sat

adorned her lower limbs.
I

motionless in Turkish fashion, as the last rays of the

sun shone brightly upon the jewels of her head.
Sitting by her were three slaves, similarly but not
One
so lavishlv decorated with ornaments of metal.

was polishing with the palm
rings, including a

thumb

fourth maid, a 3'oung
left

ring,

girl of

hand the numerous
worn by her mistress. A

of her

graceful lines, stood on the

fanning the fat woman's ample cheeks.

On

It

October 28th we came to a series of bad rapids.
was only after three or four attempts that we were

able to get the canoe over.

As

far as the villages of

Aiaru, one on each side of the river, the navigation

indeed

difiicult.

negotiate

first

After passing these villages

was

we had

to

a low but swift waterfall, where, for the

we nearly got wrecked. We had got over fairly
safely, when the men became unable to hold the canoe in
the strong rush of water, and down we went again and
Finally we had
drifted for a couple of hundred yards.
third time,

to find another passage

on the

left side of

the stream,

which turned out to be comparatively easy.

We
Dunzo

eventually arrived at the large military post of
(elevation, 760 feet), with a village

with Captain Buck

in charge, the

and market,

only other white

man

a French merchant.
had taken us seven days and a half to reach this
place from Niamey, owing to the many rapids we had

in the place being
It

encountered.
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From Dunzo

the scenery on both sides was abso-

At the village
flat.
saw a wonderful collection

lutely

From

ostriches.

the villages had

this

many

of Firigul,

on the

left of us, I

of magnificent black

and grey

point the natives in nearly

all

of these birds in captivity.

We

went on, forcing our way all the time through
grass and reeds, as we kept mostly on the inundated
country, where the water was shallow, which allowed
the

men

to punt.

After passing a solitary hill-range

with much-rounded slopes and top, close to the right
bank, we saw a dune further back on the same
river

and inundations here extended

side.

The

to a great width.

We

were crossing an almost treeless region, and the
river was so broad at Katongo that the current was
hardly

felt.

The Labesango rapids (760 feet) had to be got over
on October 30th. The water had a heavy chute one and
a half feet high. With the help of volunteer villagers we
negotiated this exciting passage safely, although these

were sijpposed to be the worst rapids in the northern
portion of the Niger. The lapto, my boatmen, who had
deposited their mascots in various parts of the canoe

during their ordinary work, were so afraid of this particular spot that

they put them

all

on again round their

arms and neck in order to protect their lives.
North of Dunzo the navigation was slightly
pleasanter.
The air was getting dryer and less stifling.
There were fewer villages and the river was broader, with
sandy shores on either side and not so much putrid
vegetation.

Tiny humming-birds, some golden-yellow, some of
a deep Prussian blue with most beautiful iridescent tints,
some with heads and breasts of the softest Indian red,

Ax\

ESCORT OF DRAGON-FLIES

were to be seen.

Then
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there were myriads of birds of

mixed brown and white and

of all other colours.

The

variety of beautifully-coloured insects was also immense,

and yellow being the prevaSofter and better blended browns were
moths, butterflies and dragon-flies. Giant

brilhant vermiUon, green
lent colours.

noticeable in

specimens

green

of

orthoptera

the

order {saltatoria),

similar to, but larger than, the monachelle of Italy (four

or five inches long), sometimes dashed into one's face.

Worms

and

of extraordinary shapes

tints,

earwigs in

and beautifully coloured beetles and hardinsects of most fantastic shapes constantly

quantities,

shelled

dropped

into

the

when we

canoe

forced

our

way

through grass.
Fish were also plentiful,

jump

into the canoe, especially at night

light.
,

and impudent enough

when

I

to

burnt a

This was a great nuisance, because sometimes

unseen they would stick between packages and become

decomposed.

Towards evening, exactly at the same hour, about
sunset, a pretty sight was always noticeable as we were
punting along.

An

escort, or rather

of thousands of red, blue

and black

an advance guard,
dragon-flies

sped

The moment
the sun disappeared they immediately vanished. Then
along in front and at the sides of the canoe.

innumerable mosquitoes came.

There were hundreds of ostriches,

with beautiful

grey or black feathers, in captivity at Garon, a large
village

on the

left of us.

Some

partly divested of their plumage.
of

a brilliant vermilion,

quite

had been
Their skin was sore,

of the birds

a ghastly sight,

thorax and neck quite naked and inflamed.
small ring of feathers was

VOL.

ii.

left half

way up

their

Only a

the neck.

25
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The natives along the stream worked iron with a
forge.
Double bellows cleverly handled produced a
powerful draught. Blacksmiths and their assistants
were generally lepers covered with ugly sores. They
seemed to be a hard-working and suffering lot. One of
them, a mere living skeleton, was sharpening spearheads
and knives by hammering them upon a small iron anvil.
Although

his

fingers

parts

his

phalanges

of

were

in

a

distressing

having dropped

condition,

off,

he was

dexterous at putting a sharp edge on these weapons.

This particular
little

boy

atrophied

as

man had

an

legs,

a poor, wretched, half-blind

assistant,

with

but he seemed

a huge paunch and
to

possess wonderful

strength in lifting up

and pressing down the bellows.
The bellows were similar to those used in the Congo
Free State.

Fortune attended us that day.

A

fair

breeze allowed

us to cover a long distance, reaching Koatagana, on the
left

bank

of the river in lat. 15°

On October

f

N.

30th curious black and red rock in thin

waved strata prevailed for a long distance on our left.
At noon we had arrived at the renowned rapids of Fafa.
Although we expected trouble, we were able to get over
them safely, owing to the skill of my pilot.
The Niger here formed a big delta with two large
and one on the left, on which the
Fafa was situated, with minor islets near it.

islands in the centre,
village of

On

each of the larger islands were masses of ferruginous

volcanic rock surmounted

We

by boulders

in heaps.

had come in the morning through paddy-fields
where men were up to their chests in water taking in their
crop of rice. Then we had plodded through submerged
millet fields and through dense grass.

TOWERS OF NATURAL ROCK
In order to prevent

made

natives
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destroying their

fish

the

rice,

great barrages, regular walls of entangled

vegetation and reeds, below the surface.
us a good deal, as sometimes

we had

These stopped

to cut

them

or tear

them apart before we could proceed.
There were white

lotuses, the flat circular leaf fully

inches in diameter,

six

fluted slightly

at

the centre,

and very deeply at the circumference.
After Fafa more rapids had to be gone over.
soon arrived at the village of Beltia, upon the

We
right

bank, the journey being uninteresting that day, for

went

all

fields,

we

the time through grass and submerged millet

with only here and there a

lot of granitic boulders,

we had seen at Gouri. We halted at
which stood upon a height. Then, on October

similar to those

Firchindi,
31st,

we passed

the village of Karo, and later a rocky,

curiously-rounded mountain of volcanic formation, quite

Deep black

high for this region.
like small craters

were visible

in

and perforations
the top and sides. A
holes

long flow of solidified lava dipped into the river.

was

called

Shortly

among

This

by the natives the Ghidi-ghidi.

we

afterwards

arrived

a lot of black volcanic rock.

two high towers
the opposite side

of

at

A

Bura,

hill-range,

natural rock upon

of

the stream,

situated

it,

with

stood on

forming a peculiar

sky-line.

The people
the lower
nostrils,

showed a strong Moorish
They had long faces, heavy in

of this region

influence in their type.

prominent noses, with broad
eyes well covered by a well-developed brow,
part

;

and an expression

long,

slightly

curly beards upon

VOL.

II.

The mouth
They possessed
The younger

shifty in the extreme.

generally reached almost from ear to ear.
their

chins.

25*
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folks

had arched eyebrows and a strong Jewish look

about them.

At Gandakoro were extensive plantations of millet.
Where the right bank of the Niger described a loop,
there was a village of Haussa
and on the left bank
stood a high dune all along between Bura and Lelehoi.
The rapids came to an end when we reached Ansongo
on the left bank, a long string of houses and stores
along the river front. Here and there beyond Ansongo
we could see upon the banks a few movable huts, domelike, and covered with mats.
Occasionally larger groups
of huts were to be seen, as at Barbi, but after Ansongo
we found no more Djerma.
Again we proceeded among thick grass, which, as we
brushed past, filled the canoe with dirt and insects
of all kinds.
The heat was stifling, sheltered as we were
by a high dune on the left bank, which took away from
us what little wind there was. Occasionally we saw
portable native huts and piles of rice collected in bags
of matting containing some two hundred pounds each.
The portable huts of these people were not of interest.
The bed, which occupied all one side of the interior, was
Beyond a few calabashes, a
raised above the ground.
wooden pestle and mortar, and a few baskets, there was
no furniture in any of these habitations.
When quite young the women were good-looking,
;

with regular features, reminding one strongly of the
ancient Egyptians as we see them on sculptures. The

men

and manner
came
from
the same
Perhaps they

bore a striking resemblance in type

to the Abyssinians.

now living so far apart.
By November 2nd we were still proceeding through

stock, although

rice fields,

high grass and submerged millet

fields.

There

LEPROSY
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were high dunes on both banks. At no time were we
on the Niger itself, but always proceeded over flooded

Here and there on the high points slightly
above the water were encampments of natives harvesting

country.

On

their crops.

their millet

and

these small islands they stacked

rice in

huge baskets

of matting.

Since entering the rice-eating country
leprosy

only

not

prevalent

but

away

I

extremely

had found

common.

Numerous lepers came under my observation every day,
even among the well-to-do people of that region whereas
;

I

found that leprosy was scarce

ate millet.

Many

lost their fingers

put on board

my

in countries

whom I saw on
and toes. Two lepers
lepers

where people

the Niger had

were one day

boat by a local chief to

whom

I

had

applied for a guide to lead us through the inundation as
far as the next village.

Somehow

I
seemed to have a great attraction for
drunken people and madmen, all of whom I
loathe.
They were always inflicted upon me, and I
hated to oflend their feelings by driving them away.
On November 3rd I arrived at Gao, having travelled
the entire night. Here I found a fine post built on the
pattern of an old castle.
The Tuareg often came to
the river at this place, as their country practically began
from this point northwards. Since the French occupation, however, they did not show themselves along the
river banks as much as they used to do.

lepers,
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CHAPTER
Implements

of stone

and

XXVIII.

flint

are to be found near Gao,

where battles have taken place, and in
camps where people who used these implements lived

in the sand,

during the stone age.

It is a puzzling thing that these

arrow-heads and axes have not been buried in sand,

have been buried and have come to
the surface again owing to erosion of the wind. Along

unless, indeed, they

the loop of the Niger, especially northwards,

we

shall

implements and camps.
I possess many flint and stone weapons from this
region, and in the Paris Museum the French have a complete and representative collection of stone axes, hammers,

find

some

of these

arrow-heads, pestles, knives,

by

offlcers

who have made

etc.,

sent over from there

archaeological studies.

In a zone two hundred kilometres east of Gao and
further east than that, one finds a great

many

sea-shells,

where another portion of the great depression can be
This would
identified which I had met at Sandireh.
tend to confirm the theory that at one time that region

formed part

of a sea, or, at least, of a salt-water lake.

and legends regarding the bed of the Niger, which they say was not in olden
days where it is now. They also maintain that the
country east of them was at one time covered by water.

The natives have various

theories

:
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According to Pliny, the Niger was not a river but
a large basin but he knew of the existence of two
;

and the Ger (or Gir)
Ptolemy, who seemed to possess exact

great rivers in Libya, the Nigris
in the west.

topographical information for those days, says that the

River Nigris ended on one side at Mount Mandress, at

Mount Thala, forming Lake Nigris. As far
one can surmise, Lake Nigris wsls nothing else than the

the other at
as

present dricd-up depression of Touat.
writes of the Gher, in the east,

Ptolemy, too,

and the Nigher, west.

Both Pliny and Ptolemy believed the Nigris
in the

lost itself

sand only to reappear further on.

In the various dialects of Libya, in Berber or Temahaq,

we

find that gher, ghar, ghir

and ghor mean " running

many North African languages Nil or A^*
" great river," so Nil-ghcr or Ni-gher stands for

water," and in

means

" great river of running water."

The

found

neighbourhood were the
Inuellen, the Ebback,
the
Emaka, the Tidorome, the Taghibat and the Asighi.
South of this line (16° 12' lat. N.) none of these tribes of
Inkari,

tribes

the

Telatai,

in

the

the

Tuareg were to be found.
Gao, formerly the capital of Mohammed Askya,
emperor at the time when Sofigoy power was at its

some day be a place of importance
and because it
can be reached by water, in nearly all seasons, even by
height, will again

because of

its

geographical situation,

steamers of shallow draught.

If

the

route from

the

Niger to Lake Tchad had Gao instead of Niamey for
a terminus, it would be longer overland perhaps than
the route further south, but easier, wells being found all

along which are

now used by

the Tuareg.

One kilometre from Gao was an ancient mosque

of
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pyramidal shape, with a minaret upon

A

summit.

mud

red

wall encircled

its

It

it.

blackish

was quite

Many of the older inhabitants
enclosure to make their salaam towards

picturesque at sunset.

went within the
Mecca.

There were many Tuareg in the neighbourhood of
There was a small market. Captain Pasthis place.

was then

quier

in charge of the post with seventy Sene-

and seventy meharistes, or " camel

galese infantrymen

corps men."

On

bank on leaving Gao was a dune with an
undulating top. There were a great number of camps
near the water. Most of the inhabitants spent the
the

left

entire time in the water taking in their rice.

Facing this page a photograph

women

building a movable hut.

bend the

In

them.
they

sticks, fasten

will

less

make

is

reproduced showing

In a

moment they

will

them, and spread the mats over

time than

it

takes to describe the process

quite a comfortable

and watertight

struc-

ture, firm even during comparatively heavy gales of wind.

On November
dune on the

left

5th

all

day beside a low sand

bank, the canoe being forced as usual

through high grass.
small

we were

No

encampment on an

villages

island

were seen and only a

was passed

late in the

evening.
I

in

received that day the only

the entire journey

— quite

which might have been serious

wound

I

had sustained

a prosaic one, but one
all

the same.

In opening

and I sawed my
thumb in two. The vein which is directly under the skin
at the joint was severed, and I had difficulty in stopping
the bleeding, which lasted some hours.
I should not mention this incident except that people
a box of sardines

my

hand

slipped,

talk so

much

filtered

and

BUREM
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and

disinfectants, bandages,

of antiseptics

sterilized water, etc.,

without which people

cannot be cured, and none of which things
All I did

at the time.
in

was

I

possessed

to rinse the bleeding

We

the dirty water of the stream.

were

thumb

at

that

going through a lot of putrid vegetation. After
this immersion the thumb was wrapped in a piece of
cloth which my Somali used for cleaning rifles, the only

moment

could get hold of at the moment, as the blood
was squirting out with some force. Next day the healing
was beginning. Five days later, although a notch
cloth

I

wound had healed perfectly, leaving the
Now, however, I suffer no
for some weeks.

remained, the

thumb

stiff

inconvenience from

Mind you,

it.

this is not

treatment that

to everybody for a similar wound; but

the blood

portance

in a healthy condition

is
is

I

I

would suggest

think that

when

an exaggerated im-

attributed to antiseptics

and

disinfectants,

which, instead of decreasing the natural healing power

which

all

healthy people possess, stop

it

and increase

the suffering.

On November

6th

I

reached Burem, in the country of

the Oelimmiden Tuareg, a beautiful fort, built of sun-

baked bricks by Lieutenant Barbeyrac de St. Maurice, at
It was amazing to see
a cost of a few thousand francs.
what French officers could do with practically nothing.
Although the work cost little, it was magnificently carried
out considering that the only materials at disposal were

sand and mud.

The

fort of

Burem, on the summit

of a high dune,

was

a strong position with excellently loopholed, stout walls.
All the

buildings in

the

interior

elevated bridges from roof to roof.

were connected by

;
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The Arabs who were found near Burem were the
remainder of the

first

invasion of the Arabs towards

the seventh century under Sidi Oga.,

who came from

Tunis, and was eventually killed at Biskra.

invasion

by

the

Ben

Hillal,

A

second

who came from Egypt under

Khalifa Fatemi, took place in the eleventh century.

There were three divisions of these invaders, two of
which sacked the Maghreb (Morocco, Oran and Algeria)
the third

the Sahara and reached the Niger.

crossed

The Moors say they
that

is

are the descendants of Beni Hussein,

to say, of the third division.

The Arabs of this region called themselves Kuntah.
Then we found Tuareg, Soiigoy and Arma. The Tuareg
in this region

belonged to the Oelimmiden

The Kel-Essouk,

and noble group.

tribe,

a great

noble, marabu,

and

warriors, were also located here.

Along the Niger from this point we came across the
name merely the plural of Peuhl (or Pulloh).

Fulbeh, a

These people had better-chiselled features than any of
the tribes in the Niger valley
intelligence.

of

They

and an undoubtedly higher

generally did not live in the villages

other tribes, but habitually built

their

huts

some

way off. They, nevertheless, intermarried freely with
members of local tribes. They were nomads at heart.
Their mental qualities were well recognized by other
tribes,

who made

constant use of them.

They were

said

have come from Egypt, where they were the Fellahtas.
They had mixed a good deal during their migration
The mixed race of Fulbeh and Nigerian tribes
west.
was generally called Tukuler, which by some was supposed
to be a name derived from the English " two colours "
by others said to be from the French " toutes couleurs "
but which was really only a native name which happened
to

;

;

Head-dress of P'ulbeh

women on

the Niger.

THE TUKULER
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have a resemblance to English and French words,
but had nothing to do with their meaning. These
to

Tukuler, the mixed race, owing to their superior
gence,

became powerful

in

the

eighteenth

intelli-

century.

Abdu-el-Kader actually founded a Tukuler State in the
During the second conquest, also in the
Senegal.
eighteenth century, the Tukuler founded Fouta Jelma

and a third conquest occurred
under Almami-Ibrahim, a Bunda Mussulman. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century Otman Fodia formed
the Empire of Sokoto and Gando. Also, at the beginning of the nineteenth century Ahmadu Labbo founded
a Fulbeh State between Timbuctu and Segu. Between
1857 and 1861 El Hadji Omar, pushed hard by the French
in the Senegal, conquered Karta and Segu.
in the loop of the Niger,

Some

eighty kilometres or so east of

be found quantities of

flint

Burem were

to

arrow-heads and stone axes.

Along the top of the dunes in that region were also
camps where arrows were shaped by special workmen.
These places can be traced to this day.
The district of Burem was interesting geologically.
Here again I found the same formation as at Matamkari
and Sandireh, except that in this place additional
ferruginous rock was to be found. There were dunes
here with a lower stratum of hardened white or grey
clay, and an upper stratum of sandstone, over which in
many places was a layer of ferruginous rock. Where
this ferruginous rock existed, or had at one time existed,
it had given a warm, rusty tint to the layer of sand below
it, and had even given a beautiful violet colour to the
clay of the bottom stratum. This clay was excellent
for building purposes.
The river had made many
breakages into these clay dunes, the clay being gradually
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washed out by the current, the sand above collapsing
and being also washed away.
Further up-stream I found these same three strata
in a vertical position instead of the normal horizontal one.
This might have been caused by a subsidence of the soil
Personally, I am under the
or by a volcanic commotion.
impression that it was a subsidence, caused possibly by
volcanic action, for close by I found a large expanse of
ferruginous volcanic rock which seemed to have been
subjected to intense heat and at a comparatively recent
epoch.

Burem

left

I

two hours

— the

November

before sunrise on

later I passed the

Tussa

pillars in

had

7th,

and

mid-stream

on the
Niger.
A high sand dune was on our left, but on the
right the land was almost flat.
We were still proceeding over inundated country.
Having landed in several places to examine the geoonly picturesque sight

I

so far seen

came across curious camps with
marble anvils, which had evidently been used for shaping
Pieces of silex were
flint heads for spears and arrows.
to be found, some in a chipped condition, and also fragments of pottery with angular ornamentations and

logical

formation,

I

A

parallel lines.

was peeping out

huge block
of

of yellow sienna

the sand.

beautiful colours were scattered

where.

Gold,

I

believe,

Crystals

marble

and stones

of

upon the sand every-

existed inland not far from

this place.

The natives

in

this

part of the Niger constructed

trees

about

—

— as

wood
sewn together. The

canoes in small sections of

there were no big

holes through which

were passed were of great size. When
navigating the river these holes were stopped up with
the

stitches

BAMBA
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A

deep layer of grass was then laid at
the bottom of the canoe, partly because the leaking was
Irish
considerable, and also because it was necessary
inside
water
to have several inches of
as it may sound

mud and

grass.

—

—

make it quite watertight, as in absorbing
moisture the wood expanded and became close at

the craft to

the

the fissures.

constructing

In

mould

these

canoes the natives

in the sand, laying the various pieces

the other in the order they should go, this

make

a

one next to

method con-

siderably facilitating the sewing of the pieces together.

The country was fiat and desert on either side.
Fortunately, we got a breeze which pushed us along
across clear water instead of our having to punt through

among thick grass, which
was tiresome. On November 8th we travelled northwest aU day, until we passed Amgudie on the left of us,
the intermmable inundations

where, at a point called Aguadesh, the Niger described a
big curve due west.

This was one of the most northerly

points of the Niger.

There were three or four collections

of

domed mud

water's edge.

huts,

To

and a

lot of cattle grazing

along the

the south was a long barren sand

dune with an undulating summit. The river with the
inundations had an immense width at this place.
I

arrived at the post of

Bamba on November

loth.

Captain Cauvin and Lieutenant Langlume interested

me

much with the work they were doing that I remained
until November i6th, also partly in order to wait for the
arrival of Commandant Mezillier, of Timbuctu, from
whom it was necessary for me to obtain a permission to
so

travel across the country between the Niger

and the

was infected with yellow fever.
Captain. Cauvin was employed in forming a camel

Senegal, which
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was found that horses were practically of no
use in that part of the country. They became greatly
fatigued by plodding through the sand of the desert,
and suffered greatly from the want of water and the badness of it when it was possible to find any. The corps
of Captain Mangin in the Borku had done such excellent
work that the French were now establishing these
corps, as

it

meharistes in the

various posts where

they would be

useful in pohcing the desert.
I left

Bamba on November

i6th,

making a

halt the
night at Kennashoui, the second night at Rergho,
the third upon barren land in the region of Tumeneshaht. Commandant Mezilher, who had joined me
at
first

Bamba, travelhng along

own boat on his return
Timbuctu.
Three Tuareg tribes were found between Bamba and
Timbuctu— the Iguaddaren, the Keltamulait, and the
in his

to

Irreghenaten.
All along the stream as far as

Gunda we found the
Sofigoy Gabibi, who, under Iheir ancient Moorish conquerors, were locally called the Arma.
Next to the
Sofigoy were some groups of Puehl or Fulbeh. In the
lake region were Tele, Oro Fati and Garu, on the right
bank, mixed with the Sofigoy, and still more with the

Fulbeh, especially in the larger villages. In the region
of Lake Fakibin the Kelantassar were met, some
Sofigoy

and some Arabs, of whom the principal were the Tormoz,
the Usra, the Mborade and the Sheriigh, all descendants of
the Sherifs.
I

These were generally shepherds.

arrived at

19th, the journey

Kabara in the afternoon of November
by canoe from Niamey having occupied

thirty days.

Along the Niger a great variety

of animals

is

to be

AYUH, THE NIGERIAN MERMAID
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Perhaps the most famihar to travellers is the
repulsive hyena, which, with its weird cries, prowls
found.

around camps at night
jackals are fairly

lopes

and

in search of food.

common, while many

Wicked

little

varieties of ante-

Near Gundam giraffes
certain parts wild boar have been

gazelles are

known.

and in
killed.
Here and there one hears of panthers, or of the
more easily- tamed cheetahs. In fact, I have seen one or
two of these in captivity in French military posts.
are plentiful,

Maneless lions (the guhn) were
their skins, with short hair,

common

were valueless.

enough, but
Alive, these

animals were not so impressive as their hairy fellows of
the Algerian desert.

Elephants were getting scarce, but

still to be found.
The ivory was not
good quality as that of the Ubanghi and Mbomu
regions.
I was told that rhinoceros exists, especially on
the right bank of the river, but I never saw it in that
region.
Hippopotami (the baiiga) were to be seen in
certain localities where they possessed favourite pools
they were shy and it was difficult to get near them.
The most characteristic and most remarkable mammal
on the Niger was the amphibious ayuh, a mammal
which the natives say is half-woman, half-fish, and is
described as a mermaid by early travellers on the Niger.
Near Gao there was a family of these ayuh, and I believe
they were common enough further south and in some of

inland herds were
of such

;

They resembled a large
The head and upper portion of the body had some
sort of a resemblance to a human being.
The females,
they say I never saw one myself had well-developed
breasts, like women.
I possess pieces of the hide of one
of the ayuh, or lamantin, as the French call them.
The
thickness and elasticity is amazing
of a light amber

the tributaries of the Niger.
seal.

—

—

;

;;
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becomes quite transparent when trimmed and
polished, and can be made into beautiful walking-sticks.
There were many legends among the natives about
colour,

these

it

mammals.

In the stream crocodiles and caimans were plentiful

common, the
chameleons. Horned

while on land sand-lizards were extremely

and the beautifully-tinted
vipers and other specimens of the ophidian family were

jecko

frequently

met.

Numerous hares swarmed over the

country, and various kinds of rats and mice, such as the
koro-sinkara,

the

tendjela

or

jerboa,

and the ntjom

hedgehogs and bats of various sizes.
There was an immense variety of birds upon the

also

Niger,
of

some

of

indescribable

infinitesimal

beauty,

size

with

tints iridescent in the sunlight.

feathers were

common

and with plumage
magnificent

metallic

Egrets with valuable

enough, but were fast being killed

White and black storks, pelicans, crowned geese,
numerous ostriches
especially in the southern and
western portions martinets, green and grey parrots,
wild pigeons and doves, owls, snipe, guinea-fowl (very
plentiful), teal, duck, black and also white-collared crows,
vultures, eagles, pretty tiny red and black birds, swallows,
sparrows and partridges.
Most interesting to me were the tiny oiseaux mouche,
They were so
in myriads along the banks of the stream.
small and so light that they could land on a blade of
grass without causing the slightest oscillation, and they
off.

—

—

away with equal facihty without creating a disturbance. Some were of a brilliant crimson, others of a
glorious blue, changing in the light into yellow and
greenish tints. Then there were others of a deep rich
could

fly

velvety black

—quite

a gorgeous colour.

A

native of the

Upper Niger.
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saw red birds, yellow birds, and I believe that all
colours and tints of the rainbow only ten times more
beautiful and vivid could be found in the plumage
of the minute birds of the Niger valley.
In the way of gorgeous metallic tints, these birds had
rivals among the coleoptera (some being of enormous
size), and the remarkable varieties of scarabs.
We will not speak of the flies and mosquitoes, of all
kinds and sizes, millions of which were to be found upon
the river nor of the slightly less numerous lepidoptera,
In the
of which I saw no very striking specimen.
evening, slightly before sunset, it was a great amusement
to me to watch the swarms of grey libellula, the hangahanga, or " pursuing libellula," and the green iblisi-bari,
the " devil's horse," the two most common kinds upon
the Niger, which followed my canoe for long distances
I

—

—

;

until night set in.

In

rice-fields

the great

fully-coloured

beautiful

upon the inundated country and upon

swamps
were

of

borgu thousands of these beauti-

dragon-fiies

the

Not

were to be met.

clouds of

locusts

so

which travelled

almost yearly over the country, doing great damage to
the crops and leaving a rancid odour behind them.

There were two principal kinds, one smaller than the
other, but both destructive.

Yellowish-brown scorpions, four to six inches long,
were common inside huts, but they were not deadly,
although their sting gave excruciating pain and caused
intense fever for a few hours.
Spiders, big, small or fiatbodied ones, were not generally to be feared in that

country.

Some, large ones with hair upon their backs,

were most repulsive to look at.
Of parasites, found in villages or
VOL.

II.

in or

upon

natives,

26

402
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we had a good variety. The Guinea- worm was not uncommon. Lice, intestinal worms, ticks, which get under
one's feet and anywhere on the skin of men and animals,
were

plentiful,

but

frequently found.

fleas,

curiously enough, were less
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CHAPTER XXIX.
ARRIVED at Kabara at 3 p.m., and, thanks to Commandant Mezillier, at once obtained from the soldiers
good horses and donkeys to convey men and baggage.

I

On
was

A

leaving the fort at Kabara, an interesting view

to be obtained of the inundated country to the south.

tortuous canal which allows navigation at low water

from the Niger to Kabara was quite perceptible from
our high point of vantage, as well as a

Koroyume on

Upon

the Niger.

trail

leading to

the seven kilometres

between Kabara and Timbuctu depressions were visible,
showing plainly how far the inundations spread when
the Niger is extraordinarily high and Timbuctu can be

On

reached entirely by water.

the right of the traveller

on going towards Timbuctu, and somewhat higher than
a

depression

liable

to

inundation,

were

many

small

trees,
I

cannot say whether

I

was disappointed or not

in

was impressed when I first approached it, riding across the desert from Kabara. One
does not get a glimpse of Timbuctu until within half a
mile or so, when, getting over a high dune, the entire
city spreads out before one's eyes.
It was sunset when
I got on the top of this dune.
A heavy, bluish curtain
bung over the horizon the upper portion of the sky was

Timbuctu.

I

certainly

;

VOL.

II.

26*
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tinted with a greyish red reflected from the last rays of

Undulating masses of yellow sand, with
mimosas and thorny shrubs, were in the immediate fore-

a dying sun.

men and boys on donkeys galloped
return from the Ramadan feast. Tim-

Caravans of

ground.

wildly on their

mud

buctu, the mysterious, a greyish-yellow mass of
buildings,

thread-like upon the horizon-line
and was more impressive from this point

stretched

to the north,

than when

I

actually entered

Fort Bonnier, built by

it.

the French, the minaret of a mosque at one end of the

and the arcades of the hospital were the only
places which stood out prominently.
There were no walls round the city. A few minutes
city

after obtaining this first sight

I

found myself

in the

largest square of the town.

At an elevation of 800 feet above sea-level the town
was built on the two sides of a dune running from east
to west, and on the westerly side of a second dune to the
north parallel to the first. Timbuctu formed a triangle,
with

its

base towards the south.

There was absolutely no mystery left about the place,
and as soon as one entered the town the observer was
forcibly struck

by how much overrated

From an

this sacred place

view there was not
a
building in Timbuctu worth a second look.
Even the three mosques were of little interest as far as
the architecture went, but were, of course, interesting
from the historian's point of view. In the southern
part of the city stood the Djingery-ber or Big Mosque,

had been.

artistic point of

single

,

built in the eleventh century

Alkali- Alakeb.

This mosque had inside

remarkable arcades and
ceiling

with a

by

an Alfa

flat terrace

pillars

marabu
it

called

a series of

supporting a heavy

above, the whole

made

mud

of white

The Djingery

Ber, or Big Mosque, Tiiiiboctu.
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stone and clay mixed with flour of the baobab

fruit.
Not
mosque was the yobti-ber, or great market,
by which I had entered the town a vast rectangular
square, the two sides of which showed arcades with square
pillars.
In these buildings merchants and pedlars had

far

from

this

—

their stalls,

whereas in the square

itself

dozens of

women

squatted on their haunches selling coal, wood, articles

Formerly the market
consisted entirely of straw huts. The bigger merchants
transacted business in their own private homes. The
local civil and military club was also in this square, and
Fort Bonnier, with its handsome buildings and barracks,
stood prominently on the southern side of the town.
The Catholic Mission of the White Fathers, established in Timbuctu in 1895, also had its estabhshment
A church and tower had been built,
in the great square.
but shortly before my visit the tower, imitating the
example of the Venice Campanile, collapsed, and was a
mass of mud debris when I visited it.
Stone was scarce near Timbuctu. Except the Big
Mosque, all the houses and buildings were constructed
with sun-dried bricks and balls of clay. There was no
architectural beauty to be detected anywhere, the greatest
effort towards decorating a house-front being made by
flanking the fa9ade with large pillars and by raising flat
vertical bands upon the upper storey in relief between
these bands were small windows with wood mushara-

of food,

cheap ornaments,

etc.

;

beah work in imitation of the Moorish style. These square

columns have occasioned people to say that this architecture has found its way from Egypt.
Personally, I
think that the real origin of the application of these

columns

to

the

facade

is

rather

strengthening the outer walls, as

mud

the

necessity

walls in

of

Timbuctu
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have a way of washing

and disappearing during the

off

rainy season unless properly protected.

In the southern part of the town
Alfasin-ku7tda,

or

of the Sirfa;

still

find the

Moorish quarter, inhabited by the

people from Fez, in Morocco

On

we

;

the Sirfa-kunda, or quarter

and the sarey-keyna, or small graveyard.

the highest part of the dune

quarter of the infidels

;

the Chirfa-kundaj or

is

the Wangara-kunda, or quarter

Wangara people the yabu-keyna, the small
market, by far the most picturesque spot in Timbuctu
of

the

;

;

and near it the Sidi-Yahya in the centre of the town, a
small mosque built in the fifteenth century by Omar,
Governor of Timbuctu, by special order of Gogo King
of Gao.
There is a curious superstition regarding the
Sidi-Yahya mosque, the greater part of which is now
buried in sand, but the minaret is still in good preservation.
Slightly above the level of the road is a small

window overlooking the grave
inside the tower.

When

a

his guilt or innocence is to

this

see

man

a saintly marabu

accused of crime and

be decided, he

is

brought to

window and his head is thrust inside until he can
the grave. They say that if a man is guilty and does

not confess, he will die at once
will

of
is

show no

;

if

he

is

not guilty, he

fear.

Further to the north and built about the same time
as the Djingery-ber was the Sankore mosque, now almost

shaped like
a pyramid. It was built by a wealthy lady. Near the
Sankore was the North Fort, where spahis had been
They had lately been withdrawn It was
stationed.
entirely buried in sand except the minaret

found that soldiers mounted on horses,

the desert

in

took longer to march than infantry soldiers

;

the horses

were difhcult to feed, and long halts were necessary for

The

Sidi-^ ahya Mosque, Timboctu (showing window, nearest the ground, where
those accused of crime are brought to prove their innocence.)
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the horses to recuperate their strength even after com-

paratively short marches in the sand.

now

From

the North

abandoned, one obtained a good panoramic view of Timbuctu. East of the town, and sepaFort,

rated from

half

by a wide avenue, was a settlement

it

of

hemispherical thatched huts harbouring a portion of the
transitory population.

Towards the west another

similar

suburb was gradually forming.

Timbuctu could not boast of
luxurious \'egetation. There were dunes of sand on all
To the west,
sides, a few mimosas, and nothing more.
the fingers of both hands were quite sufficient to enu-

The environments

merate

Two

all

the

of

palm-trees in sight, mostly near wells.

historical palm-trees were perceptible in the pretty

garden of the

Cercle,

rectangles with

all

towering over a pit laid out in small

kinds of vegetables, which were com-

grow by constant water poured upon them from
Each rectangle had
the well at the bottom of the pit.
a border of bottles upside down. I do not know exactly
where those bottles came from, but in their last state
and position they were certainly useful in preventing
sand from sliding down the slope and carrying away with
pelled to

it

the horticultural efforts of the garrison.

On

the north slope of the dune was

the banga-

djindeh, generally abbreviated into hadjindeh (or

marsh

of the hippopotami), the Saney-Goungou (the island of

North Arabs), the Timhuctu-Koy-Batuma (or the court
of the Timbuctu chief) and the Biti-Batuma.
On the slope of the second dune was the Birinkakunda, or quarter of roasters of sheeps' feet. There was
a caravanserai, the Albarradjuh, the

Taka-bunder, the
Sargu-kunda (the quarter of Tuareg and their slaves),
as well as the Sankore mosque.
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Three hours at the most should,

I

think, provide

ample time for the casual observer to see everything in
Timbuctu, but if one wishes to go into architectural
details and study the customs of the natives, one should
I remained some ten or twelve days,
stay a little longer.
and every minute of my time was fully occupied. Being
the guest of Commandant MezilUer, and through the
great civility of the officers and civilians in Timbuctu,
the entire premises of the club were placed at my disposal much, I fear, to the inconvenience of the members.

—

I

appreciated having such comfortable quarters, for

was able

hundred negatives taken on

to develop several

my

the journey, and got

I

notes and baggage straightened

up.
I

as

looked upon Timbuctu as the end of

from

people

my

journey,

be able to travel by what
perhaps sometimes far more

this place I should

call civilized

ways

—

uncomfortable than primitive methods of locomotion.
I

was interested

artificial wells

in visiting the natural pools

and

bored round Timbuctu in order to furnish

The

water to the inhabitants.

pools,

or

banguh, as

the natives called them, were not to be relied upon for a

constant supply, as they depended chiefly on the high

water of the Niger for their refilling. When the flood did
not reach so far, nor the infiltration extend to the
locality

where these pools were

gradually dried up.

The

v/ater

to

be

found,

they

became undrinkable,

quite fetid.

Near the

hospital, south

were, at the time of

my

of the

visit,

town, the French

boring a big well which

ought to be useful to the post. Digging a well in the
This particular well was
desert involves a deal of work.
forty feet deep and double that measurement in diameter
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The sand constantly sHpped and refilled
the aperture of the well. Hundreds of men were at
work, and the supply of water obtained was constant
and plentiful.
The climate of Timbuctu was healthy and dry, except
from June to October, when the wet season set in. In
at its

mouth.

the shade the temperature varied from 4° Centigrade
(39^° Fahrenheit) during the coldest

months

of

December

some 46° Centigrade (1141-° Fahrenheit)
during the hottest months of May and June. From Oc-

and January,

to

tober to April north-easterly winds were prevalent, then
for the next six months the winds blew from the west.
Violent storms

came

chiefly

from the north-east, but

sometimes also from the east and the south-east.
Timbuctu was nothing more than a city of transit
and exchange, with a fixed population of about five
thousand and a floating population of some four thousand people. The floating population consisted of Arabs,
Moors and merchants from Tripoli, many from Ghadamenon, Tenduf, Tadjakant and Touat, who came every
year.

From

the south,

many

people found their

way

to this big centre, and as one walked about the narrow
lanes of

Timbuctu one frequently saw Bambara, Fulbeh

and Mossi types. This shifting population might be
called more exactly " semi - stationary," as all these
people remained for several months in Timbuctu, often
intermarrying with people of a different race, and then
returned to their homes.

There was, indeed, a great

mixture of types in the Sacred City, quite interesting.
The two principal elements were distinctly the
Sohgoy, perhaps the most ancient race, and the Arma,
their conquerors,

From an

who came from Morocco.

intellectual point of view,

Timbuctu was
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Mussulman science in the
French possessions in Western Africa. Numerous schools
were frequented, not only by young people of the town,
but also by strangers from neighbouring countries, who
came to this big centre in search of education, to be
the most important centre of

afterwards imparted to their respective tribesmen.

One

of the

most

that of the alfa, or
all

Timbuctu was
learned men, who had arrived from
influential classes in

parts of Africa to study or to teach.

These men,

had at one time
The Mussulman reli-

generally of strong Islamic principles,

great power over the population.

gion prevailed, although

impressed

me

I

cannot say that these people

as being particularly observant

Except some
observed individuals making

of

the

men, I seldom
their salaam at sunrise or
The usual ablutions were omitted occasionat sunset.
ally, as with the Tuareg, a sand friction was substituted and I believe there were but few who knew
Mosques were not well
their daily prayers accurately.
Koran's laws.

of the older

—

—

patronized, except on grand occasions

when the

priests

collected considerable crowds.

The Imam of Timbuctu, Hammaduh-Umar-Jidji, a
man somewhat morose and ill-tempered, had lost most
power over the masses, and his deputy, KhadiHammed-Baba, though less inclined openly to show his
contempt for white people, was none the less afraid of
being contaminated by them. It was always a great
amusement to me while in Timbuctu, whenever I met
these ecclesiastics in the street, to grasp them by the
hand, which I shook in a hearty manner. Their faces
became horrified, and no sooner had I released them than
they rubbed their hands upon their clothes in order to
remove any taint the difference in our religions might
of his

\

I.

I

THE IMAM OF TIMBUCTU
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have caused. After the first two or three meetings,
whenever the high priests perceived me in the distance,
they vanished inside a doorway or round a convenient
With some ill-will they one day took me, by
corner.
order of the commandant, into the Djingery-ber (Big
Mosque), and showed me what little there was in the
various court-yards and between the long colonnades.
With the Imaifi were several high priests, equally suspicious, as well as a man who acted as interpreter and
whose hands were affected by leprosy. I noticed that
whereas the Imam and the high or religious authorities
showed repugnance in shaking hands with me, the leper
took every opportunity of showing his friendliness by
grasping my hand with his crippled and decaying fingers.
It was fortunate that I did not share the general idea
that leprosy

contagious

is

except in cases
is

when a

—in

fact, I

sore spot

am

certain

it is

not,

upon a healthy person

placed in immediate contact with the sore of a leper.

The chief of the town was an alfa, called Saidu, a
somewhat insignificant person, but quite respectable
as

far

as

I

could judge.

He had

little

to

do,

as

the entire management of the city was in the hands of
French officers. Hence the excellent way in which the

town was kept and everything regulated in as sensible
and sanitary a fashion as was possible in the circumstances.

We have a notion

England that the French occupy
by mere brute force, by keeping a large
staff of officers and a strong force of soldiers in all their
military posts but indeed no nation in the world does
things in a simpler and more practical way than the
French in their African colonies.
If one takes the trouble of examining the work done

their colonies

;

in
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by French

without regard to racial jealousy or
preconceived notions, one can only express the most
officers,

The enthusiasm, energy and
practical methods with which they carry on their work
are amazing. They administer justice, build houses,
make roads, build boats, make irrigation works, develop
the commercial possibilities of the country, and make
excellent maps of the regions they open up.
I must confess that I was not astonished to find the
profound

French

admiration.

officer

such an admirable person, but

I

was

sur-

how intelligent non-commissioned officers
were in the French colonial army, men of no higher
grade than sergeants possessing sound technical know-

prised to notice

ledge of surveying, road and bridge making, and en-

many a superior officer
know would have difficulty

gineering in general, that

of

some other countries

in

I

emulating.

In the

way

of colonial wars,

it is

surprising

what the

French have done in Africa, and how they can keep their
colonies going with so few^ officers and men.
In the
Senegalese soldier, the French have perhaps the finest
black soldier of the entire zone of tropical and semitropical Africa.

to go anywhere.

With a handful

of these

men

it is

safe
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CHAPTER XXX.
TiMBUCTU

is

a

good

exchange market, but

actually produced there.
For seven or eight
of twelve the region south of Timbuctu

dry

is

months out

is

When

little

inundated.

suitable for pasture land.
Rice is cultivated on a large scale and the process of its cultivation
is ingenious.
The seed is sown shortly before the flood,
then, by means of ably-constructed dunes,
water is let
it is

gradually.
The crop is brought in in November
and December according to the season. During that
time hundreds of men and women can be seen
in the
in

water cutting the rice. I think the moisture
absorbed
in spending many hours of the day
for some weeks
in the water, as well as a fish

and

rice diet, are

sponsible for the

amount

whose blood

much impoverished and

re-

on people

not in good
had noticed an appalling number of lepers
villages upon the Niger.
White and black millet of the giant and of the
small

condition.
in

is

of leprosy noticeable

variety

hable

is

to

I

cultivated on

inundation

dry land, or in the country

shortly

after

the

waters

have

withdrawn.
In Timbuctu we find ovens in the streets.
They are
constructed of mud, and are of a conical
shape somewhat
rounded at the top and lined inside with
baked bottoms
of broken earthen vases.
In these ovens
the natives
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—

round loaves quite good^ were it not
for the quantity of sand which gets mixed with the flour
of the inferior kind of wheat locally grown.
The wheat
is ground between two stones, the lower one larger than
the upper. These stones are imported at great expense
from the mountains of Sahel in Morocco. After the flour
has been coarsely ground it is passed through a thin
material, and then rolled between the hands until it
becomes fairly fine. Both in the big and the small
market-places one sees dozens of women selling bread.
The Timbuctu people do not possess many cooking
implements, if the inevitable mortar and pestle for rice
and millet are excepted. An earthen fire-pot, the fema, a
large earthenware vessel or two in which water is kept,
known to the French as canari, and a similar perforated
vessel used as a strainer form their hatterie de cuisine.
Principally since the French occupation the natives
have taken to growing vegetables, and some of them
own small gardens where beans, onions (quantities of
these), tomatoes and red and yellow water-melons are
The millet and
produced and consumed in the town.
rice grown are not sufficient to provide for local wants,
and much is imported from Djenne, the sister city of
Timbuctu, and from Djimballa. It is generally during
the months of November and December, when the water

bake

is

their small

high and navigation easy, that large provisions of

foodstuff are collected.

Boats such as those we have seen on the Niger, constructed of small planks of palm-wood sewn together
with pieces of string, were so heavily laden with grain
to be

conveyed to Timbuctu that

it

was a wonder

to

me

they did not sink.

A

lot of

meat

is

eaten in Timbuctu,

Good mutton

Caravan entering Tinibuclu from ihe north.

;

FOOD
and goat are sold cheap enough.
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Beef

is

a Httle dearer.

Large herds of cattle are owned by Tuareg tribes and by
the Foulame.
Antelopes, gazelles and hares were formerly abundant

the immediate neighbourhood, but are not so

in

Of domestic animals one finds camels, horses,
the yedji and the hau^ two kinds of humped ox, the first
used mostly as a beast of burden and the other for
Then there are quantities of the useful and
riding.
powerful little farka, faithful donkeys, which do all the
They are taken
dailv work in and about Timbuctu.
with the large canari on their backs to the pools and wells
with a large basket slung on each
to fetch the water
now.

;

side they trot along to fetch

mud

in order to build

houses

they are brought to market with loads of wood for

fire-

making
and when the day's work is finished they are
mounted by the younger members of the family to go
racing along the big boulevard round the city or upon
the Kabara road.
;

Sheep,

with

or

without

wool,

goats,

dogs,

cats,

numbers of pigeons, chickens and ducks are kept.
Whenever you want to please a native of Timbuctu
with a present you should give him some kola nut. He
When he wishes
loves chewing kola the whole day long.
to confirm a sale or any commercial transaction he gives
a present of kola, and even when he is about to get
married the wedding agreement is not complete until
some kola nut is handed over as a present. I have already referred to the nourishing qualities of the kola nut.
It affects the gastric juices

and takes away the

appetite.

People therefore can go for longer periods without feeling
hungry, but not,
to their health

I

and

repeat, without considerable
constitution,

damage
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The people of Timbuctu generally take three meals
a day at about seven or eight in the morning, at about
two in the afternoon, and at nine o'clock in the evening.
Bread soaked in honey, or a sort of stew of millet or
flour, cheese and spices, is taken for breakfast.
For
lunch and dinner they have the usual kuss-kuss, which

—

they locally

call tasso

;

sometimes also meat, mutton,

beef, birds, or fish with a spicy sauce over

it

the leaf

;

of the baohah as well as the flour of its beans are eaten.

The

leaf of

the djisuma besmeared with butter from

cows' milk or else with the houlanga butter from the
karite nut, as well as all sorts of spices, are

much

relished

Timbuctu people. Coffee is scarce and too
expensive for most people, but great quantities of tea

in the diet of

consumed.
Although Mussulman, the people do not abstain from
The rich people
intoxicants as much as they should.
foreign
spirits,
such
in
imported
as absinthe and
indulge
of inferior quality are

while the poorer folks

gin,

make themselves

a strong

drink with fermented millet and honey, or with the stems
of the horgu (the kundi-hari).

A

good deal

of public cooking

is

done

in

Timbuctu,

especially for the benefit of the transitory population.

Nearly all the butchers prepare cooked meat for sale.
Very appetizing hundia (or brochettes), small pieces of
meat passed through a rod, roasted sheeps' feet, mutton
a small
cutlets, sheeps' heads, legs of mutton and
sausage called djinana can

In the

way of sweets,

all

be purchased.

the most suitable for a European

palate are the loaves of rice cooked in karite butter

fourme^ a similar kind of paste
of rice

;

the

filati^

made

of

a puff-paste steamed

;

the

wheat instead
;

the djimita,

sweetened with a thick layer of honey, and the millet

r"

^IHjjJIJHHHHi^'

'

THE SONGOY
balls called nempti.

also

devoured
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Kolo, or beans cooked in water, are

in quantities.

was fortunate in meeting in Timbuctu an extraordinary man, who now goes under the name of Yacoma,
and who piloted me all over Timbuctu and gave me no
end of useful information about the town and its people.
This gifted man has now been employed as official interHis faithfulness to the French
preter to the military.
government, combined with his marvellous knowledge
of the country around, and of the various tribes, whose
I

languages he speaks fluently, are,

am

I

sure, of great

assistance in the dealings of the French with the natives.

He commanded

great respect in the

town and seemed to

be the adviser of everybody
I always found the information he gave me regardOn
ing anything connected with the country accurate.
one of our walks I asked Yacoma what were the principal
in the sacred city.

He

trades of Timbuctu.

Timbuctu had a

trade,

told

me

which descended from father

to son.
" The alfa people are all tailors.
for

that everybody in

The Arma go

shoemaking, while the Sofigoy,"

pointed

first

" are

third,

said

he,

as

in

he

at one group, then at another, then at a

butchers,

blacksmiths,

locksmiths,

gold-

he
and manufacturers of weapons.
added, as he made me peep into a house, " there you
"
he made
see some Sofigoy weavers, and over there
me describe a semicircle on my heels " there is a
Songoy carpenter."
" Look, look " he exclaimed in excitement, " do
you see that man scraping the skull of a student ?
(Barbers always carry on business at the corner of two

Then,"

smiths

—

—

!

'

streets)

....
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As he was saying

these words a lot of donkeys

went

by raising clouds of dust. Two or three men followed
them with long sticks, which they used freely on the
Those were

animals' backs.
" Yes/' said

Yacoma,

donkeymen.
Sohgoy do pretty well

vSofigoy

" the

everything."

We

had hardly gone a few yards when Yacoma,
catching hold of my sleeve and pointing with his finger
to the top of a mud wall being constructed, drew my
attention to some masons who, by the use of a small
fiat pick and a minute wooden implement, were doing
**
their work with considerable precision.
Those," he
"
said,
are also Sofigoy.
Do you see," he remarked to
me, " how straight that wall is ?
They are building
it without using a plumb-line.
Do you not think that
is

wonderful
Well,

reached

"
?

was wonderful, because the wall had already
a considerable height and was
absolutely

it

vertical.

There are certain guilds for each trade in Timbuctu,
and each one of these corporations has a chief, or Emir,

The Emir

of the butchers,

for instance,

controls the

quaHty and the price of meat, and has the right of confiscation if the meat supplied to the public is not good.
Naturally, in Timbuctu, none of the trades are highly
developed, as the local wants are small. One thing that
astonished me greatly was the simplicity of the tools
used by
instance,

all

people in their work.

who

The

carpenters, for

spent most of their time making massive

doors and the green, red or yellow musharabeah screens
for the

windows, only seemed to possess one

bined axe and pick.

comwork on

tool, a

The weavers did their
by two strings fixed to the

primitive looms worked

big

The small market-place, Timl.octu.

A FLOURISHING BUSINESS
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which served to move up and down the two sets
of threads that were woven into narrow bands of cotton
with simple but regular ornamentations upon them.
Jewellers occasionally worked in silver and gold
from French money or Maria Theresa thalers, but most
toes

of their time
tins into

was occupied

in converting

empty

sardine-

cheap ornaments, sometimes quite interesting

in shape.

Blacksmiths did the greatest variety of work

;

they

manufactured picks, axes, knives, spears, swords, nails,
locks and padlocks out of iron imported from Morocco

and Mussi.
The manufacturer

of jewellery

was not always the

salesman, but there were teyfa, or middle-men,

who

sold

jewellery on commission in the market-square.

There were many dyers in Timbuctu, men who came
mostly from Sansanding. The favourite colours were
red and blue.

most flourishing businesses in the sacred
There was a constant
city was that of the donkey-men.
demand for their services between Kabara and Timbuctu
during the wet season, and in the dry season they went
Most of them were unas far as Day and Koroyume.
scrupulous scoundrels, and besides their pay they

One

of the

generally

managed

to rob their employers of part of the

goods entrusted to them.

They are bad, bad men," said Yacoma to me. " If
you give them pots of honey to carry they will drive
holes in the pots and Hck the honey as it comes out.
If you give them bags of millet and rice, half the grain
has disappeared by the time it reaches the other end
of the journey, and with slabs of salt they will chip
them and make an extra profit from the stolen property."
"
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The transport of
Timbuctu is done

salt

from the mines of Taodeni

by the Arab nomad tribe,
the Berabish, for whom Arauan is a centre.
They
go twice a year to Taodeni and bring the slabs of
to

to Timbuctu.

salt

entirely

These

pounds each, are sold
thirty-five

francs

in

each,

slabs,

weighing about sixty

Timbuctu

at from fifteen to

according

to

quality.

The

which are sent from Timbuctu to various
parts of the country towards the south, south-east and
south-west form the greatest part of the Timbuctu
carrying trade. In exchange for this salt come from the
south a good deal of millet, rice, karite butter, honey,
kola nut, dried fish and iron.
From the north, besides
the salt, come cotton and woollen stuffs, leather, tanned
and in its natural state, weapons, gunpowder, glassware, knives, tea, sugar, coffee, dates, etc., by caravan
from Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, Tripoli, the Sudan and
slabs of salt

from the oases in the desert.
The salt mines of Taodeni are north of Timbuctu.
Their position is not properly marked on maps, being
generally put
it is

down

as south of lat.

22° N., whereas

twenty or twenty-five kilometres north of the 23rd

parallel.

Captain Cauvin took an interesting journey to that
little-known region, accompanied

He found

meharistes.

that there were two routes from Boudjebiha

leading to Taodeni, one

by

by twenty

Inichaig.

by the

wells of Arauan, the other

Vegetation ceased altogether in that desert

country between one hundred and one hundred and fifty
kilometres north of Arauan. Then the trail went through

an opening in the dune called Foum-el-Alba. The shifting sands north of the dune were troublesome, the camels
North of
having great difficulty in pushing through.

THE TAODENI SALT MINES
this

dune

rocks,

it

seemed as

if

mostly sandstone

421

a cataclysm had taken place,

and quartz, being dispersed

over the landscape in the greatest confusion.

A

great caravan, called the Azalay, goes once a year

and then on its return breaks
way to Timbuctu, Djenne and

to Taodeni from Arauan,

up, the salt finding

its

into the interior of the " loop " of the Niger.

Between Unan and Taodeni the country is at first
hilly, some of the hills being high, then numerous oued,
or river-beds, directed towards the west or to the south-

Near Taodeni a great depression
found about 780 feet lower than the wells of Unan.

west, are found.

A

legend of the

nomad

is

tribes in that region says

that in ancient times the Niger flowed towards the north

and eventually into the depression of Taodeni, where it
formed an immense lake. North of the dune Fum-elAlba, they say,

it is

easy to recognize the passage of the

Niger through that region.
near Timbuctu that

There are evident signs even

at one time the Niger, or a portion,

at least, of the water of the Niger, flowed

instead of towards the east.

northwards

Certain dunes near Kabara

show indisputably that a channel northwards existed.
The village of Taodeni itself was small, one hundred
and ten yards long by eighty yards wide, and built
of sun-baked bricks.

The

mines of Taodeni were celebrated all over
Western Africa, especially upon the Niger. There were
only one hundred and fifty inhabitants in the place
under Chief Kaid, a descendant of the Kaids installed
there by the Sultan of Morocco during the time of the
salt

Timbuctu conquest by the Moors.

Some

were actually constructed of slabs of

Southwards was an

arete,

of the houses

salt.

which was merely a ramifi-

—

.
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cation of a rocky mass, and which

was the boundary

Only a small region

the region of El-Djouf.

of

of

dunes

existed.

was experienced by the Cauvin
expedition from want of water. Many of their camels
were lost. They were able to map accurately 1,200
kilometres upon their road, and it was wonderful that
Great

suffering

a newly-formed

company

of meharistes could accomplish

such a hard journey without losing a single man.
Captain Cauvin gave
readings

me these interesting barometrical

:

mm.
The barometric pressure

of the well at

El-Hadjiou

Arauan
„

J,

of salt

.

..

739-1
734-5

Bir(well) Unan.. 736-0

Taodeni

The exportation

..

.

.

.

.

748-5

from the Taodeni mines takes

place from four kilometres south-west of the village,

where the mines are to be found at the foot of a mount.
Well-marked stratifications are noticeable in the landscape all round, and south 'of Taodeni is a stream-bed
Anyone can exploit these mines
going westwards.
by paying to the Kaid one bar of salt for every ten
exported. Every worker makes a rectangular ditch
eight metres by ten.
One has to dig from three to four
metres in the clay and gypsum in order to find the

There we find first a stratum of hard
which are not suitable for being cut
This stratum is considered useless and is

strata of salt.

crystal impurities

into slabs.

abandoned.

Under

this useless layer are three distinct

strata of salt easily detachable

by using a

lever.

The

and the third layer are fifteen to eighteen centimetres thick. The middle one is somewhat thinner,
hardly more than half the size of the first and third. In

first

FOSSILS
fact, the first
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and third layers are actually double

stuck fast in the middle.

layers,

They can be detached by

The second one consists
undetachable, of course. Under these

hammering hard.

of only

slab,

three layers

there

is

one

another layer not workable, under which ex-

tremely brackish water

is

found.

In digging, the natives say, they have found in these
deposits a

mummified camel,

as well as footmarks of

men,

sheep, well-preserved pieces of wood, remnants of places

had been burnt, and the footmarks of
elephants and hippopotami. The inhabitants declare
that if one were to dig deeper one would go through
the earth's crust and die in the water below, which is
where

fires

extraordinarily deep.

Strangely enough, any amount of botanical

tamarind beans, stones of dates, and

like

fruit

tropical

palms have been found

In

sandstone schists large stones of some

the

resembling

the

stones

of

fossils

from

in extracting the salt.

mangoes,

have

also

fruit,

been

discovered.

The Arab merchants send workers

to

the

mines

under a contract to extract one hundred slabs, after
which, if the man works hard and can get more, he

may

barter

them

Formerly

all

as his

own

trade in Timbuctu was carried on in the

streets or in private houses,
is

private property.

whereas now

much

business

transacted in the two market-squares, where mer-

on mats, in
baskets and calabashes. The men mostly sold woven
materials, salt wholesale, meat and shoes other articles
were sold by women.
Tobacco was grown in fairly large quantities and was
mostly consumed in the town.
Ostrich feathers and
chants

spread

samples

of

their

goods

;
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white and brown rubber were sold direct
exporters and seldom found their

way

to

French

to the market-

which was plentiful at one time, is
Timbuctu now.
Here again could be plainly noticed how mistaken
people's ideas are in Europe regarding slavery.
In
either of the markets in Timbuctu were plenty of women,
nearly all slaves, selling goods which were entrusted
to them by their masters.
They did pretty well what
they pleased and were practically free in their actions,
occasionally being even allowed to trade on their own
Ivory,

square.

never to be seen in

Not infrequently these

account.

slave

women,

if

they

showed good business capacity, married their owners,
when they received their liberty on the birth of children
from the union with a free man. The sons of slaves,
born in the house, were seldom sold, and remained
slaves of the family, of which they practically formed
part, living with, and as well as, their masters.
The price of slaves until quite recently was about
fifty shillings for

A man

boys not older than eight or ten years.

good health might fetch as much as £12
sterling, or its equivalent in merchandise
whereas
girls of from eight to ten years of age were sold for £4
sterling, and young women for from £14 to ;fi8.
in

;

The Mussulman

was applied to marriages in
Timbuctu. A man could take to himself not more than
four wives, if his means allowed him such luxury; each
wife,

of course,

rule

to live in a separate

home with

her

private cooking materials.

There

were

divorces were

no

harems.

common, owing

Yacoma

told

me

that

to the great opportunities

which women had of being unfaithful. Personally, I
was not struck by the standard of morality of so

TEACHERS AND HIGH PRIESTS

my

sacred a place, but on
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have always been

travels I

impressed by the fact that the greater the sanctity of
a place the lower the morality.
" Come along to see some of

Yacoma

to

the schools,"

said

me, and along we went, winding our way

along the narrow streets until

we came

to

some

of the

houses where w^e could hear children chanting their
lessons in a chorus.

There the

little

mites sat, cross-

legged upon the ground, holding upon their laps slabs

upon which they wrote with a solution of water, gum
and mimosa, which is a strong colouring liquid.
Schoolmasters combine teaching with public writing.
They sell copies of the Koran in Arabic.
They write
letters for illiterate merchants, friends and lovers.
They
make amulets for the superstitious, and are, taking
things all round, the busiest people in Timbuctu. They
frequently take advantage of the knowledge which they
gain of people's business and secrets, and, perhaps,
because of this are treated with deference by the
population.
Presents are given to these teachers by
parents of pupils, and a slave will even be presented to
the teacher whose pupil has been able to learn by heart
the entire Koran.

The high

priests, of

whom

every mosque possesses

one, take great interest in the education of the young,

and

especially in

the religious side of their training.

Priests are generally chosen
alfa,

who

and

from the learned

class,

the

so are the cadis ^ the judges of criminal cases,

judgment according to Mussulman law.
The French are sensible in the government of the
natives, and although Timbuctu is under the high comdeliver

mand

of

the military authorities,

it

native Emir, or Koyra-Koy, a chief.

also possesses

a

Each secondary
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quarter, such

as the Djingery-ber , the Badjindeh

the Sankore, had subsidiary chiefs.

and

Furthermore, the

quarters of strangers, such as the kimta, the Aal-sidi-Ali,

the Kel-Nkunder, claimed each

quarter of

governed.

the

its

Sansanding dyers

own
was

chief;

and the

directly

self-

A

Moor

(Timl)octu).
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CHAPTER XXXI.
Suspiciousness was one of the characteristics of the

Timbuctu
this

people, especially the better classes.

distrust

Perhaps

has been acquired by contact with the

Tuareg.

When

one entered a house, for instance, it was not
customary in fact, it would be deemed an insult to
be asked one's name or one's business by the slave or

—

the servant at the door.
" Salaamelek

—

was to call out
and to wait in the first

All one did

—Salaamelekku,"

vestibule out of sight of the people in the street

who

might be interested in other people's affairs.
Everybody was in Timbuctu.
Beyond this vestibule was
a covered court, in which the slaves and sometimes

The
was not supposed to enter this court until requested to do so, and it was in the vestibule that ordinary
callers were received.
There was generally a raised portion in the court, on which carpets and mats were spread.
Pillars of palm- wood supported a heavy awning of skins.
In the better houses, before one came to this inner court,
a second vestibule was found, similar to the first. The
covered court was surrounded by bedrooms for the
women, while in the centre of the court slaves ground
millet, others wove cotton, others supervised the cooking or entertained callers in lively conversation. Only
their master spent the greater part of the time.

caller
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intimate friends were received in this particular portion
of the house.

Beyond the

first

court was an uncovered court with

dependencies, where the kitchen was situated, and
the animals belonging to the family were kept.

A

all

stair-

from the first or the second vestibule led to the
upper storey of the house.

case

The furniture of Timbuctu houses was not elaborate.
It had been greatly influenced by Moorish ideas.
Carpets,
mats and richly-coloured blankets decorated the walls,
floors and odd corners, and cushions of various sizes
were laid upon the floor to sit upon, or rest one's back
against.
Beds consisted of a mattress, sometimes a
wooden bedstead, or more often a kara, a kind of bedstead
of mud and wood.
Blankets were used on these beds.

Wooden

heavy iron padlocks lined the walls
bedrooms, and in them clothes and valuables were
locked up. Outside the rooms on the upper floor there
was generally a balcony on which summer evenings
were spent.
It was on the balcony of Yacoma's house that I took
cases with

in the

the photograph, reproduced in the illustration facing this

page, of handsome

ornamented with

her limbs

much

balls of hair

upon

Madame Yacoma,

jewellery,

and three

her head.

have ever visited a town where
the varieties of headdress were so numerous and remarkable as in Timbuctu. When women were young, until
I

do not think that

I

the age of thirteen or fourteen, they fastened their hair

some additional black silk and
with plenty of jewels and ornaments attached to it, stuck
out behind and was called the yellofoh, or " one tress
only."
From fourteen to fifteen they wore two or three

into a plait which, with

COIFFURES
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them
behind being rolled up

queues, one behind and one in front, adding to

the fibre of the kondji, the plait
at

the extremity and slightly lowered.

which

This

coiffure,

"in front-in front,"
is also much decorated with beads and silver triangles.
Unmarried women never showed balls of hair at the
side of the head, but wore them on the top of the skull.
Slaves, not married, had only one of these balls
a kind
on the right side. Most married women
of pompom
wore two of these pompoms, one over each ear. The twoball arrangement for married women was a special
coiffure fashionable in Djenne, the sister city to Timcalled the djnne-djnne, or

is

—

—

When

buctu.

not in holiday dress, the

girls also

adorned

themselves with these hair-balls, with an extra one behind
the head.

Perhaps the most puzzling headdress to a male observer was the korho-tchirey, words which, translated

mean

literally,

require

" all sorts of rings, red "

described curves in

sort of spiral at the

which

top

plait,

They mean that

explanation.

stiffened,

—words

back

the

all directions,

of the head.

A

ending in a

triangular orna-

ment of red imitation coral, or stone, was placed at the
end of the bigger loop upon the top of the head. In other
instances, two plaits were substituted for the two side
balls at the side of the face.

forehead

and

turned over

pendants were attached.

worn when a
old

women

girl lost

A

third circumscribed the

the

The

temple,

right

later coiffure

her virginity.

where

was only

Curiously enough,

displayed a similar headdress, but without

the loop arrangement over the top of the head.

These are merely a few of the principal ways of
wearing the hair. There were innumerable other styles
according

to

the

fancy,

ingenuity

or

ambition

of
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individual ladies, but they were far too complicated for

me
am

to
I

comprehend how they were arranged.

Less

still

able to describe them.

The boys and men,
hair-cutting,

had

too,

ways of
Sometimes
the head was

characteristic

according to class or caste.

a line of hair from the front to the back of

upon the shaven head. This was called the djorromarabu. Then there was the dahsi worn by the Sirfa,
a broad line forming an angle, with the point at the back
The descendants of the Moors the Arma
of the head.
wore the hair in two different ways either in one tuft
of hair over the right ear (the manga), worn by the people
left

—

—

:

originally

from Fez, or

else

five tufts at the corners of

the djokoti, consisting

a square with a

fifth in

of

the

adopted by the Marakesh people. Other people
occasionally wore three, four, or five lines or tufts, as
well as lines and tufts combined, upon the top of the
centre,

skull.

The marabus had adopted the

tamali

a square tuft directly over the forehead.

djokoti,

Slaves pre-

djorro-nda-manga headdress, a composition

ferred the

two ways above described, a line over the head and a
Sometimes slaves
tuft on the right side of the forehead.
and
pigtail.
small
tuft
a
with
seen
a
were
The costumes in Timbuctu were like those all over
French Nigeria and the Senegal. The men wore the tilhi,
long shirt open at the sides and sewn at the lower
2l
extremity, with a deep pocket in front, and a large-sleeved
of

shirt underneath, the messauria, or else a similar

the far and] a.
of these shirts

one blue.

The

richer people

one above the other,

Under

this

fringe,

two
one being white and

garment large pantaloons of white

or blue cotton were worn.

with a long

garment,

usually put on

and the

The

semflti, a piece of stuff

disa, a blue striped material

COSTUMES
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were used as scarves. A turban was donned over a cap,
its long ends wound round the back of the head and
over the mouth. The pointed white or blue cap was also

worn alone. Women went about bareheaded in order
to show their coiffures, or else with a black hood.
Timbuctu women wrap themselves in the tafe, which
are of variable quality and of any colour according to
taste, and also put on a tilhi similar to that of the men,
but more ornamented with red, white, yellow and green
The say a, also a woman's garment, has long
silk.
sleeves ending in a point.

Most people went about barefooted or
able-looking sandals

called

the tyclamhu.

in comfort-

The

better

people protected their feet with slippers of a bilious yellow
colour with the back part of

These were the

halga.

selba, also a slipper,

the shoe folded inside.

The women

clad their feet in the

red instead of yellow, of Arab shape

and certainly of a Moorish origin. Stylish top-boots for
men are manufactured for the cold weather, as well as
wooden clogs on which they toddle along during the rains.
But yellow and red shoes are those most generally worn.
Until quite lately no one ever went out of the house
unarmed, but things have changed owing to the trust
which the natives feel in French protection. One
seldom saw men carrying weapons in the streets, except
old-fcLshioned chiefs, who would think it bad form to
be seen out without their swords or spears.

When

out of town, even for a short distance, however,

all

going

went

armed.
Their spears, of various shapes, had evidently been
copied

from

people

of

many

found their way to Timbuctu.

broad

heads,

others

nationalities

Some

spears

narrow and pointed.

who had
had

plain

One kind
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had two barbs
straight barbs,

adapted
spear's

to

;

others barbs spirally curved

cause

flight.

Some had

another a greater number.
a

rotatory

and well

movement during

the

Like the Tuareg, the people of Tim-

buctu always carried a sword suspended to a sling over
Only the people from Mossi displayed a

the shoulder.

bow and

a quiver of poisoned arrows.

was fashionable for men to go about the town
carrying a long stick ornamented with copper rings.
Prominent among the accessories of local dress were
It

amulets of
of

all

Numbers

shapes in red or yellow leather.

them, as with the Tuareg, were carried about the

person.

In a town where men,

women and

children

smoked, it was but natural to see everybody provided
with a neat leather satchel, the alheyti, with numerous
little pockets containing tobacco, money, an earthenware pipe with mouthpiece of wood, or one made from
the tibia of a sheep,

Men and women

etc., etc.

Timbuctu were not happy unless
highly ornamented. The 'men wore rings and stone or
Green, red, white and black
else marble bracelets.
Both sexes ornabracelets were made of coloured clay.
mented themselves with copper and silver anklets,
of

the tche djenji (or foot
*'

C

circlet),

made

in the

shape of a

"

and having two big spherical knobs.
The cacao, which was also fashionable, was a

flat-

tened silver plate (of a triangular form in section), the

which stuck out into a point.
The arms were much ornamented, the most notable
ornament being the teyharaten djendji, a porphyry ring
worn above the elbow on both arms by men and women.
Sometimes the gentler sex wore a kamha iri (or arm

back

of

pearls), a bracelet

made

of beads, instead of the ring of

ORNAMENTATIONS
stone.
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Similar bracelets of a smaller kind were

worn on

the wrists, as well as the sonko, a silver bracelet with
circular ornamentations

upon

Then more common

it.

was the kullu, a simple C-shaped ring of silver or
iron, and the sorhoro, of heavy brass with an outer edge
of

many
The

points like the teeth of a cog-wheel.

and thumbs were decorated by the Tim-

lingers

buctu people with three distinct kinds
gani, a

thumb

ring of silver (gold

is

of rings

:

the kohe

never worn because

their religion does not permit of a prayer being accepted

when such a luxurious metal

A common

form of

this ring

small hemispheres in high

was the mdama

kofe, or "

is

worn upon the hand).

was a

flat silver

band, with

round it. Then there
chameleon nape," because the
relief all

mitre-shaped projection on the

flat

band

ring

was covered

with dots and a large bead on the summit of the mitre.

The

third kind, or kugunni, also in silver,

was similar

chameleon nape, except that it had an ovoid projection with spherical ornaments upon it, but without
to the

Coins were sometimes attached to rings, but

the bead.
this

was not a

characteristic feature of the

Timbuctu

jewellery.

There

One was

were

only

two

special

kinds

of

earrings.

amber and a
lower ball of coral (or imitation coral).
This was
called the hanga-korbo.
The second, the iolomi, always
made of gold, was a flat band shaped into a spiral and
tapering to a point.
Red silk was wound round it.
The nose did not escape ornamentation. The size of
the nostrils certainly permitted such a luxury. The
nine-djere, literally translated, " half nose," was a filigree ring with little bullets attached to it, and was worn
through the right lobe. The gabibi (gabibi means " black
a silver crescent with a big ball of
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body

"), or serfs, wore it, while the Gakorei (the Moors,
"
or
white body ") did not.
All women wore the haiya,

a small gold spiral ring in the central partition of the

which
membrane.
nose, to

was attached without perforating the

it

Where women were most laden with jewellery was
upon the hair and round the neck. Among the perplexing quantity of gold head ornaments was the kunna,

a sun-like

circle of

from the centre.
with dots upon

it

gold

filigree,

with gold bars radiating

The yudon was a

circular gold plate

Then

in repousse work.

there

was the

walatedje (originally from Walate), a lozenge with hemi-

spherical

ornamentations

small spherical

two

bell,

all

round.

was attached

to

The

londuh,

a

the ends of the

upon the neck.
word which means

tresses at the side of the face, or

The

Arabic
lader (from the
" temple," from the position slightly in

front

of

the

where the ornament is worn) was formed of a
square with triangles hanging from it at the lower end
and with dotted ornamentations all round.
In silver we have many head ornaments the huttu,
a silver plate worn singly in the middle of the forehead,
Each possessed five
or in couples behind the head.
another
attractive minute
small buttons. The kantje,
silver ornament, was worn flat upon the head, usually in
ears

:

The
sahalia was a triangle worn anyhow or anywhere upon
the head; while the sorro, a pear-shaped ornament, was
always worn upon the forehead, where it replaced the
huttu plate. The tira consisted merely of a silver amulet
box, and was worn an5rwhere.
Now for the neck ornaments. The kumna is like the

couples

lader,

fastened

only of

with

much

coloured

silk

threads.

larger size, a square with triangular
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The hetoii was very
similar to the circular kunna, only it was made of a solid
piece of gold instead of filigree work.
Then there is the
appendages

in

the

lower part.

soro func, also circular like the hetou, with triangles in

fretwork

round and a

all

circle in the centre.

Perhaps one of the most characteristic ornaments
was the hesaku, a large rectangle with three pyramids in
the

centre,

surrounded

by

circular

dots

in

relief

in

relief,

the longer and lower side of each triangle of this

pyramid being decorated with sets of small hemispheres.
Unlike this class of work was the finkoro, a hemisphere in filigree with two hemispherical pendants underneath, also in filigree work, and two little bullets at the
The half-moon, or handu
sides of the larger circle.
djere, was a mere pendant, the entire field of which was
covered with lozenges of

filigree,

the points of each angle

of these lozenges being decorated with small knobs.
I

did not see any tattoos typical of the Timbuctu

people, but their distinctive

and favourite mark con-

sisted of small vertical cicatrices at the outer angle of

each eye.

These marks, made when young, gradually

have often seen young girls with cheeks
and forehead disfigured by two or three deep incisions.
Women, besides the ornaments enumerated, were
extremely fond of glass beads made of imitation
amber and coral of small mirrors, and of blue, red and
yellow silk decorations. Fabrics of all colours were
disappeared.

I

;

appreciated by the

VOL.
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CHAPTER XXXII.
In the

way

Timbuctu could give points
Every race of people which came

of languages

the Tower of Babel.

to
to

the sacred city for religious reasons^ for warlike purposes,
for trade or barter,

brought

its

own

as masters or as serfs or slaves,

language.

That most generally spoken

Songoy, which has become the language of the country,
and is spoken as far as Agades in Air, and as far south as
Djenne and Say, or, in other words, over the whole

is

extent of the ancient empire of Askia.

Of course, we

find distinct dialects in Sofigoy, as in other languages.

There

is,

for instance, the

tongue spoken in Timbuctu

on the Niger north of the sixteenth degree of
N., and in all that section called by the French

itself,

lat.

the
the

" boucle du Niger," which goes
" town tongue," or koyra-tijni.

by the name

of

Further south,
between the thirteenth and sixteenth degrees of lat. N.,
we have the Djenne tongue, the Djenne-tigni, as it is
locally pronounced.
Elsewhere the Soflgoy-tigni, a purer
type of the Sofigoy language, is spoken. There is no
written Songoy language, and the variations in the form
and pronunciation of words is not great in different
localities.
A good manual of the Sofigoy language
has been written by two French missionaries of the
White Fathers Hacquard and Dupuis.
Curiously enough, one finds few legends of historical

—

THE SONGOY CALENDAR
interest

among

of fights

the Songoy.

A
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few of the legends speak

between the fishermen of the east and those of

the south-east, the

first

personified in a

man

called Fono,

the second in a warrior called Faram.

Unlike the black tribes further south, which divide the
year into two seasons, the wet and the dry, we find that

—who, of course, are
as compared with the others — have four seasons

the people in and round Timbuctu
civilized

according to climatic phenomena at certain periods of
the year

:

the fatafata, from about January 20th, which

corresponds to our spring
the beginning of April

;

the kuruh, or hot season, from

the keydia, or rainy season, from

;

and the kufu, or cold season,
from about the middle of November.
The Songoy have subdivisions of seasons, the kufu,

the beginning of June

for instance,

;

being subdivided into " the white nights

and the black nights."

The

the taure, or " fever time."

first

part of the keydia

is

The alhoua runs from the

end of August to the 22nd of September
and the
September 22nd to November 13th.
alojufur from
The months are divided, as with the Arabs, into lunar
months of twenty-nine or thirty days.
The Timbuctu people are fond of holidays. The
tenth day of the second month, the dedow, is celebrated
with great feasting and exchange of presents, as being the
anniversary of Noah's exit from the ark but, curiously
enough, no holiday exists to celebrate the date of Noah's
departure on his great piece of navigation. Mahommed's
;

;

birthday

is

solemnly kept, and prayers are offered in

the mosques as well as in private houses with loud
rejoicings during the night.
of

This

is

on the twelfth day

the almudu month, and on the eighteenth of the

same month there

is

another holiday to celebrate the
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anniversary of the prophet's
of the tenth

long
the

fer

is

The

first

me, marks the end of the

The eighteenth day

fast.
tjihsi,

months the

circumcision.

of the twelfth

a great feast, during which

all

moon^

the people

adjourn to the east of the town near the tomb of Alfa-

Moya, where the
sacrifices

a sheep.

their respective

Imam

of

the

Then they

mosque
and go to

Djingery-her

all

disperse

homes, each person who can afford

it

immolating a ram in his own private house.
The Djemaa, or meeting day, falls, as with other

Mussulman people, on a Friday, which is the day of rest,
the week being divided as with us into seven days.
On going round the town with my learned friend,
Yacoma, I was shown the various ways of weighing and
measuring used by the Timbuctu people. Weights are
used for precious metals, such as gold and silver also for
;

silk.

These weights are made of small pebbles, the

smallest of which

is the nustumun, about one-sixteenth
French ounce, and the largest is the arratel, pracFor gold the bani, a
tically a French pound in weight.
pebble about the size of a pea, is used, and the mutukal,
or twenty-four bani, weighing about five grammes.
Dry
goods are measured by the mude, about one litre (one

of a

mude, and
For liquids the sawal is the
measure used. Woven materials are measured by the
length of the arm from the elbow to the tips of the
fingers, or by a corresponding measure on a stick called
the kamba or the kala. For greater lengths the som-

and three-quarter

pints), the sawal, or four

the tu-djere, or ten sawal.

burusu of twenty-seven kala

is

used, as well as the bahinsa

of forty kala, the ton of sixty kala,

and the starura

of

sixty-five kala.
Fields, gardens

and small pieces

of

land are measured

THE POINTS OF THE COMPASS
by the somboy, a

stick the length of five kala.

way, but not so accurate,

is

the measure
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An
by

easier

paces.

Long distances are computed by the number of days or
months generally required to cover them on foot, on
horseback or with camels.

The people

in the region of

Timbuctu have a

fairly

accurate idea of the four points of the compass, for

These

which, however, they have no technical name.
points are in no
attraction

netic
is

diaman,

way
of

which

described in relation to the mag-

the Pole.

means

"North,"

nothing

for

instance,

than

else

" sea-

by which they understand the Mediterranean
Sea off the Morocco coast djidji is also another name.
"South" is with them isa, which means "the river"
The east happens to be in this case prac(the Niger).
Mecca, and is called the
tically in the direction of
altijibla, and it is in that direction that the people face
when they make their salaams in the morning and at
shore,"

;

As

night.

for the west, the

weyne-kamey,

it is

the sun-

which, of course, does not correspond exactly with
our west. As with all Mussulmans, the altijibla, the
direction of Mecca, is for them the principal point of

set,

direction,
It

and not the north as with

was always

people

of

of interest to

uncivihzed

or

me

us.

how

to note

semi-civilized

all

countries

these

can

determine their bearings, with great accuracy, during the
night and at times when the sky is cloudy and no
bearings can be taken by the sun or stars.

Even

in

difficult country, where nine hundred and ninety-nine out

thousand Europeans would be absolutely at a loss
to go in the right direction unless a constant watch were
kept on the compass, I have noticed that these people,
without instruments of any kind and apparently with-

of a
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out any reflection, follow the exact direction for enor-

mous

distances over country they do not

with no

know and

In navigating canoes over hundreds

trails.

same thing happens,
have seen them make a

of miles of inundated country, the

and

is

it

seldom

that

I

mistake.
I

know

of a

to tell exactly

few cases of white people who are able

where the magnetic north

is.

Person-

owing to constant practice,

I

have myself acquired

that gift to a certain extent, but

I

believe that quite un-

ally,

consciously the natives feel

much more than we do

the

magnetic influence of the Pole, although they themare quite ignorant even of the existence of a

selves

magnetic Pole.
I

noticed with

my

owing to the differences
those of

D Jibuti

(in

Somali servant that, although
in latitude

and longitude from

Somaliland), he was,

when near the

west coast of Africa, quite unable to gauge the exact
time of the day or night by the sun in the

and the
longer

stars, still

instance

and although he could no
the exact direction of Mecca by the sun or the
he could always tell quite accurately where

stars in the second

tell

first

;

how he

the north was.

He

knew, but when

experimented on him, compass in hand,

I

I

himself could not explain

noticed that he would turn his head round once or

twice as though wavering for a few seconds, and, concentrating his ideas, remain in a sort of comatose state

some seconds then, as if led by some unknown
influence, would suddenly point with his hand in the

for

;

right direction of the magnetic Pole.

The hours

day in Timbuctu, as everywhere in
Africa where people have no watches, were measured
entirely by the angle of the sun above the horizon.
of the

THE ORIGIN OF TIMBUCTU
**

Tell

me,"

I

said one
"

Timbuctu ?
That is easy,"

origin of

"

never at a

regarding that region.

mere

day to Yacoma, " what was the

replied

loss in finding

store estabUshed
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my

interlocutor,

who was

an accurate answer to an3^thing

" It was," said he, " originally a

by the Tuareg and

left

under the

care of an old slave called Timbuct."

Most places

in this portion of Africa take the

name

some notable person
from Timbuct came the name

of either the chief of the village or
in connection \\ith a site, so

of

Timbuctu.

The people from the south and south-west, principally
from Djenne, came to this place to exchange their goods
with the Tuareg, and gradually it became an important
market. The two mosques, the Djingery-her and the
Sankore were built. One of the Kings of Mali (to the
south-west) conquered the place towards the end of
the fourteenth century. Timbuctu had many vicissitudes from that time. It was taken and re-taken by
the King of Mosi, by the Tuareg, by the Soiigoy King
Gogo of Gao, and it was not until the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries that the town attained its greatest
splendour.
It was then that the Sultan of Morocco sent
his

army, which took possession of the place.

arose

among

advantage

the

Arma

of the discord

(Moors).

among

town and reduced Timbuctu
till

Disputes

The Tuareg, taking

the Moors, attacked the
It was not
Sheiku-Ahmadu

to servitude.

1827 that the Fulbeh arrived with

and took possession of the sacred city. In 1861 El-Hadji
Omar came with the Tukuler, a name of people we
have already met.
Be this as it may, these Tukuler destroyed Ahmadu's
empire, and .Timbuctu again fell into the hands of the
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who

everything, and the town was
and
ruin.
The Kunta, who subsereduced to wreck
quently came to the help of the inhabitants, were unable
to save the town from destruction.
" Come along with me," said Yacoma, *' we will go
for a stroll, and I will point out to you several houses
which will interest you from an historical point of

Tuareg,

pillaged

view."

Perhaps the first white man who came into Timbuctu was a Frenchman, Paul Imbert, a sailor, who

was taken prisoner by the Arabs on the Atlantic coast
and was taken in slavery to Timbuctu. He managed
after some years to escape by way of Morocco, but,
having no descriptive talent and no literary ability, he
was only able to tell of his narrow escapes and adventures, but has left no valuable record of his remarkable
journey and residence in Timbuctu. After that it was
not

till

via the

1805-6 that the Scotchman,

Sudan and the Niger

he died at Bussa, in the

—look
house — the

;

Mungo

Park, came,

attacked by the natives,

f apids.

Yacoma. " That was Major
Englishman who came from Tripoli
Laing's
and arrived in Timbuctu in 1826. It was in that house
that he put up during the several days he was in the
sacred city, and, as you see, the French, in respect to his
memory, have placed a little tablet on the wall of the
*'

There

mud

!

"

said

house."

He was murdered by

the Berabish on his return

The date of
was September

journey between Timbuctu and Arauan.
his death, as has

been ascertained

since,

24th, 1826.
I

An

went

old

inside the house,

man showed me

which was quite humble.

a spot in the wall where, accord-

Fort ijonnier and Avenue, Timboctu.

Laing's house, Timboctu.

FAMOUS TRAVELLERS
ing to an account which

had been given
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him by another

to

man, Laing had hidden his money in a hole.
I heard from a French officer that fragments of
Laing's papers had been recovered in the desert among

old

the

one piece

tribes,

containing

astronomical observations.

nothing

else

was rather curious that

had ever been traced

adventurous

this

It

computation of

a

of the belongings of

traveller.

"Come along," said Yacoma to me,
" Quite close
pulled me by the sleeve.
house of another famous traveller."
later
like

we stopped
all

before a

mud

houses in Timbuctu.

A

as he gently
to here

is

the

few minutes

house, also very humble,

Yacoma

pulled himself

moustache and beard, as he always
of something he was showing,
did
and beaming all over with joy, said: "Here, another
great traveller, this time a Frenchman .... you see,"
together, stroked his

when he was proud

he modestly added, " the English are not the only people

who go and roam

in

distant countries

— this

time

a

Frenchman of whom you have heard, Rene Caille, came
the whole way across from Sierra Leone to Timbuctu in
He lived in Timbuctu
1828, visiting Djenne en route.
some time and even returned alive to France, where he
gave an interesting description of his journey."

Then came the famous German, Barth, a magnificent
traveller, who lived in Timbuctu from September 27th,

May

many people in
Timbuctu who remember him, and who speak highly of
his wonderful knowledge of everything.
He had come
by way of TripoU and Lake Tchad, had gone to Sokoto
on his way to Say upon the Niger, and had returned
1853,

home

to

8th,

practically the

In 1880

1854.

There are

same way.

came Lenz, an Austrian, who

lived in

Tim-
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buctu for three weeks. He had come from Morocco
and went back via Sokoto, Medine and St. Louis.
Yacoma took me to the various houses where all
these travellers had lived. Tablets had been placed on
each door as a tribute to these brave pioneers.
It was not till 1887 that the trouble in Timbuctu
began as far as the French were concerned. Monsieur
Caron, from Kulikoro, went up the Niger on board the
gunboat Niger, and was able to go as far as Kabara,
which he reached on August i8th of the same year. Two
years later, Lieutenant Jaime, on the gunboat Mage,
and Ensign Hourst, on the Niger, arrived at Mopti on

September 21st, 1889. Jaime came as far as Koryume,
but both these officers were unable to enter into negotiations with the people of Timbuctu, and it was not until
April 12th, 1893, when Colonel Archinaud took Djenne,
that the inhabitants begged the sister city of Timbuctu
The chief of Timbuctu was then Yahia
to surrender.

Alkaya of Arma descent. He declared that the people
of Timbuctu would be happy to receive the French, but
that the town was in possession of the Tuareg. Therefore a small party under Colonel Bonnier, and a flotilla,
advanced by river towards Timbuctu, while Colonel J off re
The Tuareg went en
proceeded towards Gundam.
masse to near Kabara in order to fight the French, and,
in fact, a small fight took place with Lieutenant Boiteux,

who was proceeding on
no signs
retreat,

of

so

The Tuareg showed
their proverbial bravery and beat a hasty
on December 15th of the same year the
a barge.

—

inundation of the Niger being extraordinarily high that
season

—Lieutenant

barge at Timbuctu

Boiteux was able to land from his
itself.

signed a treaty of peace.

He

entered the town

and

;
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Not so lucky was Ensign Aube, who attempted to
follow into the sacred city ten days later (December 25th).
He and his party were massacred by the Tuareg between
Kabara and Timbuctu but the death of this officer
was soon avenged by the plucky Lieutenant Boiteux,
who, with a handful of men, immediately went out and
Later, on
inflicted severe punishment on the assassins.
January 6th, 1894, Colonel Bonnier was able to instal
;

himself in the city.

To make things
various

The

nomad

names

clearer I will give the

tribes in the region of

local Targui or

five principal sections

Tuareg

:

are mostly on the right

tribes

Timbuctu.

may

be divided into

(i) the Tenguerighif,

bank

whose camps
Their vassals,

of the Niger.

the Inededren live north of the

Gundam

stream

bank

the Kel-temula'it, also living on the right
river, east of

terior

of

Timbuctu

;

Gurma

—namely, the Aribinda

and the Haussa on the

;

(2)

of the

(3) the Irregenaten, in the in-

country of Aribinda and

Iguaddaren

of the

left

bank

;

(4)

;

two groups

on the right bank,
(5) the

Oelimidden^

towards the east, near Gao (Gogo).

Then we have

Berahish (plural of the word Berbush),
already met and

Arabs

six distinct tribes of

who

:

(i)

whom we

are the caravan

the

have

men between

Taodeni and Timbuctu (2) the Kunta^ found upon both
banks of the Niger among the Targui tribes (3) the
;

;

Tormoy, a dissenting faction of Berabish, near Ras-el-Ma

between Sokolo and Basikuna (5) the
Usra, between Ras-el-Ma and Arauan (6) the Deyluba,
south of the route between Basikuna and Ras-el-Ma.

(4) the Allush,

;

;

The

Iguellad tribes are divided into three principal

groups.

East of Timbuctu and in the Faguibini country

are the Kel-antasar

;

north of the stream

Gundam

are

;
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the Kel-ncheria and the Kel-nkunder

;

while north of

and round Lake Fati are the Kel-Haussa.
We also find other minor tribes in the country, such
as the Cheurflga, to the south-west of the Timbuctu
region

;

the Kel-Essuk, disseminated

among

other tribes

and the Kel-Ulli, mostly upon the Niger between
Immelal and Ilua.
During Colonel Bonnier's occupation of Timbuctu,
the T enguerighif-Kel-antasar Tuareg caused annoyance
by their constant raids around the town, until the French
colonel went out with a company of tirailleurs and half
a

company

of another regiment,

and dispersed them

attacked the raiders

Takubao, Unluckily, however,
the following night the Tuareg returned in great force
and pounced upon the French, who were massacred.
Colonel J off re, with his column, made a remarkable march
at

overland, but encountered difficulty after difficulty

upon

Takubao
later and bringing in
days
Timbuctu
four
8th, reaching
the remains of the murdpred officers.
A fort was built on the south side of the town and
named after the officer who had so bravely lost his life.
Colonel J off re began the work of organizing the town.
Alfa-Seidou, who had shown himself friendly toward
the French, was appointed native chief of the town.
the route, and did not arrive at

until

February

many

subsequent fights with the Tuareg,
and httle by Httle several of the leading chiefs were
brought to submission, while other groups, such as the

There were

Tenguerighif, the Iguellad,
of their

own accord

The subjection
not easy, and
officers

it

have done

is

and the

Kel-temulait,

came

in

in order to fight against their rivals.

around Timbuctu was
quite remarkable what the French

of the

tribes

in that difficult portion of the country,

Women

and children

ot Timboctii.

FIGHTS NEAR TIMBUCTU
especially as at a time
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when severe and salutary punish-

ment should have been

on the tribes once and
for ever their hands were tied by politicians at home.
Brigandage became rampant both on the Kabara and

Gundam

inflicted

and reached such a point that
hostilities had to be begun again in order to establish
peace in the region. The battle of Faraeh followed, then

on the

roads,

Amadia under Lieutenant (as he then
was) Gouraud, and the reconnaissances of Tahakimt and

the

light

of

Taaraiet, where brave Lieutenant Berar

was

killed in a

hand-to-hand hght with the Tuareg.

would take an entire volume to describe all these
battles, which are interesting, and the extraordinary
deeds of the French officers but in this volume I can
merely enumerate these without going into details.
It

;

The Tuareg's mode

of assault

is

generally to attack

early in the morning, at about four o'clock, before sunlight,

a time

when people

are asleep or sleepy.

was found necessary to estabhsh military posts,
one at Lake Sumpi and one at Ras-el-Ma.
In 1895, partly owing to the severe punishment inflicted on the more fanatical tribes, partly to the good
influence exercised by the French, the pacification of the
country was proceeding quickly and firmly. Even
Chebbun, the turbulent amenukal (or leader) of the
Tenguerighif, came to submit, first at Gundam, and then
travelled to Timbuctu in order to repeat his submission,
much to the astonishment of the Timbuctu population,
who witnessed this ancient oppressor turn into an humble
It

subject of the French.

One can but admire

way

which the French
proceeded at once to open up that country, and in
1896, no sooner had aU the tribes quieted down than a
the

in
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hydrographic expedition under Lieutenant Hourst was

despatched down the Niger.

The following year, 1897, the sphere of French influence was extended as far as the town of Basikuna in
the desert, a few minutes south of the i6th degree of
lat.

N., 8° 30' longitude

Lieutenant

Wirth,

W.

of the Paris meridian.

the

of

Infanterie

succeeded, with a mere handful

de

Marine,

men, and while

of

pursuing a troop of Allush, in actually taking possession
of the

town

of

Basikuna

after a violent assault

upon

that stronghold.

The

pacification of the eastern portion of the country

took three years, from 1896 to 1899, but even to this
day those tribes are not to be absolutely relied upon, and
it

was only

last winter, 1906, as

in British Nigeria

we have

had an open rebelhon

the French had one officer massacred

and another

officer killed in battle,

seen, that

in Sokoto,

we
and

upon the Niger

while an extensive

was checked in time.
In the Ahaggar mountains the Hoggar tribe began to
be troublesome, and, with the Kunta of the river banks,
were continually raiding. They were quickly beaten
and dispersed at Akenken by the joint action of Captain
Laperrine and Lieutenant Maillaud.
The riverine tribes of Tuareg, well recognizing
their inferiority to the French on the battlefield, suband even Sakhawi, chief of
mitted to Captain Coleni
the Iguaddaren on the right bank of the Niger, handed
over his sword in sign of submission to the French

plot against the French

;

officer in 1896.

was not
country, and they

Although the Hoggar had been defeated
possible to leave a garrison in their

again became troublesome,

it

making incursions

in

the

GLORIOUS FRENCH BATTLES
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On June 19th
spahis who were

neighbouring country in the years 1896-7.
of the latter year a troop of

reconnoitring

the

country

some

forty

surrounded

were

by

the

hundred strong, and were massacred,
including the French officer, Lieutenant La Tour de St.
Igest.
A second detachment, under de Chevigne, which
had come to assist the spahis, met with the same fate,
^^&&'^'',

eight

the officer in charge being mortally

wounded by

several

spears.
Rescued just before death by " Marechal de
logis " de Libran, he died a few hours later.
This was

the disaster of Sereri.

The Hoggar,

elated at this victory,

becoming bold,
advanced on the sacred town and demanded from the
French the surrender of Timbuctu, a demand, however,
which was not granted, and which the Hoggar were
unable to enforce. Fearing the approach of French
pillaged

country

the

all

round,

and,

reinforcements, they eventually beat a hasty retreat.

We

find

many

gallant fights in the reprisals which

took place after the Sereri disaster

;

for instance,

the

easily- won fight of Gurdjigay,

and the battle of Zenka,
which Lieutenant Delestre, attacked by the enemy
(Kunta of Abidni, Iguaddaren of Sakib and Sakhawi),
was able with only forty Senegalese soldiers to put them
in

to flight on

June 24th, 1898.

Other glorious fights were fought, such as that of
Dongoy, and minor ones. The post of Bamba, east of

Timbuctu, was founded on November 28th of that same
year, and the French, under Lieut. -Col. Klobb, estabHshed themselves at Gao further down the Niger on

December 4th, 1898.
The Kel-antasar, tired of fighting, asked for terms of
peace, and 'Gunna, their chief, begged to come and offer
his submission,

VOL.

II.

but prior to entering the French post he
29
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became

frightened,

and asked

to see a

French

officer

Lieutenant Gressard went to meet

outside the town.

him, and eventually was able to persuade the trouble-

some

chief to follow

however,

taken

with

him

to Timbuctu.

'Gunna was,

such fear on approaching

the

town that he attempted to escape on his camel. The
tirailleurs fired on him and he was killed.
Landah and Mohammed Ould N' Gunna, sent by
their tribesmen, afterwards came to ascertain the conditions of peace, which was concluded.
This practically
ended hostilities in the Timbuctu region and the houcle
du Niger.
That region was divided by the French into three
cercles : Timbuctu, Gundam and Sumpi, which include
the Kissu and Aribindi countries (or Gurma). The cercle
of Gundam comprises the provinces of Ataram and
Killi.
The cercle of Sumpi extends as far as Lake Debo
to the south-west, and is bounded by the Issa-ber on the
east on the west, it extends as far as the region of Sahel,
and on the north-west further than the Faguibini region.
Beyond these two comes the cercle of Bamba, important
;

of its position near to the Tuareg, on the
and north of the elbow of the Niger.
The vegetation in the neighbourhood of Timbuctu
is not
very attractive, and the flora is miserable.
The principal and bigger trees are acacias, the bisu, the
albarkantegna, the bajii, the aworwor-kasan, and the

on account

east

kardji-korey.

The hore and the kahegna produce scented flowers.
Then we have the kasu, the tendja-bundu, the
dareygna (jujube-tree) and the kiraw {Salvador a persica),
a useful plant in these regions,

by

the natives for

its

roots being

making tooth-brushes,

much used

as the fibres

VEGETATIOxN
easily divide
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The

on being pressed against the teeth.

wood, too, possesses cleansing

qualities,

and the

juice of

the fruit has quite a refreshing, slightly caustic sting.

A

few large baransam are to be found, similar to those

we found on

the right side of the Kabara-Timbuctu

channel.

A

few date palms, the gorboy-musukuru, the gorboy-

homo, with long green thorns and a bitter

fruit

much

enjoyed by the children, and a number of dwarf palms are
to be found, as well as the forked palm, theba'ide.

Among
tea

the most useful shrubs

is

the asclepia gigan-

wood of which, made
much used by the natives

(turdjia), the

charcoal

into

and ground, is
for the manufacture of gunpowder.
There are, besides, among the
most common shrubs, the assanna, the tunturi, the berre^
the turi-ferre, and the bubere.
Grassy plants are plentiful, growing

The most abundant

country.
bolical

the

is

over the

all

as well as the

most

daney {Pennisetum distychum),

dia-

usually

called the kram-kram, a small grain in a spiked envelope.

As we have already experienced,

it is

enough to walk a

few yards anywhere in the desert to find oneself covered
with these kram-kram. They attach themselves so
firmly to one's clothes or one's skin, that

patience to remove them.

men and

animals.

The

grain of the daney

eating, although the trouble
it

from

its

takes

it

is

makes

used as
excellent

and pain which one has

in

it.

how little fruit there is of an
Experiments on some of the pretty
one occasionally finds might prove deadly.

It is curious to find

edible character.

VOL.

to

envelope take away a great deal

of the pleasure of eating

wild fruit

some

They cause discomfort

food by poor people, and they say that

removing

it

II.
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Even

—
—

the plants one sees

some of the plants and nearly all
have thorns or spikes is dangerous.

They say that the

sting of the thistle, alladjerkardji,

the sting of

is fatal.

The gandataso produces a fruit ejecting a white latex
that tastes like hazel-nut, and among the creepers the

hanum produces a
minent among the

bitter fruit

named the gao.
Prowe have the lumha-

climbing plants

and the hauatuh.
Where the vegetation is most luxurious

lumba, the
water.

lilidji

We

is

in

the

find the white water-lilies, as well as whole

miles in the inundated country of that excellent forage

which the natives use both in the manuand in making their sweets.
In the Kissu and Killi provinces the vegetation is
richer, and there are plenty of baobab trees, the doney,

plant, the borgu,

facture of a refreshing drink

the rubber vine (the lindjigna), and palm-trees, such as
the phoenix dactylifera in the northern part of the desert,

most useful in more ways than one. The date, with its
abundance of sugar and farinaceous qualities, supplies
an excellent food. The leaf is of great use in the construction of huts,

and, from

its

fibre

baskets, ropes,

The inner fibre is used for filling
saddles, cushions, etc., and the stones of the dates when
ground are good food for animals. The latex in its
normal state is a refreshing drink, and when fermented
becomes a powerful liquor. The flower possesses, they
say, aphrodisiacal qualities much valued by the natives,
and the envelope of the flowers before blooming is
nets, etc., are

made.

medicinal.

The trunk

about the most
making the columns and raf-

of the phoenix dactylifera

suitable in that region for
ters supporting the

heavy

flat roofs.

is

Boxes and other

MEDICINAL PLANTS
articles of
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furniture are manufactured from this

excellent wood.

It is

one of the few woods which

most
is

not

attacked by white ants, and the moisture of the rainy
season does not affect

male plants are
female palms.

it

as

;

found

in the

this

as other woods.

sufficient to fructify a
I

A

few

whole oasis of

have often noticed how female palms

were found in quantities
dition

much

in a stunted, dwarf-like con-

was only when no male plants were

to

be

neighbourhood.

The cucifera iheba'ica, the dum palm of the Sudan,
which we find nearly the whole way across Africa, is also
to be found here, but is not common.

We
and the

occasionally find tamarind trees in the desert,
fruit of the

qualities.

It

is

tamarix articulata has most astringent

used mostly for tanning.

The Arabs

call it ethel.

The

salvadora persica, the tegui or tigjat of the Tim-

buctu people,

is

very

common on

the banks of the Niger.

and the natives say that it
possesses medicinal qualities.
The bark is supposed to
have beneficial effects when people are bitten by venomous animals, and the wood, very fibrous and with a
pleasant odour, makes good toothpicks. So does also the
artiphix halimus (the guetof of the Arabs and aramas of
the Temahaq), a plant whose wood has a salty taste and
which is said by the natives to be anti-scorbutic.
Another plant which is much used in powdered form
by Arab and also by Sofigoy women upon certain organs
Its fruit

is

is

good to

eat,

the nicotiana rustica, a kind of tobacco imported mostly

from the north, where it is much in use among the
Arabs of the south-easterly region of the Algerian Sahara.
It possesses,

they say, aphrodisiac qualities

of the flower of the phoenix dactylifera.

like

those
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CHAPTER XXXIII.
The Niger flows
LEFT Timbuctu on November 29th.
With
at low water fifteen kilometres south of the city.
an
arm
leaves the river at
the beginning of the floods
I

Koroyume (Hyena's Mouth),

and, flowing at

first parallel

an east-south-easterly direction, reaches a place called Day, about ten kilometres
from Timbuctu.
The Songoy king of Gao, who was a practical man,
dug a canal, which was afterwards straightened, enlarged,
and deepened by Ahmadu-Sheiku, and which prolonged

to the Niger,

this

and then

watercourse for three kilometres beyond

wards Kabara.
seen,

in

is

The

latter place,

as

we have

Day

to-

already

only seven kilometres from Timbuctu.

At high water the entire country between Sumpi and
Gundam is flooded, and only the villages on the tops of
dunes are visible. About every three years, when the
water is abnormally high during the months of January
and February, one can go by boat to within three hundred
yards of Timbuctu. Kabara can be approached by water
between November and April, Koroyume from May to
September, and Day from September to November.
Between Timbuctu and Niafunke the country was
The latter village had large
flat and uninteresting.
avenues with shabby domed huts of thatch or matting.
The inhabitants of Niafunke village were Fulbeh
and Bur dam. In this particular region the Fulbeh

Musician and dancer on the Upper Niger.

NIAFUNKE
had given up

their
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nomadic habits and had become

sedentary.

The population of the cercle consisted of Fulbeh
and Bambara on the left bank of the stream, people
who spoke impure Bambara and closely resembled the
Fulbeh, as they had intermarried with these people
and had settled in this region among them for a
considerable length of time.

The Gabibi, pure
banks

of the river,

tributaries.

On

blacks, were to be found on both

and were numerous

also along the

There were only a few at Marka.

the west frontier of the Niafunke province there

were four villages of Moors and a few Tuareg.

We

had now seen the

last of the military territory

and were in a portion of the country considered civilized
enough to have civil administration. The town of
Niafunke itself had i,8oo inhabitants. South-east, upon
the Bara-issa,

we found

Sarafere (2,955 inhabitants), a

great market in constant communication with Niafunke.

Also there was another great village, Koli-Koli, on an

arm

of the

Niger.

Korienza, with 3,127 inhabitants,

was a great market for oxen, sheep, millet and rice.
The natives in that region purchased cotton goods, white
and blue. Real and imitation amber were also valued,
and found a ready sale.
These people were Mahommedans. At Niafunke
was to be seen a big mosque with a long arcade on its
eastern side and a high enclosure of mud.
Indigo was produced in small quantities. Cottoncloth was woven by the natives, who also produced a
woollen material. They dyed their fabrics with indigo.
They also used another colouring plant called the
karandafa, which imparted a fast red colour.
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Slabs of salt from the Taodeni mines sold here at
Salt, longcloth,
an average of sixteen francs each.
and cori shells were the currency, the natives being
reluctant in accepting money in payment.

For about twenty-five or thirty kilometres along the
frontier of the cercle, and near the villages of Tondidao,
Diarto and Dyanke, on the same line, and also upon the
mounts of Tolidaro, some interesting stone implements
were to be found. The natives interred these stone axes
and hammers with their dead, as they believed them to
be portions of shooting stars which fell upon the earth

and brought luck to those who possessed them.
These implements seemed more recent than those
found near Tchekna and on the Wadaian frontier. The
small scrapers were beautifully finished, some of a more
elongated shape than others.

Pestles of red or black

stone about three-quarters of an inch
frequently found.

It is

in

amazing what a

diameter were

fine polish these

people could impart to the sides of these implements,

which were either cylindrical or quadrangular. Large
axes, from two to three inches long, and stone hammers
of a similar length, were met with, and were somewhat
thicker and better made than those on the Wadaian
frontier.
Both the hammers and the axes were used
with a forked

stick, side

grooves being easily discernible

Many, however, were held

on these implements.

hollow of the hand without a stick.

in the

Peculiar small

triangular scrapers were also found, which were evidently

used for shaping stone implements, and these had a
sharp edge on both sides. There were axes of hard red
stone, four inches long

part

;

these were fiat

with a curved blade

;

and two inches wide at the widest
on both sides, almost triangular,
and also some smaller ones, two

LAKE DEBO
and a

Red

half inches long
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and almost rectangular

in shape.

stone polishers of an almost conical shape were

common

enough, and also a pyramidal polisher.

Monsieur Descemet, administrateur
Cercle de VIssa-Ber,

had made a great

in

charge of the

collection of these

implements, which he proposed to present to the

museum

in Paris.

The Fulbeh were seldom to be seen in the streets,
They were of retiring habits and
especially the women.
spent most of their time inside their huts.
I left Niafunke at night, and in the morning went
across Lake Debo, a village standing at the mouth of
the lake, with a rock upon a fairly high mound on the
The channel of the river was narrow, not
right of us.
more than fifteen to twenty yards wide. The natives
had made barrages across these places in order to catch
fish.
One of these barrages which we met with a regular matting of reeds
caught our rudder. The small
steamer was swung round and nearly grounded. It was

—

—

fully

or

an hour before we could extricate ourselves.

four

more

of

obstacles

these

were

Three

encountered.

During the night we had an exciting chase after several
canoes full of men, as the Government had forbidden
the natives to put up these obstacles, which were
dangerous to the navigation of the river.
We arrived at Mopti, one of the prettiest stations
upon the Upper Niger, with fine Government buildings,
offices
first

and an

time on

interesting village.

my

I

saw here

for the

journey rude baked cylindrical pipes

used for draining the water from

flat

roofs.

All the

houses were flat-roofed, in the Moorish or Arab style.

The population of Mopti was entirely composed of fishermen and a few shepherds the cattle, which are abundant
;
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in this region, being kept at a great distance

from the

town during the inundations.
A French merchant had built himself a fine house at
this place, and I was told that he was doing excellent
business,

wool of

and fetching good

fair

quality

prices.

It

being obtainable here

was the

chief article of

export.

The natives of this place had long faces, and somewhat slanting eyes.
The river at this point described a big elbow. Mopti
was situated at the junction of the May el-Bale vel and
the Niger. Djenne was situated on the Bami river,
which further on takes the name of May el-Bale vel.
At night we reached Quakuru, a quaint village with
curious structures clubs for young men and girls to
meet in at night. These clubs seemed to be great institu-

—

tions in this part of the country.

One

of these houses

was decorated with peculiar ornamentations representing some animal, but I could not well distinguish what
There were alsa curious arrangements of inverted symbolical triangles upon an upright line. Snakes
ornamented each side of the door, and fiat columns formed

animal.

the fa9ade of the building, which had on the roof several
of mud.
The interior was in three sections, extremely simple
and dirty, with suggestive mats, much worn, strewn
upon the floor, and also some layers of straw.
The double cross, such as we have on the British
flag, formed one of the peculiar designs upon the wall
A semicircular cavity was used as a receptacle
inside.

pyramids

for a light.

There were other such houses
smaller.

in

the village, but

DJENNE
Another feature

in the streets of

many weaving-looms
in
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stretched

out

the larger spaces in the village.

structed

small, neat

erected, the

Ouakuru were the
at

great

length

The natives con-

portable weaving-looms, quickly

comb being worked with

the

left

hand,

while the sets of threads were lowered and raised

by

two alternate frames of heddles worked by
The cloth was narrow.
From Quakuru I visited the town of Djenne, the
treadles.

journey, in a canoe belonging to Mr. Elliott, of the African
Association,

taking the best part of the evening and

night.

Djenne was the sister city of Timbuctu, the trade
from south and north collecting at these two principal
markets of exchange.
Quite unlike Timbuctu, which had a Moorish
character, Djenne possessed marked
characteristics,
especially in her architecture, which reminded me
forcibly of Egypt.
Perhaps this architecture came with
the Fulbeh. The high doorways with projecting columns
right up to the top of the house, the small musharabeah
windows between these two columns, the waterspouts
from the roof, the two quadrangles at the summit of the
house between square columns, and the small pyramids
one above the other ornamenting the roof, were quite

met in this zone of Africa.
The streets were winding and beautifully clean. The
whole place was entrancingly interesting and picturesque
infinitely more so than Timbuctu.
I was fortunate in taking
several good photounlike anything

I

had

so far

—

graphs,

reproductions

of

which

will

be found in this

book, and which will give a better idea of the architecture than a description.
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Djenne is situated in a delightful spot. Its pretty
harbour for fishing boats and for canoes carrying
merchandise
the charming little market-place where
;

business

is

brisk

the dense population of well-to-do

;

—

and well-dressed people all contributed to making it
attractive to me who had been for a year among most
inartistic natives and unpicturesque country.
The local industries consisted chiefly of leathertanning, cotton and wool weaving, and pottery, in
making which the women were adepts. They turned the
huge jars on a revolving platform, primitively made,
but which answered the purpose to perfection. The
ornamentations on these pots were drawn with some
regularity and dexterity with rudimentary tools, sometimes merely with a short stick. As a rule, most of the
work was done either with the palm of the hand or with
the fingers and nails.
The population of Djenne was mixed, and consisted
chiefl}' of Sofigoy, Fulbeh (who came next in number),
Bambara and Bozo. The latter were the river people,
the navigators of the stream. The few Marka (or SarakoUe) in the place entirely monopolized the construction
of

sewn canoes.

The Marka had remained Mussulmans.

Djenne spoke four languages fluently
Bambara, Soiigoy, Fulbeh and Bozo.
The Bambara were fetishists, and they seemed to
attribute their origin to any animal they happened
at some time or other to have selected as their
All the people of

:

protector.

There were few dogs in Djenne, as the Bambara ate
them when they could get them. They had a perfect
craving for dogs'

flesh.

Near Djenne was,

in

fact,

a small enclosed house

FETISHES
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where people went to sacrifice chickens and dogs. There
The manner in which
a gna (a fetish) was displayed.
the chicken or other sacrificed animal fell was an indication of whether good luck was forthcoming to the man
who had paid for the sacrifice. If the chicken dropped

dead on its back it meant good luck.
There was formerly at Djenne a mosque of great
proportions, with a hundred quadrangular columns.
That mosque had collapsed, and was in ruins. The
French are to be praised for their consideration towards the natives in reconstructing this place of worship
for them.
I think the population of Djenne appreciated
Hundreds of workmen could be seen
the comphment.
carrying

mud

bricks.

Many

of the

columns had already

while drummers and flute-players
been reconstructed
stood gracefully under the shade of a tree, making the
greatest possible noise in order to keep the workmen
;

in

good temper.

One

of the illustrations in this

work

reproduces that scene.
Schools under Algerian teachers were established by
the French at Djenne, and several French merchants

had opened commerical establishments.
The administrateur, a most considerate and alert
official, seemed to keep both white men and natives in
the place quite happy.

Moorish invasion could be perceived
in Djenne, a Moorish house of an irregular quadrangular
shape being still to be found. An ante-room occupied

Remains

of the

one side of the front, and another long room stretched
along the right-hand wall, as you entered, for one-third
across the remaining space. On the left side a smaller

all

room could be reached by a flight of steps, the
house possessing two floors.
In this particular room

elevated
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was a heavy wooden Moorish press in good preservation.
In the court was a well also of Moorish origin most
beautifully made, twenty-four or twenty-five feet deep,
and lined with glazed earthenware cylinders, the mouth
of the well being formed by a canari, the bottom of
which had been cut.
The trade of Djenne consisted of ostrich feathers,
skins, cotton, egrets and grain, the latter mostly for
Salt, which came from the north,
local bartering.
was distributed from this point south and east among

—

—

the people of the loop of the Niger.

The elevation of Djenne was 1,050 feet.
Having returned to Quakuru I proceeded up the
main stream to Diafarabe, the country all round being
From Diafarabe
fiat and sandy, and almost treeless.
the banks were slightly higher, with a good

many

trees

upon them. The river was getting low. In a few days
it had gone down three feet below its former level.
The villages as we went along the Niger had flat
Numerous flocks of sheep were to be seen.
roofs.
Sansanding,
feet)

was

egrets,

another important

principally

formerly

known

plentiful

trading

centre

(1,100

for its trade in valuable
in

this

region,

but

now

Thousands of false egrets lined the stream,
but during the whole journey I only noticed four or five
Hippopotami, too, were getting
of the rarer birds.
scarce, and I only saw one on the whole journey between
The river was altogether
Kabara and Sansanding.
uninteresting, with only now and then an occasional
island dividing the Niger into one or more arms.
On December 5th we had a heavy mist. The heat
during the day was stifling, while the nights were damp
and cold. Mosquitoes abounded.
scarce.

SEGU
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Only a few forked palm-trees were to be seen near
Sansanding and along the stream. The only thing that
attracted my attention was a number of long canoes,
twenty-three feet from bow to stern, sewn up in the
middle.

Plenty of frontagers, conical-shaped

trees,

with

a few leaves on the summit and most vigorous roots,

were to be seen, as well as eriodendron anfraduosum.
The market of Segu, which I next visited upon the

was also important enough. The market-place,
under the shade of numerous trees, was picturesque.
Many natives squatted about selling powdered tobacco,

Niger,

manioc, potatoes,
salt,

cheap

tomatoes,

cotton

amber,

goods,

square lumps of

lemons,

coral

beads

and

blankets.

There was a mosque at this place walled all around
with a colonnade of rectangular columns and having
pointed pyramids upon the roof on the east side. A
triangular-shaped minaret of the mosque and the fine

Government

buildings, especially the school, were the

only things of interest at Segu.

Nyanina

village,

which

I

visited the following day,

possessed fiat-roofed houses along the high river-bank.

Crooked doors gave entrance to a hall in these homes.
Then a filthy courtyard and several rooms irregularly
built were found within the enclosing wall.
Here were
women having their hair done by servants children
screaming at the sight of a foreigner a tumbling-down
loom or two but that was all.
The locks on the doors were ingenious enough in these
homes, the keyhole, which was not in the door but in
the wall, being large enough for a man's arm to go easily
through. A wooden key one foot long and with vertical
iron points, not unlike a gigantic toothbrush, was in;

;

;
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wooden
by two heavy pieces
serted in the

two

vertical pillars,

lock,

of

wherein loose points, formed

wood kept

were found

in position

in the

between

upper part

;

when

the loose points were removed from their position the
lock could be easily unfastened.

The

architecture of villages along the

Upper Niger

did not resemble in the slightest degree that of Djenne.

Dried

fish

were stored

in

much used

for

indigo

was sold in quantities. Indigo cones
great numbers inside houses and were
dyeing purposes,

solution

being

the cloth soaked in

struck hard with

wooden

big

mallets in order to beat the colour well into the fabric.

Deep natural
found

cuvettes filled

with water were to be

in the village.

In the evening, climbing up the steep bank of the
river,

we entered

the town

by a narrow gateway.

A

native dance was in progress, a few boys beating tam-

tams which they held between their bent knees and on
which they tapped with the fingers of both hands others
had small drums slung from the right shoulder and
tapped them with sticks. Other boys danced, two at a
;

arm with a swing, then the other,
a simultaneous movement of the legs taking place, quite
graceful, and which, curiously enough, was identical with
a Shoka dance I had seen in Central Asia upon the heights
time, lifting first one

of the

Himahlyas.

This dance was calculated to render

the arms and legs supple and the

To a quicker time

of the

movements

graceful.

drums a jumping dance,

in

which the dancers kicked their own backs, took place.
Girls came and joined in this dance.
Then a squatting
dance, similar to the Cossack dance, but without the final
split, was performed.
Beyond Nyamina the river banks were a little more

I

'%

I
a,
a,

KULIKORO
clothed with verdant trees.

A

great
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many

false egrets

and a flat-topped hill stood
before us as we approached Kulikoro, among a lot of
sandbanks, which were now beginning to show well
above the surface of the water.
were to be seen
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

We

that in

find

the

Upper Niger valley important
birth upon soil of primary forma-

have their
tion and flow between " walls of sandstone/' often in
cascades, forcing a passage between rocks and along
river courses

tortuous channels.

When

at the last stage of this natural

stairway they form immense valleys.

Rocks
diabase,

of

such as gneiss-quartzite,

igneous origin,

porphyry s, granites,

etc.,

are

surface in certain points of the colony.

visible

on the

Round

these

formed of sandstone
of undetermined age.
Towards the summits and upon
the slopes of sandstone undulations, there was laterite,

the greater part of the upper

soil is

varied in consistence and appearance.

The mountainous country
rich

enough

karitc^ fairly

In the

in

rubber

constitutes a forest zone

(the

landolphia

heudelotii),

valuable woods, and a variety of spices.

way

of

mineral wealth,

we have

iron, gold

and lime. The mineral and forestal resources of the
mountainous region are not to be compared with those
which might be brought about by agricultural development, and the breeding of cattle and sheep between the
forest zone and the semi-desert zone in the northern
part of the French colony.
From Kangala to Sansanding the Niger flows in a
well-traced bed as much as a thousand yards wide in

MINERAL AND FORESTAL RESOURCES
certain

At high water the

places.

river

floods
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the

surrounding country, but seldom for a breadth of more

than half a mile.

In this section of the Niger valley

the level of low and high water varies from fifty to ninety

The rainy

centimetres (twenty to thirty-six inches).

season begins at the end of

May and

ends in October.

Last year, 1906, however, the last rains were registered

on the 2nd of November.
A dry north-north-easterly wind, " the harnattan,"
blows during November, causing a distinct lowering in
the temperature.

The soil in that region is formed mostly of sand
and clay, but has no great depth, and is not calcareous
enough a common fault of many a tropical soil. In
some districts we find a clay mud fairly fertile, but not
porous enough in fact, quite waterproof and difficult
These are the regions most often inundated
to work.
during part of the rainy season, and generally used by

—

—

—

the natives for the cultivation of

As
on

it

far as

Nyamina

rice.

the river valley

is

narrow

;

further

widens considerably, and what the French so well

define as " affleurements

valley

is

greseux,"

between which the

encased, altogether disappear.

From

this point

the Niger flows across a country fairly well populated

and fertile.
Between Sansanding and Diafarabe the Niger divides
itself into numerous arms.
On the left bank it receives
the tributary Bani. These arms converge towards a
great basin, the Debo lake, at the entrance of which are
found four

islets of

sandstone

;

they are the spurs of

the mountain mass of Bandiagara.

The aspect

of this region

changes with the seasons.

During low water a succession of plains
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which can be seen grazing numerous herds of jehu oxen
and flocks of sheep, the fleeces of which furnish good
wool.

The French

now

are

wool with success,
developed there

I

am

will

beginning the exportation of

told.

When

the colony

is

further

probably also be a demand for

meat and milk.
The Bani and the principal arms
versing the above plain are navigable

of the Niger traall

the year round

and barges from Djenne, from San to
Sofara), and from Mopti to Kulikoro, the
the railway from Kayes to the Niger.

for small boats

Mopti

(via

terminus of

During flood-time the plain

huge green lake

(the panicum),

utility in

those regions.

Kulikoro)

a wild water-plant

The horgu

much nourishment,

Monsieur

Vuillet

tells

(of

when

great

a forage plant

is

the

agricultural

me that there are two

region,

of

being rich in sugar.

sheep and goats in the middle valley
the 14th and 17th degrees of lat. N.
This

transformed into a

— green because of the immense quantity

of horgu

containing

is

flooded,

station

of the Niger

has

at

to three milhon

between

immense paddy-

between a regular network of channels. Villages
and plantations of millet can be seen scattered upon
islands in the lake formed by the inundation.
Lake Debo has two outlets, which later join again
the Issa-Ber on the left and the Bara-Issa on the right.

fields

At Sarafere the Bara-Issa

receives another ramification

of the river, the Koli-Koli, a

which forms east

of

narrow and tortuous channel,

Lake Debo another

lake, the

Lake

of Korienza.

In this part the waters of the Niger flow across low
plains which are inundated at high water,

and the chan-

—
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the river, which are ill-defined, are bordered

nels of

here and there

by sand dunes with hardly any vegetation

upon them, or with a few dum palms. Further on, the
Niger skirts small mountainous masses with no wellDuring flood-time the water fills
defined connection.
great natural reservoirs, at different elevations, from
which the water gradually flows on the actual river
bed where this is choked, as, for instance, between Bamba
and Gao in the narrow defile of Tossaye.

The climate in this part of
The difference between
dry.

the Nigerian valley
the

is

and lower

higher

water does not exceed thirty centimetres
(twelve inches) in the region of Timbuctu during the

levels of the

rainy season.

The natives

when dry and

bed

utilize the

of the lake

the various marshes enriched

inundation for agricultural purposes.

Rice

is

by the

cultivated

during the ascending period of the flood, and millet and
corn are grown during the decreasing period.
In what the French call " la

hoiicle

du

Niger,'' the

curve or elbow north of the fifteenth degree of latitude,
the

agricultural

cannot attain any serious
method
has been devised for
some

resources

development until

obtaining a more systematic irrigation from the vast

The

reservoirs.

possibilities

agricultural

of

the

High

Senegal and Niger are somewhat limited by the scantiness of the population, but this portion of the country
is

good,

I

think, for breeding purposes, the grazing being

oxen and sheep.
From the last census made by the French the total
population of the twenty-one civil cercles of the High
Senegal and Niger is 3,935,724 inhabitants. This popula-

of excellent

tion

is

quahty

for

subdivided as follows

:

:

On

2)

Cercle

de

,,

,,

,,

,,

On

60,070 inhabitants.
5,065

„
„

Bamako

65,273
65,865

160,878
tributary, the Bani

its

de Segou

to the Niger

.

Bafoulabe
Kita ..

168,785 inhabitants.

.

„

Djenne

„

„

Koutiala

223,403

,,

,,

Bandiagara

171,119

69,635

ITssa-Ber

,,

,,

(4)

Kayes
Medine

the Niger and

Cercle

(3)

Kayes

the railway from

,,

(

..
..

.
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(i)

...

59,597

In the Sahel

Nioro

114,228 inhabitants.

Cercle

de

,,

,,

Goumbou

67,950

„

Sokolo

34,770

In other regions
Cercle

de

,,

,,

,,

,,

,,

:

Satadougou
Bougouni
Sikasso

164,410

230,000

du Lobi

„

de Koury
,,

„

34,194 inhabitants.
101,492

.

Bobo-Dioulasso

,,

,.

.

.

188,900

.

224,266

Ouahigouya /.
Ouagadougou..

249,742
1,467,082

These are the races in their approximate proportions
Bambara, mostly
Sarracole, or

agriculturists

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Maraka, agriculturists, cattle breeders

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,287,038

and

traders

Khassonke, agriculturists

:

.

414,^94
73, 201
110,670

Diula, traders

Fulbeh and Tukuler, shepherds and occasionally agricul336,029

turists

Gurmantche,

agriculturists

Bariba, cattle breeders

.

.

and
.

.

cattle breeders
.

.

and cattle breeders
Moors, shepherds and camelmen
Uolof, traders and workmen
Mossi, agriculturists

.

Various races

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

15, 775

3,087

524,175
10,832

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3,272

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,156,731

AN AGRICULTURAL STATION
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of the
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High Senegal and Niger possesses

two agricultural stations, situated, one in Kulikoro
{cercle of Bamako), the other at Bamfora {cercle of BoboDioulasso).

inspected the agricultural station installed

I

by the

French Government at Kulikoro in 1902, which is
under the able direction of Monsieur Jean Vuillet, an
enthusiastic and hard-working gentleman, whose serious
study of the agricultural resources of the country should
lead to valuable results in the future development of
that interesting French colony.

The

model agricultural villages and a botanical garden where innumerable experiments are made with indigenous and imported plants. It is situated on the left bank of the
Niger, about six kilometres from the railway station.
It spreads over 400 hectares of ground (1,000 acres),
station includes a farming school,

which 75 hectares (187 acres
the farming school and gardens.

of

2 rods) are

preserved for

Three hundred hectares

among the people of the model
The agricultural station lies be-

(750 acres) are divided
agricultural villages.

tween the river and a sandstone mass of undetermined
a small stream which only flows during the rainy
age
season runs a snaky course through the station under a
;

beautiful arcade of verdure.

Monsieur Vuillet, to

whom

I

am

indebted for

much

information about the agriculture of that region, told

me

that in the

Kuhkoro

district

seasons

are

clearly

from June to October
from October
second, the dry season,
third, the dry season, quite torrid, from
to March
defined.

First, the rainy season,

;

relatively cold,

;

March

to June.

In a climate of this kind the richer equatorial crops,
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such as

coffee,

cocoa, nutmeg, pepper

cannot possibly succeed.

and quinquina,

The experiments made with
The coffee

these have generally not been successful.

plant, the quinquina, the anise (the starred anise), the

hevea (or rubber tree of the Amazon), even when obtained from the nursery during the wet season, have
invariably been killed towards the

by

the great dryness of the air and

month
by the

of

January

chilliness of

the temperature at night.

One can form a

fairly accurate idea of the agricultural

future of the Kulikoro region

by studying the indigenous

crops and acclimatized plants grown at the agricultural
station of Kulikoro.

In the Higher Niger the distance from the sea and

have serious effects on
climatic conditions.
One might almost say that in that
part of the French Sudan the climate is tropical during
four months of the year, and semi-Saharian during the
other eight months.
the proximity of the

desert

Therefore, the experiments

made

at the agricultural

have shown that vegetables capable
of bearing great dryness and annual tropical crops are
the most suitable for the locality. In the first category
are plants which are successful on the Mediterranean
in the second group are tropical annuals.
side of Africa
These can be greatly improved by rational processes of
cultivation different from those at present adopted by
station of Kulikoro

;

the natives.

The

managers of the agricultural
station have been greatly directed towards the improvement of the local cotton-growing industry, which may
have a future in the country, and to the creation of
hybrids.
Parasitic diseases have been carefully studied,
efforts

of

the

PARASITES
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and so have the effects of dimatic conditions upon local
and foreign plants and their hybrids.
Experiments with American cotton from Upland,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and the river Benders, and with
the cotton called the " Excelsior Prohfic," have shown
that it is possible to produce cotton upon the Niger
that will fulfil the exacting requirements of French
looms. American cottons have drawbacks, as they are
very sensitive to parasitic and climatic influences, and
need a soil of unusual fertility.
The
also sometimes necessary.

Artificial fertilization is

fibre

obtained

is

what shorter and lacking in regularity.
Among the more dangerous parasites are the
derogata fab,

or green twister caterpillar

insulana boisd

;

the dangerous

buprestides family
its

little

;

somesylepta

the earias

coleoptera of the

the sphenoptera, whose larva with

;

powerful mandibles pierces the root and bores grooves

damage to the plants.
method of fighting these parasites
has yet been found but by planting every year, and by
taking care not to grow crops of cotton more than one
year in the same ground, one might, to a great extent,

in the trunk, causing great

No

efficacious

;

thwart the development of

many

of

these parasites.

local and foreign cotton-plants
of cotton which would resist

and crossing of
might produce varieties
their most dangerous enemies.
Selection

Monsieur Vuillet says that the hybrids obtained
up to the present time at Kulikoro have given variable
results, and they
may not have an important comwhereas careful selection of indigenous
cotton with improved methods of cultivation has pro-

mercial future

;

duced satisfactory and promising

By

the

employment

results.

of early varieties

and by plant-
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ing late,

it

is

probable that the ravages of insects and

cryptogamous parasites, which swarm during the wet
season, might be escaped.
Local cotton is grown by the native as an accessory
to his millet and maize plantations, and the same
method could, I think, be apphed to American cotton if a variety could be found able to stand local
of

conditions.

In the year 1906 a consortium formed by the Colonial
Cotton Association bought cotton from American seeds
distributed to the indigenous cultivators in 1905,

paid fifteen centimes a

kilo, (ijd.)

and

husked. This was the

Baramandugu, the important market between San and Djenne.
It has been shown that thirty-four per cent, net of
cotton was obtained from this crop.
The Colonial Cotton Association is putting up two
husking machines at Segu, of sixty saws each, and two

price

(in

1905)

of

cotton

at

English husking machines, of forty-five saws, were there
previously, one with a hydraulic press, the other with an
articulated Decauville system.

In 1905 the crop of the Sansanding territory, amounting to 8,039 kilos.,

grown from

Mississippi R.B. seeds,

and 2,686 kilos., from Excelsior Prolific seeds, were
husked at Sansanding by Chief Fama Mademba. This
black chief possesses a husking machine, and he obtained 121 bales of raw cotton of a similar quality to
the 165 bales produced by the consortium the weight of
,

the latter being 7,405 kilos.
In the year 1906-7 Monsieur Vuillet

tells

me

that the

High Senegal and Niger colony wiU
not be less than two thousand tons. With some care,
especially in the selection of seeds and of suitable soil
total crop of the

COTTON
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for the plantations, I think the culture of

the Niger

which

susceptible of considerable extension.

is

Besides

are

there

cotton,

may

cotton upon

other

crops

indigenous

have a future, in particular the arachide (pea-

and tobacco.
Following the sound advice given by the Administra-

nut), sesame, rice

tion for the last few years, the native has taken to the

production of large quantities of arachide, and in the year
1906 over six thousand tons of that oleaginous nut were
sold

by the

natives.

In the valley of the Niger this plant which has given
the Senegal a great portion of
ditions particularly

;

vantageous

done

to

the

in

prosperity finds con-

Unhappily,

for its growth.

somewhat cumbersome to
on the other hand, it would not be ad-

the arachide in
transport

adapted

its

its

shell is

nut

the

strip

Mozambique

arachide in that condition

of

and
is

its

envelope,

as

is

Coromandel, as the

not so easily preserved.

Therefore the extent of the zone capable of furnishing
arachide to exporters

is

limited

by the

difficulties

of

transport.
It is in consideration of this state of affairs that the

local

government has asked the Administrateurs to em-

ploy their influence over the natives to develop the
culture of sesame jointly with the culture of the arachide.

The value

of

sesame

is

higher than that of the arachide

but the interest in the first of these two
oleaginous products lies mostly in its much greater
density, a precious quality from the point of view of
in its shell;

facility

Two
of

and cost

packing for transport.
other local plants which offer alimentary
of

commercial value are the

the

articles

karite (or butter tree),

rubber vine, locally known under the

name

and
of
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The

gohine, the landolphia heudelotii.
in

the region of

Bamako

traders established

seriously beginning

are

This move-

export the butter as well as the karite nuts.

ment

encouraged by certain

is

chemists in Europe,

who

studying practical
Karite butter

w^ays of utilizing these valuable products,
is

and

manufacturers

now

are

to

already on the market in France under various names,

vegetaline being the

The

most

karite is a tree

usual.

extremely

common

in the

High

Senegal and Niger, and in certain places forms actual
forests.

It is respected

resist the

frequent grass

1906,

by the

by Governor Ponty,

and seems to

blacks,

A

fires.

decree dated July 29th,

of the

High Senegal, forbids

the destruction of the karite trees.

In the High Senegal and Niger, between the parallel
of

San and the southern

frontier,

gohine, or landolphia heudelotii,

quantity

rubber

of

landolphia heudelotii

one finds the vine,

which produces the entire

exported from
is

chiefly

the

colony.

abundant up to the tenth

degree of latitude north^ fairly

common

as far as the

Beyond

twelfth degree, and scarce further north.
13° 4' (or 5') N. the vine

semination

is

irregular.

are dense one

is

not found at

Even

may sometimes

in

localities

where hundreds

all.

lat.

Its dis-

regions where trees

go ten or fifteen miles

without seeing one of these vines, and

upon

The

may

then come

of clusters are

found

in

a limited space.

The principal markets for rubber are Sikasso,
Bamako, Buguni and Bobo-Dioulasso. The exportation of rubber, which practically only began in 1899,
is

to-day one of the most important of local trades.

1902 two hundred and

Seven hundred and

fifty

fifty

thousand

thousand

kilos,
kilos,

In

were exported.
were exported

RUBBER PRODUCTION
in 1904,
first

and seven hundred thousand

eleven months of the year 1906.
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kilos,

during the

The preservation

of this considerable source of wealth needs safeguarding

by a

rational exploitation of the country

—a

difficult

problem when you think of the ignorance of the natives
and the impatient activity of improvident commercial
agents.

The Administration does

all in its

power to persuade

the natives to extend the multiplication of the precious

rubber vine
of

artificially.

extracting

Special

and

the

latex

teaches the best processes

It

without injuring the plants.

strict regulations

have been estabUshed to

prevent fraud or abuses.
Since the year 1902 a practical school has been established at Bobo-Dioulasso in order to teach the natives

how they can make
sale, as

the

a profit

by bringing

in

rubber for

they were previously ignorant of the value of

rubber.

This

school

has

been

fairly

successful

notwithstanding the primitive state of the population

from which the students are recruited.

There were

150 students in 1902, 214 in 1903, and only 150 in 1905.
These students, under the direction of a teacher, were
sent out into the forest, where practical demonstrations

were given to them of how to extract and coagulate the
latex.
In their turn students have been able to teach

what they had learnt to inhabitants of other villages.
Governor Ponty has long had in mind a project of
multiplying schools of this kind, and of teaching the
natives the cultivation of the rubber vine.

Plantations

have, in fact, been started at Bobo-Dioulasso, Kulikoro,

Bamfora, Sikasso and Buguni. At Bamfora an
cultural station was started in 1904.

Here are some

figures

agri-

from the technical schools

.
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teaching the

management

of the gohine

Number

Principal School of Bamfora

School
School
School
School

especially

:

Schools.

Branch
Branch
Branch
Branch

of rubber plants,

of Bobo-Dioulasso
of Sikasso
of Buguni
of Kutiala

Seeds of the landolphia heudelotii.

of Pupils.

1,800,000
5,000
150,000
115,420
1,200,000

69
ISO
294

200 regular, 1,000 temporary
88

In the neighbourhood of San seventy thousand seeds
v^ere planted in the cerde of Segu.

One hundred and

twenty thousand seeds were planted

the Baninko

in

district.

It

was pleasant

to find at the school of

students sent over from British Nigeria to

Bamfora two
study French

methods.

The following
been made

in

table shows the progress which

1906

has

:

Seeds planted.
Percentage of

Number

Schools.

of Pupils.

successfully-

Gohine.

Manihot
Glaziovii.

grown Gohine
Vines.

Principal School of

Bamfora
Branch School

366

220,000

20,000

So

p.

100

940

1,000,000

20,000

70

p.

100

324
400 regular,

2,875,000

none

58

p.

100

f

2,500 others

4,800,000

none

63

p.

100

1

1,000,000

none

60

p.

100

of

Bobo-Dioulasso.
School of

Branch

Branch School
Buguni ...
Branch School

of
of

Kutiala

47

—

The number of pupils in this table represents merely the actual number
assisted in the plantations, and does not represent the total number (about double
the above figures) who followed the classes in each school.
Note.

who

The gohine vine

is

ready for use when eight or ten

a
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years old, and at that age will give an average of about
fifty

ounces of dry rubber annually.

Experiments have been made at Kulikoro with
plants of the ficus elastica of a variety from the far
Up to the present time these plants have done

From

fifty

east.
well.

the Jardin de Nogent, on the Seine, a collection of

plants of sisal {agave rigida var-sisalana) and of furcroya

have been sent to Kulikoro, and Monsieur Vuillet showed
me how remarkably vigorous was their growth. Both
produce textile fibres much in demand in commerce,

and the commercial

side of their cultivation

is

being

studied at Kulikoro.

—

Another plant under observation at Kulikoro
plant which may become of great importance in the
exports of the colony

bara

an

name),

—

is

acacia

the indigenous hagana (Bam-

by Guillemin and
Senegambie, and named

described

Perrottet in their Flore de la

by these authors Acacia Adamsonii,
son, the first botanist

in

who explored

honour of Adam-

the Senegal.

It is

a variety of the Acacia Arabica of Wildenow. Under
normal conditions a tree from three to four years old
gives

several

kilos, of

pods,

which, according to the

Laboratoire de recherches cliniques of the Jardin de Nogent,

contain as

much

as forty-five per cent, of an excellent

tannin, which, dissolved in water, produces a light yellow

dye, and,

when mixed with

salts of iron,

a bluish-black

precipitate.

Besides

the

agricultural

school

at

KuHkoro, the

French have established a station for breeding horses
and improving the local breeds of cattle, sheep and
goats.
There are also ostrich and dairy farms and a
botanical garden possessing a rich collection of useful
indigenous and exotic plants.
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Natives interested in any branch of cultivation can
obtain seeds and plants free from the station, and tuition
is

given

them

gratis.

man

head of the station like
Monsieur Vuillet, whose devotion to his work knows
no bounds, the station will, I think, in a few years, be of
great use in the colony of the High Senegal and Niger.

With a

practical

at the

c

i2£Z

1
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CHAPTER XXXV.
From

Upper Niger

the

to the

Upper Senegal, the French

have built an excellent railway, without exception the
most perfectly engineered and constructed colonial

have seen.
The line was so well laid
that no vibration was felt in the carriages.
The
station buildings were built in a sensible, practical
manner, and at the principal stations the government
had put up small but comfortable hotels. At Kulikoro,
railway

I

the terminus of
luxurious,

was a spacious, almost
above sea-level by hypso-

the railway,

hotel (932

feet

metrical apparatus).

The distance between Kulikoro and Kayes was 553
kilometres.
Well-appointed workshops had been constructed at several points where any repairs could be
made to engines and carriages.
Splendid iron bridges had been built over the principal streams.
There is no doubt that for work of this
kind the French surpass most nations.
The French had two small steam vedettes upon the
Niger, with accommodation for two passengers each,
and they possessed a new vessel, the Mage, somewhat
larger, with accommodation for some twelve or fourteen
first-class passengers,

but which often carried as

many

as fifty or sixty, without counting native passengers.

Although travelling by steamer sounds grander than
VOL.

II.

31
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travelling b}^ canoe,

it

One

was not nearly so pleasant.

gained speed, of course, the

Mage

possessing excellent

two or three months during high water
she could make good runs up the river as far as Kabara.
With a few alterations in the river bed and the blasting
of a few rocks, she will some day be able to travel at
high water as far as Gao, and even further.
engines,

I

and

for

understand that another steamer

be sent out to the Upper Niger.

is

being built to

This one,

I

am

told,

have many improvements which will make navigaCommandant
tion more comfortable than at present.
Le Blevec, who has been entrusted with the navigation
of the Niger, is an able officer, and no doubt will succeed
in doing all that is right and practicable in order to
establish an easier and faster communication between
the coast and Timbuctu in connection with the railway.
With a considerable amount of luck, and if one has
will

and trains waiting, it is possible to
reach Timbuctu from Paris in thirty days, or perhaps
even less. But, since when the water was high in the
Niger, it was low in the Senegal, it was generally imperative to travel by canoe or barge either up the Niger,

special steamers

or at least for a portion

the journey that

of the

Senegal.

way from Europe occupy

months than one in most cases.
The Senegal is so well known that

it is

This

made

nearer two

not worth

my

while to go into a description of the country.
I left

Kulikoro on December loth and visited Bamako,

the future capital of the Upper Niger and Senegal, for
the capital

is

to be shifted

from Kayes, where

it is

now

located.

Yellow fever had been so bad

in all that region that

there seemed to be great uncertainty about trains being

V
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despatched to the Senegal. Passenger trains
only ran
twice a week under ordinary circumstances,
but did not
run at all when yellow fever prevailed,
so passengers,

French

officers

and

soldiers returning to their own
country, had accumulated along the
line for some months,
waiting to be conveyed to the coast.

On December nth,

partly,

I

Elhot, of the African Association,
tine train

people

was run through.

crammed

We

think,

to oblige Mr.

and myself, a quaranstarted

off,

dozens of

into each carriage,

and the carriages
round with gauze, so that we should not be
stung by mosquitoes, the consequence being
that we were
suffocated instead by precautionary
methods. We were
screened

all

roasted alive during the day with the
hot sun striking on
the carriage, and no air penetrating
through the thick
mosquito-netting in which we were enveloped.
We
travelled through uninteresting, barren
country.

We

were not allowed to get out of the train
at any
of the intermediate stations.
At Rati, for instance, we
stopped a long way from the station, as yellow
fever had
not subsided. Later, beyond a further
station called

where the railway described a great loop,
the
scenery got a little better. High rocks in
horizontal
strata were to be seen upon the surrounding
mountains.
In one place a commotion must have been
experienced,
Kita,

at least judging
all

by the huge boulders which were strewn

over the landscape in places where they did
not

belong.

The

train ran in the daytime, but always
halted for

the night.

We

left Tokoto the next morning.
There
were beautiful workshops at that place also
up-to-date
;

presses for extracting arachide

well-appointed warehouses.
VOL.

II.
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machine and

portion of

damaged
oj*
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engines could be replaced here.

which had been damaged

in

In

fact,

one engine

a bridge accident had been

There were four hotel
which were supposed to accommodate eight

practically rebuilt at this place.
buildings,

people.

Many
to

baobab trees (the A damsonia digitatd) were

be seen

all

over

the

began a most interesting

landscape.

From Bagonko

huge rocks appawater into all sorts of

series

of

by the action of
shapes, some like gigantic towers upon a

rently eroded
fantastic

On one

now

conical

we steamed on were impressive masses of red and black rock.
There was a
fine steel bridge at Mahina.
In the first-class compartment, which was just large
enough to hold six, there were no less than fourteen
passengers, all very jolly and pleasant. One of the
officers had purchased a lot of bananas and other fruit,
of which he ate more than he should.
A bottle of
cherries in rum was then opened and handed round to
all the passengers.
We all took some, and as I am not
accustomed to alcohol, I fell fast asleep. Half an hour
later I awoke on hearing moans.
The French officer
who had eaten the fruit was lying in front of me, his
base.

side of us as

had become a ghastly
greenish-yellow, with livid eyes and lips.
He was complaining of suffocation.
He had torn his collar. His
neck had become much swollen, and his stomach was
visibly swelling.
The skin of his bod}^ had become of a
bilious lemon yellow.
We all knew what it meant. He
was seized with sickness and ejected deadly-looking black
matter. There was no excitement in the carriage. The
heat was stifling, and the stench from the sick man unface almost unrecognizable.

bearable.

We

travelled

It

eight

hours longer,

until

at

.
....

.

.

YELLOW FEVER
we

night

apparatus),

hypsometrical

Upper

capital of the

awaited

Kayes (113

fortunately reached

by

sea-level
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above

feet

the

present

Senegal, where another surprise

us.

Distances on the Kayes-Kulikoro Railroad.

Kayes

to

Medine
Malima
Tokoto
Kita
Nafadie
Rati

.

.

.

Bamako

.

.

.

12 kilometres

..116
..239
..310
..404
..481
..496
••553

.

.

Kulikoro

The yellow

.

.

.

was

fever patient

at once

dying condition to the hospital, and

all

removed

in a

the other pas-

sengers were informed that they would be kept under

observation for thirteen days,

it

having been calculated

that thirteen days before a mosquito should have

had not

— stung

we were

this

man.

It so

thirteen days before

—

if it

happened that where

we never saw any mosqui-

but whether there were mosquitoes or not, science
said that he had been stung by one which had given
him yellow fever, and we all had to go and show our
toes,

tongues and have our pulses
sure that

felt

we should not develop

twice a day to

make

the disease.

Dr. Gouzien, a magnificent physician, the discoverer
of

the

only safe cure for black-water fever by sub-

cutaneous injections of
certainly

made

the

salt,

was extremely kind and

quarantine

days quite delightful

with his charming and interesting hospitality during the

time I was at Kayes.
In the Grand Hotel for Kayes possessed a Grand
Hotel we found a thoughtful proprietor and really

—

—

excellent food.

.

I

tried to pass the days as pleasantly as
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younger French officials and officers being
extraordinarily lively and amusing.
Grand opera and
concerts, with but a single musical instrument in the
possible, the

place,

were heard every night in the hotel, some of the

improvised parodies of operas performed by the younger
officials

being extremely witty and amusing.

There were

many merchants

at

Kayes

—Dutch and

French, and French firms with English capital.

Govern-

ment tramways had been laid between the higher
plateau, on which the Government buildings and offices
had been erected, and the commercial town. There
was a long drive along the Senegal, but my first experience of walking along this drive was not a happy
one.
A man, having discovered a snake in his house,
fired several shots

with a Lebel

was strolling with a
narrow escapes.
I

I

friend.

rifle

The

in our direction as
reptile

and we had

took an opportunity of visiting the Felu Falls,

about eight hundred feet wide and forty-five to fifty feet
high among the giant rooks of an extensive rocky plateau.
The upper and larger fall was in two tiers, with an

immense stretch of innumerable perforations in the rock,
and natural stone bridges with blackened walls. These
perforations appeared to have been caused by volcanic
Before
action and increased by erosion of water.
reaching the falls was an immense stretch of conglomerate rock for several miles, especially on the north
side of the river.

The delay owing to the quarantine had evil consequences.
The Senegal river was getting lower and
lower, and the small monoroue steamers (why called
monoroue I do not know, as they possess two stern
wheels) were now unable to come up as far as Kayes.

ON THE SENEGAL
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was a question for speculation whether they could
even reach Bakel, further down-stream. This would
involve going down the river at least for some distance
It

in a barge.

This portion of the country was civilized.

and clothes had come
mained no more work for me.

visions

pro-

an end, and there

to
I

My

re-

was, therefore, anxious

to reach the coast as soon as possible.

When

the quarantine was over,

a convoy of French

I left

Kayes by barge,

and three missionaries also
coming down the river. There was nothing of interest
along the stream. Many of the villages had been washed
away by the heavy flood which had also swamped the
commercial portion of the town of Kayes and destroyed
thousands of pounds of merchandise.
Bakel, with its fort and block-houses, built in 1861,
was interesting historically. Obsolete but serviceable
officers

Creuzot guns stood at the entrance of the Administrateur's house.

The

village

was partly on a

hill,

where the

former residency stood, partly along the bank of the
Senegal.

The

inhabitants

and Tukuler.
It was amusing

were

Bambara,

to see at this place,

Saracolle

where we

tunately found the monoroue waiting for us, black

for-

men

carrying coal to the ship, each block wrapped up in a
piece of paper so as not to get their hands
dirty.

and clothes

Needless to say, coaling on such principles took

endless time.

We

eventually steamed

down on

the

little

monoroue,

with accommodation for four or six passengers, one
cabin only, but no washstands and most primitive sanitary arrangements.

She carried some eighty passengers,

with mountains of baggage, several hundred sacks of
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grain

and some tons

of

rubber,

which

filled

all

the

lower deck.

There was no room to turn round. Worse luck,
two much-exhausted Sisters of Mercy were also travelling
on the boat, and one of them was seized with vellow
fever.

At Matam there were square mud huts with thatched
roofs and stockades of wood and thorns in which the
natives kept their cattle. The filthy streets were not
even straight, and the greatest disorder prevailed in the
place.

At Gueal further down we saw, in a picturesque spot
upon a height, what had been formerly a British fort,
with big rocks of burnt-sienna colour behind it, and a
plateau.
The fort covered the elbow of the river where
it was extremely tortuous, some miles before arriving
at Kaiddi.
fort

When we

first

perceived Kaiddi the white

was prominent against the greyish haze on the

distant horizon-line.

Kaiddi was strongly protected, as there was a main
,

route from there to Mauritania.

was being given

Considerable trouble

French by the natives at the
time of my visit, and a Moorish attack was feared. The
post stood on a height. On the river bank was to be
seen the wreck of a steamer. Big steamers can travel
to the

up the Senegal as far as Kayes during the high flood.
The river was tortuous and narrow between Kaiddi
and Salde, and not more than seventy to eighty yards
wide.
Tobacco, cotton and maize were raised in quantities.
Villages were scattered here and there, and as
we went along boys ran along the banks calling out for
empty bottles, which were in great demand in this
country.

A DYING SISTER OF MERCY
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The climate was damp and the days gloomy, with
dark, heavy, grey clouds overhead as we were going
towards the

sea.

The poor
dition.

Sister of

was

It

Mercy was by now

tragic

to

see

this

in a dying con-

little

thing,

only

twenty-two or twenty-three years of age, a martyr to
her work,

doctor

causing

courageously,

suffering

made

while

the

military

injections of salt under her skin, a process

pain

considerable

haved bravely.
heard from her

to

She becomplaint was

the patient.

Never a murmur of
lips.
I have seen few men who could

like this poor little woman.
Her nun companion was preparing her for the other
world and often knelt by her side praying. The patient,
when not delirious, said, in a faint voice, that she was
quite resigned, happy, very happy, to pass away and
be with God.
She remained thus between life and

stand pain unflinchingly

death.

Our next excitement was when we ran down a canoe
during the night.

The cold seemed

intense to us as

we were approach-

making the French shiver
was amusing to see them wrapped in heavy

ing the coast, a piercing wind
all

over.

It

overcoats with collars turned up.

At Podor, where we arrived on December 22nd, I
changed from the monoroue Sikasso to a larger steamer,
the

Borgnis

Desordes,

extremely comfortable

an

excellently-managed

—almost luxurious.

boat,

In this boat,

good speed, I arrived at St. Louis at the
the Senegal, on the i6th degree of lat. N.,

travelling at a

mouth

of

two days

later.

upon the Senegal,
It was a charming

St. Louis, like all the larger stations

had a strong Spanish look about

it.
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little

town, with neat

verandahs

in regular

streets

lined with

Spanish colonial

Beautiful waterworks had been
at

Khor,

three

kilometres

houses

and

style.

made near

the city,

away, where two engines

worked intermittently under a well-constructed stone
There were four filters and two reservoirs, the
water being conveyed by an iron tube from Makhana,
Fresh water filled
eighteen kilometres from St. Louis.
a channel during the rainy season, and when at its highest
the outlet was closed so as to prevent sea-water coming
in.
It then formed a capacious reservoir, although the
evaporation, owing to the heat of the sun and the eeisterly
winds, was considerable, not less than seven millimetres
shed.

during the dry season.

Governor Guy, of the Senegal, and Monsieur Ponty,
the Governor of the High Senegal and Niger, whom I
had the pleasure of meeting here, as well as Monsieur

me unbounded

and furnished
me with valuable information about that colony, which
I propose to use in a separate work.
It was a pleasure
to see on what sensible lines the colony was conducted,
and how well the natives were kept in hand.
Repiquet, showed

civility

Perhaps the civilized natives were not so attractive
to me as the uncivilized ones.
With few exceptions,
the half-castes were less attractive

still.

was in St. Louis at Christmas and on
Day. The whole native town (including
I

all

New

Year's

half-castes),

christianized in that region, were parading the streets

from early morning
ships,

till

late at night,

towers and fantastic lanterns.

their best clothes,

their feet,

they strolled about

and chanting.

the cart on which

dragging paper

Dressed up
lazily,

in

dragging

Those who were not pulling

paper transparencies were displayed

Goveirun- Guy
of the
Senesjal.

Governor Ponty
of the
Hijih Senesal-Niger.

DAKAR
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carried a lantern or a lighted candle in

their hands.

Days and days were thus occupied.
The natives and half-castes were conceited, even
supercilious.
I remember asking a man whether he was
a French " subject," or a British subject from Sierra

His

Leone.

moi

'

offended

mime

citoyen,' la

answer was:

''

Moi, pas

Some

chose que blanc."

men were impudent, and even when walking on
ment

I

little

gratitude.

'

sujet,'

of these

the pave-

have seen white ladies obliged to step into the
street to let these fellows go by.
The French have been
too good to these blacks in allowing them to have the
same privileges as white people, for which they showed

As

St.

Louis was not absolutely the most westerty

point of Africa,

continued

I

my

journey to Cape Verde

by the excellent little coast railway between St. Louis
and Dakar. Dakar is a most important point, being the
capital

palace
great

the entire

of
is

A

French Sudan.

magnificent

being built for the Governor at the cost of a

many

millions.

Central Africa

it

Perhaps to a

man coming from

appeared outwardly more

nificent opera-house

like a

mag-

than a suitable colonial residence,

but on visiting the inside one could not help being impressed by the princely arrangements which had been

made

in the future

home

of the Governor.

More important than this, however, were the beautiful harbour works which were made at that place by
the French and which rendered Dakar a safe and deep
anchorage. Long artificial piers projected into the sea,
and elaborate docks on the latest and most scientific
principles were being constructed.

When

I

workshop, as

visited
all

Dakar

it

appeared

like

a gigantic

the works were progressing well, but were

—
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not finished.

In a few years, undoubtedly, Dakar will

on the west coast of Africa. A railway
will branch off from Thies, near Dakar, towards the
interior, and I understand that there is a project of
building a line between Thies and Kayes. This would
be the

finest city

avoid

the

uncertain navigation of the Senegal river,

and would shorten the distance to Timbuctu by many
days, besides opening up the rich country between.
Telegraphic Lines in Use in West African French Possessions.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

—Dakar.
Kaolakh, Maka— Kolibentan.
—Ambidedi, via
Tivaonane — Foundiougne.
Dakar— Carabone, via Kaolakh, Maka — Kolibentan and Sedhian.
Dakar — Konakry, via Konakry Maka — Kolibentan — Boke —Boffa
and Dubreka.
Dakar—Timbuctu,
Kayes — Bamako— Sokoto and Niafunke.
Badoumbd to Sokoto, via Nioro and Goumbou.
Segu—Niamey, via San— Bandiagara and Dori.
San— Driapaga,
Koury—Anagadougou and Fada — N'Gouma.
Sikasso and Bobo— Dioudassou.
Sikasso — Koroko.
Konakry
via Kindia—Timbo — Kouroussa— Kam-Kan and
Sigouri.
Dubreka— Farmorea.
Timbo — Labe.
Konakry— Beyla,
Kindra Farama and Kissidougou.
BingerviUe —Tabu.
BingervUle —Bobo— Diubasso, via Koniadiokofi or Boudoukou.
BingerviUe —Aboisso.
Porto-Novo — Niamey, via Zagnadado — Savalou — Djougou and
Say.
Porto-Novo — Say, via Zagnado —Savadou— Sarakou — Kandi.
Zagnado —Abomey.
Porto-Novo — Agaone.
Carnorville — Djugu.
Saint Louis

Dakar

Joal,

via

via

Kita.,

via

A

projected line from

consideration.

Niamey

to Zinder

is

under

The Governor's new

palace at Dakar.

—
CAPE VERDE
The Congo net comprises
1.

A line

from Libreville
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:

to Brazzaville, via

Mayoumba — Loango — Loudima

—

Cap Lopez Serte Cama
and Comba.

—Madingou

2.

Libreville to N'Djoe.

3.

Loango

4.

Sub-fluvial cable from Brazzaville to Kuichassa.

5.

A

to Massab^.

from Liranga to Desbordeville, which will eventually extend
from Brazzaville to Fort Archambault, via Bangui Fort Possel
and Fort Crampel.

line

—

have not sufficient space in this work to deal with the
commerce and general development of this region. I
will merely take the reader the few kilometres which
separate Dakar from Cape Verde, where, in the company
of Monsieur Belondrade, who was in charge, I inspected
the " Phare des Mamelles," the light being three hundred
and forty feet above the sea and visible thirty-two
geographical miles at sea. The lighthouse was provided
with two French keepers and two natives, and had a
semaphoric signalling station. It gave flashes every
The Mamelles were ten kilometres west
thirty seconds.
I

of

Dakar.
Five kilometres further towards the most westerly

angle forming the last point of Africa in the Atlantic

Ocean was the phare
house with a fixed
sea,

showing red

of the

light,

Almadies,

a small light-

seventy- two feet

flashes every thirty seconds,

above the

and only

visible nine miles at sea.

The rocks beyond Cape Verde extended for two miles
and a half just under the surface of the water. I climbed
on to the very

last

slipped into the sea

about
Africa.

my

rock of Cape Verde

— and

nearly

— so that there should be no mistake

having reached the most westerly point of
Thus ended at this place, on January 5th, 1907,
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the longest trans- African journey which has ever been

taken from east to west.

At

man

I

— might as well
what a sober
had been — drank in the company of the French
this

point

I

tell

I

gentleman who accompanied me the only two bottles
champagne which I had carried the entire way across
Africa.
Except the cherries in rum, with our friend
with yellow fever in the train, this was the only
of

had taken during the last twelve months,
was done to drink the success of the journey, and

stimulant

and

it

I

not because

The

I

needed

it.

D Jibuti,

where I had started
on January 6th, 1906, to this place had taken 364 days,
the distance covered being no less than 8,500 miles.
I had arrived in flourishing health, and although glad
to return to Europe and to my friends, I was indeed
entire journey

from

sorry that so delightful a journey had ended.
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Bilunkul, i. 240.
Bir-el-Ali, ii. 253, 255.
Bir-el-Gherad, i. 33,
Birds, i. 316, 329.

246, 270.

Baiemba,

Bettini, ii. 52.
Bibolini, Capt.

ii.

i.

293, 298.

Bordeaux, Capt.,

ii. 255.
468.
Borku, the, ii. 270, 271.
Bornoan, ii. 221.

Borgu, the,

Bornu

ii.

tribe, the, i. 375
ii. 208,
213, 242, 256, 257, 269, 285,
294.
Botany, i. 20, 108, 147, 158, 180,
182, 196, 208, 234, 294, 299,
;

;

INDEX
313. 318, 324, 326, 329, 333,
335, 338, 344, 355, 359, 362,
ii- 4, 5, 8,
364, 36S, 375, 374
;

10,

21,

19,

24, 27, 35, 51, 67,
88, 113, 155, 181, 218,. 219, 249,

260,

254,

274, 283, 284, 285,
289-293. 298, 301, 320, 321,
344, 371, 407, 450-453, 463, 484Boundaries, ii. 2, 64, 255, 260,
285, 294, 295, 301, 302, 323,
324. 365Bouraka tribe, the, ii. 156, 158.
Bourg de Bozas expedition, i. 66.

Bozo

tribe, the,

ii.

460.

;

71.

i.

British Nigeria,

3M,

ii.

294, 303, 317,

365-

British Sokoto,

ii.

364.

Bubu, ii. 376.
Buck, Capt., ii. 383.
Buddia, ii. 37, 39, 47.

;

;

;

136,
198,

138, 141, 149, 150,
203, 229, 242, 297,
ii324, 342, 371
6,
33, 34,
64, 128, 166, 223, 259, 261,
282, 297, 322, 323, 366.
;

Carayu

tribe,

the,

i.

48, 50,

51,

56, 58.

Carrying children, mode of, i. 25.
Carson, Mr. and Mrs. R. E., i.
293Cattle,

123, 201, 241, 244, 274,
ii.
224,
294, 318, 327
279, 415, 457, 479Cauvin, Capt., ii. 397, 420, 422.
Causeret, Lieut., ii. 190.
i.

;

Caves,

i.

70.

Chameleons, i. 329.
Chanu, Monsieur, ii. 93.
Charlemagne, Lieut., ii.

61, 64.

Chiefs, i. 93, 113.
Chitati, the, ii.

273-279,

ii-

i.

260,

57, 100, 166,

295

;

155-

Churches, i. 66, loi, 106.
Churches, Coptic, i. 26, 27, 105,

no.
Cicatrices,

i.
207, 225, 248, 262,
330, 349, 383, 385, 388,
393 ii. 120, 158.
Ciccodicola, Major F., i. 128.
Circumcision, ii. 161, 235, 353.
Civet cats, i. 203, 204.
ii. 301,
Climate, i. 215, 247, 316
377, 469, 471Coffee, i. 20, 47, 122, 180, 185,
ii. 472.
201, 202, 216, 220
Comion, Capt., ii. 187.

268,

ii.

31.

;

Bulalla tribe, ii. 253.
Bure, i. 198, 201.
Burem, the fort of, ii. 393.

Burun, the, i. 295.
Busso (or Fort Bretonnet),
Butterflies,

Buwaka

125,
163,

297.
Christianity,

Budigri tribe, the, ii. 179, 181.
Buduma customs, ii. 229-236
laws, ii. 232
marriages, ii.
reasons for divorce, ii.
232
tribe, ii. 218, 220, 245,
225
282.
Buffaloes,

Cape-to-Cairo Railway, i. 119.
Caravans, i. 32, 37, 38, 47, 56,

291,

Brachiel, Monsieur, ii. 29, 66.
Breathing, i. 288.
Bretonnet, Lieut., ii. 192.
British Legation, i. 129
Adis-

Ababa,

499

i.

;

ii.

201.

163.

tribe, the,

ii.

134.

;

Commercial

travellers,

Cacti, i. 20.
Calcium, ii. 307.
Calendar, i. 109, 284.

Concessions,

Camel corps, ii. 392, 397, 420.
Camel-men, i. 54.

150.
Confessors,

Camels, i. 50, 54, 62.
Cannibalism, i. 394

Congo Free
;

Comyn, Bimbashi,

ii.

96, 119,

179, 181, 197.
ii. 66, 68, 112,
115, 132,

Canoes,

149, 150, 381, 396J
i. 48.

Canon,

VOL. n.

i.

119

i.
;

13.

i.

372.
ii. 104, 127,

loi.
State,

i.

ii. 64,
i. 288
66, 68, 73, 74, 78, 92, 93,
116, 117, 119, 124, 130, 132,
133, 134. 135. 136, 137, 138,
142, 150, 155, 157 ; atrocities

in,

ii.

;

139.

32*

;

INDEX
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Congo

French boundary, ablebodied men and rifles possessed

by

sultans on the, i. 378, 379.
Consuls, British, i. 16, 24.

Copper,

122.

i.

Copper mines,
Costumes, i.

i.

373.

36, 51, loi,
192, 232, 253,

116,
261,
189,
ii.
147,
295, 308, 346
189. 356, 430Cottons, i. 25, 31, 121, 202, 294,
ii. 250, 455, 473, 474.
315
Crocodiles, i. 215, 259, 265, 270.
Cromer, Lord. i. 3, 133.
Crosses of blood, i. iii.

167,
262,

;

;

Currency, i. 51, 59, 149, 242, 255.
Cuvettes of the Kanem, ii. 238,
248, 249, 254,
261, 262, 273,
286, 287, 288,
297, 298, 299.

255,
274,
294,

256,
277,
295,

257,
278,
296,

283
musical

i.

marriages,
instruments,

;

282
287

i.
i.

;

;

272, 280, 289, 290,
299,
295,
308,
325
307,
weapons, i. 326.
Dendi tribe, the, ii. 119,122.
tribe, the,

i.

;

Dervishes, the,

295, 302, 353.

i.

374-

Descemet, Monsieur, ii. 457.
Descent, ii. 180.
Desvedaix, Commandant, ii. 255.

Deyluba tribe, the, ii. 445.
Deziazmatch Tafari, i. 29.
Dire-Dawa,

10, 16, 133.

i.

Dis Aparkha tribe, the, ii. 178.
Dis Congo tribe, the, ii. 178.
Distance between Adis-Ababa and
i. 293
Dire-Dawa and
Adis-Ababa, i. 10 Djibuti and
Dire-Dawa, i, 12 Harrar and
the Nile, i. 297
Kulikoro
and Kayes, ii. 481, 485
Lake
Tchad and the Niger, ii. 374
Meshra and Wau, i. 342
Niamej' and Kabara, ii. 398
Wau and Dem Zebir, i. 371
travelled by author between

the Nile,

;

;

;

;

;

Dagana

tribe, the,

214.
Dagguera tribe, the, ii. 301.
Dajatch Baltcha, i. 113.

Dakar,

ii.

Dakua

tribe, the,

Danakil,

ii.

491.
i.

ii.

157.

Djibuti and Cape Verde,

Djema,

40.

Dances,

i.

224

;

121, 129, 143,

ii.

144, 145* 171, 198, 464Dangba tribe, the, ii. 178.

Djenne, ii. 436, 441, 444, 459462 population of, ii. 460.
Djibuti,

Djibuti

181.

ii.

Djur
Dogs,

Domes,

309

;

ii.

ii.

41, 130, 147.

159. 345, 347Dekoa, ii. 175.

i.

i.

i.

10.

217.

335, 341, 373

i.

wild, ii. 5.
163
granitic, i. 358,
312
ii. 381, 387.
362, 363, 365
ii.

;

i.

;

;

tribe, the,

ii.

tribe, the,

i.

145, 148.
375, 378.

Dubois-Dessaulle, Monsieur,

363.

i.

12,

43-

Zebir (or Mudirieh), i. 353,
366, 371, 377; ii- I, 2, 3, 8,
16, 167.
Denca architecture, i. 327 chieftainships, i. 280
endurance, i.
288
funerals, i. 282
hunting
expeditions, i. 286, 292
laws,
;

;

;

the,

118.

Dondo
Dongo

Deleba, i. 333.
Delladu, i. 44.
Idris,

;

tribe, the,

Deities,

Dem
Dem

371, 379.

ii.

2-9 ii. 494.
Adis-Ababa route,

i.

—

Darfur, ii. 50, 128, 271.
Defective hearing, i. 346.
i.

tribe,

Djouba country,
tribe, the,

494.

ii.

29, 30, 31, 33.

;

194.

Dar-Banda

ii.

Djerma

Dardignac, Commandant, ii. 375.
Dardignac, Enseigne de Vaisseau,
ii.

;

;

11, 12, 27, 35, 38,

7,

;

;

;

;

Dug-dug,

Duggo

1.

332.

tribe, the,

Dumbiorau,

ii.

221.

259.
Dumrao post, ii. 194, 199.
Dunes, ii. 253, 254, 276, 279,
283, 285, 286, 307, 320, 368,
372, 373: 374, 377, ?>7^> 388.
i.

;

INDEX
Dunzo,

383.
ii. 267, 270, 329,
345.

ii.

Duveyrier,

501

Evil eye, the,

Excavations,

Eagles,

Ebbaok

the,

ii.

i.
120
ii. 262, 271, 376,
irrigation of, i. 298.
388, 459
Egyptian influence, i. 69, 113.
Electricity, i. 361.
Elephantiasis, i. 108.
;

;

Elephants,

ii.
216, 229, 258
10, 13, 20, 62, 76. 191.
Elevations, i. 11, 16, 20, 21, 22,
i.

;

27, 40. 44, 45, 47, 49, 52, 54,
56, 58. 62, 63, 66, 69, 70, 116,
139, 141, 142, 146, 147, 149,
153. 155. 156. 15S. 159. 160,

358,
367.
11.

36,

117,
169,
201,
285,
322,

163,

179,
189,
215.
362,

372

;

167,
180,

169,
181,

172,
182,

174,
183,

190,
241,
363,

191,
290,
364,

196,

339.
365.

197,
355.
366,

ii.

3,

10,

7, 8,

4,

16, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33, 35,
37, 51, 52, 54, 83, III,

132.

150,

173,
250,

175,
251,
2q8,

296.
324,
372. 373.
462, 481.
Ella Balla, i.
Elliott, Mr.,
ciation,

i-

ii.

67.

363,
381,

43.
of the African Asso-

the,

355. 373. 378-

the,

373, 375,

i.

383.

Ferruginous rock,
ii. 308.
361

325,

i.

351,

;

Fetishes,

230.

ii.

Finda, ii. 183.
Firearms, i. 4.

Fne

cure, i. 285
ii. 128.
Fire lighting by friction,
ii-

;

284

i.

54-

Fishmg,

i.

248, 253, 314

;

ii.

117.

150.

Fishing

harpoons,

269,

257,

i.

.307.

Fitaurari Apti Gorghis, i. 113.
Forest, i. 139, 14T, 147, 190.
ii.

176, 177, 182.

Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

Kusseri,

Lamy,

ii.

Possel,

ii.

210, 211.
205, 208. 210.
155, 165.

ii.,

Sibut (or Krebadje),

116.

118.

ii.

166, 169, 171.
Fortifications, i. 135, 353.
British,
Forts, ii. 207, 255
Fossils,

i.

186,

158,

187, 188, 190.

French,

Escarpments, i. 49, 62, 200, 207.
Espionage, ii. 25, 65.
Es-Souk. ii. 328.
Ethiopian railway, i. 8, 12-16, 80,

139. J83, 320.

486.

ii.

;

Ennedi tribe, the, ii. 270.
Epiphany, the, i. 100.
Erroneous ideas of Europeans,

Euphorbia candelabrum,

the,

tribe,

Fort Bonnier, ii. 404.
Fort Bretonnet. See Busso.
Fort Crampel (Grebanghi), ii. 157,

304, 314,
367, 370,
421, 422,

tribe,

falls,

Ferogheh

280,

299,
364,
404.

Endogo)

Felu

i.

Fort Archambault,

167,
186.
258,

ii.

(or

376.
272.
Falli tribe, the, i. 341.
Family affection, i. 112.
Fellah, the, i. 306.
ii.

168,
IQO,

165,
185,
255,

459, 483.
tribe, the, ii. 391.

Emaka
Emdoco

i.

Fabre, Lieut.,
Fallanghes, the,

391.

346.

ii.

Egypt,

162,
178,
184,
206,

;

316.

i.

tribi^,

Eclipses,

103. 105, 311

i.

263.

i.

i.

157,

23

;

14.

307, 423.
i. 374.
Fourcade, Lieut., ii. 372.
Foureau, ii. 314.
France, i. 119, 124.

Four

ii.

tribe, the,

Delimitation
Franco -German
Commission, ii. 194.
French, the, i. 17, 76, 340. 372
;

the,

i.

20,

ii.

192, 411, 425.

French Congo,

i.

288

;

ii.

i.

INDEX
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French Congo boundary, the, i.
able-bodied men and
373
rifles possessed by sultans on
;

the,

i.

3787379-

Gherar

180,

trees, i. 146, 154,
270, 277, 299, 331.

185,

Ghosts and evil spirits,
282
ii. 70, 160, 180.

i.

104,

275,

329,

;

Frenchmen, i. 53.
French Somaliland, i.
Freydenberg, Lieut.,

Giants,
5,
ii.

ii.

330.
216,

iig.

Giraffes,

221, 241,

334 ii- 9Goba, monastery of, i. 66.
Godart, Lieut., ii. 255.

245-

Fulbe

tribe, the, ii. 376, 394, 395,
398, 409, 441, 454, 459, 460.
Fulconis, Dr., ii. 82, 86.
Fiinctunia elastica, the, ii. 122,
151Funerals, i. loi, 226, 282, 381.
ii.
129, 147, 159, 227,
388
264-265, 352.
Furumeh tribe, the, i. 341.
;

229,

i.

;

Godjam

the,

district,

ill,

70,

i.

220.

Godoburkha, i. 62.
Gogognar, i. 271.
Gold,

ii.
i.
122, 134, 208, 297
396Goldie, Mr. H. M., i. 27.
hair
Golo characteristics, i. 348
dresses, i. 345
huts, i. 345
;

;

;

Gabibi

Gabu

tribe, the,

tribe, the,

ii.

ii.

27, 39, 42.

Gaden, Commandant,

ii.

373

207, 315,

Don

Gaji, i. 183.
Galla, the,

Livio,

i.

ii-

;

i.

8,

11,

22,

19,

27,
120,

Gao, ii. 375, 389, 391, 449.
Garstin, Sir William, i. 298.
Gauckler, Lieut., ii. 252, 259,
274, 282.
Gazelles, i. 43.
Gentil, Monsieur, ii. 177, 205, 208,
315German Cameroon, ii. 165, 194,
201-216
Sultans in, ii. 213.
;

German commercial

travellers,

i.

13-

German machinery,
i.

16,

i. 134.
20, 32, 206

24,

ii.

28,

121, 201.

Ghcdcbursi
i.

(or

7. 46.

Gadabursi)

15/.
134.

206.
ii.

302.

marriages,

Goraki

(or

113

;

113.

i.

Guraghi)

tribe, the,

i.

70, 112.

Gori,

i.

140, 187, 191, 201.
ii.
206,

Gouraud, Colonel,
319. 447Gouri, ii. 300,
309.

301,

302,

Gouzien, Dr. ii. 485.
Governors, i. 16. 24, 25, 192

272,

304,

;

ii.

477. 490-

Gozobanghi, ii. 114.
Gras cartridges, i. 5, 59, 149, 185
i.

25,

38,

73

;

Graves,

ii.

;

26,

i.
56, 58, 69, 154, 162,
ii. 231
General
181, 197, 345
Gatacre's, i. 227.
Great Britain, i. 119, 124.
Grebangui, ii. 183.
Greeks, i. 16, 24, 65, 191, 200,
218, 220, 227, 323, 339.
;

i.

ii.

27. 95;

199, 244, 271.
Germany, i. 124.

Gerolimato, Mr. John,

ii.

Gonda, the, i. iii,
Gondokoro, i. 298.
Gongufema, ii. 266.
Good Hope, Cape of, ii. 62.
Goraki language, the, i.

rifles,

Germans,

i.

356,

355,

39-

tribe, the,

Gourselik,

;

344,

i.

tribe, the,

Gomma,

128.

47, 56, 66, 70, 76, 112,
122, 138, 140, 142, 148, 154,
159, 164, 181, 188, 197, 208,
263, 320.
Gambela, i. 200, 215, 217, 221.
Gambu, ii. loi.
/
Ganapia, ii! loi.

the,

Golu

Gombi

319-

Gaetani,

the,

tribe,

455.

tribe.

;

INDEX
Gubbera, Chief, ii. 37.
Guidam Bado. ii. 361.
Guinea-fowl,

i.

Guinea-worm,
Gulfei,

ii.

Hofrat-el-Nahas,

Hoggar
Honko,

315.
351.

Hotels,

ii.

Hot

214.

Gurgura tribe, the, i. 35, 46.
Guy, Governor, of the Senegal,

ii.

tribe, the,

7, 46.

i.

architecture of, i.
144, 237, 238, 259, 263, 266,
270, 274, 318. 327, 345, 352,
ii.
386, 387
71. 74, 95, 202,
^52, 368. 379, 428, 459, 464.
Haddad tribe, the, ii. 221, 227,
;

-35Hair-dresses,

i.

22,

25,

140, 155,
233. 235,
326. 345,
130. 144.
Hallucinations, ii. 345.
Hamdan Effendi, i. 264.
Hardellet, Lieut., i. 221.
;

Harem, Sultan

of Bongasso's,

ii.

Harnattan (wind),

ii.

241, 243.

Harrar, i. 10, 19, 47, 133.
Harrington, Sir John, i. 72, 74,
85, 87, 89, 127, 128, 130, 133.
ii. 20.

Hartebeest,

Haussa saddles,

ii.

323

;

tribe,

196, 224. 285, 315, 321, 324,
365. 370. 388.
Hawks, i. 21.
Hawuya tribe, the, i. 39, 44, 46.
Headgears, i. 36, 98, 117, 173, 199.
Heredity, ii. 41, 234, 235.
Hermits, i. 70.
Herons, i. 258.
Herrer, i. 121.
Hides, i. 201.
High Senegal and Niger, ii. 469
ii.

;

population of, ii. 470.
High Ubanghi, ii. i, 64.
333.

Hindu, i. 8, 17, 25, 27, 31.
Hippopotami, i. 161, 209, 215,
ii. 31, 77, 185,
259. 265, 314
;

201.

springs,

i.

139
ii.

;

ii.

272.

448.
i.
i.

285.
286, 292

;

71, 181.

Hydromel, i. 29.
Hyenas, i. 40, 53, 216.
Hypnotism, ii. 144.
Ice factories,
Ideni,
Idols,

i.

ii.

i.

7.

227, 234.
148.

tribe, the, ii. 398,
445. 449Iguellad tribes, the, ii. 445
Ilg, Mr. (Councillor of State), i.
74, 126.

Ilimidden tribe, the,

445.
148, 162,
176, 180, 184, 198, 229, 238,
277,278,284,285,295; ii. 141,
160, 189, 263, 337, 348, 349,
376, 389, 482, 488.
Imbert, M. Paul, ii. 442.
Implements, i. 7, 274, 344; stone
and flint, ii. 390, 395, 456.
Inedreden tribe, the, ii. 445.
Inkari tribe, the, ii. 391.
Intoxicants, i. 37, 95, 193, 283
Illnesses,

04-

i.

5.

Iguaddaren

loi, 117,
165, 167, 186, 198,
242, 245, 248, 308,
ii- 34. 119.
34<^. 385
168, 353, 428.

Higlig,

202.

ii.
i.

ii.

Hunger, relief from,
Hunting expeditions,
ii.

Habitations,

373.
448, 449.

i.

tribe, the,

Hourst, Lieut.,

490.

H.\BEREUAL
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ii.

108,

104,

i.

;

ii.75,85..

Inuellen tribe, the, ii. 391.
Inundations, ii. 403, 413, 454.
Invasions, ii. 394.
Irena, ii. 184.
Irikassa,

ii.

112.

Irregenaten tribe, the, ii. 398, 445.
Islamic movement, ii. 207.
Islands, floating,
Issa, the,

Italians,

i.
i.

i.

300.

7, 27, 46.

128, 340

;

ii.

134. 135Italy, i. 119.
Itang, i. 216.
Ito tribe, the,

132, 133.

i. 46.
114, 134, 135, 216, 220,
ii245. 323. 372. 375
3, 29,
65, 115, 139, 151.

Ivory,

i.

;

;
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Jackals,

ii.

Johannes, King,

i.

Jonqui^res,
ii.

Klobb, Lieut. -Col., ii. 449.
Kodo-kaya, the, i. 145.

43, 46.

i.

Joalland, Lieut.,

314.
iii, 115.

Faulque

Lieut.

Kodok
de,

304.

(Fashoda), i. 303.
Kola-nut, ii. 303, 352, 415.
Kossinga, i. 353, 375
ii. 3.
;

Koto Society, the, ii. 127, 214.
Kouango Franfais, Compagnie dii,

July 14th, ii. 169.
Jungmir, i. 260.

ii.

Kaba

tribe, the,

Kababodo,

186.

ii.

Kabara, ii. 398, 403, 454, 482.
Kaffa district, the, i. 114, 119,
Kafi-Khangi, i. 373, 377.
Kag^a, the, i. 356.
ii.

;

Kamba

ii.

ii.

196,

Kruma
Kulua,

280

ii.

;

tribe, the,

ii.

;

;

marriages, ii. 224
220, 222, 225,

ii.

233, 245, 259, 282, 284.

Kaniazmatch Olde Gabriel (ViceGovernor of Gori), i. 194.
Kano, ii. 303.
Kanzo, ii. 78.
Kare tribe, the, ii. 39, 42, 59,
60, 61, 121.

Karnaka, ii. 360.
Karra Pass, i. 20.
Kassai

tribe, the,

ii.

145, 146.

ii.

;

tribe,

the,

ii.

375,
10, 27, 33. 40,

2,

the,

tribe,

i.

376,

tribe, the,

ii.

ii. 157.
471.
241, 245, 274, 280, 281,
ii.

282.

Lado, i. 298.
Laga Arba, i. 46.
Lagarde, Monsieur Leon (French
minister in Adis-Ababa),
Laing, Major, ii. 442.
Lake Albert, i. 300.

Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake

Bata Hara,
Debo,

i.

i.

127.

58.

467, 468.
Haradilli, i. 20, 21.
ii.

Killelu,
Iro,

ii.

i.

15.

187.

No, i. 300, 302.
Rudolph, i. 119, 153.
Sumpi, ii. 447.

398,

Langab

398,

Langlume, Lieut., ii. 397.
Languages, i. 27, 40. 46,

449.

Kel-temulait tribe,

the,

ii.

tribe, the,

ii.

156.

81,
280, 288, 310, 311, 335;
ii.
42, 44, 45, 158, 163, 164,
344. 355, 436.
Languassi tribe, the, ii. 156,

113,

445-

Khartoum, i. 119, 141, 200,
Khor Gamus, i. 360.
Khor Ghanam, i. 368, 370.

Khor Idris, i. 359.
Khor Rami, i. 360.
Khor Silik, i. 367.
Kirdi tribe, the,

374,

Lamolle, Colonel, ii. 324.
Landres, Monsieur, ii. 177.

483.
Kayes, ii. 485.
ii.

Kelantassar

;

373,

i.

297.

Kanem cuvettes. See Cuvettes.
Kanembu funerals,
227 heredity, ii. 227
tribe, the,

;

Kunta tribe, the, ii. 445.
Kura tribe, the, ii. 220.

223.

Kamil Pasha, i. 44.
Kanem, the, ii. 253,

i.

386.

312.

mines,

;

the,

Kulikoro,

Kakkara,

192.

ii.

377.
funerals i.
habitations, i. 386

Kresh-Nakka

199.

Kati,

381, 388
378, 386
43, 121.

488.

Kaiongo, i. 356.
Kaka, i. 302 tribe, the,

ii.

battlefield, the,

Kresh Aja tribe, the,
Kresh deities, i. 380
tribe,

153, 216, 220, 239, 287.

Kaiddi,

150.

Kouno

193.

ii.

ii.

202.

Largeau, Colonel, ii. 205, 240.
La Tour de St. Igest, Lieut.,
196, 199.

449.

ii,

INDEX
Leather tanning and dyeing,

i.

113-

Mandja

the,

tribe,

ii.

171,

174,

179.

Lebas^at, the, i. 102.
Le Blevec, Commandant,

482.

ii.

Leeches, i. 327.
Lefebvre, Capt., ii. 315, 319.
Legends, i. 280, 286, 308
ii. 330,
;

390. 437Leli^vre, Monsieur,

115.

ii.

Lempriere, Major, i. 297.
Lenfant, Capt., ii. 210.
Lonz, ii. 443.
Leprosy, i. 108, 181, 184, 277,
ii. 141, 349, 389.
278, 285
Lovassort, Monsieur, ii. 84.
;

Libyia, the desert of,
Lighthouses, ii. 493.
Lignite, i. 122.

Lindo,

ii.

Lions,

i.

272.

ii.

Locusts,

;

ii.

Manga tribe, the, ii.
Manga Dagra tribe,
Mangawa tribe, the,

285.
the,
ii.

ii.
295.
300, 303,

304. 321.

Mangayat

tribe, the,

i.

375.

Mangin, Capt., ii. 271.
Mania, suicidal, i. 278.
Mao, ii. 255, 259. 275.
Marabu, ii. 267, 315, 316, 318,
346, 348, 410.
i. 359.
Marchand, Colonel,

Marble,

i.
128, 143,
ii- 30. 69. 207.
293. 304. 340
Marriages, i. no, 113, 223, 282,
ii.
100, 121,
312, 379, 380
129, 146, 159, 179, 199, 224,
232, 263, 333, 424, 458.
Maruba tribe, the, ii. 157.
Masongo tribe, the, i. 192.
Massowah, i. 119.
Matamkare, ii. 368, 370, 395.
Matthews, Major, i. 216, 264.
Mayuf, Chief, ii. 262, 265.
Mbaga tribe, the, ii. 178.
Mbi tribe, the, ii. 157.
Mborade tribe, the, ii. 398.
M'bru tribe, the, ii. 167, 168, 169,
178.
Medal, i. 328.
;

;

130 tribe, the, ii. 157.
216, 250, 259, 333, 365,
366, 367. 370Lips, elongation of, ii. 158, 167,
188.
Liihcim, the, ii. 356.
Lizards, i. 329.
314.

Looms, weaving, i. 175.
Love marks, i. 225.
Luanedian tribe, the, i. 341.
Lunacy, ii. 264, 288, 313.
Lunar haloes, ii. 305.
Lunch, an imperial, i. 90.
Luppen, Commandant van,'

ii.

118.

Luto,

505

Menclik, Emperor, i. 71, 72, 73,
76, 77, 79, 85-99, 100, 118,
ii. 65.
122, 155
Menelik's double, i. 93.
Mestra-el-Rek, i. 322-324.
;

ii.

183.

M.\cGiLLivR.\Y, Mr. D. P.,

MacMillan E.xpedition,

i.

i.

133.

12, 41,

43-

trees,

Mezillier,

i.

i.

281

102,

;

ii.

180,

Mezjids, i. 56
Miaissa Arabs,
Michailidis, Mr.

347-

Magnant, Monsieur,

Mahamid

tribes, the,

Mahieu, Capt.,
Mailles, Lieut.,
Malarial fever,

227, 323
131, 155-

;

ii.

ii.

ii.

169, 171.
270.

131.

194, 196, 198.
104, 211, 224,
4, 6. 18, 58, 115,

ii.
i.

337.

i.

Manangasha,

MandaUa

ii.

i.

137.

tribe, the,

i.

374, 375.

Miltou,

Min

147.

Commandant,
;

Magicians,

Malwal,

Metcha

ii.
ii.
ii.

ii. 397.
203, 260, 262.
262.

16, 32.

199.
tribe, the,
ii.

i. 341.
Mir, ii. 294.
ii.
Missionaries, i. 293, 299, 340
I55> 405, 488.
Mobay, ii. 131, 156.
Moenson Mahamma, ii. 316.
Mohammed Askya, ii. 391.
Mohammed Riad Effendi, i. 219.
Molle, Commandant, ii, 194.
;

INDEX
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Mombassa
route

i.

railway, the,
Monasteries, i. 66.
186,

i.

73, 79tribe, the,

Monnu

Moon, power
Moors,

119.

i.

201.

;

Mussulmans,

187,

359

;

112,

ii.

166,

28,

i.

189

100,
161,

57,
17,

56,

;

ii.

203, 227, 262, 303, 346, 391,
410, 416, 424, 460.
Mutilation of bodies, the, i. 42.
Mylius, Baron de, i, 114.

157.
of the, ii. 306.
ii.

376, 387, 409, 441, 461,

ii.

ii.

Musical instruments, i, 115, 194,
ii. 53, 70, 163.
239, 245, 287

70.

Mombassa
Monkeys,

Mundo,

Adis- Ababa,

from

to,

488.

Mopti,

457.

ii.

Moreau, Father,

ii.

Nachtigal, ii. 271.
Nagadras Biru, Governor

155, 156, 161,

165.

Moritania, or Mauritania,

i.

;

:

Navigation et Transportation
Congo-Ubanghi, Compagnie

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Foldi,

52,

i.
i.

19

Gadjenua,

;

57

46

i.

Mount

;

Furi,

i.

70

N'gola tribe, the, ii. 173, 174.
Ngondere, ii. 196, 197, 199.
Nguigmi, ii. 284.
Niafunke, ii. 454.

;

Mount

;

Gunduntu,
Ghescia, i. 172
i.
Mount Gundura, i. 23
22
Herrer, i., 69
Kaga, ii. 181
Kaga Batundi Mount, ii. 182
;

;

;

;

;

;

Katchenua, i. 52
Kountouss,
Magaghes, i. 58
301, 304
Manangesha, i. 70
Mount
Mari, i. 15
Metcha, i. 137,
Niehm Mounts, ii. 192
138
Mounts Obenu, i. 15
Oua
Corma, i. 152, 167, 169
Sahe,
;

ii.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mount Seccia, i. 172
158
Soddo, i. 70
Tchukhala, i.
Toke Toke, i. 141
66, 70
Tulugergo, i. 153
Tulutatcha,
i.
Wassil, i. 56
Yekka
139
Mehel, i. 71.
Mounyo, province of, ii. 301.
i.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mud-fish, ii. 319.
Mules, i. 123.

Mulluh,

i.

44.

ii.

157-

;

Mounts,

dii

de,

ii. 131.
N'delle, ii. 181.
N'di tribe, the, ii. 157, 169.
N'dogo tribe, the, i. 355, 356.
Nefsabat, the, i., loi.
Ngao tribe, the, ii. 157.
Ngao-Ngapu tribe, the, ii. 158.
Ngapu Tor Gapua) tribe, the,

;

BaraAssabot, i. 45
52
Barrakhet,
Muldatta, i. 20, 23
Dalatti,
Bosseta, i. 58
i. 56
i.
Mount D'Arro, i. 15,
70
Djeb-Zeraf, i. 298
19, 22
Fantalli
Eliri Mount, i. 300
i.

of Bure,

198, 206.
Nana, ii. 175, 179.
Nasser, i. 263, 267, 290.

488.
ii. 404, 405, 406,
Mosques, i. 26
408, 441, 461, 463.
Mossi tribe, the, ii. 409.
Motcha district, the, i. 201, 216.
Mouhnet, Monsieur, ii. 131.
Mountains Afillo, i. 230 Afrotti.
Arusi,
i.
20 ; Ansobar, i. 52
ii.

/

Niamey,

ii.

374, 383, 391.

Niam-Niam
396

;

language, i.
marriages, i. 392.

Niam-Niam

(or

A-sandeh)

394-

tribe,

i.

342, 370, 376, 384, 388-396;
ii. 33, 40, 59, 187, 190, 192.
Niger Benoue route to Lake
Tchad, ii. 210, 211.
Niger, navigation of, ii. 481.
Niger to Senegal railway, ii. 481.
Nile Adis-Ababa route, the, i.
201.
Nile and Congo valleys, highest

—

—

point between, ii. 8.
Nile irrigation scheme,
Nilotic tribes, i. 243.

Nogolgoleh

tribe, the,

N'Sakkara

tribe,

i.

298

385.
70, 99,
100, 116, 121, 156, 177.
Nuer sitting posture, i. 235.
the,

i.

ii.

INDEX
Nuer

tribe, the,

i.
234, 254, 257,
268, 270, 280. 282,
^95. 307. 308. 321.
Nyang tribe, the, i. 341.

266,

262,

Obock.

5.

i.

racial,

i.

83.

179.
173, 175.

ii.

ii.

50, 114, 140,

210,

ii. 68, 73,
79, 91, 92, 93,
III, 112, 113, 127, 131, 148, 151,
380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 387
Bedoua, ii. 91
Fafa, ii. 387

166, 187,
238, 239,
266, 269,
326. 330,

233.
248,
318,
345, 346,
119, 143,
309, 382, 432-435Ostriches, i. 216, 332, 367
ii.
315, 423, 462.
Ouango, ii. 115.
Ouled, or Uled, SuUman Arabs,
ii. 259, 262, 272.
Owen, Capt. R., i. 3.
;

;

P.\PYRUS, i. 301.
Parsees, i. 18.
Pasquier, Capt., ii. 392.
Percival, Bimbashi, i. 372
ii. t.
Peroz, Lieut. -Col., ii. 315, 319.
Pierre, Monsieur Charles, ii. 66,
84, 88, 89, 104, no, 112.
Pinkio, i. 221.
Piquet, Monsieur, ii. 81.
Plantations, i. 53, 121.
;

Podor, ii. 48^.
Polyandry, ii. 129.
Ponty, Monsieur, Governor of tlie
High Senegal and Niger, ii. 477,

Ganapia, ii. 91
Goui, ii. 91
Labesango, ii. 384
Maragun,
ii. 113
Mcngu, ii. 112 Mongunbo, ii. 91 Mayongo, ii. 112
Sanga, ii. 151 Setema, ii. 131
Sholiminghi, ii. 112
Wanza,

i.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

112.

ii.

Ras-Makonnen,

19, 24, 26, 28,

i.

30, 131, 297.

Ras Olde Gorghis,
Ras-Tassama, i.

i. 372.
Rebellions, ii. 317, 319.
Red Sea, the, ii. 62.

Regnelol tribe, thc,
Reigenstein,

i.

Lieut.

Quakuru,

ii.

thc,

i.

i.

Reptiles,

317, 326.

ii.

i.

Rhinoceros,

Rig Rig,
Rivers,

Rivers

i.

Adda,

:

(Pibor),

178

ii.

31.

275.
160.

ii.

i.

373

i.

260, 268

Babodo,

;

Djebel,
Zeraf,

i.
i.

ii.

Adjouba

;

Atomi,

;

3

300, 325
293, 298

;

Bakkari,

;

Bamingui (or Baminghi),
Bangoran (or Sara
ii. 181, 184
Shumsha), ii. 185 Baro, i. 179,

ii.

39

;

;

;

206,

197,

208,

21/,

27

;

Raiding,

i.

112.

of,

192, 208.
86.

ii.

239,

Biri,

i.,

Bissi,

ii.

167;

the, i. 119
Boro, i. 376
Chinko, ii.
Bottinga, ii. 167
Dabana, i.
81, 86, 88, 89
Didessa,
Daraui, ii. 25
172
Djibb6, i.
i.
119, 161, 172
Dura.
Djur, i. 322, 355
153
;

;

;

Rafay, military post
Ragga, i. 373.

ii.

Bahr-elBahr-el-

;

;

Rabah the Terrible, ii.

266.

;

;

458.

ii.

ii.
104
83, 84, 86,
87, 115, 159-219, 350, 392Repiquet, Moniseur, ii. 490.

Benoue, i.
ii- 5,
373, 374
Blue Nile,
25
Bongo, ii. 127

303.

341,
F. von,

Religious confraternities,

Remedies,

;

QUAGNARET,

170,

Rawson, Bimbashi,

260;

288.

161.
162,

i.

93,

191, 201, 203, 218.

190,

490.
Pulsations,

;

;

207,
235,
240,
261,
273,
321,
335,
ii. 55.
356, 384. 388
147, 148, 158, 304,

245,
284,

Rapids,

;

Ornaments and ornamentations,
i.

Rainy

ii.

;

;

i.

tribe, the,

Onguras.

12-16, 80, 118,
481, 483, 492.
season, the, i. 152, 328.
8,

i.

;

83, 197, 247.
Tuareg, the, ii. 393.

Oehmmiden
Ongura

Railways,
119, 120

;

0-chiolla, the, i. 303.
Odour of Europeans,

Odour,

507

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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Rivers

continued.

Gabbai,
Fafa, ii. 179
259
ii.
Ghifa,
i.
178
175
GodoGoangua, ii. 31, 33
Gotha, i. 40
burkha, i. 63
Gribanghi (or Grebangui), ii.
Hawash, ii.
177, 182, 184, 242
Herrer, i.
10, 47, 48, 53, 138
KatchKabana, i. 129
39

i.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

enua,

47

i.

Kemo,

;

178

165,

157,

Komadugu,

ii. 155, 156,
Kiro, "i. 302
241, 242, 246,
106, 127, 156,

;

ii.

;

;

;

151
365
211
iii

;

;

;

;

Mbomu, ii. 3, 8, 35, 60, 64,
66, 82, 91, 93, 113, 114, 117
Mitcha, i. 66 ;
Moi, ii. 91,

;

Mpamo,

;

179

ii.

Ngawa,

79

ii.

Nana,

;

ii.

25

Mpoku,

;

176,

ii.

Niger,

;

ii.

374-480, 391, 454, 481
i.

295, 297, 316

2

ii.

;

;

;

182

;

167,
Nile,

Omo,

Ouarra, ii. 74
Pongo,
JSangha, ii. 158,
355. 357
Shari, ii. 167, 175, 184,
196
186, 201, 214, 218, 242
Sobat,

i.

119

;

;

;

;

;

i.

201,

202,

;

369, 372-

Russian Legation, i. 129.
Russian Legation, Adis-Ababa,
Russian Minister,

73.

i.

290,

302.

297,

St.

John's Day,

St. Louis,

103.

i.

489.
Ste. Famille des Banziris, Mission
de la, ii. 155.
ii. 71,
Sacrifices, i. 104, 305, 309
ii.

;

human, ii. 181.
Sabanga tribe, the, ii. 157,
Sadyok tribe, the, i. 341.
231

;

Salle district, the, i. 201, 216.
Salt mines, ii. 302, 303, 420, 456.
Saltpetre, ii. 307.
Salutations, i. 42, 268,^280,' 298
;

ii.

321, 369, 427.

Sanango, ii. 34, 74.
Sandes (or Zandes)
ii.
392
39, 42,
;

Rolic, Monsieur,

Segu, n. 463.
Senegal, navigation

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Routes,

i.

ii.

93.
der, i. 206.

10, 19, 32, 47, 56, 63,

163, 200, 201, 202,
34i> 371, 373
ii3, 35, 63, 211, 272, 275, 302,
327, 364, 372, 375, 39^. 420.
Rubber, i. 201, 216, 220, 375
ii.
3, 29, 31, 65, 103,^109, no,
70,

216,

140,

334.

;

;

the,

tribe,

50,

i.

65,

54,

71, 74, 169.

Sandireh,

;

177.

Sahara, the, ii. 266, 272,303, 307.
Salamanders, i. 314.

Sor,
i.
iqo
326
184,
Tadetchimalka, i. 54
Take, v.
Tomburi, ii. 211
182
Tonj,
iTukur, i. 141
324, 337
Ualtinak, i. 148
Ubanghi, i.
ii.
2, 66, 117, 126, 131,
393
150,
165,
149,
157,
175
Umbelacha, i. 373
Umbella,
ii.
Umbili, i.
157, 177, 179
Wau, i. 344
Wella, ii.
377
Welle, ii. 64, 113, 117.
35
Roads, i. 71.

Ropp, Baron von

i.

71.

;

302; Koto, ii.
Kouango,
ii.
157
Kuluka, i. 139
Kuru, i.
Logone, ii. 197, 210,
Mabiso, ii. 31
Mbari, ii.

92

125,
127.
122,
123,
124,
129, 137, 138, 139, 151, 172,
process of
466, 477, 478, 479
coagulating, ii. 124.
Rubber vines, i. 182, 208, 337,

Sandu,

Sanga
Sango

(or

371, 395.

ii.

81, 86.

ii.

Zanga)

tribe, the,

tribe, the,
ii.

ii.

156.

145.

Sansanding, ii. 462.
Sara tribe, the, ii. 187, 188, 193.

Sarabaka

tribe, the,

ii.

186.

Scarecrows, i. 234, 266.
Schipper, Lieut., ii. 212.
Schools,
Seefried,

116.

i.

Hauptman

F.

von,

ii.

194.
of.

ii.

486,

492.

Senegalese

soldiers,

ii.

61,

187, 255, 294, 367, 446, 449.
Settlements, foreign, i. 5.

Shaat

Sham,

Sham

tribe, the,
i.

i.

375.

236.

fights,

i.

234.

86,

;

INDEX
Shambe,

2^8.

i.

Shankalla tribe, the,

173, 175,

i.

509

Soiigoy-Gabibi tribe, the,
Spahis, ii. 255, 449.
Spears,

Shari, origin of the word,
Shari river, delta of the.

Sherfigh tribe, the,

ii.
ii.

242.
216.

336

Shikaris, i. 9.
Shiluk architecture, i. 318 boats,
i. 292, 305
chief of the, i. 303
;

;

;

country, the,

country,
314
division of the, i. 305
deities,
i.
fishing expeditions,
309
i.
hairdresses, i. 308
314
language, i. 310, 311
legend,
i.
marriages, i. 312
308
sacrifices, i. 305, 309
salutations, i. 298
subdivision of
the, i. 303
tribe, the, i. 268,
280, 292, 294, 298, 302-315
i.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

war

tactics,

i.

306.

Sinoussi),

266-272

;

Sudanese soldiers, i. 296.
Sulphate of lead, ii. 308.
Sultan of Bongasso, i. 374

128

ii.

;

128, 206,

ii.

sultanate of, ii. 127,
129, 130, 157, 178, 181
tribe, the, i. 377
ii. 50.
Sirdar, the, i. 264, 324.
Skirmunt, Mr., i. 338.
Skull, the formation of the, i. 51.
Slave-dealers, i. 302.
;

128,

;

;

Chak-Chak,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

64, 65, 85, 97, 317.

Sultan of Sinoussi's sons, ii. 128.
Sultan of Zemio's sons, ii. 39.
Sunstroke, i. 36.

Smugglers, ii. 26, 61.
Snakes, ii. 296.

Sutherland Bey,
Swedes, ii. 133.

;

ii.

29,

33. 63, 65, 67, 92, 103-110, 114,
126, 131.
ii.

223,

395Soldiers,

ii.

empire

of,

tribe,

the,

417, 460.

ii.

ii.

391,

394,

147,

i.

i.

339, 342.

218, 372, 374

Tadetchimalka,

i.

ii.

26,

10, 56.

317,

409,

;

29, 82.

Taitu, the Empress,
115, 204.
Tajao, i. 260.

436;

231,
180,

263, 318, 348.

Tamaske,
Tambura,
ii.

200,
160,

102,

i.

132,

ii.

Taghibat

118.

Somali, the, i. 8, 27, 38.
Soiigoy language, the,

;

224,

278, 280, 302.

Sokoto, the

387

Syrians,

ii. 78, 117.
des Snltanats, the,

Sodium carbonate,

;

Dakako,

;

Hadeija, ii. 317
25, 28
Ibrahim Morad, i. 377, 378
Jaggara of Gulfei, ii. 214
Mahommed Merikki, i. 377
i.
Mousa
Mousa,
373
Kemdego, i. 374 Nasr Andel,
iRafay
376;
353.
374.
(Hetman), the, ii. 64, 65, 81,
Ragga, Mousa Hamed,
84, 92
the, i., 375, 376, 378;
SaidBandas, i. 376
Sinoussi, ii
Yango, i.
158 Wadai, i. 376
Zemio, ii. 38, 52, 63,
374
ii.

Superstitions,

;

Socie'.e

373

i.

Slavery, ii. 71, 137, 339, 424.
Sleeping-sickness, i. 390
ii. 156.
Smelting furnaces, i. 336
ii. 119.

Snares,

ii.

;

65, 85, 92, 93, 97, 98, loi, 127

;

the

of

punishments,

religious fanatics,

i.

104.
Storks, crowned, i. 315.
Sud, the, i. 299, 300, 321.
Sudan, the, i. 120
American
Mission of the, i. 293.

;

271.

ii.

ii.

;

Shirmalek, ii. 298.
Shwai, i. 271.
Sidi-el-Mahdi
(Sheil:
Sinoussi

;

145, 176, 186, 206,
257, 288, 306, 314,
119, 171, 338-431-

Spirits of the mountains, the,

398.

ii.

i.

234, 236,

398.

ii.

tribe, the.

363.
Chief,

ii.
i.

391.
105, 106,

ii.

ii.

37, 47.

Taodeni, ii. 420, 456.
Tape -worm, the, i. 104.
Tappi, Father, i. 303, 324, 341.
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Taua,

ii.

Taufikia,

Tobacco,

364.
i. 295.

Tchad, Lake,

Togbu
210, 217,
279, 288, 297,
basins of, ii.
165,

ii.

252,

271,

Z^7>

3>4. 391
currents of,

272,
;

241
dimensions

246, 247
eleva246
tions of, ii. 250, 251
geographical problems of, ii. 246
;

of,

ii.

;

ii.

;

;

;

from,

infiltration

247, 249,
islands of, ii. 236, 237,
legends regarding, ii. 245,
ii.

277
238
navigation of, ii. 248
280
Niger-Benoue route to, ii. 302
open water of, ii. 218
origin
of the word, ii. 242
oscillations of, ii. 243
populations of
islands of, ii. 220
the sand
of, ii. 250
the Sao, ii. 278
temperature of atmosphere, ii.
terraces
248, 277, 281, 288
on, ii. 282
travellers on, ii.
the water of, ii. 238,
240
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

247.

Tchara, i. 164.
Tcheffedunza, i. 66.

Teda

tribe, the,

10, 56.

ii.

the,

ii.

391.

voratrix,

i.

129

;

tribe,

ii. 119, 120.
263.
Tormoz, ii. 398.
Tornadoes, i. 168, 355, 360, 364
ii.
I, 7,
16, 48, 52, 53. 126,
167, 182, 184, 213, 266, 362.
Tottenham, Mr. P. M., i. 298.
Toumagheri tribe, the, ii. 221.
Tourenq, Lieut., ii. 187.

Torfot,

tribe,
i.

;

Tracking, ii. 27.
Traction engines, i. 72.
Trade, i. 50, 112, 120, 123, 124,
ii.
200, 216, 217, 219, 220
;

208, 213, 215, 340.
Traders, i. 5, 17, 31, 58, 200, 232,
ii.
323. 339. 372. 374. 376;
26, 171, 316, 409, 413, 458,
486.
Trade taxes, i. 201, 218, 219.
i.

65, 173.

120.
Tripoli, li. 303.
Tripolitania, ii. 262.
Tropical climates, precautions in,
i.

;

19.

ii.

;

Telegraphs and Telephones, i. 113,
ii. 360, 492.
158
Telepathy, ii. 345.
Tenguerighif tribe, the, ii. 445.

Termix

Tongu

marriages,
128, 181.

ii.

;

i.

Tedjajina confraternity,
266, 268.
Telatai tribe, the,

the,

Trading stations, i. 216, 239.
Tree worship, i. 112, 187 ii. 230.
Tribal marks, i. 211, 224, 243,
ii.
268, 273, 286, 307, 329
79,

270.

ii.

177.

Tombagu

Trading,

Tchekna, ii. 255, 456.
Tcher-Tcher route, the,
Tchoba, i. 57.
Tchora Uta, i. 174.

115, 144, 265, 315.
the, ii. 156, 157,

i.

tribe,

317, 3=^2

;

ii.

36.

Tuareg,

ii.
180, 206, 208, 224,
285, 315, 316, 319. 3'^'6-359>
366, 389, 392, 394, 398, 441.
444- 445. 446. 449; bravery,
ii-

338

camps,

;

ii.

342

;

divi-

sions of, ii. 326, 329
language,
ii- 355
limit of their country,

.36.

;

Tessaoua post, ii. 321.
Throwing knives, i. 393
Tibesti, the,

\

;

ii.

marriages, ii. 333
migrations, ii. 335
saddles, ii.
serfs and slaves,
322, 342, 362
ii. 331
succession, the, ii. 332

96.

ii.

270, 272.
Tidorome, ii. 391,
Tiet, the, i. 281.
Tigre, the, i. 70, iii, 199.
Tigrins, the, i. 11 1.
ii.

;

women,

Tubu

;

ii.

444-450.

;

;

;

hostilities near,

;

;

Timbucto, ii. 269, 307, 403-450,
the climate of, ii.
459, 492
costumes, the, ii. 430
409
;

327

;

ii.

333.

tribe, the,

ii.

252, 253, 272,

273, 286.
Tubuh, ii. 221.

Tuguyu

tribe, the,

i.

Tukuler

tribe, the,

ii.

375.
394, 441.
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Tussa

i.

Wanzarengu,

146.

pillars,

ii.

trees, the, i. 149, 152,
164, 172, 182, 183, 188, 197.
Ubanghi and the Shari, watershed
of the, ii. 175.

Ugombe,
Umsuf,
Ursu,

Usra

126.

ii.

300.
31Q.

i.

the,

i.

V.\LLET, Dr., ii. 372.
Verde, Cape, ii. 62, 491, 493.
Victoria Nyanza, i. 302.
Villelume, Monsieur, ii. 66.
Virdi tribe, the, ii. 157.
Virgin,

Day

of the,

i.

ii.

(Fort Dcsaix), i. 324, 338.
i.
244, 261, 285, 307,

326

ii.

;

375

ii.

50,

;

;

Yangah, i. 54.
Yanghere tribe,
;

ii.

468,

Yango

Wadda

frontier,

Yayu, i.
Yellow fever,
ii.

tribe,

the,

255.
ii.
157,

177, 181.

Wanda

tribe, the,

ii.

ii.
i.

197.

387

;

tribe,

387.
182.

i.

ii.

376, 482, 488.

156.
ii.

178,

Zebir Pasha,
ii.

the,

architecture,

187, 206,

255. 271, 456.

Wadaian

194.

;

Yola,
;

ii.

(Dupuis),

Yongoro,
i.

96, 198, 294, 338, 358.

Wilson, Capt., i. 216.
Winckler, Ob. -Lieut.,

;

471, 480.
Vultures, i. 39.

W.ADAI,

923.

Weapons,

the,

Jean,

ii.

;

dances, i. 224
funerals, i.
marriages, i. 223
226
tribe,
the, 198, 199, 207, 209, 211,
214, 221, 229, 243, 295, 302.

108.

Volcanic fissures, i. 49.
Volcanic rock, i. 14, 53, 70
3. 173Vuillet, Monsieur

102.

ii. 417, 428.
post, ii. 117, 122, 126;
tribe, the, ii. 66, 69, 72, 78, 79,
80, 104, 112, 117, 120, 130.
Yakuaje, i. 272.
Yambo cleanliness, i. 225

398, 445.

ii.

Wau

Yacoma
Yacoma

i.

ij.
tribe, the,

ii.

Wart-hogs, i. 365
Water, i. 37.

396.

Uarca

Ululations,
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223.

Zeila,

158,

i.

i.

363, 374

;

ii.

3.
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Zemio post, ii. 29, 60, 62.
Zinder, ii. 208, 262, 314, 375.
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